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T. 

DEVELt3PMMT OE FACTORIAL ANALYSIS 

AND ITS BEARINGS OA INDUSTRIAL, SW.ECTION AND PLACEMENT 

'"There is no search for timeless, Qspaceless, population 

"lose truth in factor analysis; rather it represents a simple 

"straightforward problem of description in several dimensions 

"of a definite exam functioning in definite manners, and he 

"who assumes to read more remote verities into the factorial 

"outcome is certainly doomed to disappointment." m Truman L, 

Kelley. 

The credit for initiating the mathematical treatment 

or "rationalization" of the results of tests administered to 

a fairly large group so as to eubsume them under certain heads, 

in terms of loadings, goes to Professor Spearman. These 

heads were designated Factors and were sa -posed to enter in 

varying measure in the different tests of the battery. It 

was further believed that the mental reaction, occasioned by 

the tests, could be described in their terms. This is 

undoubtedly a good-mathematical device. The crux of the 

i ?roble is: Do the factors have any psychological significance? 

It is this aspect which has occasioned a lanu drawn out 

controversy amonn the psychologists 

The position of Spearman may be summed up thus: 

If we take a number of. PBsufficiently dissimilar" tests and 

administer them to a large population, the intercorrelations 

can be arranged into a hierarchical order3 and the tetrad 

differences will be or tend to be zero. According to 

Spearman this tendency is universal and points to the invariable 

presence of a general factor which runs through all the 

ccrniti ve tests. When this general factor has been taken out 

what is left in each test is specific factors 

I n / 

1, Factor Analysis - Holzinger & Harman a Univ. of Chicago. 
1941. p.3.. 

2, Psychology Down the Ages e Vol.II. 1937. p.219. 

3. In this system of coefficients the values steadily diminish from top to bottom and from left to right. 
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In an article which he contributed to the British 

Journal of psychology`' before his death, he reviewed the 

the measure of recognition that his theory had gained from 

different quarters, The following'.' were the chief eourcee of 

confirmation 

(i) Brown anc? Stephenson tested. about 300 subjects and 

administered no lesc than 20 tests, Their finding was: 

"The whole of this immense material ® with two small and 

°expiicable exceptions - was found to satisfy the hierarchical 

"conditions admirably," Brown who was sceptical of oSpearman's 

theory in 191E remarked: The main purpose of our research 

"has been achieved, namely to establish. Prof, Spearman's theory 

"of two factors on an adequate statistical basis," 

(ii) Then cane the contribution of Alexander6 in 1935, 

He wrote: "In Spearman's tests of 'g' we have measures of the 

"common -factor, not merely of a battery of tests, but of the 

"whole cognitive sphere. That bei.rf.g so, we are more than 

"happy to accept the existence of 'g' as meaning the existence 

"of 'the comeion intellective factor'," 

(iii) In 1042 Holzinger and Swineford showed the factor 'g' 

to possess the desired stability and consistency in full 

measure, 

Spearman concluded by saying; It ('A' factor) 

"presents at least the cardinal statistical characters 

"definiteness, comprehensiveness and stability which are 

"indispensable for the purpose of science," 

The next ierportant step was to interpret this 

statisticel entity 'pl, Spearman had studiously avoided 

describing it i__ the early stages of his investigation, He 

interpreted / 

4. British Journal of Psychology, May, 1946, 

5, In conclusion, it may be stated that the results of the 
prevent research,, so far as they have been yet worked 
out, are in some conflict with Spearman's theory and 
to some extent confirm Thorndike's view upon the nature of psychical correlation, 

6, Intelligence, Concrete and Abstract 



interpreted the 'gi in 1904 thus: "All branches of 

/intellectual activity have in common one fundamental function 

eroup of funotioas) where the remaining are specific 

element s seen in every case to be wholly different from that 

"in all the others."7 Reviewing his work in 1927 he critically 

examined the various proposed explanations, psycholocical and 

physiological, and was unwilling to bracket it with intelligence, 

/This bore title, indeed, carries us no great way, seeing that 

"the word intelligence has no definite meaning."8 The recourse 

to rover 0-f attention, as advocated by Burt9 and Garrettl° vas 

rejected ae the expression was ambiguous. It may mean "some 

conation or effort of will" or its meaning may be taken as akin 

to that of mental energy an advocated by Woodrow. But conation 

or effort of '71.11 May imply intqnsity of slziation, that is, 

success is very closely connected with volitional control, i.e. 

"The most successful testes, is he who can most effectiely dis- 

pel all distraction caused by other matters '11 Altovether 

Spearman was disposed to reject the oonative ex'olahation of 1g' 

but was favourably inclined towards the interpretation of tgt 

as mental eneTEx. He discussed at length this hypothesis in 

Chpters VIII and IX, in its philosophical,physiological and 

nsycholoical aspects, and came to the conclusion that it fitted 

the fP,cts "as a glove does the hand."" And to the 

dissentients his rejoinder ras that they should salve their 

conscience by only sayinr, that the mental phenomena behave 

'PD ifl such an energy eritted."12 The enrdnes through which 

this energy made itself -felt he described 

in I 

American Journal of Psychology: 1904. XV, p.202. 

8 The Abiiities of Kan by Spearman. Macmillan, 1927, p.88. 

9. British journal of Psychology, 1909, itiF. t" 

10. Ibid. 1919, x. P 156 

11, The Abiliti of zan, p.89. 

12. Ibid. p.135. 



In his article published posthumously in 1946 he 

reviewed his earlier interpretations and added that "the 

presence of the spatial 'Pactor and that of a high te tend to 

go tooet;ler.'"a And he came to the conclusion that in epatial 

perception two psycholoeicel nroceesee -ro inextricably 

involved, viz. synthetic and analytic. In the synthetic 

operations "figures (or their conetitunnts) are mentally 

graeped" in larger units (onetime called *holes). In the 

analytic, occurrine simultaneously the attention ie directed 

from one element of the rieure to the other, And this latter, 

being a noegenetic process, that is, the process of discovery 

or educing relationship can be attriboted to tgt. And the 

Qy ee 
great thin analytic capacity the great the possension of Igt. 

Hie final conclusion, his swan sene, ie that"gt is essentially 

characterized by the combination of naagenseis ard p,bztractnessr 

We may sum up the interpretatien of tet by Spearman 

thus: 

(1) tg' is mental energy. 

(2) This energy is operative in noreeenesie wi1ch consists 

in - 

(a) The apprehension øP one' s own experience, that is the power 

to observe what goes on in one's mind: 

(b) The Eduction of Relations - when a pereon has in mind any 

two or more idea (using this word to embrace any items of 

mental content, whether perceived or thouglit of ) he has more or 

less power to brine to mind any reletiont that essentially 

holds between them, - This is what is oreramably meant by 

abstractnees as a characteristic of tgt. 

0/ The 1Lduction of Correlate "Oa the presentation of an 

"item, together with a relation, a person tench. to conceive the 

correlative item." 

He/ 
sot Alrivexyawitemea.............sm,,..,.......-Acv ,aana.esaavaae,...,--snalasiür,locep.,347,02p.exa, --rpc 

12a, Intellectual Status at Maturity as a Criterion for 
Selecting Items in Pre-School Teets. By Katharine MO 
Uaurer, Minnesota University Press, London: 
Geoffrey Cumberledge_ 
5? ...., The ' est predictor's are those test involving peiteption. 
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thet is, they arote from an overlap of tpecific factors. he 

defined them as "those which occur in more than one but less 

"than all of any given set of abilities; and were thus in 

"fact the speeific factor of an ability which was included in 

the same set with some other ability which also contains this 

"element."15 rlowever, Spearman and his school would resist 

their iscursion as far as poseible. And the remedy, in the 

words of Holzinger, was we should seek tests that do not have 

"an apparent degree of common specificity because the Su in 

"one test is pretty eure to be correlated with the Su in a 

"similar test."16 

We can now proceed to a critical examination of the 

theory of Spearman. 

(1) He insists on the homogeneity of the ponulation, 

to which the tests are adminietered, with respect to age9 

training or sex for "only in euch a manner, kt-wraTst, it would 

"seem, can any adequate explanation be afforded for the 

"occasional occurrence of appreciable negative correlations."17 

(2) Derides the three qualitative laws of loegenesis, 

he enunciates five quantitative one The fir t qualitative 

law (see pp.4-5) working against the homogenecus environment 

of the material tested ensured similarity of approach by the 

group. And the tests, though "sufficiently disseimilarwere 

not drawn from fiel< s. beyond the ke,1 of the average. If they 

were completely dissl iilar the correlations among them in every 

case be zero or very nearly zero. In the correlation matrix 

at page 145 of The Abilities of Man there is only one figure 

that is nearly zero, and this relates to correlation between 

"completed 

15. The Abilities or Man: by Epearman. Macmillan, 1932, p.222. 

16. Statistical riesleuel4 cf The 3pearman Two-7actor Mesa: by 
Karl 0. :iolzinger. The {3n.iv® of Chicago Press, pp.41-42, 

17. The Abilities of Man: by Spearman, n.155. 
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"Completed Words" and "Drawing Length". In fact Spearman id 

indirectly pleading for the proper selection or what in 

described by modern logicians as the Universe of Discourse;18 

and in spite of insistence on sufficient dissiilarity of 

tests they have a solid core of similarity in the sense that 

it is not incompatible for an average person in the group 

tested to perform varying combinations of the tests. The 

next step in the assessment of Igl factor which is. already 

assumed is to discover individual differences and the justifies. 

tion for the possibility of these differences is based on the 

quantitative laws: 

(i) The Law of Spar?, according to which 9every 

"mind tende to keep its simultaneous output constant in 

"quantity, however varying in quality," 

(ii) The Law of Retentivity, involving the lav of 

inertia, the law of dispositions, the law of associations, 

makes for differentiation among individuals 

(iii) The Law of Fatigue, that is, the tendency 

opposed to the occurrence of a cognitive process afterwards, 

(iv) The Law of Conative Control which makes for 

control of the intensity of cognition by conation, 

(y) The Lay! of "Primordial Potencies" which implies 

that age, health, heredity, the effects of drugs, etc. have 

all their effect in varying measure in each individual. 

These laws are universal, but their combined 

operation producen result which vary from individual to 

individual. They enable us to measure luantitatively the 

qualitative diflerences of Uoegenesis. 

In 'conclusion, both thelphilonophy which almost 

unconsciously actuates Spearmanls investigations and the 

technique I 

1,1(1+11,-"..V.WerY 

18, Like Spearman, Bradley and Bonanquet also hold that 
"knowledge is inherently confined to relations and that neither relations nor their terms could stand Thy themselvesl. - Bernard Bosaamtt, 1848-1923: Proceedings of the British Academy, Vo1.71, 
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technique that he evolved made for t',e ruppcased discovery of 

a Common Factor, To the extent that some specifics in a 

bunch c f tests tended to have something in common, after the 

contribution of ogl had been removed and allowance made for 

sampline errors, Spearman grudgingly admitted the possibility 

of a few group factors. 

This position of Spearman is open to certa...i.n serious 

objections, As Thomson is the most representative and the 

most consistent critic of Spearman, we shall stete his 

c.rític:iurn and then express our ovre . srs;eles, He done not 

question the laws enunciateci by Spearman, nor does he disfavour 

the insistence on the homogeneity of the material to be tested, 

He too favours the di.MsirTil.?^:at; o f tes.t,a. v within the ' ^ ° it.. x t 

frampwcart, of the environmental background of the btíbj ects. 

Iiis criticism is directed against the eY;n.geerated: claims that 

Spearman makes for his technique and to the interpretatian 

that his urlcÖnzcious phi7osophica,l prepasfessieans led him tt? 

Il3acfl on his resulte. He takes Spearman's Correlation 

"Pa.tr°i,x of "sufficiently diseYlil.arT' tests and ?:aroves 

statistically that eOat is upped to be the loading of tgM 

can be accounted for equally well by the group factor theory 

or even by Chance overlapping among the tests. 

As for the potentiality attributed to 'r', he 

contends that an equally sati s fac tr+ry hypothesis is to suppose 

that it reeid.es d1etrÿ,.butivel.y le the braid celle which 

operate through the f'ornati.on of certain constel:i.a.tions. 

Thoms©ri's approach is an extremely objective oee a he would 

not poStt a mer?tal entity the presence of w;.i.ch is after all 

speculative. He relies upon the physio1opical study of the 

human "brain and sug,ests that the possible explanation of the 

zero tetrad differences when they occur is that each test 

"ca-rie upon a sample of the bons which. the mind can form and. 
,a that some-of these bonds are common to two tests and cause 

"their I 



ltheir correlation." 
19 To Spearman' s contention that "all 

abilities involve more or less g" his answer is, with this 

4view, the present author has always agreed, provided thatg' 

is interpreted as a mathematical entity only, and judgment is 

suspended as to whether it is more than that."20 And this 

is the most reasonable position to take.. Spearman has not 

been able to establish his mathematical technique as the only 

one in the field and to disprove and discredit the other 

technique which resolves the same correlation matrix into 

group factors, in the circumstances the safest view to take 

is that g is a possible mathematical entity. 

Another plea put forward in support of Spearman's 

theory is that of Parsimony of Hypotheses. If 'g' alone can 

account for the correlations among tests, there is no point in 

bringing in group factors. But we overlook tiviee,iooportant 

facts, - 

(1) The better opinion among the physiolocists is 

that the brain does not respond to the stimuli as a whole and 

that there is functional autonomy21 among groups of brain cells. 

This is in accord with the theory of group factors as 

expounded by Thurstong. 

(2) The positing of a universalcefoctor is an 

addition to the widely accepted findings of the physiologists 

and the hypotheses based thereon. Parsimony of Hypotheses 

demands that a sweeping hypothesis like that of 
C 
g 

p 

or Lashley's 

about the unitary functioning should not be accorded 

acceptance till the present hypotheses have been disproved, 

(3)1 

19. The Factorial Analysis of Human Ability: by Godfrey H. 
Thomson. Univ. of London Press, 1946, p.45. 

20. Ibid. p.240. 

21. Lashley's investigations seem to discountenance this 
view, but his work is not advanced enough to disprove 
the earlier hypothesis. The principles of 
'equi-potentiality and 'mass function' await 
verification which may be scientifically convincing, 
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(3) The magnitude of aps91..fARE which we get when 

we use Spearman's technique as against that obtained whea the 

date is analysed with the help of Thurstonets method. 

IL practice, the difference between Thomson and 

Spearma is this Spearman admits group factors only when 

all other probable explanations, based upon his technique, 

have failed. He was driven in 1926 to the conclusion that 

fakmong the exceptional cases wheroepecific correlations and 

"group factors do become of aporeciable magnitude, the four 

"most important have been in respect of what may be called the 

"loeicel, the mechanical, the psycholoreical and the arithmetical 

'abilities."22 To these he tacked on the ability to 

a)oreciate music and the list went on swelling till his death 

on the 17th Septemberi1945. In the words of Thomson, the 

"theory of Two Factors has gradually extended the 'two' to 

4include, in additionto 7 
7 
and specifics, a number of other 

"group factors, still, however, comparatively few."23 Thomson 

would use both the techniques, and as group factors are more 

helpful for purposes of classifying the Battery he would 

prefer then_ But even then group factors are mathematical 

abstractions and, though they provide a signpost to the 

psychologist for further investigation, should not be 

identified with abilities residing in the minds He warns us 

against the anthropomorphic tendency to reification.24 This 

is in conformity with the practice in scientific research. 

The fact of the matter is that we must judge the 

interpretation ofg'by Spearman in the light of his 

biographical details. He was dissatisfied with the ideal 

istic solutions to the great philosophical problems mainly 

because they were entirely subjective. But he was anxious 

to arrive at some sort of solution about the mental substance 

And / 

22. The Abilities of ran: pp.241-42. 

The Factorial Analysis of Hunan Ability: p.15. 

Ibid. p.241. 

DIME NS IONS OF PERSoN AL /Ty by H.Y. EYSENcK KECAN P41/1_, LONDON- 194742 
ts vtry s;»,,Ly t.ikat ef 8ugro340), who 14_34,-cts 5.a.cl-vvs- as pri ¡O.1.4 

23. 

94 
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And he did so with the help of objective tests and the 

evolution of an elaborate statietical technique. Yet he was 

carried away by his philosophical leanings, predominantly 

idealistic in his times when interpreting the mathematical 

entity. Thomson would wish us suspend judgment and await the 

results of further investigation in testing and physiological 

psychology, 

The latest position which is rather nebulous is that 

of the organismic psycholeFy of Lewin and Allport. It 

stresses the unique nature of human personality whiCA colours 

all human thought, feeling and performance. But the exact 

nature of this unique personality is a thought construct like 

g and awaits further research:' e7urray's explorations are 

commendable adventures but are far from being conclusive. 

On the statistical side Thurstone has been led to bring in a 

second order general factor in his interpretation of Factors 

in two of his latest investigations - Factorial Studies of 

Intelligence (1941) and A Factorial Study of Perception (1944)0 

His coaclusion i;:ì the first study was, "'reach of the primary 

°rectors can be re,,arded as a composite of an independent 

"primary factor and a general factor which it shares with other 

"primary factors. The psychological interpretation of the 

"general factor must be only tentative at the present time.425 

In his second study he analysed the results of sixty tests and 

described one of the eleven factors as one which represented 

"the variance that is common to the primary mental abilities, 

Commenting on his interpretatioa he says: This is probably 

a second-order general factor con eel to the prielary abilities 

and it may be interpreted as Speeermant s Ge'326 The expression 
1 

"second-order" is significant. It denies 'GI the status it 

occupies in Spearnan, but concedes the possibility of the 

group e" 

® P.38, 

26, P0aia. 

CeeveeRaL Psylviococ y by ZAWR (Nee Eß1,1"' COLE, fle CAM"- HILL Soo K 1939_ 

e 6 - 4.4 4 74, itL44 
ovvel4b 

Ativ$44., 414"-""3 
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group factors, some or all, coalescing in functioning. It may 

be arcued that 'nits concedes the main contention of Spearman, 

regarding the unieersality of There is nothin e. to sugrest 

this in the discuesion of Thurstone. All that it implies is 
that group factors have a tendency to be cooperative in varying 

measures when tests are adminietered to a homogeneous group as 

the University of Chicago undergraduate volunteers. The snag 

about Thurstone's interpretation of group factors is that he 

considers them as constellations in the human mind. This is a 

position which is indefensible according to Thomson. We 

reserve a detailed discussion of t'nie till we come to ',Sampling 
eas- 

Human Trait s4 (Chap.IV). However, as said at pageg Thomson 

has no objection to investifating the possibilities of a 

mathematical entity likeeq, But Thurstone is exceeding the 

bounds of objective knowledge when he speculatee about the 

physiological counterparts of group factors. 

This Cautious attitude of Thomson has been the 

subject of criticism by Cyril Burt. He says 'there ie no 

mathematical difference between assuminr only a single factor, 

varying: continuously, and assuming an infinite (or indefinitely 

large) number of unit-factors forming a single homogeneous 

'pool'. A bushel of wheat i still a bushel, whether we call 

it corn or insist that it is compooed of innumerable grains."27 

This criticism proceeds from a mieunderstanding of Thomson' 

position which comes temptingly near Spearman's and yet ends 

in reservations which are tantalising to the speculative minds. 

Thomson as stated at page 8 holds that the correlation matrix 

can be analysed in two ways, one of which enables us to get a 

'g' factor and another to get group factors. Ex-presFArtr his L 

leanings for group factors as mathematical entities, he 

suggests that the functioning of the mind is more eatisfactoril 

explained / 

27. The Factors of the Mind: by Cyril Burt. Univ. of Londo 
-Frees, 1940, p.160. 
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explained in terns of the formation of bonds28 than by any 

other speculative hypothesis about the mind as a whele. Burtls 

contention in effect is that if Thomson thinks of mental 

organization from below (i.e. cells), why not from above. 

And answering the question his way votes for the technique 

which would give us` factor, Thomson holds that organization 

from above is not quite an established fact in physiology; and 

as mathematical technique is only a handmaid to working out 

certain hypothesis in orr'er to obtain verification, he would 

prefer the group factor technique. It is an objective 

statement of facts, extremely non-oomaittal. Ueing the 

phraseology of Burt's metaphor, we can say that Thomeon's 

position is that whether an infinite (or indefinitely large) 

number of unit-factor would for a single homgeneous pool 

is a proposition he would not commit himself about, Perhaps 

some of them may, and in highly developed minds quite a few. 

The analogy "a bushel of wheat" used by Burt is logically 

untenable for the simple reason that the cell in the brain is 

a unit in a sense which is very direrent from a grain of wheat. 

The grain does not tend to forms bonds with other grains as the 

cells do. The organization of mind is a process which probably 

proceeds froll below and is not imposed from above as the 

two-factor theory would suggest. Of the two probabilities 

this is the safest for purposes of further investieation, 

Thomson sums up his difference with the tvro-factor 

theory thus: "The difference between the sal ii theory and 

"the two-facter theory is that the latter looks upon 
( 
g 

, 

as being 

"part of the test, while the former looks upon the test as being 

'part offg:" Burt rephrases this:" 4If we take a set of 

"tests (or rather a set of processes tested by cognitive teets) 

and consider them in extension, we shall say that each of these 

precesses 

28. See p.S. 

29. The Factors of the Mind: by Burt. Unie. of London Pres 
1940, p.160. 
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7,processes is included in a wider- class which i defined as 

wbeing cognitive; i.e. the special test-processes are -included 

"in the same general clase, labelled 'g.' If we consider the 

"same processes in intension, we shall say that the concept of 

oany particular cognitive process is a complex concept, which 

contains as its generic constituent the notion of boing 

"cognitive i.e. the generic quality f'g'is included in the 

specialized concept of each tested process." Burt here makes 

two assumptions: 

(a) Igl means the same thing in both places in the 

statement of Thomson, 

(b) The denotative and connotative interpretation of 

the predicate are the same and equally acceptable. 

Thomson has not defined isb and hence we have to 

interpret it with referenbe to the content in which he we it. 

The statement occurs at page 281 of "The Factorial Analysis of 

Human Ability" in the section relatinr to the "Interpretation 0: 

g and the specifics in the Sampling Theory" and sums up his own 

views and those of 73.L, Thorndike. Thomsoasts hypothesis is: 

if the hierarchical battery is composed of extremely varied 

"tests, which cover very difrerent aspects of the mind's 

"activity, this fraction Aay be taken as being of the whole 

"mind - or the whole mind, -Viet is, or an ideal man who can 

"perform all of the tests perfectly, and all others which can 

"extend their hierarchy. When we estimate a personlseg rrOM 

"such a battery, we are deducing a number which expresses. how 

"far that person is above or belows average in the number of 

"these bonds which his mind can form," Thiso he goes on to say, 

accords with Thorndikets view that "one mind is more intelligent 

than another simply because it possesses more interconnections 

e "out of which it can make patterns." Ostensibly 
l 
is used 

here in a more restricted sense than in Spearman. It is not 

something which imposes organization from above, but is the 

symbol / 



symbol to describe the range of interconnections which have 

developed and would enable a particular person to form varied 

patterns. The interconnections that would cover the whole 

mind can be conceived to exist in an ideal mind alone, And 

the ideal is always in advance of achievement, Thomson is 

using the first4g'in hi statement in the sense of Spearman, 

az a universal quality of the cognitive process, and the 

second in his restricted sense - that is, each test may enter 

into a group of interconnections with other tests and thus 

become a sharer in one or more groups. 

Hence the rirst assumption of Burt is unwarrsnted. 

As regards the second assumption, th e denotative 

view is too crude when scientific statements regardinF 

qualities are concerned. And cognition is a quality. It is 

rather misleading to say that each of the processes tested is 

included in a wider class defined as being cognitive. This 

is a roundabout way or saying that each one has a -cognitive 

quality, We may ask what is this cognitive quality, Burt 

would say Spearmantseg'to which Thomson would demur. As 

discussed above he is using thn expressiontg'in a restricted 

senses 
, 

g as cognitien, i.e. capacity to know, has -a wide 

range and may extend from partial organization of things 

perceived to an all-round one in an ideal one. Thomsen would 

say judge each man or group according to his or it performance 

Thus the second assumption of Burt ha n no justification in the 

statement made by Thomson. 

The expression t' as made out in the foregoinr 

pages is used for the synthesis of certain group factors and 

stands for a mathematical entity, the real nature of which is 

a matter of merest surmise, We have discarded the notion of 

a universal synthenising capacity imposing itself from above, 

Row many of the group factors can be combined, rather 

contribute towards the articulation of a whole, will depend 

upon / 
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upon the gravitation of the bonds30 involved and the degree 

of gravitation will depend upon the innate strength of neurones 

and the environmental influences which make varied 

interconnections possible. some of these bonds, says Thomson, 

"may be inherited, some may be due to education°431 We do 

not posit any constellations in the brain as the physiological 

counterpart of group factors' That we mean is that the 

group factors are symbols for describing what, from the 

physiological point of view, would be interconnections of 

bonds. The e..xpression 'gravitation is used to describe the 

potentiality in the bonds to interconnect. Thomson warns his 

readers against a swing to the other extreme - brain atomism, 

"There is no implication that the combined action of a number 

"of them is the mere mean of their separate actions. There 

"is no commitment to mental atomism."32 The possibility of 

the mind working as a whole is accepted, but its universality 

is disputed. The phenomena of multiple or double personality, 

disosciation in dreams or obsessions, testify to the correct- 

ness of our position. One of the important bearings of 

Thomson's hypothesis on our thesis is that in the formulation 

of tests for the factory and the treatment of the scores, we 

need have no prepossessions about discoverinp an ail 
e 7 

permeating No test, if it is found effective, is to be 

thrown out for nerrative correlation with the supposed test of 
c ) 

g by which we often mean a verbal or non-verbal test of 

intelligence. In fact we have a field in industry where the 

validity of the two views can be discovered in the most 

profitable manner. If we could assemble a battery of tests 

which correlate hiphyamong themselves and relate to verbal, 

spatial and certain other outstanding abilities largely needed 

and / 

30, in Thomsonts usage they stand for neurone arcs on the 
bodily side, 

31. The Factorial Analysis of Human Ability: p.271. 

Ibid. P.2710 
)Z. See, PAIS' bu.t iL ftot of o.04,k...4._s) 

ca-r Wt. 
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and developed in the factory and could ealidate it, we could 

later attempt an expansiee of it, We go on adding tests 

which have a high correlation with proficiency in different 

grades and then determine how maley of them would correlate 

significantly positively with the original battery. The 

process is boued to be a long drawn out one, but is the best 

e_epirieal way of verifying the two theories in a practical 

field. 

We have accepted`glas a symbol of synthesis of 
ana. 

abilities, in varying measurethe physiologieal hypothesis of 

Thomson regardine the formation of bonds which the tests 

sample.33 "Development", says Brooks, "consists not only in 

"the modification of traits, but also in their integration34, 
and this succinctly sums up our view, Having indicated what 

e 

we mean by 9., we may now profitably discuss some of its 

characteristics, It is rather unfortunate that(g'has been 

e 
confused, in spite of Spearman's earlier disciamation`:- 

e 
with 

Intelligence, And as the confusion still persists we shall 

use the expression inteliiuence in the discussion that follows 

in our sense ofeg: Avon Spearman tended to mix up the two, ! 

Writing his autobiography in 193v in "A History of Psychology 

in Autobiography Vol.i, he says, "the tgl wnich is more or 

"less accurately measured by every hotchpotch of, the tests 

(whether those of Binet or any others) reveals itself to 

consist really in our noegenetic ability to educe relations 

and correlatee "38 According to Dr, Meili and Mlle.Schapira37 

the / 

x 
of. "Tests of intelligence are seen to measure not 

"one central ability, but a reset n. any abilities, each one 
"rather limited in scope. ..... Factor Analysis has thus 
"far felled to prove the reality of a universal ebility like 

General Psychology: by J.P. Guilford, Univ, of 
Nebraska, Chapman Hall Ltd., 1939, p,516, 

33. See page 0, 
34, The Psychology of Adolescence: by Brooks, p,416. 
35$ In the last act, the truth stands revealed, that the name 

(intelligence) really has no definite meaning at all; 
it shows itself to be nothing more than a hypostatized 
word, applied indiscriminately to all sorts of things,' The Abilities of Man, p,24. 36, Ibid. D.326. 

37. Occupational Psychology: 1an.1947, p.20, 

mrseecamxqccse... 

i 



the four principal factors of INTELLIGEICE are Plastioity, 

Comolexity, Fluenoy and Globalization. Th ese characteristios 

are suclt as can easily be applied tc the integrativ-e process 

o the neural 'bonds. Without piatica.ty integration would be 

difficult, and integration implies complexity. To the extent 

that the mind attains synthesis of ite abilities there iS 

4 
rlo'balieation,that a certain mental set which emerges from 

integration and iofluences ail subsequent thinking. The 

authors are well advised in describing the process of intelli- 

gence as "the ease with which relatively separate data cari be 

united to form a single whole."37 This whole is not 

necessarily all oomprehensiove. Even Lewin, thou01 an 

organismic psychologist, does not subscribe to this. 

"have to do not with a single uoitary system but with a great 

"number of strong configurations some of which stand in 

"comnunication with others, and thus form component parts of a 

"more InolusiVe weak configuration."38 Each of the 

confiFurations has the qualities of Plasticity, Complexity, 

Fluency and Globalization; and these conficurations 

themsonlves integrate into a Iiher unity in some persons. 

The quality of Fluency is described as "the ease with which 

one can abandon Lind diso.srd a certain idea." And this is very 

important for purposes of adaptation, 

we can now sum up our position thus: 

(i) Test results can be correlated and luathematicaily 

analysed, according to the technique of the Two-Factor theory 

or the Eultiple-Yactor Theory. 

(ii) We prefer the technique of the Lultiple-Factor 

theory for group factors are more helpful as pointers in a 

psychological invostir:atiolo of traits than the philosophical 
e, 
9, Factor Theory. 

37, Occupational Psychology: Jan. 1947, p.20. 

38. Dynamic Theory of Personality: by Kurt Lewin-MoGraw, 
Mill Book Co., 1935, p.57. 
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(iii) Thewe gxea:al, factors are mathematical entities 

but enable us to fraude hypothesis regarding the men.tal 
pr,vicesz.em 

or human traits which could be a.sseseed by the tests in re~pect. 

of ". ;):t'LiCa.1.ar group and environment. 

(iv) The poseibility of a g' factor in a limited eeese 

i; not r,,,1ed out. 

(v) The best method to verify the two hypotheses 

(generally described as theories) is to begin with a highly 

correlated battery of tests for some fundamental traits needed 

in the- factory- workers of a particular class and to validate it. 

This battery should be enlarged by adding other tests which 

correlate highly with proficiency and then to find out their 

ii-,tercorrelations with the nucleus of tests we started with, 

may 0.01.4 proceed to a discussion of the broad 

methods used in Factor Analysis and indicate the reasons for 

our choice of the one proposed to be employed by us. 

The_ foilowine methods deserve mer_tl.caa; 

(i) The Methods 0 :f Spearman and Holzinger. They 

nt eE_producine the original correlation by one general 

factor, This factor is adequate only when the tetrad 

difference criterion is satisfied., As stated before, the 

tetrad diffe.rencee are not always within the chance range of 

zero, The device adopted or advocated by Spearman was that of 

:fptírifyLne.." which, at its best, is a dubious one a:nd ray, hints 

Cureton3? be better described es 4pTurg3.ngit Consequently 

Tyron40 ir.s 1932 and E_ mett41 in 1936 came to the c+3nc.i.uiiol: 

"that there was no statistically satisfactory e-Ji.;.:erice for the 

4absen:e of group factors fror; any large battery of tests 

*described the l.iterature a4 Thu attempt Of Brown and 

Ste.phe1Let7Z1, 
.rt.; 

39. Cureton, E,E, /The Principal-Compulsions o." Factor Analysts Harvard Education Review, 1939, 0,e, 237-295, 
40 , Tyron, r,C, "Multiple tï°actors versus Two Factors as Determiners of Ability* -:'sychol.ogical Review, 1932, 39 pp m324-h1, 
41. Emmett, W.C. "Sampling Error and the Two-7actor Theary" British 3om°e o f Psychology, 1936, 26, 362-87, - 42. Brown W,, & Stephenson, W,- "A Test t0f the Theory 0f Twvo /actors"- Brit . J our, of Psychology, 1933, 23, 352-70. 



Stephenson12 described at page 2a is flawed by introducing the 

device of purging. They dropped two tests out of 22 "because 

20 is a sufficiently large number for our present purpose.'' 

And later on one other test was dropped because it was 

responsible for large tetrad differences, the facile 

justification being "at worst it is no sin to omit one test 

from a battery of e many However, Spearman himself paved 

the way for the recognition of laultilalo factors by making 

increasingly greater allowance for group factors. 

Holzinger's bi-factor technique is an improvement on 

Spearman's method inasmuch as it retains a large general 

factor but places a greater emohasis on group factors."43 His 

method ie to remove the general factor and then to find out 

the tests which have significant residual intercorrelations 

among themselves and zero correlation with other tests, Such 

a cluster is analyzed mathematically to get a group factor. 

Thus Holzinger's technique helps us to obtain a general factor, 

group factor or factors, and factors specific to each test. 

Such a technique makes it imperative to make as happy a choice 

of variables as possible, Here experience and technical 

insight alone can guide us ariht. In the words of Holzinger 

and Harman, "these should be chosen so as to measure the 

aspects of the group which are significant for a particular 

prOblem, i.e. the set of variables should be valid as a hole 

This method helps us later in identifying the underlying 

factors. Where technical experience is riot rich enough to hit 

upon such a hypothetical design of variables, the authors 

suggest the employment of 4B- Co-efficient or Coefficient of 

Belonging. It is defined as times the ratio of the 

average of the intercorrelations of a subset or group of 

variaoles 

43. Factor Analysis to 1040; by Baal Wolfle. Univ. of 
Chicago, 1940, p.9. 

44. Factor Analysis; by Karl J. Holzinger and Harry H. Harman, 
Univ. of Chicago Preee, 1941, p.23. 
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"variables to their average correlntion with all remaining 

"variablesn45 Thee group factors may be considered to be 

"fractional factors'46 

This ie also in effect the technieus of Alexander, 

He makes uee of the Centre of Cravite n;etllo.lgof 

Factor Anal eie as expounded by Thuretone in 'A Sim lified 

Method of Multinle Factor Anal-sisn (1933). Hio variables 

have been deliberately selected with a view to brining into 

operation certain abilities which he wants to assess. When 

the factor e have been obtained, he rotates the factorial 

matrix with certain definite assumptions based upon the 

planning of hip teete. He picks out the test which has the 

too 

highest loading in Iglfactor and 'ewe, in the others, say F.II 

Verbal and F.III Performance. The factors are rotated in 

pairs, say I Ire: Factor) and II (Verbal). The loading in 

Factor II -'.-erbal) is made zero and then the highest posoible 

loading for(g'is obtained by finding out the square root of 

the communality for the Test. This test is then brigaded 

e 
with other tests and the loadings of g obtained. 

Net he picks- out-the test with a high loading of 

V and by subtracting from the communality the square of the 

loading ofeg'faotor, previously obtained, he gets a remainder 

the square root of which gives the loading for V factor. 

Other testa are then brigaded with it, after deductions have 

been made for the new"efactor lading a in both the tests. 

Thus he obtains loadings under Factor II(V) for all the tests 

It is then an easy transition to work out the third factor. 

e 
The comtunality due to the new loadings of 

4 

g and v is then 

subtracted from the communality for the whole test and the 

remainder gives the loading for the third factor, Thus 

Alexander obtains a rotated set of loadings in which all the 

tests have g saturation, but of the Verbal and Performance 

Tests I 
"Arai. 

45. Factor Analysis to 1940; by Karl J. Holzinger and Harry 
H. Harman, Univ. of Chicago Press, 1941, p.24. 

46, urte Factors of the Uind, p.268, 



Tests the Verbal ones have zero or l ow loadings _ 
under 

'Performance) and the Performance ones under Fa11 ! Verbal) 
a47 

But both Holzinger and Alexander proceed with the 

tion that ̀ g'is omnipresent - a postulate we do not 

subscribe to, 

(ii) iext in order, according to Dael trolfle18 are 

the m.ethoOo of e tell n , for discovering principal com.,onents 

by working up to the actual communali vies and Thurstonet s 

method of Principal axis. Thurstorie's method consists in so 

locatin g the first axis or coordinate that qit accounts for 

Othe maximum possible fraction of the variance of the 

°distribution of scoreS.ca ;,The second axis is then placed at 

right angles to the first" and is made to account for the 

maximum amount of the remaining variance, The process is 

repeated till all the :scores have been accounted for by the 

new method. 

(iii) This last method of 'Thurstone is a prologue to 

his present method of using the centroid method and then 

obtaining a simple structure. He makes use of guessed 

communs >lities or reliabilities in the diagonal celle of the 

correlation oatriy, ;_got that they are satisfactory but 

because they make the process of analysis faster. Perhaps 

the method of Principal Components, but for its tedious 

length, would be more satisfactory, The genesis of 
Thurstone's ?method" may be traced to Burt,50 who first 

employed it to obtain a single general factor, But 

Thurstorie gave it a coo late form; and developed an after 

process / 

47, Bert's Group -factor `''ethod Kelly's method, assuming 
the existence of general, group and specific factors 
may be placed under this class. 

48. Factor Analysis to 1940. Univ. of Chicago, 194Ö, p.10. 
49. i.e. Centroid Method as opposed to Averoid. The Averoid 

ethod consists in employing the average correlation 
for each variable as the estimate of communality. 

50. Cyril Bttrt, The Distribution and Relations of Educational Abilities, 1D17, p.53. 
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process by which the Centrold Factors oou d be rotated. so as to 

get rid of the negative loadings and obtain simple structure, 

By simple structure is meant a configuration of the rotated 

factors which gives to each one an independent set up in the 

sense that it has the highest loadings in a particular cluster 

of tests, the other factors having zero or negligible loadings. 

Thus certain well marked constellations stance out. By 

51 
Constellation, Thur stone means, 3a grouping of trait victors a 

i.e. some trait which is predominantly assessed by the test 

Vectors which form the cluster for the trait in the simple 

structure. But a simple structure is not unique if the 

clusters along the ares are thin, e.g. along BC. 

In the words of á.'tiaurs t one,. "there are no test 

avßctors along the arc AC or along the arc BC. The five test 

vDctors near C may be regarded as identical except for 

experimental errors. It is for this reason that the primary 

`'tra.i t s ,B,C, cannot be inferred with certa.int;y,"52 To be 

unique we should have "a more extensive test battery which . 

includes tests along AC and along BC."53 The great 

mathematical contribution of Thurstnne gas to develop a 

technique for obtaining a unique structure which rakes the 

factors obtained psychologically significant i.naST!lch as they 

provide a clue for investigation in the laboratory to isolate 

certain traits, so far as human traits can be i ,slated., and then 

to devise suitable tests. This is what Thurstone hi -self 

suggests: Se the rougl factorial map of a new domain will enable 

US r 
51.T-:W Victors of :-Tind: Chicago Press, 1155, p.174a 

52 Ibid. 

Ibid. 

p.169. 
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{-jut to r,oceed 1)-..yona the fnaterial ztag e to the nor irer, 

"form of psychelical srvirirYmtv.tion in the laboratorY:t54 

'We there sore pp eoe to ztdept Thurstene,s technique 
or f.acterial analysis nnd rotatien rm the latest in the field 

ad psyeAelogiclly most helpfUl suggesti7e of hypothesiv. 

Lor '2,eet thie, procedure precluelt us T'Yem inferinv the 

possiility of atg'factor 177 we have good reatenr, to name one 

of oar fatos tts colleerned with clobalimntinD ogs certain 

abilitiso Te pln tc rita2t our survey by dev11,7 eur teets - 

in a manner that, hzivinc recarei to fir textlIre azte, the 

subjects to (hIL th'y a they shl':: tend to 

overlap, Tao ru11t of t&e timts wolirl ia n to 0 secend 

survey in wileh we shall viaell the scope or t-tr blttery and 

have "sufficiently (11F.:sinl1 ar ttfl's whf,sh corr-lnte 

pro_7icie1ey We woul- In a position te .!"ind uut 

vbether the ttets wii&r _orrolate lair,byvith pre'ieiency, 

thereby above 60, voulr.3 correlate '114_Nyor 1c1,- or 

partly ghiland partly low auong themselves. It :lI1 then 

be -;Jossibi to state empirically whether Spearman or Thftwents 

t114-leY'y is must hsIpful to a testing programme in the facterj, 

The utuql plan, recommended by Hull and others is to 

asse4ble a battery tr t,ivts 1.-iith low correlrtionv among 

LhoElv.11v,-.11 and then to administer it to a group of lgorkers and 

to corrlate each test with proricienoye r"nly much tests as 

corr4,1ate low among themselves and higbVwith proficielJey 

Ithevad 1).retaiwa to our mind, is rati a tedious 

proceos aud we know et" Ylo cane in nbich this ideal has been 

achieved in ;:vt industrial concern, We therefOre place a 

nucleus round wilich build up e, battery which includes only 

such tt,sts as aerrelAte hirshlywith the proficiency of workers 

who are accepted by the management to be efficient. Inether 

eone 

V.V.141.111,0eleal,,el- 

51, Currsnt Ts.ues in Pactor Analysis: Poyoholiulletin, 
140, 17, 181.23$. 
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some of these testa would -correlate low among themselves we 

leave an open question. 

One of the objection against tests which correlate 

high among themselves is that all of them measure the same 

traits, or much the same traits We submit that this is 

correct only to a neeasule,for psycholopicaily ir the tests 

cover all the important aspects of an occupation and are 

administered to a eelect group marked out fer its proficiency, 

most of them would interoorrelate high. This would only 

show that the subjects are persons who have assimilated all 

the important requisitiene of their job and integrated them 

with reference to the needs of their occupation. It should 

however, be borne in mind that tests in such cases would be 

drawn up with special rererence to a particular environmeat. 

An atemistic treatment of the traits is poesible, though not 

always desirable, even in an industrial concern. If a test 

relates as exclusively as possible to one particular trait 

which, though needed in some degree in occupation X, is not 

very much in demand for the efficient discharge of duties 

Eeft Oluency in writing English for Furnace Foreman), the 

chances are that its intercorrelation with other tests, like 

manual dexterity or reaction tests would be low. We see no 

reason why we should administer such teets in a factory where, 

given a certain minimum of intelligence and aptitude, it ie 

the qualities of personality, as developed es possible, which 

are most needed. 

There are two aspects of human activity as we find it 

in the Tata iron and Steel Co., Jamshedpur. - 

(i) Activity on the part of the worker to get on 

successfully. The first requisite for this is the possession 

of a certain amount of mental alertness and capacity for 

adaptation / 
elMr+0.1.16.04* 

See "Intelligence, concrete abetract" by War'. Alexander, 
p.143 - ..... These tests are measuring what may be 
called a -Nrctienslerajaete, a unity its a eense, but not ia the sense that these factors are unities The 
abilities see found are aot iadependent of one another." 
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adaptation as we find it in the most efficient hands of the 

particular grade for which a person is an applicant. Tests, 

performance, verbal or non-venal, are devised and validated 

with reference to a select group to determine the degree of 

theit qualities in an apelicant within a short time 

(ii) The capacity to develop a behaviour aattern 

which would promote profitable werking of the factory. This 

will minimise internal conflicts and enable the management to 

increase the output and improve its quality to face 

competition in the markets of India and abroad. The first 

step to this is occupational analyois (see Chapter ITT) 

against a sketch of the actual operations in the 6'actory. The 

nocond is to find out some iaportant qualities or personality 

in the efficient workers which the management would expect the 

new entrants to develop. We have used the word 4develop " and 

not "possess" because the eualities of personality are the 

result of environmental influences in the factory and certain 

disaositions, partly inborn and partly acquired in the course 

of upbringinp, While the peycholopist has to diagnose the 

disposition of an applicant as well as he can, the management 

cannot absolve itself of the responsibility to foster the 

qualities of personality, acceptable to it, by creating the 

necessary environment. Thus traininp within industry and 

social and health services are as important as psycholorical 

testing, As in the cognitive sphere so here we hope to 

discover certain factors which may enable us to investigate 

the nature and the procese of development of the oersonality 

qualities considered desirable by the management in the 

different grades of workers, 

These two aspects of human activity" ir the factory 

ast click topether, Kelley5a very aptly describes them as 

(a) 

55, i.e, i and ii. 

56. Trumaa a. Kelley: lEssential Traits- of Mental Life', - 
Cambridge Harvard Univ. Prese, la15, 1),(!3, 
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(a) a constellation of capacities and traits, and (b) a 

constellatioo of environmental stimuli; and it is in the 

harmonious functioning of these two that the success of the 

undertaking lies, The problem of personnel selection is a 

great experiment inanalyzing of and predictin about human 

nature, Little work has been done in this direction so far 

in the Tat & Iron and Steel Company. The few tests employed 

have not been validated, Lor is there any plan in the 

gradation of jobs. And so a lot of spade work has to be done 

in the first survey before we can make a profitable use of 

Factor Analysis and discover the copnitive and orectic factors 

which will enable us to describe different grades of workers 

in psychologically meaningful terms. Howeverla beginning has 

to be made and this thesis is an attempt in that direction; 

and it would have its sequel in the evolution of the roost 

predictable criterion which consists in discovering 'what 

combination of the former (the individual with his endowments 

"and attainments) and what combination of the latter (the 

"social milieu with its requirements and tolerances) leads to 

"the iliohest correlation for each individual, and further, what 

"other independent combinations of the former with the 

"Combinations of the latter are correlated?'" 

57. Hotelling, Harold: "The Most Predictable Criterion* - 
Jour, of 7ducational Vol,XXVI, oo , pp139-142. 
Feb .1935. 



THE TATE IRON. AND ST .f?,Ke COLTPANY, ,TATISITEMPUR, 

Gennsie and Develqwent or the Factulex 

The factory owes its beginnings to 5ir J,N. Tate 

(1829-1e04). Jamsetji Nuseurwanji Tatet was boxel in 1e39, 

joined the Elphinstone College, Bombay, and passed out as 

lirernen Scholarn. His eldest son, Borahji, was born in 1859; 

and the second, Ratanji, in 1811. Jamsetji Huseurwanji rose 

from humeele beginnings and came to have large shares in the 

Alexandra Miii, the Seie. Lill and Advance Lill, Adventure 

was in the blood or the ;ate's; and when in 1832 he saw a grepar' 

on the financial prospects of iron working in the Chanda 

oistricte by Ritter von Schwarz, a German expert, his curiosity 

was aroused and gre.dually he evolved a pian for the exploitation 

or the iron ore resources of India, In 189e General (then 

Major) R.E. Ma-hot-Os-report was published. He contended that 

Calcutta or its neighbourhood would be the best site for iron 

and steel works and he laid down three principles for the 

guidance of would-be enterprisers:- 

(1) The niant of the works -must be thoroughly 

modern in every detail; 

(2) The management should consist of persons 

combinine expert rnowledge with local experience; 

(3) Economy in colleoting and assemblinP the raw 

material would have to be insisted upon in order to secure a 

return upon initial outlay. 

This year Lord Curzon issued revised rules for mining 

and prospecting. In 1900 Sir Jamsetji was in England and 

discussee the question of prospecting with Lord George Hamilton. 

Gonsequent upon this, prospecting work was started in the 

Chanda district, ueder the direction of Mr. Shapiaji Saklatwala1 

a new-Phew of Sir J.e, Tate e Dorahji was 1)01,1 forty and was 

takine an active eart in his father's trade ventures. He went 

to / 
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to see the Cbief Secretary of the Government of Central 

Provinces in 1903; and wbile waiting for an interview stepped 

into the Ba#pur ..fuseUm. Here he happened to eaamine a 

geological map of India and found that the Drug district near 

Raipur, about 140 miles from the Chanda area, had large 

deposits of ore. He the discovered the report of Mr. P.Y, 

Bose which said that the area suffered from one handicap - the 

difficulty of obtaining coal. Lr. Bose had retired from the 

Department of Ceolo ioel Survey and was in the employment of 

the Maharaja of Mourbhanj. The Maharaja extended an 

invitaZ;ion to the Tates for prospecting and they responded to 

it. Ad thus, through chance and cotmcidence, the Tates fixed 

upon the present site of the factory. ;.1r. Bosets survey 

revealed the possibilities of vast iron ore deposits in the 

Gurnmaishini Hills (2964 ft. above sea level -13°17Lat., 

83016/ Long.) . An agreement was arrived at between the 

Maharaja and the Tates. The Maharaja a1lowec. them to take ore 

for the first three or our years without any royalty and then 

to pay a royalty beginning at half an anna (about 111) per ton 

and gradually rising to eight (about 8d) per ton. The average 

royalty worked out to 3 annas (about 3id) per ton over a term 

of fifty years, Theeose, covered an area of 20 square miles. 

Such were the humble beginnings or the factory. The Tates 

got access to two important alines, Oka-pad (22° 10' Lat., 

86 
o 

7' Long.) and Badampahar (22° 4? Lat., 86° 6' Long.). 

Messrs Julian Kennedy, Sahlia and Co, o:ere appointed construction 

engineers. Mr. Sahlia landed on January 31, 19Q3. The site 

chosen was Sakchi. The coal was to be brenght from Jherria. 

The water supply was asoured by the close proximity of the 

Rivers Khorkai and Subarnrekhs. The first stake was driven 

on a plateau on February 27, 1908; and the actual construction 

of the plant was begun in the autumn of 1908. The first iron 

%as made on December 2, 1911. 

Within I 
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Within the 35 years the factory has crown into 

huge dimensions; and today the iron and steel works at 

Jamshedpur is one of the biggest works of its kind in the 
,vorl.d® 

The followinp table shows the various products of the works 

during the year 1936-37: 

ProdlIct. 

Sulphuric Acid 0 0 

Coal Tar 0, ta 

Sulnhoto of Aololonia if 

Coke a 

Pip; Iron 

TONS 

8,158 
25,063 
5,763 

778,360 
317,07/ 

Ferro Taganese e 10,124 
Steel ingots 850,591 
Steel Blooms e 701,793 
Stecl Billets C O 244,218 
Steel Slabs c e e 61,734 
Steel Sheet 3ars SS 138,042 
Steel Tin Bars S. St 73,822 
Steel :10e Bars 2,497 
Steel Sleener Bars 'S 19,896 
Steel geavy Rails . 84,029 
Steel Light Rails,. .0 1,660 
Steel Heavy Structurais 77,475 
Steel Lipht Structurais 46,709 
Steel Heavy Bars 3,455 
Steel Light Bars and Ties 103,234 
Steel Fish Plates 2,880 
Steel Plates 50,499 
Steel Black Sheets 116,960 
Steel Plain Giod Sheets 92,190 
Steel Corrugated.Glod 

Sheets . 70,295 
Steel Sleeners 15,118 
Steel Crossing Sleepers 1,071 

High though these 7Flor,ures, there is room for 

considerable imorovement. The products are hardly enough to 

meet the needs of the India of today which is gettinp 

industrialised fast, To make tais iliproIement possible, the 

Tates will have to recruit a staff that is as capable as the 

wide choice, open to them, can make it poseiblo. As it was, 

the lower ranks were filled by people lacking in aoilities for 

hio'her duties. Seniority being one of the most important 

grounds for Dromotioa, the intermediate, and some places La 

hinher, ranks are occupied by people who do not Dull their 

weicht. The two factors that have hampered the most efficient 

workihg or the factory are: (i) lack of an organized pian in 

its development; (ij) puttinp a oremium on the lenpth of 

service I 
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service and patronage of the dependents of the emloyees. The 

number, tnerefore, does not imply proficinncy of the workers]; 

particularly in the lover and intermediate ranks. We give 

below figures for 1931-38 as the emergency arising out of the 

War (193-45) made it imperative not to disclose faote and 

figures about the factory 'Which vas declared a protected area - 

a very likely target of the japoneee bombing. 

let ,4pril 19384. 

Superior Supervisory Staff 
Other 

7 Tit.. 
_679 

Total 794 

Clerks * 6 1,425 

(Men 13,797 
7)rk Joeonle (Women o 478 

(Children 180 
( (Office hoye 

To ieprooe the quality of work of se.ch a large body of 

workers we have to develop a well informed techeique of 

selection and promotion; and as an aid to it must introduce 

cumulative records ror decieino cases of promotion and making 

provision for the general and tecneical educatieo of tose 

already in employnent. A detailoe, discussion of these must 

await the conclusien of this -Iesi ntrvy. 

Thetnant an&tits r4perations 

Our inme,liAte concern ie to take stock of the existing 

jobs froie the technical and psychological points of view, i.e. 

attempt occupational analyeis and then devise eome sort of tests 

to nake a firt survey. Now occupational enAiysis presupooses 

a general acquaintance with the main features of the plant and 

iti / 
LiTtiber 

It trust be borne in mind that the Tatas enjoyed the benefit of 
Protection - the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1924, and 
Act No.ITI of 1917. 

Cr. Sir Jehangir Ghandhyts (Agent, Tate Iron & Steel Co.) 
werning: "The first factor is the possibility that we may have to meet competition from some of the foreign countries 
Who iron and steel capacity has eonsloleraLy expanded during the ear, and which in their search for outlets for their surplus capacity may be constrained to turn to Ineia," Tisco Review, June 1945, .5® 
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its öpera,ticr,s. Aild this we iuttemirt in broad outline. 

eonfles ourselves to those principal depr3rtments which smelt 

a. 

brc: ore, convert pig iron into stee3. znf', znaxsuf:c,ure blooms 

to be rolled or moulded into different kinds of finished 

products. These are (i) blast f;.zrtlaces ; (ii) opr-;n hearth 

and the Bessemer plant; and (iii) the blooming mill. We 

illu;,treete the interconnection among thm 'below. - 

Department of 
Blast Furnaces 
under a 
Superintendent 

Ä'iu Ilorz to 
Foundry 

( Iron ore, coke and limestone. (Brought from 
( -jt.?/e quarries y._d stocked in stockyard, hoisted 
(to the ton i.:. the furnace with hoist.- 
(Sections c>rc:rrzcc?Fa.:,3iwa: Line and ,;çyard) e.s,_,,. 

Blast Furnaces (Stack, boches, crucible. 
( Shaft 
( Section ccncerrzed. Gast House) - Pig Iron 

Pig Iron' t:) Open Pig Iron to Besflm,+r 
Hearth.- Converted Plant.- i7se of Converters 
into ingots.- Department under -L 

Under a ó.vsper? :;tE?ìîC,i.`6nt Superintendent. 

I r14°} ts 

Stripper yard. They are taken 
out of the moul.d.e by electric cans 
s.i.ad then pla.ced. into 

Soaking pits - furnaces which are 
heated by producer nas . o Ingots 
are than takea to 

for Slabs 

Bach Depart- 
ment fo r 
finished 
products ie 
under a 
Superintendent. 
We leave thelYi 

out 

( 

::3loorning Section where ingots are 
made into blooms by a process of 
utClii and prce.iig or rolling. 

(PLAT 's) HEAVY 
STRUCTURALS 

OR 
RA ILS 

SHEET 
BAR 

SLEEPER 
AaR 

BILLETS PLA Ts T/N BAIz$ 

Trtrc things are needed to raak, this diagram self- 

explanatory.- ( i) The hierarchy of workers in the Blast. 

-ur,racee, `"tee? Making Shops and the Blooming rills. 

(ii) Their :"u_zctien in the actual, orsera,tinn. It is in the 

light of ( i) and (ii) t'naf Wá shall proceed to a da.scussicn of 

the technique of job analysis ( see Chaptor III) and then 

_forilxul ate our teste of the cognitive ability cf the workers of 

the highest grade to obtain a norm for our selection ( see 

Chapter f 
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Chapter IV). 

( i) The following is the hierarchy of workers on the 

operation aide ̀ iri the three departments under discussion here;.. 

:Bast Furnace Open. He.rth Bessemer Plant '31,rozi.ntz kiU 

Superintendent p e ri rtend en t Superintendent Superintendent 

2, Aast. d®,. Asst. do. Asst. do. At 47. 

3. General Foreman General Formi+.n General Foreman General Foreman 

4. Shift do. Shift do. Shift do, Mill do. 

5. Furnace do. First Hand First Hand Asst. Mill 
Foreman 

Second Hand Secand. Hand 

6 s ,;eper Third Hand Third Hand Shear Recorder 

7. 1st Asst .Keeper Fourth Hand Four-ih Hand EUmber Taker 

2nd dV . do. 

Gerleral. Labour 
Foreman. 

8. Cinder Snapper Spoynm.an Sstp canman 

Stove Tender Mixer FO reman Gas cutter 

Skimmer 

Converter 

General Fcreman. 

Shift FOreman 

Stee3. Blowers 

CorzVerter Regulator 

1st Converter 

2nd Converter 

-.3rc1. Converter 

Converter 

do, 

do. 

Iha la.i 
Foreman 
Special 
E:rra.? ztsi 

Recorder 

Trane fi erman 

Each 

rnaKp Thrower 

SoakinC1 Pit 

Head Heaters 

Asst. dö. 

Spare do. 

Soaking Pit Recorders 

General Foreman, Bottom 
Making 

-Foreman, Bottom Making 

ßOttom . Makers 

T:ha.lasis (Bottom) 

Asst. eìO. do. 

Ash Pit Kha.laSis 

Ma.f,i,nte 

Coggers 

Manipulators 

Control Drivers 

Spe11 Hands 
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'Tack) of these departments has a mechanical side as 

well, This is responsible for general maintenance and repairs 

nnl works in cooperation with the operational staff. Besides 

thef3a serv.,,eas, each department has a nunber of auxiliary 

services wnich help it in its running. These are as 

Important as the operational side. 

-,.tatement o these:. 

Blast Furnace 

1, Mechanical 
Foreman 

2, Asst.Mech, do. 

3, Side Car ristry 

4, Rolling Stock 
Foreman 

5, Shift Foreman 

6, Bread Rigger 

7, Shift Mistry 

8, Fitters 

9. Fitter Helpers 

10. Relief Helper 

11. Water Tender 

12, Material Chaser 

We give below a tabular 

Mechanical Side 

", ( , T S S 
New 7,looming .M..I1 

0.01,04.{1111.1.....,. Mill 
Mechanical Mechanical Gen- Foreman 
General Fbrerv,n eral Foreman 

Aast. to General Asst. Foreman 
Foreman 

Shift Foreman Shift Foreman 

Fitters Fitters Fitters 

Fitter Helpers Fitter Helpers Fitter Helpers 

Waterman 

Material Chaser Material Chaser 

15, Rir,q7er 

14. Snare Riers 

Rigger 

15, Welder Telder Lis) 

16. 'nlder Helpr 

17. Blacksmiths Blacksmiths Blacksmiths Blacsmiths 

18. Spare do. 

19, Cilers Oilers Oilers Oilers 

20. Hammerman Hamme rman Ilara.terrnan Hammerman 

21, spare do. 

. 22. Time Checker 

23, Cobbler 

24, / 

Mochl 



Blast Furnace 

24. Splasher Mistry 

25. Gas Burner do. 

26. Moulder 

27. PyraT(Lfeterman 

28, Stove Cleaner 

Blast Furnace 

35. 

S S I 

2ngine Driver 

u S II 

Drillers 

Store Keeper 

Issuer 

Recorder . 

Serang 

AocessoAes 
o I 

Stock licrtis I. 11side 
aft Line 

(Stock House 
( 7Poreman 
Lorry Driver 

General Foreman 

Pitside Foreman 

Control. man Castinr. Foreman 

(Stock Ho.Khalasi Ingot Delivery 
Man 

rifrh Line Foreman Oteel Pourers 

(Amst. Hi01 Line Cast1n7 Mates 
Foreman 

High Line KWnsi 
( 

(Relief Man P.S.K. Man 

Pitside Recorder 

Traffic ' Sample Man 

Traffic Foreman L,Crano Chargemn 

Yar.. Forman L. Crane Khalanis 

Head Ladle Chaser II. Stook Yard 
Ladle Chaser 

Shunter 

Diesel Loco, 
Driver 

Diesel / 

General Foreman 

Stock Yard Fore- 
man 

Asst, Stockyard 
Forenan 

o 117 o ?I 
AA. 

Bottom Housw 

Shift Foreman 

Paw Attendant 

Khalasi 

Fireman 

Mixer Man 

Mixer Foreman 

Mixer Man 

Skimmers 

Khalanis 

GAS HOUSE 

General Foreman 

Shift Foreman 

Gas Vakers 

Coal Pit "ates 

Khalasit 

New Blooming 

Listries 

Dabitter 

do. (Helper' 

Gerangs 

Transfer Oper- 
etor 

Shear Khalasii3 
& Coolies. 

:iew Blooming 
Mill 

GAS PRODUCJ1,R 

Shift Foreman 

Gas Makers 

Coal Khalasis 



Blast Furnace 

Diesel Loco. 
Cleaner 

Slag Dunp "ate 

Slag Dumper 

Workers / 
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bI 

Stockyard Recorder 

Weighment F,ecorders 

Stockyard Mates 

Tar Mixer 

Shunting Jamadar 

III. Gas Plant 

Otrneral Poreman 

Shift do, 

Coal Pit do. 

Coal Pit Mates 

Gas KhalasA 

Ash Mates 

Dra1na7e ClIrlA.ers 

IV, Cal._Plant 

C.P. Foreman 

C.P. Mates 

]Tumber Takers 

Labour Force Mates 

rqr S T1 

Pit side 

Ceneral 7oreman 

Shift do. 

Casting do. 

Sample man 

Steel Pourers 

Stopper Maker 

(7en.1hal&SI; 
Foreman 

Stripper :Yard 

Gen. Foreman 

Shift do, 

Recorders 

nialass 

Stean Crane 
OnTafaar 

Tra-rfic Staff. 

General Foreman 

Shift goreman 

Gunners 

Janadars Loco. 
& Cranes 

Couplirig Porters 

Vew Bloomink 
Mill 

L. Crane Charge 
man 

L.Crane b:halasies 

Traffic Recorder 
& Pointsman. 
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Workers: Their Function in Orations 

(a) Blast furnace. The Traffic section referred to 

at p.35 is under the charge of the Traffic Superintendent 

whose principal duty is to be in touch with the rtation staff 

of the B. Railway Station at Tatanagar and to arrange for 

41.9 

the despatch of aagons bringiraw material to the stockyard. 

iii position is that of a liaison officer and he irserefore 

aoquiret a working snowledge or the railway rules, particularly 

with relation to traffic of goods and the tact to get things 

moved as quickly as possible by inducing the railway staff to 

offer the beet and heartiest cooperatioe. He gets the raw 

material sont on to the factory and here the High Line Foreman 

(see under Blast Durnace p.35) dln duty takes charge of the 

wagons; and it is his duty to see that they are emptied at 

the earliest in the appropriate bins and returned to the 

railway station for being sent on to the quarries A.th 

promptness. The raw material obtained is distributed to the 

stockyards of five blast furnacee. The Hish Lins Poreman is 

assisted by an assistant in his shift. The e,ctusd emptying 

of the wagons is done by the High Line I'aialasies who get into 

the munda ( open trucks), open the bottom and it the raw 

material run out, shoving it off from the corners to the centre. 

They are clever with the movement or their feet and where an 

inexperienced person would slip into the openings they go 

about their job with sanefrold. They are provided with 

relief hands who aseiet them and ih course or time learn the 

jobs themeel-,ee. The raw materisl, iron ore, coke and flux, 

harina been stored in the bins, the next etep is to get it 

moved iii the necessary pro2ortions to the top of the blast 

furnace. The Stockhouse foreman (see p.35 under Blast 

Furnaoe) is responcible for this during hit duty hours 

2400-0300; 0800-1600; 16(X,-2 4,:s0. He has under him the 

Control man, stockhouse khalasies and the lorry driver, and is 

responcible 
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responsible for the coordination of their work. The lorry 

driver takes the lorry under the bin and draws the required 

amrunt of raw material, gets it weighed, and then deliters it 

to the skip hoist. He has the stock indicator fitted in his 

cabin and knows the amount of material that is already in the 

furnace. The proportions of the raw materials are received 

from the Sales Department or the Steel Making Plant, The 

General Foreman of the blast furnaces sends the specifications 

both to the Cast House and the Stockyard for action. 

The moat important section is the Cast House which is 

under the charge of Shift Foreman, whose duty hours are 

0800 to 1600; 1600 to 240C; 2400 to 0800 in rotation. A 

Shift Foreman (see 10.3Z) is a necessity for the Tatas because 

the activities of five blast furnaces have to be coordinated; 

and he is the person who possesses both exert knowledge and 

experience and is present at the time of tapping. But the 

actual hour to hour work at each furnace is in the charge of the 

furnace foreman, He is responsible for the maintenance and 

repair of the furnace, is to keep himself informed about the 

condition of the stores, the amount of the material in the 
o be. t,hpect 

furnace, the hour when the charge is likelw, and has to 

regulate blast and thereby temperature according to the ouality 

the pig iron to be manufactured. To the chemical knowledge 

needed for the job - and he is a graduate in Chemistry or 

Eetallurgy - he must add power of quick observation. It would 

be a great help to the understanding of the duties and 

responsibilities of the furnace foreman and his subordinates if 

we describe the mechanism of and the operations in a Blast 

Furnace. It has generally three Darts - the stalk (or shaft), 

the boshes, and the crucihle, The raw material is dropped at 

the top and passes into the shaft through a bell and hopper 

arrangement. This prevents the gases from escaping into the 

atmosphere and they are conducted by offtake pipes to the 

combustion stores where they are burnt, cleaned of the dust 

particles I 
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he<ce 
particles and then paeft a refractory checker rork. Air is 

passed through this checker 'work sled jq heated to the 

temperature needed for the blast and is then blown into the 

crucible of the furnace, The furnace foreman has to see that 

or the four stoves attached to his furnace, three are on gas 

and one on blast These stoves are in charge of the stove 

tender who arranges, through the khalasies under him, for the 

combustion of gases. This is done through an autofeatic 

arrangement and does not require any special skill. Experience 

gives him the necessary training in reeulating the flow of air 

into the checker work. He then blows it out at the 

temperature required by the furnace foreman, One of the most 

important duties or the furnace foreman is the regulation of 

the temperature of the blast when there ie a change over from 

one stove to another. But this does not require the exercise 

of any specihl rift or talent, The stove tender should not be 

either slothful or olosenly in his performance. Ihs short he 

must be ouicic to react to varying conditions of temperature 

requirements and energetic in the discharge of his duties, 

The furnace foreman keeps himself informed both of the 

temperature or the stoves and that in the furnace. The latter 

is measured by the Pyrometerman. 

The raw material charged on the top descends through 

the shaft in the course of nine hours to two or three days to 

the furnace. It movement downward is caleulated by the 

furnace foreman and the record is kept on a prescribed form to 

enable the relieving furnace and the shift foreman to keen 

track of it. In the course of descent, the oxide of iron is 

reduced to the metallic state by COA in the ascending hot gases 

from the charge in the crucible, Limestone SeTVOG as a 

reducing / 

A, CO is liberated frem limestone which is chargedalong with 
iron ore by the skip hoist. The third substance 
charged is coke which generates heat to melt both limestone and iron ore. 
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reducing agent Iii the course of the descent carbon, silicon, 

manganese, phosphorous, sulphur, etc, get into the metal. When 

the charge arrives in the vicinity of-the tuyeresC the 

cbnsurvtion of coke begins in an appreciable measure, Here 

the oxygen of the air blown') (the blast rushes at a speed of 

200 to 400 miles per hour) combined with the carbon (of the 

coke) and produces CO, and the resulting heat causes the fusion 

of the metal. From now onward the furnace foreman has a very 

special responsibility - the regulation of the'heat of the 

blast, and the determination of the degree at which the molten 

metal and slag could be tapped, This gas CO, plus the nitrogen 

of the air and hydrogen from the water vapour in the air blown, 

become the reducing and carbonizing agents. As the material 

in the lower strata melts, the upper strata with a temperature 

of 4000 to 5000 C. descend, When the charge reaches a 

sufficiently high temperature zone the reduction of iron begins. 

Finally the slag comes to the top and blankets the pig iron, 

It is then drained off through the notch cinder by the cinder 

snapper whose skill lies in boring, the hole which has been 

sealed with bricks. The furnace foreman is of course present 

and supervises the operation, The shift foreman and the 

general foreman may also be present. The slag runs down the 

runners to the ladles on bodes which. are hauled to the tip, and 

is discharged when molten by turning over the ladles - a job for 

khalasies. When the molten metal is in a condition to be 

tapped / 

B. By reducing agent is meant the chemical substance which 
has the property to liberate metal from chemical 
combination. 

C. Tuyeres are hollow pipes. Tee, to sixteen of them are 
distributed syrrnetrically above the upper circumference 
of the hearth, and their function is to provide passage 
for the blast, They also determine the height to 

welch the slag in the furnace may rise. 

D. See p,39 for the blast from the stove. 
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tap-ped the furnaoo fos°ema4" along with the shift foreman 

(consultation between the two in the matter of the farthest 

:Li-nit of reduction possible in the furnace is r?PSira 1.e), 

directe the keeper to open the tapping hole with the iron bar, 

harmer and gas cutter. Proper provision has to be made for 

the protection of hearth jacket at this point with a water 

cooled plate, called the ?Jam Plate. In the course of tapping, 

the metal structure directly above the tapping hole is p'rotected' 

with a sp1.msher. Any lack of cooperation between the, 

maintenance and the cperation sides would be detrimental to 

efficiency; aïld hence the '711r?xe.ce foreman should be persuasive 

enough to obtdira the villdng and unstinted cooperation of the 

Mechanical side. The runner-r.en get the runner¢, ready and the 

molten metal ie run into the ladles on bogies for tra nsLnw r t to 

the foundry or Open Hearth or t'ne Bessemer plant, The runners 

are metal castines in the x`or4il of deep troughs, They are so 

buried that their top eee.es are flush with the surrounding 

floor of the Cast House, As the cinder hole is at a higher 

level than the tapping hole, the runnermen have to keep the 

runners for the slap el©vated and the passage from the cinder 

hole to the slag ladle is uninterrupted-, The runners-for the 

metal are at a lower level_. Beginninn as a deep trough at the 
¡hey 0.Ye 

tappi.nr hole, interrupted at a distance of about tor feet 

by the skimmer, which is a device for separating the metal from 

the slag that comes near the end of a cast. Thus the runner- 

man has quite a busy time en the metal is running out. He 

has to keep the flow on proper linee. - He has also to cive the 

troughs a heavy coating of a loam or clay wash which acts as 

an insulator, protecting the trough from the hot metal and 

facilitating the subsequent cleaning up. 

The / 

z. Technical quali f. i cation and training at the Institute 
Pive them the necessary equipm.ernt. The most important 
thing about them is the possession of the qualities of 

S industry, coolness of mind (emotional stability), self.. 
e x`.96 confidence and Leaderrftia on all occasions and during 

breakdown in particular, 
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The Traffic Section (see p,35 under the Blast 

Furnace) arranges for the movement of ladles on bogies to 

either the slag dump or to the foundry or the steel making 

shop, The Traffic Foreman receives the necessary instructions 

from the Shift Foreman who is instructed by the Superinterdent, 1 

through the General Foreman, where the metal ie to go, The 

driver!; arP engaged in working the locomotives. A the 

ladles have to travel back and fore from one department to 

another, there is a head ladle chaser with ladle chasers under 

him, The Head Ladle Chaser works in the general shift 0070 

to 1130; 1330 to 1700; and the ladle chasers in shifts 

0080 to 1600; 1600 to 2400; 2400 to 0800, Their job is to 

keep track of the ladles end have them in readinese te receive 

the slag or the metal at the different cast housee, and there 

ere rive of them io this department (Blast Fuenace), 

This completes the description of the Cast House and 

its accessories. But the furnaces must be maintained in good 

working condition; and it is the mechanical section which 

does it. It works in collaboration with the Operation Section 

The dividing line between the twoje often very thin; and it 

is inevitable when the distinction is more a matter of 

administrative convenience than one based on the intrinsic 

difference in the nature of jobs, Mee on the Mechanical Side 

are mostly capable of work on the Operation Side, but practice 

han given them greater proficiency in their own jobs, The 

same might be said of the people on the Operation Side, The 

Mechanical Foreman (see p,34 under Blest Furnace) i 

responeible for the maintenance and repairs of the furnaces 

and works in the general shift , He gets the plant examined 

almost hour-to-hour through hit subordinates and arranges for 

repairs when there is a fear of breakdown or is a breakdown, 

His principal function is to nupervise the routine work of his 

subordinates I 
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subordinates, arrange their duties and make a detailed report 

of the repairs To the breakdown to the Engineering Department 

to which he is subordinate. The charge being large and heavy 

he is assisted by one or two assistants accore in , to the 

variation in the volume oe work. Am on the Operation Side so 

here there are seift foremen working in different shifts 0080 

to 1600; 1600 to 2400; 2400 to 0800, and their duties change 

from week to week. The shift foreman arriees a little before 

the t3ee1nriing of his duty hours and takes over charge, making 

note of any epecil repairs neec"ed for the of "ici.ent working of 

the =plant, and takes stock of the situation by going round. 

He contacts the shift foreman in the Gast House and the traffic 

foreman. On the Rolling side, his duties are performed by the 

roilinp stock foreman who arranges for the repair ands 

maintenance of the rolling stock. There are niietries, i.e. 

mechanics, under him who repair the bogies and the ears which 

carrer the scales fallings from the ladles, The principal staff 

under the .Mechanical Foreman cenäiste of: rir: ers, fitters, 

water tender, welder, blacksmith, hammerman, time checker, 

cobbler, s Ascher, nistry, gas burner ?iistry, moulder, pyrometer- 

man, and stove cleaner (see p,34 under the Blast Furnace) , 

Riggers have the nimbleness to climb the chimney or 

any structure at a very hih altitude to do ordinary repairs 

and cleaning. They do not roseess any tec hnical skii1 worth 

epecia3 mention, unless we consider the steadiness of feet and 

the coolness of mind as skill. Sometimes there are casualties, 

but their number i e very small. These men are generally drawn 

from the Province of Bombay where they had occasion to do 

similar jobs on 'bl r boats, cargo and otherwise. There is a 

man at the head of each group, and the Mechanical fo ronau passes 

his instruction to him. 

Another important subordinate rank is that of Shift 

!iistry :rho is reeponsieete for, the repairs and maintenance of 
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the plant. He must se, during his shift hours that bolts are 

not locee, that dam plates are not overheated, etc. He has 

ender him fitters whose job is to screw up bolte, fix up plates 

and beat other articlee into shape. His tools are the 

shiftinp epanner, beilleaker's hemmer, boring -Lachine and drills 

steel punches, n brass or steel measuring rule, spirit level, 

a number of cold tel chieele, squere and compase, 2ilse, 

greer purps, hacksaw, blades and callipers. The work requires ; 

the assistance of eome other pereons il the manipulative 

operations and so there are fitter helper, The material 

chaeer aseiste them by getting the necessary parts with which 

he ie expected to have a fairly close acquaintance. There are 

welflees ir each shift to weld and blacksmiths to ehap; 

material with the help of hammermen, Besiees the the 

moulder attend to the ladles which carry the ingots and is 

responeible for providine runaers; the selacher liner cools 

the moulds of ferroemanpanese, the gas burner mistry attends 

to the rppairs of the combustion chamber in the stoves, and 

the stove cleaner remove the dust of the furnace gas after it 

has been cleaned and burnt. The oiler oils the various 

machines, the cobbler provides leather washers and mends the 

boots of the workers, the neremeterman fixes and removes the 

cherts of the temperature and the load of the furnace; and 

the time checker records the hours of the arrival and departure 

of the lower staff in the sllift. Thie completes the picture 

of the mechanical section of the Blast Furnace. 

/ 
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We may now sum up the main features of the Blast 

Furnace in a diagram:- 
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We now proceed to the discussion of human factor in 

relation to the operations the Steel iíaking Shops (II) . 

It is necessary to have a general idea the composition of 

pig, iron before we can discuss twit:h understanding the different 

operations in the S. Vi shops. In addition to iron, pif; iron 

contains varying qualities of carbon, silicon, manganese, 

sulphur and phosphorous . These constitute about lOp, of the 

weiftht and 25© of the volume of the pig iron. Carbon may be 

present to the extent of 5.0 to 4.5 per cent, having been 

dissolved into the iron from coke, Silicon, got from the 

earthly matter, ranges 1ro1r1 o.4 to 5.0 per cent, phosphorous 

from 0.02 to 2.0 per cent. Sulphur enters the iron from the 

ore and the coke and must be kept as low as possible, o.02 to 

0.2 per cent. beine the ueual limits. Steelmaking; iron must 

be made lots in sulphur. The amount of manganese varies from 

0.2 to 2.0 per cent. 

The principal concern of the steel makinu shops is 

to reduce the impurities to the f rmeasure needed for the 

manufacture of different grades of steel. ''Steel, is 
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"essentially an alloy of iron and carbon steels for 

4structural purposes contain uo to 0.651; of carbon, while from 

"Oo65 to 1.V is used in springs and tool steels. Above 1.7% 

4carbon'the metal is no longer steel, but is approaching the 

4composition of cast and pig iron." This process of elimination 

is attempted in the Tatas in the Open Hearth and the Duplex 

Plant. 

22.ta Hearth: Tho Department is under a superintendent 

who, as the discussion of the chemical processes above would 

show, is an expert in metallurgy and has both trailine- and 

experience in the process of eliminating the impurities in the 

pig iron to convert it into the steel of tho desired grade. 

He is in the general shift 0730-1130 and 1330-1700 and is liable 

to be called upon any moment if his presence is necessary 

because of breakdown or some other unexpected haeyoening, He is 

responsible for the effectioe organization of the work of the 

department in a manner that the output is the greatest possible, 

labour is contented and well cared for, and the general foremen 

are active in their supervision. He must have the adaptability 

to adjust himself to varying situations, e,g, shortage of men 

or breakdown at an hour when he would ordinarily no for his 

midday meal. 

The superintendent is also acquainted with the 

necessary and relevant principle of 2ngineering. He has an 

assistant to help him and to him he delegates the preparation 

of returns in the office. The assistant himself is an expert 

and is consulted by the general foreman regarding the 

composition of baths and the problem of absentees in different 

shifts. Both of' these superior officers are expected to go 

round the department on their arrival, if possible together, 

and tahe stock of the eitletion. They go round at the end of 

the duty hours in the evening and leave the necessary 

instructions with the shift foreman for any particular 
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specification of steel to be made at night and assure themselves 

that the furnaces and their accessories are in proper condition 

and there is no likelihood of any trouble at night, They are 

expected to send every day the figures of output to the General 

Superintendent whopthrough the Statistical department, keeps a 

check on the diminutioe of output, 

The General :Foreman is mainly responsible for 

organizing shifts. He woriç in the general shift 0730-1130, 

1330-1700, and must acquaint himself with the situetion of the 

departmeet on his arrival and make arrangements for labour 

shortage and see that the output doe e not fall below the 

average, The case of breakdown, if any, in the night, and the 

position of raw material needed and in etoek, are brought to 

his notice; and he has to make the necessary arrangements for 

repairs and for obtaining steel scrap, cast iroe ecrap, ore, 

mill scale, lime, limestone, fluor-spar, ferro-mancaneee, 

silico-manganese, aluminium, dialomite, etc which are needed 
during and for melting, Above all he mnst be a man who, 

besides the technical knowledge which he is bound to aossess, 

has sympathy for, and understanding of the motional make-up of 

the workers under him, Indian labour le eritrenely sentimental, 

and a certain percentage of men are often worried with the cares 

of family life or are addicted to drink or absent themselves 

on the sliehtest pretext, He must have the knack to tackle the 

grouser and must be prepared to plead the cause of the staff in 

his charge, His relations with the shift men must be cordial 

and he must have their willing cooperation. 

As in the Blast Furnace, so here, the shift foreman 

(p.33) ie a technical expert and is reeponsible for the working- 

of furnaces in his charge. His nain job is the coordination 

of work Burin his shift in such a manner that no furnace is 

short of labour and the raw material needed for the manufacture 

of different grades of steel in the various furnaces is 
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coustantly available. He ha n also to see that pin. iron for 

charging arrives ir time and that tal ingots are moved promptly. 

He controls the entire plant and has also to look to the gas 

plant which supplies gas for heatinF the furnace, He must be 

present when the bath ie ready for tapping and is invariably 

consulted by the First Hand, 

Besides the shift foreman taere is P supervieor in 

each shift. He is a metallurgy expert and aeterminee from 

the sample taken by the snoonman the amount of carbon in the 

bath, It is practice that provides the necessary cue. 

The degree of cerbon determines the surface tensinn of the 

metel. He is present at tee time of tapping and examinee the 

samples from the tapped metal and tender his advice about 

carbonizing. 

Row we shall describe the operation of an Open Hearth 

and indicate therein the duties of the staff concerned. Open 

Hearths are of two Rinds: they are either acid or basic. This 

differentiation is based on the lining of the furnace, 

The Basic Open Hearth is a rectangular structure of 

silica bricks bound toretaer with internal plates and tie rods; 

and is made of basic refractory material. The furnace is in 

the charge of First Hand who is assisted by a Second Hand and 

by Third and Fourth Hands. He must see to charging and tapping 

and is an expert in regulating the volume of gas from the 

Producer Plant so that the bath may get rid of the impurities 

that mar it quality as steel. Pi iron and steel scrap are 

chareed through the doors marked A by the chargine machine, 

The First Hand receives the specifications of its chemical 

composition from the Blast TPurnace and knows what chemical 

processes are needed to reduce or tet rid of carbon, silicon, 

manganese, phosphorous and sulphur. The doors are closed and 

combustien starts as producer pas is passed into the furnace, 

The hot burnt gaeer leave the furnace at the opposite end. The 

temperature 
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temperature of the furnace is regulated by the Firet Hand, 

assisted by the Second Hand, The charge takes 4 to 7 hours 

to get completely melted, During melting a certain amount of 

ore is fed into the slag to maintain the boil and to continue 

the elimination of the cerboen% It i either the First Hand 

or the Second Hand who determines the time and the amount, 

During melting a certain amount -Of iron and silicon 

are oxidized by the atmosphere in the furnace, an it is from 

the oxides that slap is sormed, It is threueh raising the 

iron oxide content of the slag that the First and Second Hands 

oxidize the eilicon and the manganese and carbon in the bath, 

The desired degree of elimination is made possible by charging 

hematite ore, When the carbon approaches the desired value, 

some .limestone is added to the slag, It is clear from this 
fluorsseer 

summary of the operations that the Pirst Hand and the Second 

Hand must be experts in metallurgy besides the basic knowledge 

of engineering, They must be quick in their power of 

observing the reactions in the bath, The difference between 

the First Hand and the Second Hand is in their length of 

services The Second Hand. is in the process of getting 

trained to fill the responsihle position of First Hand when 

there is a vacancy. The mein duties of these two may be 

summarised as informing the machine operator of the amount of 

ore the charge would require, and how and where to place the 

various parts of the charge. They regulate the heating of 

the furnace; and the Second Hand is responsible for running 

off the slag. They direct any repairs necessary during the 

operation, The First 1and is under the supervision of the 

Supervisor or Selinlr. The furnace is tilted and the tap-hole 

is opened. The steel then runs down the lander into the 

waiting ladle, 3lue overglasses are worn to protect the eyes 

from the blinding glare of the liquid steel. Then the liquid 

steel has almost run out it is followed by the less brilliant 
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slag from the to and this forms a covering blanket over the 

metal in the ladle. The determination ot the degree of 

brightnese which marks off steel from the alag is a matter of 

experience which the First Hand acquiree in the course of his 

duties R8 Secend.Hand, The lAder is then tipped and the 

remainder of the slag falls into the pit below. When the 

liquid. steel. is in the ladle killing additions are added and 

also some powdered. anthracite coal to bring the carbon back to 

the desired value. 

iChe Third and Fourth Hands perform mostly work which 

may be described as manual labourfin connection with the 

maintenance and repairs of the furnace and the placing and 

charging of raw material and other chemicals, the course 

of these duties they pick up the technical akill required of 

the Second Hand and improve upon their experience by attending 

specific cure t in the nig.1 chool. They place the supply 

of dolomite, feed ore, fluor-spar, ferro-manganese and forro- 

phosphorous at the places indicated by the Second hand, and 

the olid recerbonizing additions on the platform convenient 

for charging into the ladle when directed or instructed by the 

Second Hand. They help him in diFfuing the plug out of the 

tapping hole when the heat is ready to tap0 and assist hin in 

making up the bank of the furnace before recharging and in the 

Plugging of the tap hole. Further, they assist in relining 

the lander or steel spout after each heat, and clean up the 

surroundings of the furnace, Their assistance is Lost needed 

in Ifittingt the bottom of the furnace, i.e. repairing all 

damares to the bottom by throwing silica sand on the affected 

parts where slag has attacked the hearth. Any liquid steel or 

slag trapped in holes has to be splashed out with rabbles and 

the holen repaired with sand, This takes about one half-hour 

to one hour, Meanwhile the Second Hand is employed in making 

the tap hole with a plug. of ganister Mixed with crushed 
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anthracite coal, and backed up with sand, 

The dutim of the other etaff are not trgg onoroes, 

The Spoonman takes samples fro_a the bath when the heat is 

getting, or i8, ready. It requires special skill to spoon 

the front part; the ladle must be inclined at a particular 

angle and the spot is located in the midst of the glare through 

the blue overslasses. He also charges dolomite when necessary, 

Furnace khalasies do odd jobs like assisting in the 

heat test. This consists in ohaking a square bar inside the 

furnace and then taking it out. The heat of the square bar 

is the measure of the temperature of the furnace, But mostly 

they are engaged in cleaning up the mucs of which there is 

enough all round. The Yixer Foreman is a person with no 

special qualification. He belongs to the labour class, but 
e_ 

through experience as furnace khalasir has acquired Iseaewledre of, 

or skill in,guessing the weight of rig iron (fluid) that has 

to be mixed with scrap in charging the furnace. He has under 

him a staff of erdinary- labourers who help in bringing the scrap 

and pit, iron 'fluid) toeether, 

Like the Blast Furnace, the Steel L'aking Shop (Open 

Hearth) too has its accessories: (1) Pit Side; (2) Gas Plant; 

(3) Stockyard; (4) Calcining Plant. 

(1) Pit Side. The organization here as elsewhere 

consists of a general foreman at the top. He is responsible 

for the maintenance of the entire pit yard, i.e. the removal of 

the elag, the movement el° ladles, the pouring of steel into the 

ingot moulds, supervision of the coordination of the working of 

the crane drivers with the workers in the Pitside resseonsible 

for pouring fluid steel into the moulds, He maintains the 

roster for the different shifts, working himself in the general 

shift C730-1130; 1330.170C. He iseows the weasness and 

shortcomings of Indian labour and knows when to tighten the 

ye 
But it is/an screw, He is assistecrsowbthe shift foreman, 
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easy job to get team work done. Mutual jealousies and personal 

feelings of animosity for some advantage denied or promotion 

held back or sl ckness not condoned all tend to mar the 

efficient functioning of the organizatioo. It is the qualities 

leadership that are most needed in this job. 

The most ievortant jcOe is that of a Shift Foreman 

who works under the General Foreman, He has to be in touch 

with the shift foreman in the Furnace section zo as to know 

when the fluid metal would be ready for casting into the mouldst 

and woe' slag is to be removed, He keeps himself informed of 

the likely hour for the tappinc of different furnaces and so 

arranges that the ladles have been eopLied into -molds on 

bogies and the bogies have been moved into the Stripper Yard, 

At no step should there by any break in the chaio to dislocate 

labour or occasioo wastage, The qualities of personality 

needed in the general foreman are equally ooceeoary for the 

shift foreato, One of the most important pr blems which he 

has to tackle is that of absenteeisel, and much can be done if 

his personal relations with his workers are cordial. 

There are three catepories of these shift forenen: 

(i) Pitside Foreman; (iî) Gating Foremen; (iii) Pitside 

ilhalasi Foreman, 
ha4 . 

hone of the are people who have any technical 
training except such skill as. the routine work may impart to 

an average worker, They are of course 'A-literate in the eense 

of being able to read and write in their mother tongue only. 

Some of them Oave just a smatterinF of the knowledge of 

English and the ability to do ordinary eums, 

The Pitside foreman has under him the Pitside 

khalasi foreman who io in charge of labourers and detaile them 

accorEine to the orders of the Pitside foreman, They are 

engaged in reLlovinc the slag and much and cleaning the pit and 

getting ladles in place for receiving the fluid. steel,' 
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In the movements of the ladles the Pitside foreman 

works in collaboration with the Loco Crane chargerian who is 

responsible for getting the craneman to operate the crane to 

lift the ladles when full or place them in position when empty 

to receive the fluid steel. The Pitside recorder is a clerk 

primarily to the general foreman and incidentally to the shift 

foreman to receive, and keep a record of, petitions from 

labourers,. 

The most strel nous job is that of Casting Foreman, 

He has under him (1) steel pourers; (r;) casting mates; and 

(3) ingot delivery man. In order to aspreciate what the 

coordination of these jobs is like, we must have an idea of 

the ways adopted to transfer the Fluid steel in the ladles to 

the moulds. The ladles are lifted by the crane and moved on 

to the top of the moulds standing on bogies. The top of the 

fluid steel is covered with slag which serves as a blanket and 

prevents the radiation of heat from the metal. The steel 

pourers work the levee which opens a hole at the bottom of the 

ladle and the fluid metal runs into the mould. He also 

advises the craneman to move on the ladle to another mould or 

away fror the moulds if it is empty, or almost empty, or slag 

is running into the mould. It is all a matter of routine and 

the steel pourers require no special skill except such as, 

given normal intelligence, they imbibe as labourers, assisting 

pourers. Casting mates are p.e*eseits at the head of the gangs 

of labourers who clean the moulds. The ingot delivery man 

advised the stri)per section of the time when the heat is 

ready for being tapped, or is being tapped, and despatches the 

moulds,after the metal has been poured into them, to the 

stripper yard. The metal, when it solidifies inside the 

mould, is known as iTEAL. The casting foreman i-tho-po. 
suct, 

whe coordinates the work of all these in/a fashion that the 

operation of each section furthers the other and there is no 
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waste of labour or time. Any delay in the casting section 

oulo, Lola up ladles and, may be, work i the stripper yard. 

In a big factory like the Tata works in Jamshedpur, where so 

akany connected units function torrether and in conjunction, 

economy of time and quick despatch are of positive importance. 

Hence it is that there is a seeming multiplicity of foremen. 

Beei'ee these duties, the casting foreman is responsible for 

the rea ire of teemers (ladles) and their safe transit and 

replacement. 

11. Stockyard. It corresponds more or less to the 

Traffic section of the Blast furnace - see pp. 35-2137. Jere 

the duties of the Traffic section are combined with those of 

the stockyard in the Blast lournace, see pp. 35-e,37. The 

General foreman is in charge of receiving and issuing through 

the stockyard foreman of steel scrap and raw materials 

required for the steel making furnaces. It is a huge charge 

and the work is done through (i) stockyard. foreman; (ii) 

assistant stockyard foreman; (iii) stockyard recorders; 

(iv) stockyard mates; (v) tar mixer man; and (vii) shunting 

jamAdars. The stockyard foreman is responsible for receiving 

material and issuing[ to the furnaces. The stock recorders 

enter the receipt of the various items of raw material and 

issue it at the direction or the stockyard foreman, deputising 

for the general foreman. The stockyard foreman receives 

requisitions from the general foreman or his deputy shift 

foremen of the steel melting shop and passes order for the 

issue of raw material. He must examine the stock and check 

it up, both for its quality and the quantity issued and that 

still on hand. The assistant stockyard foreman is in charge 

of the scrap yard and supplies scrap to the furnaces (see 

pp. 3e.) The weighment recorders weigh the bogies as they 

convey raw material from the stockyard to the furnace; this 

is an easy process and almost a mere routine job. The bogies 
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pass the weighment bridge and the gross weight ie recoreed. 

The tar is deducted and the weight of the raw material is 

found. Stockyard mates have under them labourers who move 

loads and unload raw material; a Id the shunting jamedar sets 

the line for the bogiee and leads the cars on to the proper 

tre.ck for loaiihv and for transhipment purposes. The tar 

mixer an works oely in the general shift and does the 

routine job (uas'Killed) of preparing ferro-manganese charges, 

alloy steel nickel, etc., the proportion being given ey the 

stockyard foreman. Of all the ranks discussed, the general 

foremen, the stockyard foreman and his assistant, have general 

inowledge of the intermediate standard or higher, and have 

acquired either from books or by experience enough knowledge 

of chemistry to understand the theory of chemical composition 

of the raw materials, Their jobs are mostly edministrative 

Rnd require in a fair measure the qualities of leadership 

adumbrated at p. 6. 

III. Gas Plant. The plant is intended to manufacture 

producer gas for the fúrnaces. As usual there is a general 
I.Nes 

foreman who i$3 in sole charge of the plant. He ie a man with 

a lot of practical experience and some tecnnical qualification, 
degee 

preferably a erad-.tee in metallurgy. The gas is made by 

passing a mixture of air and steam through a bed of red-hot 

coke or ordinary bituminous coal. Enriched with volatile 

gases, it burns with a luminous flame. (See the sketch on 

the left hand page). The technical knowledge needed on the 

part of the general foreman and the shift foreman under him 

relates to the chemical action inside the producer. The 

carbon in the coal must be burnt to carbon monoxide. If 

there. is any carbon dioxide, its presence would be a dead loss 

because it does not burn. One pound of coal should make 

60-7) cubic feet of producer gas. The ash accumulates at the 

bottom of the producer and has to be removed from time to time, 

The gas is supplied to the furnaces in the Open Hearth. 
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As between the general foreman and the shift 

foreman, the latter is immediately concerned with labour and 

gas making, and the former steps in when an exigency arises. 

The main concern of the general foreman is to keep himself 

informed of what has happened overnight when he comes to duty 

at 0730, and then to plan for the next twenty-four Sours. 

He has to see that the coal sunnly does not run short and the 

muck is removed. He maintains roster and settles minor 

disputes. The shifts foremen work in shifts, the hours of 

the shift cnaneing every week. 

The coal pit foreman is from amongst the labourers, 

senior in service and clever at handling men. He is 

concerned with unloading coal in the pit from the wagons and 

supplies it to the gas plant. He has gangs we labourers 

under him and each gang is under a mate. 

Gas makers work under the shift foremen and look 

after the operations, described above, of two or three 

producers, each producer has khalasits (labourers with 

experience) to attend to its operations. The gas maker is 

one of the labourers who has shown himself to be clever in 

the understanding of the operations of the producer gas plant 

and possesses or has acquired ability to read and write. 

Thus the arrangement is like this: the shift foreman is in 

charge of the whole plant during his shift, and gets work 

done by the khalasi% through gas makers who know the routine 

of gas production. 

Ash mates remove the ashes and the drainage 

cleaners clean the drain, They are ordinary labourers with 

more of brawn than brain. 

Another accessory to the Open Hearth is the 

calcinating plant. The work does not require any special 

skill and the plant is manned by ordinary labourers. 
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Calcination consists in heating substances like limestone to a 

red }Teat to drive off carbon dioxide and moisture. The plant 

is in the charge of a foreman ho supervises labour, arranges 

their shifts, sees to the firing of kiln, and supervises the 

charging of cupolas. A cupola is e vertical shaft furnace, 

into which the raw materials and fuel are charged at the top, 

and the burnt or calcinated material is tapped out at ietervals 

from the tell at the bottom. Air for the combustion of the 

fuel is introduced through one or more rows of tuyeree a short 

dietance above the bottom. The charging of cupola, that is 

getting material into another when those in hand have been put 

into operation, is supervised either by the foreman or his 

aesistant. The division of duties is a matter of convenience 

from day to day and reek to week. 

Calcinating plant matee are labourers who rake the 

material in the cupolas; and the labour eorce mate is in 

charge of labourers who do odd jobs and carry head loads, The 

number taker is the shift clerk who keepslrecord or the 

material received and the material sent out, 

The calcinating plant calcinates limestone and 

dolomite for the use of Open Hearth, 

Lastly we have a mechanical etaff which is in charge 

Of maintenance and upkeep of the entire plant in the department. 

A comparison of the chart on pp, 34-35 would show that the jobs 

on the mechanical side are ?ewer in the Open Hearth than in 

the Blast IPurnace. But whatever there are, they are the same 

as in Col.', except that there are engine drivers who take 

moulds oì bogies to the Stripper :sped. Their job is to 

operate locomotive engines, These are mostly uneducated 

people who worked as firemen, cleaners, and then finally 

became engine drivers. 

Instead of water tender we have waterman, He 

attends to the boiler, the water in which is heated from the 
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elk-e.00-S) 

gas from the Open Hearth furnace, and itiis then allowed to 

escape. His work does not require any special kill except 

that the boiler haa to be supplied with voter, Fere experiem 

of a few days at the job would train an unshillea worker of 

Clare II in the duties, 

Bessemer Plant (Duplex). 

The difference between an Open Hearth and a 13essemer 

Plant lies in the fact that in the latter silicon, manganese 

and carbon are oxidized ie the converter before the molten 

metal is charged into the furnaces, In the furnace the 

attempt is to eliminate sulphur and phosehorous. Timm the 

production of steel is expedited. As the . ncess of removing 

impurities froil pi iron in the liouid state was diecoeered 

by Bessemer, it is named after him. About half an or 

one hour in the converter and another five to six hours in 

the opel hearth furnace, and the conversion of pig iron into 

steel ie completed. Whereas an open hearth furnrce will 

turn out an average of about 15 heats a week of straight 

running, the same furnace operated as a duplexing unit will 

produce about 40 heats in the same period, 

Steel is essentially an alloy of iron and carbon, 

carbon bringing hardness and strength to the iron. But it 

must be kept down to a definite proportion, Steel for 

structural pureoses contains up to 0,65 per cent of carbon, 

while from 0.65 to 1.Y per cent is used in springs and tool 

steele. Above 1.7 per cent carbon tends to deteriorate the 

quality of teel, In the Duplex plant, molten pig iron is 

stored in the metal mixer'. A mioer is a tilting basic 

open hearth furnace which is used to store hot pig iron as 

received from the blast furnaces. It is from this storage 

that the steel furnaces draw their supply. This procedure is 

convenient bot/, to the blast furnaces and to the steel 

furnaces. The former tap pig iron according to their 
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convenience, and the letter have an ever ready supply of hot 

metal, The mixer is fired with producer gas or coke oven gas, 

i,e. the surface slag i the mixer is kept heated by burning 

either coal tar or the producer gas or the coke oven gas, 

The Mixer House staff is consequently not skilled staff, The 

necessary competence is tocouired by observie,, the job for 

some time, The mixer men arrang- for the firing of the mixer 

and receive the molten metal from the furnaces for storage, 

SkiNiiiers distribute the stored metal according to the needs 

of the converters, There are a nueber of ordinary labourers 

called khalasies. The entire staff is under a foreman who is 

a senior labourer with capacity to read and write in his 

mother tongue and with the qualities of a leader to the extent 

that he should pet the labourers do their jobs carefully 

and earnestly when there is work for them, 

Converter,. A converter consists of a cylindrical 

body of steel plates, mounted on trunnions (see opposite page), 

about which it is rotated by hydraulic power. The inside is 

lined with silica bricks and the bottom is pierced with 

tuyeres connecting with the windbox underneath. 

To begin with the converter is turned down to 

receive the molten iron from the ladles which obtain their 

suronJy from the mixer, When the required quantity of iron 

has been poured in, the converter ma at the converter3 gives 

a signal and the converter regulator gives the necessary 

warning and puts on air blast, This blows from the wind-box, 

through the tuyeres, into the converter. The latter is then 

slowly turned up so that the metal covers the tuyeres (see 

p.61) and receives the direct blast of air. The passage of 

the / 

3 On the charging side of the converters, the building is 
three-storeyed. The ground floor extends under converters 
and provides enough space for the removal of bottoms, slag, 

etc, The second floor is called the charging floor and is 
on a level with the trunnions. From this floor,molten 
metal frolu the mixer is charged Ii to the converters . The 
third floor is called the scraping floor and all cold 
material is charred from this, 
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the blast egitates the motal and a shower of sparks is 

emitted from the mouth of the contrerter. The iron oxide 

(Fe()) thus formed reacts on the impurities in the iron, removi 

silicon: Silicon 1-- Iron .. -- t Iron 
Si 2 Fe) Bi02 2 Fe 

For this process the molteo iron should contain from 1,5 to 

of silicon; wit ll silicon less than 1,5% it (silioon) 

will blow cold,and with nore than 1,55 gnneratP too much ht 
With the progress or the blow, a flame gradually 

appeaos at the mouth of the conoorter, and manganese begins 

to be oxidize(1. Here is the job for the steel blower. Some, 

the oxides of silicon manranese and iroe are ejected in 

the form of brown flames, and the remainder in the converter 

coo-tine and form a slag which comes on the top, The process 

of elimination occasions flames of different colours, and it 

is by the shade of them that the steel blower determines the 

extent of the elimination of manganese and carbone This is 

a skill which cones by practice and possibly some have native 

capacity for this discrimination, The chemical procees 

(carbon, iroo oxide carbon monoxide -I- iron) is known as 
Pe0 CO Fe 

'the boil', owing to the violent agitation caused by the 

escape of carbon monoxide from the metal. In the course of 

the boil large quantities of liquid metal and slag are ejected 

from the mouth of the converter and ultimately a white flame 

appears, It i from the luminosity of this flame that the 

steel blower determines the completion or the process of 

elinioation, It should be remembered that the converter 

regulator adjusts the blow sccordino to the directions of the 

steel blower who is rinally responsible for the quality of the 

metal / 

4 

-.6.491m.21.9111171.114, 

When the reaction starts ire the converter, the flame is 
short and trouorrent red. Along with the increase in the 
oxidation process the flame becomes lonrer and whiter io 
colour. The time for oxidation depends upon the quality 
Of pig iron used As the process of oxidation approaches 
its end the flame becomes reduced in length giving an 
indication to the steel blower that his metal is ready. 
Then the blow it is stopped. 
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metal in the converter. The entire process takes about 

twenty minutes and the flame suddenly drops. This is an 

indication of the fact that the carbon has been completely 

eliminated, The regulator turns the vessel down and shuts 

off the blast as soon as the metal is clear of the tuyeres. 

Silicon, manganese, and carbon have now been eliminated, but 

not sulphur or phosphorous. The converter man now adds a 

weighted quantity of pig iron to the metal in the converter. 

The carbon in the pig iron recarbonizes the molten iron, 

thereby giving the desired carbon content to the steel. 
5 

The molten metal is now poured into ladles oaerated 

by jib cranes under the supervision of the converter man and 

transferred to the Open Hearth furnaces for the elinination 

of sulphur and phosphorous. 

The staff of the converter consists of a general 

foreman who works in the general shift 0730-1130 and 

1330-1700. He maintains the roster for the different eaifts, 

makes a comparative study of the metal blown in different 

shifts and if tsere i any complaint againet the operations 

he looks into it, He is responsible for the proper upkeep 

of the 3ottom House (to be discneead later) and for the proper 

heating of the metal in the mixer. The machine of the 

converter and the blow house should be inspected each day on 

his arrival, and he should be satisfied that there are no 

flaws and no chances of breakdown, He should apprize 

himself of the state of ar--airs at about 1700 and leave 

instructions for the night shift about any unusual pressure 

of work or about instructions from the works manager or 

general superintendent, The shift foreman deputies the 

general foreman in his shift so far as the upkeep of the 

machinery, the coordination of work among the mixer house, 

the 

°In the Bessemer process the whole of the carbon must be 
eliminated from the iron and then put back in the 
necessary measure afterwards for the colour of the flame 
does not yet enable the steel blower to guess the extent 
of its elimination. He can only state when it is 
completely eliminated. 
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the converter 19ith its blow room and the bottom house are 

concerned. His qualifications, generally a degree in Science 

and training in the Technical Institute, Jamshedpur, are the 

same as those of the general foreman. He is zik-meml junior to 

the general foreman and may in his turn become a general 

foreman. He must go over the works on his arrival und leave 

notes about the attendance of labour and the general condition 

of the plant for his successor. 

The steel blowers are graduates in Science and have 

had in most cases two years' training in the Technical 

Institute where they learn te theory of steel making and are 

given practical experience of different plants under a 

supervisor. They are selected for the job from the ranks of 

converter regulators if they have shown efficiency in spotting 

the colours of the flame and thereby determining the 

elimination of manganese and carbon. Operating the machine 

for the tilting of the and helping the blower in 

maintaining-' the blast, converter reFollators have a good 

chance to learn the higher job. The tel blowers are paid 

essentially for the quick perception of the shades of the 

colour of the flame and thereby 0 ternine the measure or the 

elimination of silicon, manganese and carbon; and the 

converter regulator regulates the blast according to the 

instructions of the steel blower, The two jobs are inter- 

linked and both the RerFulator and the blower operate from the 

same platform. They also supervise the blow room which 

supplies the blast, though there is not much by way of 

rectification of flawsas the work in the blow room is almost 

-mechanical. 

The converter men have three grades and are 

generally Science graduates, particularly those in the first 

and second graeles. Their duty is to see that the converter 

is maintained in good condition and they have under them 

converter khalasies, converter recorders, and transfer men, 

The / 



The hierarchy is like this 

Converter Ç Converter Man 1st grade Shifts - 

Recorders 
Transfer Len (Converter Man 2nd grade) 0800 to 1600 

Converter Man 3rd grade) 1600 to 24C0 

) 2400 to 0800 
Converter Foreman 

Converter Khalasies 

The converter men muet arrive tan minutes before 

their duty and inform themselves about the condition of the 

converter.. The firet converter man is the coordinating link 

between the blower man and the converter regulator on the 

platform opposite (about 40 yards away) and looks to the 

onerations preliminary to blowing on his side, lie arranges 

to receive the metal from the mixer and marks out the converter 

which is in a condition to stand blowing. He signals when 

the metal has been poured and mast be oresent during the 

blowing operations to attend to the trouble that the conerter 

might develop, The second converter man arranees the necessary 

repairs to the coeverter after each blowing and arranges for 

the transfer of the metal when blown to the ladle, and he is 

also responsible for recarbonizing, The third converter man 

assists him in these operetions, but is primarily concerned 

with the examination of the bottoms and their repairs through 

the bottom house staff, We shall indicate the imoortance of 

his job rhen we come to the bottom house, The khalasies 

under him examine the silica lining after each blow and he is 

also responsible for stocking pig iron for recarbonizinge 

The converter recordere are mere clerks who keep an account of 

the metal got from the mixer and the metal which finally goes 

to the Open Hearth, They record the number of blows in their 

shifts and maietain attendance regieters and stock registers 

of the raw materials, The transfer men are ordinary khalasies 

who have had some education and through lone experience have 

become 



become capable of determining the Quantity of slag in the 

material blown when it is transferred to the furnaces, The 

furnaces are of the revolving-tilting type. The contents of 

the ladles are poured into the furnace with a runner or the 

hot metal chute mechanically operated. Care is taken to 

reduce the passage of slag to the minimum. As the white 

colour of the liquid steel shows a change to red and the 

steady flow is broken up, pouring is stopped. The operation 

is supervised by the second hand steel melter. 

Furnaces 

The capacity of the furnaces in 0.-.S.e in the Tatas 

ranges from 200 to ?,50 tons and they take out 1M-120 tens of 

metal at a time, The furnaces are heated with producer gas 

produced from coal (See p, 55). It is necessary to avoid coal 

inside the furnace for it is rich in volatile natter and this 

may occasion jamming of metal in the course of melting on the 

top of the furnace, The metal is heated inside the furnace 

from two to five hours, the period depending upon the nature 

of the blown metal and the quality of steel required. The 

operattrn is supervised by the first hand steel melter who is 

an expert in determining the amount of heat and the duration 

of boil for different grades of the blown metal to convert 

theel into various kinds of steel. The most important part 

Of the job is the elimination of eulphur and the adjustment of 

the percentage of cerbon that will give the neoessary strength 

to the steel. The second hand is responsible for the 

changing of the furnace and for tapping, He is the first 

assistant to the steel melter and has the same qualifications. 

Naturally he is anxious to help the first hand and imbibes the 

experience which the first hand should eossess. The third 

and fourth hands have duties correeeonding to the third and 

fourth hands in S.M,S.1 (see n, Y1 ) and so does the spoonman, 

The job of the mixer foreman has been discussed earlier, 

The ,/ 
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The accessories of 8."..6.2 are (i) Piteide; 

(ii) Bottom House; (iii) Gas House: (iv) Stripper Yard.; 

(v) The Traffic Staff; (vi) Mixer House. 

(i) The Pitside: the same as in S.a.S.1, s pager' 

(ii) Gee House: see page cc as in S.!,T.S.l. 

(TT ) Traffic ta,ff,®. The same as in Blast Furnace, see 

pages 35207. Cuneers correspond to hunters; pointsmen set the 

points; coupling porters couple the boies carrying ladles or 

detach theme The cranes are used for lifting ladles and -Per 

charging metal into the furnace. The crane drivers operate 

the cranes with electricity. The mere mechanism of the 

crane is not difficult to acquire, but the driver must be 

circumspect in running the crane with or without a load. He 

must give warning to the people moving about and getting into 

the way o the crane and may have on occasionsto stop dead 

because some unwary walker ha e failed to pay attention to the 

signal. In short, he is a man with strong nerves and 

capacity for quick reaction, Most men can be drivers, but 

not all succeesfal erieers. The crane is also used for 

chargiee the furnace; and the drivers acquire skill in 

maninulating the crane. The traffic recorder keeps record 

of the ingots sent to the stripper yard. 

The most important section of S.11.8.2 is the 

3ottom liouse. It ie mainly concerned with the upkeep of the 

bottom of the converter and is equipped with overhead cranes 

and buegies for handling bottoms. The wear on the lining of 

the converter is very severe, particularly at the bottom. 

Hence the bottom is made detachable, and is chanred after 

every 15-20 blows, It is from 14-13 inches thick according 

to the size of' the converter. The bottom contains the 

tuyeres (see D. 5-9) raneinr, from 3-30, and each tayere 

contains 8-11 holes (11 - 14. in. diameter) through which the 

blast passes. 

done / 

Whee the bottom is changed, repair is also 
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done to the lining with silica bricks. The lining too has 

got to be changed after about 2,000 blows. The staff 

-Totalled for the Bottom ,louse coneiste of firemen, khalas5es, 

pan attendants and shift foremen. Th a shift foreman is in 

charge of the bottoms of all the converters and his duty is to 

find out on his arrival the coneTition of bottoms in the 

different converters, He gets into touch with the converter 

man and works under him, Besides arranging repairs and 

changing bottoms, he is consulted by pan attendants if there 

is any difficulty in changing the bottoms. :is main asset is 

long experience of the job in various capacities, The pan 

attendant carries out the change with the assistance of 

ehalasies (labourers) who bring the material, like brick etc., 

needed for the lining of the bottom. The fireman is concerned 

with the ovens where the round bottoms which require changing 

are dried. 7:Ls only qualification for the job is long 

eeperience and a certain superiority over other labourer in 

the.matter of observation. 

Stripper Yard 

This is the connecting link between the S.M, Shops 

and the Blooming Mill. The-moulds eontainine ingots are 

transhipped to the stripper yard. were the overhead cranes 

pick the ingets ont. A stripper of the electric type is 

"in the form of a strong overhead crane, from which ie 

lsuspended a vertical arm, provided with two jaws that fit over 
"lugs cast on either side and near the top of the mould."' 

Operating between the jaws is ram, or plunger, capable of 

exerting preesure on the top Of the ingot, while it is being 

stripped, sufficient to balance the pull. The mould is 

raised off the ingots and placed on an empty car standing 

ready to receive them. The ingots are left standing on the 

Oar which brought them. 

The staff of the strinner yard consists of a 

general / 
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general foreonn, shift foreman, recorders and crane drivere, 

The crane drivers lift the moulds in the manner described in 

the foregoing pararaph; the recorder keeps record of the 

ingots received and sent from the stripper yard to the soz.,king 

pits. Thn shift foreman, working in the ehifts OWC-1600; 

160C-240C; 24C0-0800, arranges for the liftine of moulds 

according to the needs of the soaking pit and arranges for 

stabling cars with mzulds on the stools, The cars with 

moulds are sent back to the steelmaking shops. in fact the 

job of the shift foreman is like that of a yard foreman who 

must keep the yard ne free from congestion as possible, and 

keep the soaking pits supplied with ingots, He also 

regulates the supply according to the quality which is needed 

'.)).- the roiling mills and receives advice from the soaking pits, 

The general foreman îi to maiutfein roster, look to the 

maintenance of the yard, and attend to the labour troubles, 

due to absence or otherwise, The foremen are expected to go 

over the yard on their arrival and take stock of the situation 

and plan beforehand how to keep the yard uncongested. The 

general foreman laye down the broad line and the shift fore- 

man works on them, using his discretion in the light of the 

exigencies of the hour, The position at the end of each 

shift has to be recorded for the benefit of the shift foreman 

in the next shift, and for the information of the general 

foreman who goes over such records on hie arrival and suggests 

ways and mens to improve the quantity of out-)ut if there ie 

room for it. 

This completes the operational side of 

Like other departments it has a mechanical side for its upkeep 

and repairs. The staff and their duties are the lame as in 

the case of the Blast guroaces, 3.M.S.1, sec -0-0.42-4,4z 157-58 

Drillers are tos-tee engaged in boring holes in platee, etc., 

serangs are manual labourers corresponding to rio-ers. They 

can / 



can climb f3.i^`1_ and c.o pstty rrllìir4s. The storekeeper 

issuer keeps rGscord o'f the articles issued fro"sa the store cí3d 

the recorder keeps record or the requisitions ua.de and 

supplies obtained, 

3lcromi.116 21ß,11 

The aast depa.rtr-,.ezlt to be discussed in our thesis 

is the Blooming Mill, Bloom means "mass of puddled iron 

hammered or squeezed into thick bar 'i; and the blooming mill 

does this to the ingots through the operations of the soaking 

pit, ct3gging and: the driving of the blooms through coLtrols. 

At the end of this, the bloom can be roiled into structures, 

rails or br..r.s or billets, etc. The department is under a 

superintendent who is a trainod mag with a long experience in 

the c?.ep=...r.tmcaazt as shift foreman, general foreman, and 

assistant superinterlden-iW. He is tierernrß not only conversant 

with the theory or the technical jobs, but has had acsttxal 

trl.i..n.ing in th.em. He has to tackle twofolc? problems: 

(a) the opf:ra,t3..r7,7a?l relating to the keeping of producti.on at 

a high level and izproving upon the previous record, with due 

regard to quality. He has therefor; to size up the 

suprvi.ory staff under him and t;e subordinate staff, and 

should be able to use the human factor under his direction 

effectively: (b) +t.h.czte connected with labour, The 

superintendent l the Tatas for this department has experience 

and a large measure of cooperation. Of the two important 

factors in industrial relations (1) the economie drive; 

(2) recognition or status of workers; he is not in complete 

control of (i), but can easily control (2) . The first thing 

that he does on his arrival is to go round the works with his 

assistants, and this ,provides him an opportunity to study his 

workers on the spot day after day-. He takes stock of the 

work overnight and plans it for the next twenty-four hours in 

the light of the requisitions Gror) the rolling mills. He 

instructs I 



 

instructs the furnace department for t,xe quality of steel to 

be man-ufa:ctu:rered. 1'he records of the material received in 

the stripper yard and rolled into blooms of different classez 

Qtel prepared by his office nith the help of the assistant 

superintendent and signed by him. He coordinates the 

activities of the soaking pit and the cogging; holds 

Conferexaee:s of the supervisory staff if necessary; and works 

out in rela.ti to labour the policy of the Company, i.e., 

keeping record for tee promotion of workers, sending reports 

of long term absentees and 'layirw down qualifications for the 

future employees. The most important part of his taYßrk in 

this direction is to recom.nend people for ?arQmotion to 

supervisory pasts with care and 3.iscriminatbors. In the 

words of a banker 'a. capacity for pushing sixpences across 

#:a; counter is no guarantee of an ability to eu.pervl.se the 

"pushers of sixpences.' ̀  
he is assisted in the discharge of his technical 

duties, that ás, the smooth, and if possible improved, 

running of the department, by his assistant. xIe ( the 

assistant) is a technically trained man and with the 

ex_o°rie4ace of work as shift foreman and general for-esxan. He 

accompanies the superintendent during his round in the 

morning and takes note of the observations of the latter and 

carries out the necessary instructions by explaining and 

df.scuset.:c3g them with the general foreman. He helps the 

office in the preparation of the returns and keeps the 

superintendent informed of the labour situation, i.e. the 

number of ab-eentees and any suspected labour trouble. He 

scrutinizes t}ae reports of the shift :foremen, submitted 

. through the general foreman, and prepares estimate s for 

replacement and repaire, i.f any, to the plant. Beeid.Ws this 

he attends to the correspondence from. the general 

superintendent ; 

6 ".An Introdu ction to Ir2dustrial. Psychology" by May Smith; 
Cassell, l.943e 
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superintendent, The burden of the exeoutive duties relating 

to the coordination of the activibiee of different eectiens 

falls on the general loremah Besides accompanying the 

superintendent on his rounds in the moraine: if he io free he 

must spend some time in every section, scrutinizing the work 

overnight and its continuation See the morning, IT net every 

shift foreman and ascertains from him the cOndition of his 

Telant and if any flaws have been discovered or any Improvement 

is needed, or there is any lack of eooperation among the 

eections he personally attends to it, He listens to the cases 

of industrial complaints, coming through shift foremen, and 

often squares up differences or takes the edge off the 

complaint by his tactful handling. Hie euccees depends upon 

the measure of his poPularity. The moot succeseful general 

foreraJJ is a quiet person who knows hie worker of all grades 

to the finger-tips, and attends to the work of each some time 

or other, thus encouraging the promising an cording the 

slothful. He goes over the plant between 1600 and 170e to 

apprize himself of thel&test developments before going off 

duty. 

Sometimes he gets an asoistant for training and asks 

him to share his reepoeibilities. Now we are in a position 

to follow the detailed working of the mill, 

SoakinEeklet 

The ingot o from the stripper yard arn pieced by the 

crane driver workinf7, overhead into the eoaking pits, The 

soaking pito are heated by producer gas and are opened at the 

top by the heaters to allow the ingots to be plced inside 

them, They may be compared tc ovens esid the heat radiating 

from them when they are opened to put ingot s. in or take them 

out is very intense indeed, The crane driveryworking theee 

cranes haveto get inured. to this heat. 

hour's rest for two hours of active duty. 

The I 

They are allowed one 
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The soaking pits? are regulated for heating the 

inrots by the heater who works in shifts. He knows the 

composition or the ingots as obtained fron the Steel Making 

Shop and inaparts the degree or' heat that will pive chemical 

stebility to the coneenente. An -aaw in heating if serious 

rerulte in rejection or deteriorative in the quality of the 

finished product in the rollinr mill. The temperature of the 

furnace is determiaed by pyrometer and the heater decides the 

duration or the heetiae process for the ingots in different 

pits. The man le not neceeserily technically trained but is 

educatid , haviee:, say, peseed the intere,'1,te examination in 

science, and has through experience ac soaking pit recorder 

end eerietent heeter acquired the necessary skill. As there 

are about four pits in operation most of the time, the heater8 

who le in charge of them ia essieted by four assistant heaters, 

nech of whom attends to one pit. The coapeteace or the 
ea 

assistant heater is much the same as that of heater, but he 

generally consults the heater who is engaged ia coordinating 

the output of the pits and attends to the repair of their 

bottoms / 

?Soaking pits are deep chambers, or underground furnaces of 
square or rectangular sectioes, heated by the regeneration 
Principle and opening at the top, They are large enough 
to contain four, six or eight blooming mill ingots per hole, 
in an upright nosition. Spanning the soaking pit furnaces 
are electric travelling crnnes, The tongs which lift the 
ingots are connected with a de.le on e lifting arm, and 
are actuate by means of a curved groove in the main hoist 
so that their distance apart may be varied. 

Inside each furnace or pit there are rectangular holes 
and are built side by side, separated by firebrick walls. 
Each hole has two regenerators, one 06 each side, The 
holes are closed by fire brick covers, each cover is 
supported on four wheels weich roll on cast steel rails 
lying on the division wall between the pits. 

8 HP preecribes the order in which the craneman would draw 
the ingots, 



bottoms and general upkeep. The head heaters occupy a 

dignified position and are supposed to coordinate the 

operations in the soaking pits with the coy -ing and the 

strip~?er yard. They are also re eonsible for checking the 

wore, of soe :-in~ pit recorders, number takers, and that of the 

foreman of the bottom making. 

Soaking pit recorders combine the work of a clerk 

with that of opening the doors or the pits for the ingots.. 

They keep record of the cast no. of ingots, their quality and 

the number of each ingot. They are in contact with the 

crane drivers and signal to them to find a particular soaking 

pit and open the door for them. Thus they have a complete 

record of the cast from the steel making shop wb..ich is being 

treated in a particular soaking pit, the serial number of the 

ingots in it, when received, and when sent out. Getting 

signals from and giving signals to the drivers either when 

indicating the pit to which the ingot is to be brought or to 

be taken from, they rewire quick power of observation. 

Their educational qualifications seldom exceed passing of 

intermediate examination, but their chief merit is quick 

observation and alertness. Lumber takers issue chits for the 

ingots (rather blooms) sent out -Prim the soaking pits to the 

rolls, and with these chits begins the life history of the 

bloom. Any defect in the rolling as finished product of 

this number can be traced through the chit to the steel making 

shop from which it came. It is thus a mere clerical job, 

but the work done is really of great importance for the 

purpose of manufacture. Thep there are ordinary khalasies 

(labourers) who, under the direction of assistant heaters, 

Operate valves for heating gas from producers. 

Like the converters, the bottom o- the soaking pit 

is subject to very great tension and has to be repaired or 

remade. The work is done by the khalasies (labourers) who 

lac; firebricks under the supervininn of the bottom making 

foreman/ 
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foreman, of which triere is one in each shift. The tools use( 

:re shovels, long -handled pokers, and cutters . Durinn the 

time that bottoms are beinP made, the gas and air are shut off 

Coke breeze from the blast furnace coke bins is used to make 

the bottom. Coke breeze is used becat e it abeor'bs and makes 

fragile the molten oxide that runs off the ingot, protects 

the brickwork and helps to maintain a reducing atmosphere in 

the furnace. The bottom making foreman is conversant with 

the technique of bottom making and guides the work. Exeerienee 

is his asset, but that alone would not do, He is fairly veil 

educated and in conversant with bricelayine' and the engineering 

of it in rel etio ï to heating. A fairly intelligent person 

with experience - such is the description of the mental 

profile of this class of foreman, The general foreman and 

his assistant who are inngenera.l shift O73O -1130; 1330-1 700, 

are responsible for the materials to be used in repairs. 

They arrange the duties of the and khalasies 

(labourers) and keep a record of the day to day repairs. 

Coming in the morning they find out what bottoms would be 

down for repairs in different shifts and make arrangements 

accordingly. If there are any technical difficulties in 

making the bottom they explain them to the foreman concerned, 

They also inform the head heater of the likely situation 

d.urine. the next twenty -four hours. As usual they deal epith 

labour under their charge and require some or the tact we 

discussed under superintendents. The men under them are 

more amenable to discipline than those under the superintend - 

ent, being ordinary labourers, but they are easily exited. 
too. There is one matine under the general foreman, She 

is the head of women labourers called ri j j as and lifte coke 

breeze by a. mechanical process fo:r stori o it to make the 

bottoms. The ash pit kbalasiee collect burnt coke breeze 

for the repair of bottoms. 

Cogging 
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Cuzila.- The ingots when picked up from the soaking 

pits are placed on .a rolling platform, and the process of 

cor;7ing begins, The3e are three classes of persons engaged 

in tai job - cogFers, mani)ulators and control drivers. All 

these operate from the same platform and roll the bloom into 

the particular size needed, They receive instructions about 

the size from the mill foreman on duty. The control drivers 

regulate the running of the ingot on the revolving rollers to 

the eoceinre machine, Here the cogger and manipulators take 

charge of it. The manipulator turns the incots to roll them 

into blooms, and the cogeer presses them to the required size, 

The Tatas have installed the Reversing mill because the top 

roll is adjustable and various sizes of blooms, billets or 

slabs can be rolled on one set of rolls, There are two rolls 

in each set ano they are changed every week and dressed in the 

roll shop, The bottom roll rests with each neck on a babbit 

lined with cast iron bearing, Sheet steel shields are placed 

over the necks of the bottom roll to keep scales from getting 

between the necks and bearings. The ingot is rolled by 

adjusting the spree between the bottom and top rolls. The 

lifting tables lift the ingots into the rolls on one side and 

when it has passed to the other, Another liftinr- table makes 

it rue between the rolls, Each table has a vertical motion 

only, The material is raised and lowered by a reversing 

electrical motor which is provided with a magnetic brake for 

automatically stopping the tables at the correct levels, The 

control driver controls the tables which edge the ingot into 

the rolls. The manipulator turns the ingots as desired 

between the preesee by moving the piece from groove to groove 

and straightening it when necessary. He has to be very 

quick in his observation9 and a Man quick at reactions; The 

cogger 

9 Observation if the control of the tables is slack, the 

ingots would not edge into the rolls as promptly as they 
should and this would occasion waste of time. Hence he 
must be very quick in observing when the ingot is released 
from the press and is to be edged into the rolls, is) time 
should belost in doing this and therefore he should be 
quick to react, 
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cop% er pressest the ingot to flatten them into blooms. He 

requires the game psycholop;ical abilities as does the 

manipulator. The control driver runs the ingot on the 

tables, the corr--er flattens them by exerting pressure with 

the rolls, vertical and sic.eways, the manipulator makes it 

run into sr,eci Pied grooves to bring the bloom into the desired 

dimensions for final. rolling. In the Tatas these jobs are 

manned by 
.t 

class apprentices who have received education 

up to the middle standard or the high school classes, and 

have been through a course of practical training, at one time 

of five years, duration, but now two only (see Chapter VII ,X) . 

Spell hands are provided to relieve these persons, Their 

jobs are not only strenuous but continuous.. When the blooms 

lease the rollers they pass through a bloom stamping machine. 

Then they pass the shears which are equipped with gauge 

and stopper for cutting a number of pieces of the same length. 

The are operated by the shearman who sets the stopper t nd 

works the machine. It is by no means a very skilled. job. 

Any ordinary khal dei with little practice can get himself 

adjusted to the job. The pieces as they PO down are either 

rolled on to the bar mill or diverted by the kicker down a 

table to be reheated before being rolled into rails. The 

staff consists or 

Shear recorder. He gets the bloom (as the ingot 

is gown) after rolling, indicates the size to the shearman 

and discards bad portions which are diverted from the table, 

or even graduate 
He is educated (High School standard) and in course of time 

learns the job by Observation. The number taker who knows 

the number of the ingot as well as the number given to the 

bloom directs the movements o the bloom, sending it to one 

or the rolling mills or to the reheating furnace. 1r the 

blooms get coupled, the gas cutter cuts them with the help of 

acetylene gas ; The crop thrower throws out bad ends. 

Barring / 
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Barrier the :hear recorder and the number taker, none of the 

other jobs require any high standard of education, an3.d the 

neceseary skill is acquired by observation and. experience. 

Opposite the shearraan is the shear pulpit control 

driver. He works the table rollers to take the blooms as 

they are cut by the shears. IIe too belongs to the khalasi 

or labour class and does the job almost mechanically with 

quickness of observation which comes through practice. 

At the head of this organization is the mill foreman. 

He works in shifts and is responsible for the coordination of 

all work from the time the i.n .ot is received from the soaking 

pit to the time it is sent up for rolling into rails or bers. 

He keeps himself informed or the material coming from the 

steel making shops and along with the heaters arranges for 

their her.ting He keeps a record or the amount of heating 

done in the soaking oit, iesues instructions for roili ? Y, and 

supervises the operation. He arranges the distri- bution of 

blooms and their reheating if they are t hP roiled into rails 

or structurals. It is of utmost importance that he should 

go round on his arrival and apprize himself of the situation 

in the -mills. He should further acquaint himself from the 

recorde about the material that is coming from the steel 

m;kinc shops to the soaking pits, and from the soaking pits to 

the blooming mill. He looks into the labour questions like 

a heavy absentee list or personal grievances of the workers. 

Lack of cooperation may retard the smooth working of the mill. 

He is generally a Science graduate, with long experience 

combined, if possible, with training in the Technical 

Institute, Jr3.mshe3pur. He has for hie assistance fresh 

graduates from the Technical Institute as probationers or 

apprentices. But he has also permanent assistants who may be 

Science graduates erith experience or Intermediate (Science) 

passed men with long; experience. . Of the three assistants 

one / 
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one is generally a Tech_n.i.cal. Institute graduate, The duties 

of the assistant are like those of the mill eorern.n, with this 

difference teat he is under orders and is detailed either to 

look into the records of the material or superviee the work in 

the mill if there is some trouble rith the machinery or t ìere 

is any c;o} cestion at any point. 

There is a big force of coolie labour and it is 

under the labour foreman, 

The accessories relating to the blooming mill are 

gas producer plant; CO control drivers; (c) chip yard. 

The organization of the gas producer for heating 

the reheating furnaces is the same as in steel making shops 

( see p.5-51. We have already discussed the jobs of control 

drivers (see p.7S) . The chip yard is under a foreman who is 

eleven =':t detecting the flawed parts of the blooms which were 

separated from those roing to the mille, hein;* suspects, He 

gets the bad portions chipped and thus saves waete of blooms. 

These salvaged pieces can be used for rolling some inferior 

stuff, His is a skilled job, the skill lying in detecting 

the flawed parts. The c'hieoing is done by chip )ers and 

checkers keep a note of the quality of steel. The foreman 

may be a middle passed man with special experience through . 

length of service, The chi, Ars are like ircnmönrers, with 

limited skill in chipping the blooms clean. 

On the mechanical side the organization is parallel 

to that in the steel making shops with the difference that 

there are bdbitters, transfer table operators and shearmen 

as lee1i in the mechanical section o f the Department. The 

babbitters put babbitr and thouge 'i.ot literate, have 

acquired skill through. experience. The skill is of course 

very specific and narrow. VIP t ., .rer table operrltors work 

the transfer table and get the .loss pushed outside th. mille 

We have already discussed the job of shearman. In fact 

these 

ow. 
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these men should be on the operation side, but their 

affiliation to the mechanical ; ectiori is a legacy of the past 

and so they are shown under ¡: echanicai 'cerce. 

We shall now sum up the hierarchy of the staff 

discussed. in relation to operations in-different departments 

in a diagrammatic form and refer to the pages wherein their 

relation to the plant and its operation has been discussed 

within brackets. correct understanding of their 

hierarchical order is necessary for the occupatic}nri analyois 

we attempt in the next chapter. 
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c44V44-4. Tk;. 

CîASÏflJATIO. Cï JOBS 

Rationale' 

We have discussed at some length the working of the 

Tata Iron and Steel factory in relation to the labour engaged 

in its oneretions. And it is against this background that 

we propose to set forth our Rationale of the Classification 

of Jobs. The expreesion "job" means a "niece of work (to be) 

don(, and the -osychology of Aptitude Testing reouiree an 

analysie of jobs in broad outline to discover the allied ones. 

The are celled Family or Jobs; and the analysis helps us 

to find out what specific technical training and mental 

abilities each family of jobs requires, We use the 

expression "occupation' to describe a family of jODS. The 

efforts of psycholopists like LJacrae were directed towards 

the analysis of each job and they aspired to have a separate 

psychograph for each so that the indiviCual prefile may find 

it s closest correspondence, and men and women may be cuided 

into the most fitting vocationl This could be achieved by 

(1) diecoverinv the psychological trends that would ensure a 

correct handling of the machine or performance of the task; 

(2) measurine the extent of each such trend in the average 

worker with as much exactitude as possible. The plan makes 

an appeel to the imagination for it conjures up before our 

mied's eye a pigeon-holing of men and. WOMOD into the right 

pigeon-hole. 

There were ettempts to wore; out this plan in 

different parts of the world. In eipain the Institute of 

Vocational / 

2. 
"The psychologist dreams of the day when, having constructed 

a silhouette representing the characterietics of the 
person exemined, he would proceed to superimpoee this 
human profile on a number of occupational profiles until 
he findo one with which it exactly coincides." - acraeoA, 
"Talentsic Temperament" - London, Nisbet & Co., 1932. 



Vocational Guidance made surveys or occtrn:,.tion>> and d,3.d 

intensive job analysis; in Germany the Central Laboratory 

was engaged in a similar task; in Sweden the Bos,rd of the 

Royal, State Railways started the job analysis of the 

su barrs i.na.t e jobs towards the end of 1937 i,.z right eareee t; 

in Czechoslovakia studies of the requirements of different 

occupations were made by the Psycho-Technical l:nctit2zte. 

The piorieexi.n.; work was really-done by the b. .A. Binning 

with an extensive programme of inental testing fn. 1`3i8, when 

an a.ttemet was made to specify different levels of 

intelligence for various jobs, work on áob analyses has 

centinued u,.,abated to this day. The Occupational Analysis 

SectiCn of the U.S.A. Employment Service has undertaken a 

cot:ierE?hEens3.tie job analysis of trade requi e:naeltts. Great 

Britain came into the field late, but has been doi,rrr very 

useful work in the matter of j o-e analyses through ' the 

raticna.1, Institute of Industrial Psychology. Last but not 

th- least in importance is the work that is being done in 

the Soviet tlni:o2i. Here of all the countries in the world 

vocational áelection io also a programme of piacGme?Zt. And 

this is a great thing for it takes away the sting of 

unemployment or ili employment. Nor is job analysis pushed 

to the extreme. The division of jobs is into broad classes 

like professional, semi-pro :rfeseien4l, semi-skilled, and it is 

within the limits or these categories that an attempt is 

tieing made to select and place men in the job or jobs t 

show themselves most fitted for. 

There has unfortunately been no attempt to evolve 

an unequivocal terminology forti 'Vocational Psychology; and 

the expressions "job", "occupation", "analysis' and 

specification'° are used without a definite significance. 

We would thererore attempt (1) to state the principles of 

7ychology which we accept and on which our investi. .aztion ie 

built ,/ 

ley 
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bailt up; and () select a terminology of our own and state 

the significance we attach to each expression, Az we attenpt 

a claseification of jobs in this chapter we are mainly 

concerned here with (2). (1) has been disnuesed at some 

lenrth in Chapter I and will be touched upon arain in 

Chapter 1V and the subsequent chapters. 

Job: see p.a9 e,r, tdie job or a typist or 

t eneraphPr , er -4ecretary, rhine besides the job of a 

steao7rapher includes that of a record keeper, The expressiou 

ie a relative one as the Petamples above would show, 

Lisomatiorkapalies to fanily jobs. The jobs 

that have a number of fun4amental features in common 

cr . ntitut a family of jobs, or in nur terminology ocaupation. 

Each of these ha s theft, fundamentals in conann, but has its 

war saecific features. Ve can best itLuotrate our point by 

Anryalte Aistinction between deeper trends and specificity. 

The deeper trends are the chief motivatiae foveae, but as they 

enccunter the environment (heteronomy) they develop into 

opeciric activities, The coastellations of deeper trends may 

be co-pared to group factors, integrated by a 'fit factor of a 

Ira 
linitel renrel (see Chapter /) ant specificity to specific 

2 
Preters; Both the constellations and specific facters owe 

their internal ocetposition to tension, that is, the imaect Of 

the eevironment oe the subject, or tn the otatistical 

language the iaprct of a rearesentative environment on an 

overage subject. Both are hypotheticel, but this is the best 

way of describing multiplicity of facts in aa intelligible 

manner, 

Job Description is the statement of the operations 

in a job ia the context of coanate operations, as we did in 

Chapter 11. It may be N eatilled or in broae outline as in 

OUT c-e. A detriled job description is very helpful in 

placement / 

., 
vccupation, 

2 Jehp, 
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plecement, so as to make the best of eligible candidates by 

meeting their 'wishes an far as posFible and get the most apt 

perect2 for jobs requiring some special training or standards 

of efqciency, 

Job Analyeis is a etatement of the creneral and 

specific psycholo-ical teaits eeepected frcm, or to be found 

in, an average efficient worker in a job, 

02s112.etional Analvis is a statement of the genera 

psychological traits e7pected from, or to be found in, the 

average efficient workers in a family of jobs. We call it 

"occupational peychoEreph' when -e represent these traits 

graphically. 

Occi4DL:tional Soecifloatien io occupational analysis 

su-2p1eerted by details abut techricel, social and economie 

eeeects of the family of jobs. 

As stated in Chapter I, our object is to frame an 

aptttude test which shculd ayeese the bro l teucZercies which 

re consider those)who aspire for enrineerine jobs)ehould 

pceeess. The plan thet we propose to follow is that of 

occupational epecification in relation to the jobs in the 

deeertments of Blast Furnace, Steel l!akinp Shops, and the 

Bloeming Nill, The number of jobs in these departments is 

so large that a detailed job description or job analysis 

would prevent I/9 from seeine the wood for tl-e tress, and then 

the time st our dieposal ha e benu too short to launch on 

sech e detailed study, Besides this occupatio.lal 

speciricletion on the linme proposed by ue would give us aul 

idea of the organismic nature of the different occupatienal 

levels. The different jobs in an occupatice make a whole, 

and the occupation can be treated as a system in Angyals 

seree of the term, and the different occupational levels can 

be rranged into a sort of hierarchy - Unskilled Class I:1-e 

Unekilled Class Class Glaee 

Technical Clase II--eTeonnical Class I. (Air view fids 
ElUrr, 0 rt 



support ia the findings of P.E. Vernon set forth in "27actor 

Analysis in the Work of 1.).á.P. (The War Office) and of S.P. 

(The Admiralty) - Mo ,107 r°arth??^ reason for 

"accepting some version of the g theory is the quite 

"unexpected degree of generality in Service jobs, as distinct 

"from ter;ts, reveal;ec?, by our fol.?.ow_rzp investigations. The 

uniformity of the multiple regreseïon eouations between the 

"tests and proficiency in n great number of jobs was so 

'striking that it .sße;9med that all branches of the Army and all 

'Tavel categories we.re demanding one-and the same type of mon." 

We shall rrf,ve sperificat:#.!sncs for different levr-.ls of 

occupation "ur.r.dex the following heads: 

(a Descr?,tinn of Ccu;=.ti!n. b Jobs included.- 
c) Tec':-?r,ical. Aspect 

(i) General 
(ii) ST? ̀'' ^i "i C a 

d) Social. and »;oono/111c Aspects. 
e) Psychal.o7f eal Aspette . 

The jobs in the different d epCA:r 4meÌ'^ to of the Tatas, 

c;oneicierAd from the paint of view of iner,ha.ni.ea.1 aptitude 

(engineering), may be graded i.nto three classes: (i) technical 

by which is meant theoretical cal e.f_ fi ci enc;,y with practical skill 

and administrative a'nility,c+f a high order in particular; 

(I) skilT.ed where theoretical efficiency- is combined with 

well developed practical efficiency; ( 3) unskilled, where the 

jobs do not entail any previous training in theory and the 

nricesCorti>- practical skill 'is arqüired through experience and 

capacity for observation. In vier, of the multiplicity Of 

job", i..-; the Tatas, the rl..a.r; ^,dopted here im to sub-divide 

technical, skilled a.nd t,znsk.i.l.led into two grades: 

Technical jobs, Classes l: and II. 
Skilled jobs, Glasses I and II. 
Unskilled jobs, Classes I and II. 

A l?bhurer woril.d ordinarily, on hio first 

appointment I 

3 
"True there was some scope for differential or specialised 

tests - mechanical, clerical, electrical, scale..re.ading, 
Morse aptitude, and the like, but it was remarkably srn.lá.°e 
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appointment, be placsd in Unskilled Class II, but when he 

gPins oroerience in the job arid in considered rood enough for 

a higher job he may be promoted to Unskilled jobs Class I. 

Thus a fitter helper is to he placed under Unskilled Class II, 

but if he acquires proacioncy throurh experience and is 

oossidered rood enough to take up the job independently, he 

may be promoted to Unskilled jobs Class I. This 

differentiation is called for in India at present because in 

90 per cent, cases labcur is illiterate and the facilities 

for training in practical isork do not exist. And so, ir P 

labourer acquires prorioiescy in a particular job and shows 

pronise, that is some inication of his aptitude, In the 

concluding chapter we shall make our reco-Lsendations for 

training within industry for such nen. 

Skilled jobs Class II are those which require a 

course of theoretical and practical trainirss; and if nnd 

when the worker enriches himself by experience and efficient 

work, he nay be promoted to Skilled jobs Class Or men 

with the necessary qualirications and previous experience 

elsewhere may be recruited direct to this class, 

Where theoretical and practical training are 

obtained after graduation in retallurgy or 2,7echanical or 

laectrical -Angineerinr, the worker Is placed in Technical 

01a II, If he &101M8 abilities for administration and 

organization and a vacaney occurs, he may be prcrioted to 

Class 1. 

Having classified the jobs under those broad heads 

and subdivided. each head into two, we now proceed to discuss 

the principle of grouping the jobs under one or the other 

head. There are three methods comsionly in use - classifying, 

ranking, and peihts system. 

The classification method consists in having 

pre-established series or categories to which jobs are 

assigned / 
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assinInled. The classification is an artificial one and is 

used as a convenient device. We have adopted this plan in 

classifying the jobs in the Blast rkirnaces, Steel 2:taking Shops 

and the Blonming Mill into Technical, Skilled and Unskilled. 

The ranking method consists in grading the job 

objectively accordirw to the value or the work, each job being 

evaluated in terme or other jobs and not in terns of salary 

or -rage rates, This is the method that we would adopt in our 

final plan Cor festinp - each ainTher job is the lower one plus 

eytra traiis; e.g. a blast furnace foreman belongs to 

Technical jobs Glass II, wheroas a third nand in the steel 

making shops belongs to Skill jobs Class I. i:ow the testing 

programme for Technical job Glass II includes tne traits 

included in testing for Skilled jobs Class I, plus an 

assessment of some specific traits, like a higher standard 

for leadership and a theoretical knowledge of "7etal_Lurgy, of 

the physics oP heating and the chemistry of makinrP pig, iron 

oP the quality desired by the management. Thus the jobs 

which require much the same fundamental traits constitute one 

class, and the jobs next to these are those which require all 

these plus some other traits or a hirher level of the same 

abilities, Thus we get a hierarchy of jobs: Unskilled 

Class II---PUnskilled Class I---Skilled Class II--4Skilled 

Class 1-*Technical Class II-Technical Class I. 

The point system consists of a predetermined list 

or factors generally common to all jobs for which a schedule 

of points has been prepared and are to be assigned to each 

factor, We have tentatively fixed upon certain traits as 

essentiel for success in each class of occupation, and would 

in the course of our second survey lay down the minimum for 

each trait as a necessary condition for eligibility to 

difrerent occupational levels, Thus the point system is a 

helpful statistical device for giving a quantitative 

description / 



description of the essential features of a family of jobs. 

All the tti:treP methods are supplementary and help to classify 

jobs with increasing accuracy, but the pointe system method 

is the most effective, though. quite arduous. 

(b) A_plic;a.tiorz_of IOtona,le 

We now proc:eed to apply the Rational set forth 

above to the jobs in the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 

Jamshedpur. 

Classification 

Technical Jobs 

Bleat á".S..áts Bloaling Bl st 
Furnace ill Furnace 
SUPER /NTE NOENT SUP.ER/NTENDcNT .5-11PER //v7ENDENT SHIFT Few/4w 

ASST,. SUPT. ASSIT. SUPT ASSIT. SUPT, FURNACE 
FORE/yAH 

ÇENERAL CENERAL GENERAL FORE/YAN 
FORfIYAN FORE/MN 

Bl^st 
Furnace 

Clads II 

SHIFT FORE/TAN 

FIRST NANO 

SECONDHAND 

SHIFT FO4'E/y1N 
CoNVE 

STEEL(9L0kv q 
CONVERTER 

RECUCAraR 

Technical Jobs (Mechanical) 

Class I 

Mechanical 
General 
Fo r e mc`111 

Skilled Jobs 

Class II 

Blooming 
x:ri, ll. 

/y/L( fog E/YAn/ 

Ass rr. N/e L 
Pc/RE/IAA/ 

Mechanical i± o r ema n 
Asst. " 

se 

`" Ste 
ClaSs 1I 

Blooming Bla.dt 
7311 F;trna.ce 

THIRD HAND 

FOURTH RANO 

C ONVER TER Z 

CON VER TER /% 

C ON VERTERÉ 

SHIFT FORE/YAN 
(BOTTO& NOUSE) 

MIXER FORE/TAN 

HEAD NEATERS 

Assn: HEATERS 

CENERAL FOREyAN 
(ß077D n fAV/NC) 

Gas Fouge d rorem n: 

Skilled / 

STOCK HOUSE 
Fogs/74N 

H/G H L/NE 
FOREHAN 

TRA FA" /C 
FOREHAN 

Genea°al. 

and 
Shift 

`' 

STOCKYARD 
FO REM E N 

P /rS /DE 
FORE%TAAI 

TRAFFIC 
FOREMEN _ CE9RAL 

-SH /FT 

Bl o á rni ng 
Mill 

FO RE/YAN 
(BOTTOh' 7yI{4"/N) 
COCGERS 

ITANiPOLATo/(S 

CONT/4OG 
OR/vERS 

,$'TR/PPE R 
YARD 

FO RE /yEN 
- ÇENERAI 

- SN/F r 



Techni cal 
Jebe 

C1aes I 

87. 

Skilled Jobe { Nnc1fZi o 1y ) 

y T 

i. . F_1 s :-: I 

Shift Foreman 
Shift Histry 

Blast 
Furnace 

Keeper & 
Ai c tant 

Cinder 
snapper 

Stove 
tender 

i3ixnnerlrian 

Cláss i 
;;i .m. S t s 

Unskilled 
{ 

Converter 
1l hal<^.si 

foreman 
Converter 
recorder 
Transfer 
man 

Blooming 
>: 

Shear 
recorder 

Number 
taker 

General Lab- 
our f^rema.n 

Gas cutter 
Ccáfp thrower 

Class' II 

Shift Head Rigger 
Fitters, Welders 

, 3.. :..xriá 1:, 

Alas Burner M i s t r y 
Moulder 
P,yrorziQt e. rrnan 

Ezaei.n:: Drivers 
Transfer Table 

Operators. 

Class II 
31asï: C.`".S°s Blooming 
Furnace rill 

C - 4 

1ha.1.anips 

Unskilled 0"-ech.anical} 

Classi 

Cobbler 
Stove cleaner 
Hammerman n 
Oiler 

Class II 

1i.ha 1a.s i es 

OccAtat à pnHà Specifications 

Qccunntio:;. Technical supervision and organization. 

Techric-,1 ruperuision implies that the men in this category 

have a thorough grasp of the theoretical and practical 

afine,cfs or the operations, mF_'taá.l_U.r'`iÇ:al and mechanical, and 

though they may not be pxt f?!^,ie1y clever with their finFers 

they should make up the deficiency if it exists by a wide 

theoretical knowledge. They should be able to ornanize 

their d.en?rt*°snnts in a manner that turnover is as low as 

po esibl.e, the wtar;<ers are contented, and the output as high 

as the plant and human labour would permit. 

The Jobe. includPC1 under this occupational group in 

the / 
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the Blast Furnaces, Steel Making Shops and...the Blooming Hill 

are the of superintendents, assistant superintendents, and 

general foremen. We have diecussee at pages 46-47,69-70 

the part which they play in the operations o their 

departments. We describe here briefly the sphere of work 

for aohe 

The superintendents are the heads of their 

departments, viz. the Blast Furnaces, Steel Makin e Shops, and 

the B1oomiñi Mill. Their -lowers oe liecretion it the matter 

of discieline, i.e. punishment and dierissal of uns:Alled 

labour c1aRe I and II are very wide, their word is law in 

the matter or the maintenence and operation of the furnaces, 

the steel making shops and the biocming mill. Consequently 

they have an intimate contact with the nlant and its 

p_n2sLtions on the one nand end the labour engaged on the other. 

This necessitates renared acquaintance with all the three at 

the beginninr or each workine day, that 0730 when they come 

on duty. This is done in the course of their rounds Their 

aesistants help them in the matter of the maintenance of the 

plant and the requirements of the day, and the general foreman 

in that of the actual operetions in progress and labour. it 

is really effective observation 'during a round that 

discriminates one superintendent from another. A clever 

person has at the back of his mind a picture of the whole 

department as it should be in it operatirns as a eecessary 

development of what it was the evening berore. All the 

departures frem his mental picture catch eis eye and he 

promptly finds out the reason therefor, e,g, if the taping 

of a furnace has been delayed the superintendent of the blast 

furnace must find out the causes and remedy them. If there 

has been a breakdown, he has to inquire into its causes and 

prevent its recurrence, ir the number of absentees is large, 

the general foremen must tttcicle the situation in consultation 
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more. hands. 
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e ci. ra ._; eee er.t t and ring tap the Labour Office for 

ï.f> Wnzst rc`.np :E-xieleelf informed of the progress 

of beginners. Cleaning, oiling, immediate repaire and 

replacement, a.rid the putting of the cleverest persons in key 

positions (say that of a shift foreman) are all i.rportant 

points w hi c.'a require day to day scrutiny. The plant is not 

the seme next morning, it 3.e either a little better or a 

little worse, It is the duty of the superintendent to keep 

it going at the highest level of proficiency. is`:.i.s ro=,z,rid 

generally thkss fro.-, one 'lour to two hours, during which he 

takes down relevant notes in his notebook. When back in his 

office, he draws up his plans in consultation with the 

assistant superintendent. I f any specific information is 

needed the genera.l foreman may be called in Cor consultation. 

He then attends to the office work relating to the stocke 

received, production, attendance of labeur, and complaints of 

la.bourers. He also arranges coordination with other 

departments, e.g. the steel, maki,ne shop may require gam from 

the coke ovens. He will ring tze the su.per:i,nt..^:sident, coke 

ovens, and make the necessary arrangements, and then confirm 

them by o fri cial corres hsc2neerice.. The afternoon from 1300 to 

2700 is generally devoted to supervision and the inspection 

of the plant so that it may be in good working condition for 

the night shift. If there is s omethine untoward or 

extraordinary at night, he is telephoned, and in the light of 

his knowledge in the afternoon issues tee necessary 

instructions, If there is something very serious, he must 

come down to the depa.rtrriexit, 

The lobs included in this category - Technical jobs 

Class I - are those of assistant superintendent and general 

foreman. The difference among jobs is one of degree rather 

than ki.r.d. The assistant superintendents and general foremen 

poe^ess much the same educational tind technical qualifications 

as the superintendent, and in some cases better, but the 

superintendent has to his credit lone experies;ce, and this is 
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a great asaet in a factory. Riohtly does C.A. Oakley remark: 

"Indeed, we havo become acoustomed to finding intellectual 

"people whea engaged in the practical affairs of life failing 

to take what is clearly the right courre, ood. not infrequently 

doing something very ill advieed indeed." 
4 The euperintend- 

ant ha o insight into the technical problems end tact in 

handling meo, and these are the qualities that his oseistant 

and gcoeral foremea are ;acquiring if they are younp. The 

istant is also a techaical expert for hio department and 

is the advisor to the ouperintendent in all technical matters 

and dealo with all papers relating to technical points, e,g, 

thP quality of ore best ouited to the manufacture or steel of 

a porticular quality. A good deal of the routine office work 

passes throup:o him and in many coses his recommeniation is 

acceotsd by the superiatendent, e.c. tho repincen,nt of parts, 

the transfer and postino of men in t'oe personnel, the question 

of the promotion of moo woroio- in what hoo boon desoribed in 

this thesis as Unskilled Jobs Cines II. 

The General Poremnn io immoOiately with 

labour. The shift foremen are only responsible for the work 

in their shift, but the general -roromon io ceocerned with the 

output for t-oo whole day - and it ie hie duty to spot the 

possible trouble in the working of the plan decided upon by 

the superintendent. Carelessness on the part of any one 

shift foreman is refl?,cted in the final output, e.g if the 

pig iron taken into the furnace at a steel making shop is 

below the required spocificetion, it will enteil greater 

heating and addition of chemical than would pirr iron of the 

right specification. Tho general foreman in the bloot 

rernaces must keep an eye on such aberrations; he coordinates 

Vic?, activities of different departments to ensure efficiency 

and / 

4 ken at Work (Industrial Psychology in the Factory) by 
C.A. Oakley: Hodder Pc StouOiton Limited, University of 
London Press, 1945, p.95. 
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and improved output. He is in toach Tith the foreman of th, 

ecceesaries aid the olechenical sectien; and it is ths binding 

force of his ooseonality that makes for coordineted efforts. 

it is to him that the men in different grodee in the different 

eections of the department look up toe for justice. To him 

come lots of comolaiets, and it retires a cood deal of tact 

to redrese orieences without :ivine the immediate officer of 

the aggrieved a chance to think that ectioe has been taken 

over his head, He is not only a technical expert whose 

advice can be readile obteined by the Operation en0 the 

Wechanicel strff or technical point, but he is also the 

friend, couneellor and guide of the men under. him, If he 

succeeds, he does co not by dint of his technical skill alone 

but by his fair play. 

Technicol Act aeneralo Men in Mile clase must 

be graduate in the ecience of metallurgy or nechanical or 

electrical engineering (or must have acquired the necessary 

proficiency by prioate study), They muet be very good at 

devisine. practical application of the theoretical technical 

knowledee, but not necessarily quite clever with their hands, 

A person who score in the practical has beee low at the 

university or college, cannot hoem to do well at the factory, 

He muet be able to exprese himself in the Enelish language 

ant, io the prevailing language of the workers, 

ELIOILloa: They should have served a period of 

apprenticeship in the cognate departments or the factory for 

a couple of years and given satisfactilm to the superintendents 

concerned, They should have worked in the department 

concerned for at least ten years and should have aceuainted 

themselves with the specific technique of the plant both on 

the operational and mechanical sidejes shift foremen if 

general I 

If they have been prometed from lower ranks, they are 
bound to have been quite clever with their hands, 
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general foremen, are as shift foreman and general foreman if 

r=ueerixrt**ndent: or his aspista.nt. 

Social aix'ir, z07npmic As':à^ct: All these jobs, that 

of superintendent, ¿esietant superintendent and gexiara,l 

; f$reman, carry s:larie3 ran from RE.Jr to s .30Q Per v.or?h 

and the benefit of production bonus on the c?n.catiora side. 

Besides this, all have a share in the profits of the factory, 

in. the form of a profit sharing bonus. The factory deducts a 

month's salary every year and adds to it the .same amount and' 

this goes towards the Provident Pund. The hcrusee are provided 

by the Tatas and are well situated and furn.ß.shQd. The rent 

is law for the accommodation and amsmities provided. 

Electricity- is supplied at a very cheap rate and so also is 

ratier. 

All these, jobs give the holders a high social status, 

and they are ranked as officers in superior grades. They are 

eligible a.s members in any club. But the successful man is 

also a member of the associations where he can meet his 

subordinates as fellow men and cultivate their symrpathies. 

Roseve.-r, the hiatue between the financial eosi.tion of the 

superior staff and the subordinates is so great that such 

a.sÇociati,ons ere rare. 

Pg;ycialcaeiea.l As ect: (i) A mar; should have 

superior co ni,tive <3:bi.lit,y to coordinate the technical activities 

of the different sections of his d e.par7;rrlent. The higher the 

rank of an officer in the hierarchy the greater the need for 

syntheeieless the work of different jobs into z whole. For 

example, a fitter need know onle his job and. nothing more. 

Within his own limitations he cati be very effective, but a 

shift foreman has to know and coordinate so many jobs, e.g. it 

is in the interest of e f geiency that the seneral foreman of 

the steel making shop, coordinates the activities of the pitside, 

the / 

£33,1W- to 030. 
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the gas plant, the oonvertpr, the bottom house, and the 

smplti.nE furna.cep. Igis capacity for the synthesis of the 

ezavixo.zr,ar:at^.1 dnta rel.A.tino to nne's occupation we have 

c1PSi r.rrr,ted as tgi ( see Chapter I), 

(ii) íie should also pooness certain specific rogiitivA 

abilities in a lerge measure, They are (i) perception of 

spatial relotß.ons; (ii) dra,wing and pottern completion; 

(iii) mecha.nica.ï ability, The ability to reduce into linear 

mensuren the sol.id an1 to represent linearly what is before 

the mind's eye, a"`ouildin a b:rid.p e, etc., and to have the 

constructive ir.lari.nation to complete incomplete profiles of 

the noture one i likely to meet in o"nets vocational activities 

is one which is Tagst needed in engineering and even 

metallurr°i cal jobs, Furt h or, we Aype r,t nen engaged in such 

jobs to possess mechanical ability? _ that is the ability to 

Tzn,? prstand the principles urtr.':erlyi rio: modern necha.ïaiFrr4 . The 

to for these traits may be n paper and pencil one or a 

performance one, A combination of the two is best. These 

are the abilities uppermost in our '"?ind when we think of the 

en{i.neeri.n17 jobs-. 

In the course of our observations of these jobs, we 

used a five-point scal.e8 to estimate the importance of the 

different ff.?x'Pnt l 

7 See :Uo-t,e B. pp. If4-15- 

ß The following plan was , f9,tad to take down à1C?tos during 
observation:- 

cti.Y1tF; 

sY.dAery¡`A11tiai 

Doubtful utility 

Enka Points on the Scale 
WO A o 

(Essential, but not in the 2 
( measure indispensable for 

those actively engaged in 
work requiring t ris 

( specific trait.. 

Very essential + 3 

Very essential and in 
unusually lame meosure 

See .r; ot e A. pp. I2.-'T 

+ + If- 
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different cognitive abilities we 

occupational group to 

iD psychogTaph below:- 

Traits ts 

I, Intelligence; Verbal 

" Z or1-.vc-?r'baI. 

II. Drawing ability and 
pattern sense 

III . Mech.arxical ability 
nanifeRstin ,?; itself in 

manual dexterity 

mechanical 
explanations 

perf'eptazal, spee.' 

reaction 

(d) stereot;yx.set?. movemexl.-:;: 

would expect the nen in this 

Wo summarise our estimates 

lá 5 

nut this Psychograph is confined to the cognitive 

tr.ai.t¢. We have to specify the personality traits as well 

which will make a worker in this class acceptable to the 

,;,ana.geney-it. As a restalt of our discussions ¡,ri,th those 

considered to be pro rici^-li: in their ,jobs in this occupation 

and our own observation Ile deci.cteii. undn 'including the 

following personality qualities which the supervisory staff 

should possess in an a,,nrecia.ble measure:- self-confidence, 

industry, emotional stehil.i.ty and leadership. 

Self-confidence may be judged in a rrrer?.surP by 

ob^e.rvia7- the behaviour of a, tostec in the course of an 

individual test. For .example, thn ray in which a person 

attempts n . Porri B-ra,rzd test gives us an indication of the fact 

whether hP is nervous or confident of doing it as well as he 

can, A nervous person takes 7-ore than average ti2':16' in 

inserting plugs in a rot^ting form 6oaaYd and his scores ili, 

say, five . 
trials are uneven. There are persons who take an 

increasingly shorter time os they progress from the first to 

the / 



the fifth trial. These are nervous to begin but noon rerain 

confidenme But a certain percentare obtains a uniformly 

e7ood score in all the five triale-, Th eee pe 
SS 

ssfself confidence 

in a much larger measure than those who ehow improveAent in 

subeequent trials. This is also eorroborated by thn facial 

expreseion whice betreeee emotional disturbeacej. A man may be 

industrious but lacki-le in self-corfide ice. de fumbles and 

perspires and is uncertain in his movemente. The shock of 

novelty unnerves a large nneber of pereene, but a few face the 

ordeel without flinchirw. The Third. Report of Research by 

the eity of Birmingham ikluoatien Colemittee for the Selection of 

Skilled Apprentices for the 4,1ngiaesr5 .ee- Tradee supporte our 

contention. .M.ght testsl° were adminietered to two groups A. 

and B. Group A. consisted of 29 boys to whom the teete were 

given erter they had been in school s few weeke, Group B. 

coasisted of boys who either knew that their edmiseion partly 

depended on the test results or who did the tests on their 

first two (IP.T1 at the school. It was found that the mean 

score of Group A. who could take the teete without any worry 

about their admission was higher than that of Group B, the 

difference varyinp from .33 to 14.69. The cumulative record 

of the college career, and ir the men to be seLected are in 

the service of the factory, their eervice sheet, provide 

enough data about industry. Both of these are very eeeential 

qualities for men in superior posts. 

As for emotional stability, we could use the 

criterion commended by My Smithll 

(a) I 

9 °JudRin lotions from 74'acial TExpreseione", by Leo Kanner, 
itT.D., Henry Philps Psychiatric Clinic, The John Hopkins 
Hoepital, Baltimore: Psychological Review Ptihlications: 
Vol.XLT, flo.3: Whole Vo.186 (1931) 

1C Training; J.I.I.P. Variable Adjustment; Cox's 
Models; Cox' e Eyplanetione: .1.1.P. Group Test 33; 

J.Torm Eelations; ..I.I.P. Memory for Designs; 
Cû' s Derr). 

11 "Temperamental Vactor in Indurtry" by [Tay Smith. 
journal, 1936, p.309. 
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(a)- ThOFP waot for practical pUrposes can be 

rogoordod ns omotionally balanced, i.o. the persons who would 

not be fluotered in the midst of situationto which often occur 

in organizing a big department or running its administration 

and are likely to ocoasion Worry, Annoyance or loss of temper, 

e.o. the knowlolge that X io distorting facto to the Labour - 

Union and io likely to creato troUble or neglect of duty by 

soMP foromao or breakdown through the carolossnoso of some 

MIMIbar t11. ntaff (A) 
x 

(b) The who have slight difficulties occasionally 
or in vorord to one limited condition, ex, impatience at 

brookd0000. lerience Toay lead sucb poroono to taho a more 

tolerant view. (5)7; 

(0) Those who oro ooneorhat unbaloncod, but not to 

such. P dorree os to interfore soriounly with efficiency or 

hPP1th ('-?,)X; 

(d) Those wno aro findinr their emotional difficulty 

,x 12 a sorioun hindrance. kl) 

Leadership is one of the most baffling human 

ouolitieo. Field !Torchal Viscount Ebntgomery, Chief of the 

Il000rial General Staff, unbeaten trobattle from Alexandria to 

the Baltic, descxibed it AS the will to dominate, together 

with the character that inspiren confidencol. The expressions 

"rill" and "charactor" require some explanation. .Prom the 

psychological point of view, human organism has developed self- 

conscionsneso. This conncious self is only a part of the 

biolorical self, but tends to 3ostablich its own autonomous 

oovernment"13 and to shape the environment to its own design.. 

Some / 

12 Anpyal's Concopt of Bionegativila.o He defines it as 
personalitY constellation in which ono or more part 

procesoes dioturb tbo total function of the organism" - 

Foundations for a S,cience_pfyersonalit:6 

Rirrures in brackets rie the corrooponding points on our 
scalo oee footnote 8. 

13 Poundotions for P Science of Personality, p,118. 
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Some succeed in this far more than others, partly because of 

certain attributes and partly by ree:scn of their upbringing, 

training and experierzce, Character is an ethically neutral 

expression in psychology and stands for certain canalized 

patterns of responses motivated by more or less integrated 

ideas and feelings about men and thirgs l" Thus a general 

may, by reason of his innate capacity and traiináne', have 

acquired patterns of behaviour in planning his strategy, 

disposal of his troops and placing the higher interests of 

his men and 'raie country above his own self. His men can thus 

confide in him, 

Applied to industry, leadership would stand for the 

will to manage the different situations, eoga the problem of 

hiF her production, or reducing absenteeism, one's own way, and. 

at the same time ixisnire confidence in men that there would be g 

a uniform deal in essentials on different occasions and with 

all classes of peop3e. In other words, the workers realize 

that the foreman is aman of principles and would no t allow any 

personal motives to mar his deal ° The best plan would 'oe to 

have a list of about twenty-five qualities and get a random 

sample of men in every occupational level nark the qualities 

that they fi.nd, in their best lead,er. We should then analyse 

the responses in the following manner:- 

2uaaities a Percett,'°e of epponses 

70 
3 20 

50 
D l 
E 60 

70 
25 

The qualities with high percentages of responses may 

be said to be an index of what people expect of a leader. We 

give our version of leadership after verification through 

discussion with men interested in the problems of personnel 

selection, elsewhere. The following is a hypothetical 

Psychograph if 

tiuMAN NA-('URE & TNE SOCAAi- ORDER by E.-L. TNaRn/'AP1C THE 

MACnILaAN Co.) N yoaK- 194. - P 198 (MENTAL DY 
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psychograph of the pereenality quii 
.occupational level: 

Traits 

Self-confidence 

industry 

EnotiOnal Stability 

Leadership, 

We may now consolidate the tao vsychographs, 

es of workers in this 

3 A 5 

the o e 

for the cognitive and the other for personality traizs:- 

Traits 

1. Intelligence, Verbal 

1 Non-verbal 

2, Drawing Ability and 
pattern sense 

3e gechanical ability 
manifesting itself in: 

(a) manual dexterity 

(b) mechanical explanations 

(c) perceptual speed- 
reaction 

(d) stereotyped movements 

Personality traits. 

Self-confidence 

Industry 

Emotional stability 

Leadership 

o i 2 3 

We have analysed Technical jobs Class I at some 

length because the main aspects of these are needed in 

Technical Jobs Class II and in Skilled Jobs Classes I and II. 

In what .follows we shall indicate the major differences among 

them. Technical Jobs Class II (see p, 86) include shift 

forenan and furnace foreman in the Blast Furnaces; shift 

foreman, first hand, second hand, shift foreman, Converter; 

steel blower and converter repulator in the Steel Making Shops; 

mill / 
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mill foreman, assistant mill foreman in the Blooming nill; 

and mechanical foreman and assistant mechanical foreman on the 

iOechanical side, Now all these Jobs are filled by men who 

can rise to the post of superintendent if they are found 

satisfactory. All of them begin with technical education in 

mechanical engineering and with a tolerable knowledge of 

metallurgy. But as they are postedx to different departments, 

they tend to get set to specific work in their departments and 

thereby constrict the scope of their synthesising capacity 

which their general training fitted theol for. Mat 

distinguishes Class II jobs from Class I is the narrow sphere 

of (a) org.nization, and (b) specialization. Thus the 

furnace foreman in a blast furnace confines himself to the 

work at his own furnace, and in course of time loses touch 

with the operationsin the steel making shops or the blooming 

millo As for organization, he is only concerned with labour 

at his furnAce, The same is true of first hand and second 

hand at the steel making shops, and the steel blower and 

converter regulator, the mill foreman and hie assistant. The 

shift foremen in each section have a broader organization to 

control, but that i confined to their own section only. Thus 

the shift foreman in the blast furnace is concerned with 

labour st the different furnaces and their accessories, 

Bowever, so far as cognitive aspects are concerned, 

the officers in Class II possess the same traits as those in 

Class I. Some of these are fresh from the Technical 

Institute and on the theoretical side are superior to their 

officers in Class I But they are inferior to them in two 

respects: (a) they have not a wide acquaintance with the 

workino of the plant nor the insight to remedy all the 

unforeseen defects. It is a matter of experience, though the 

best use of experience depends upon Unusual powers of analysis 

and synthesis; (b) the capacity to tackle labour problems and 
the I 

This is guided partly by their own preferences and partly by the exigencies of the factory. 
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the effective coodinatiori cf different ct±n tre now 

a poi'*ion t n1yee the OCc1lp9.titna1 level. 
ic: Technical periion and Organizations 

(i) Tchnica1 Suprviion Por ffio±ent up 

vieten tht worker mis t thorough and correct undertand. 
îng à f the niechani3n of the plant he is in charge of and also 

of the cherical operatione, As against the perecunel in 

Ciae i (see p,$) these meii have good racical ability 
beoauee of their hour to hour contact with actual cperatìoue. 
They hculd thre:f'ore be expected to be osr the whole better 
than thce in Clasr I at ïanual dexterit;, reaction to the 

varied situatiùns in the plante, and stereotyped roveraente, 
. 

(ii) They ehould pobseee the qualitiee of eelf 

confidence,, indust, eiotionl etabîlity and leaderehip, in 

the carne xneaeure as those in Class I, though the range o 

oraniation within which these cne into play ie confined to 

their own plant, They should aleo be able to coordinate the 

work of men in varicue grade, in their section, In fact 

their promotion to Claee I will depend upon their attaining; a 

high level i.ga thee A popular ehiYt forea would be an 

asset to his department aa general foresian m Hie iuen knov hi 

and as they admire hie qualitiec they wn over men in other 

sections he is placed over to offer their cooperation and 

support 

Both the shift foreman and the other ritaff included 

in this group work in si'iifts: 0800 to 1600; 1600 to 2400; 

2400 to 0800e They must o round on conìng to duty and 

acquaint themselves with the eitu tion and look up the notes 

of persons they reLieve Thus they are in a position to meet 

the poible difficulties on the operation or the maintenance 

Std.Ce An efficient worker arrives fifteen mintites before his 

duty hour and peparee an out1ine of the work to be done 

during the next eight hours0 He quietly notes such 

deficjencje / 
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deficiencies at hia predecestor tight have overlooked and 

rsmedies them to ths best of his competence. He is obliging 

to the man he relieves for he would not expose him to 

criticisms if he can And is nOt a source of worry tc the 

110,es 

person who relieves him for he leaves no loops or drawbacks 

in the work dUring his duty hours, He takes stock of the 

situation hall an hour before his relief and gives a picture 

of what the plant and its operation are like in his diary and 

makes a note of the special eare, if any, that may be needed - 

in the next shift. 

The Jobs included in this clasb of occupation have 

already been shown diagrammatically at 

Og. Their relation to the plant has been discussed under 

Blast Furnaces, Steel Making Shops and the Blooming fall at 

pages 33 , L1 7 , & cì , o 7 6 

Technical Aeueot: General as on p,(41. 

SlJecific: They should know the aspects of 

mechanical engineering and metallurgy relating to their 

sections as discussed on page and rive satisfaction 

to their shift foreman and general foreman, They should keep 

themselves informed or the lateqt de-relopments in their line 

and be competent to remedy day to day defects and difficulties, 

e,e', clogging of the machine; explodin7 the salamander in a 

Blast Furnace; breaking the seal of the taD hole or treating 

the pig iron received if it has mre phosphorous or sulphur 

in it than is permissible in the case of steel to be 

manufactured. In the Blooming Mill the mill foreman should 

be able to locate and remedy defects in controlling or 

manipulating or cogging. he should be able to determine from 

the appearance of the ingot as it is brought from the soaking 

pit if it has been subjected to the proper degree of heating, 

Social and Ecoporic: The rates of Day have not been 

disclosed to me by the Management. The noto under social and 

Economic / 
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Economic at page0 92 applien to this alms as well. 

plyobeloeical Aeeeeet: See notes on pages 92-97. 

The followinr im the psychograph for this clase: 

Traite 

1 Intelligence: Verbal 
Ner-verbel 
(spatial) 

2, Drawing ability and 
pattern oorplstion 

3. Mechanical ability - 

(a) Manual de7terity 

(b) Mechanical explanation 

(c) Perception reaction 

(d) Stereotyped movements 

4, Personality 

Self-confidence 

Industry 

Emotional stability 

Leadership 

The difference between the psychographs for Class I 

and Class II is brought out by using a dotted contour for 

Clase I, the emphasie in Clees II is on practical ability. 

Skilled Jo:beee,eeC2eeeeeeeejeeea.a,e:_U, A reference to 

pageo6 will chow that Class I inoludec third hands, fourth 

hands on the furnace side in Steel Making Shops; converters 

first, second and third, and head heater , assistant head 

heater, general foreman, bottom making section of the soaking 

pits; the shift forenBn , Bottom House; the mixer foreman, 

Gas House foreman, general and shift; and the shift foreman 

and shift mietry OD the mechanical side. The specific 

functions of these in the factory have been discussed at 
Ate43. 

pagessa63,7'a3samf These constitute a family of sobs as the duties 

of workers in this occupational level in the same department 

are interrelated and there is much in common between the 

workers / 
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workers in the correspondinp jobs in different departmentse 

eeratively, none of these requires a high class technical 

trainiog, The people who get on to these are either High 

School paesed nen or graduates who have learnt the work in 

the jobs threuple experience, observation and private study, 

Some or the Hirh School paseed men have received training 

for five years in elementary mechanical engineering and 

elementary metallurgy at the Technical Institute. All 

these are supervisory jobe, but the labour to be supervised 

is not hiphle trained one. We now amplify these features 

with specific reference to each job. 

Steel Maklur Shoo: Third and Fourth Hands , - A 

reference to page 50 would show that these persons are 

mainly concerned with work which requiree nanual deleterity 

and powers of observation maintenance and repairs of the 

furnace under the technical guidanee of first and second 

hands, By assembliree dolomite, feed ore, etc., under the 

direction of second hand they learn the proportion in which 

they ere to be ueed, and when and how, The help they render 

in dieing out theplup hole or relining the lender or steel 

spout etc., rivesthem an opportunity to acquire manual 

deyterity. We would therefor, expect in the new entrant a 

rood ere of capacity for manual dexterity and quickness 

in the power of obeervetion. If he possesses these and 

the necessary personality traits, he is sure to acquire the 

requisites of the job. Most of these are recruited from 

the lower ranks and hence come to the work with some amount 

of skill already acquired, and then improve upon it. 

Converters 1st, 2nd, 3rd (see page 63) are more 

skilful in their operations than third and fourth hands, They 

are generally science graduates or-trade apprentices of the 

Technical Institute, Jamshedpur, who have read up to the High 

School I 
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Schol standard and had traininn in mechanical work. First 

converter requires powers of quick observation as he is 

responsible for fixing up the converter in which the Netal is 

to be blown and for receiving the metal and then sipnalling to 

the steel blower to start the operations. If he is u trained 

Technical Inatituto graduate, he has only to adjust himself to 

the work; if he is a graduate or a trade apprentice he has 

risen from the post of third converter and therefore comes 

with experience. In any case ho has acquired manual dexterity. 

There is little room for initiative in this job. Second 

converter is mainly concerned with (1) the maintenance of the 

converter; (2) transfer of the metal, when blown, to the 

ladles and for recarbonizing the blown metal. 3oth of them 

require polver of observation, The actual repairs to the 

bottom are done by the Bottom House staff under the supervision 

of third converter, But the second converter has to be 

vinilant about the defects in the repairs done and damage to 

the bottom after the metal blown has been emptied, The 

transfer of the metal to the ledIes requires manual dexterity, 

but is mostly a matter of mechanical manipWation. The only 

important thing is recarbonizinc, and the ability to do this is 

acquired through experience. The third convertor is a junior 

of the second, and assists him in the maintenance of the 

converters. He employs the Bottom House khalasies under the 

Bottom House foreman for the repair of such bottoms as are 

down for rebuilding, The jobs of the Bottom 'House shift 

foreman and third converter have many points in common - the 

chief being the skill to build good bottoms and to observe the 

defects therein, But the job of the bottom shift foreman is 

more limited in its scope. He is a master mason, while third 

converter knows more about the chemical qualities of the silica 

lining and can tell by observation whether the lining is 

damaged or no The shift foreman works in cooperation with 

third / 
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third converter end e'Kenines the bottoms ef convcrters to keep 

them in gond cryneitin r',.nd prevent mishaps, Th,m actual 

bttildth! work is done by the khalasies in chara'e of a mason 

bottom foreman, Both third converter and the Bottom House 

shift foreman must hi vo acq,Ared skill in buildinr: the bottoms, 

and the theoretical princt-oles underlying their s;?.str+,c;ti:ra® 

The chief qualitios besi(le manual dexterity and power of 

observation that we ol-pect from them are the qualities of good 

mneons, and tt would be useful to administer to them tests 

intended for briclAayerse 

The Gas 'Rouse ¡Tenerel and shift foremen (seo paged 

5-4) are sclence -Ten, with a 3,8c, degree, or those who have 

passed the intermodiate examination with science,, A student 

of chemistry has not much dif7iculty in b coming acquainted 

with the technique o tho maaufacture of gas, and no specific 

vectional test ie called for, He must be a person with a 

hip. 17r1 of general intelligence, and to be really useful to 

the factory must be interested in metallurrzy or mechanical 

engineering In fact the best man at this job is a graduate 

in Metallurgy provided Ae has the qualities of leadership (see 

page 96 ) 

Me mixer foreman.is also, like the foreman of the 

gee- producing plant, a man with a good knmaedge of chemistry 

and metallurgy (see page 5q ). 
=Lyil1: The general foreman of the bottom 

making section of the soaking pits requires the same abilities ao 

does the. Bottom House shift foreman. 

Heaters and assistant heaters require a good 

knowledge of metallurgy, and though At present these ports are 

filled by Science graduates or those who have passed their 

intermediate examination with Science4 the best men for the Job 

are graduates in Metallurgy, 

All the jobs in this cateFory reluire a robust 

physique / 
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ohysique and the ages of men vary from 21 to 60 years. 

Mechanical foremen are concerned with the mainten0000, 

Of th- plant and require the abilities needed of the workers, 

discussed above, with greater emphasis on mechanical abiIity 

But as the placing of men in either the operational or 

mecho.nioal side is a matter of vacancies forthconing rathei 

than ticketinp off accordinr to greeter or less leaning for 

mechanical job, we should at tois stage be satisfied if they 

coolform to the Occupation psychograph for this class of joo. 

We may now sunnarise the main features of this 

caterory of workers: 

(a) Mostly graduates in science. 

(b) qualirication,o-rtraining by the factory, in 

metallurow, masonery and elementary mechanical enrineerinc. 

( e) Apprenticeship for three years or promotion fror 

lower rook 

(d) Social and I]oonomic.- Thee men have the 

chance to go up as general Pornao or rirst hand or mill hand 

in their respective delartments. 

(e) Pojcholoical aspect: 

Traits 

I. Intelligence: Verbal 

13 ion-Verbal 
(Spatial Relations) 

0 1 3 4 5 

II. Drawing ability and 
pattern cooipletion 

III. Mechanical ability 

(a) Manual dexterity 

(b) Mechanical e7p1anations 

(c)Perceptual speed reactio' 

(d) Stereotyped movements a. 

To these must be added the personality traits we 

meet this class of workers to possess. We did not find a 

high degree of self-confidence in this class Of people most of 

Whom / 
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whom were strUgglinc to get on to higher jobs. 7ven the most 
de, 

confident cannot stand failure and defeat for an infinite 

period. And the people had often to strive against 
overwhelming odds favouritism and AeleAtisrn in a certain 

class of supervisors. But tney We* quite industrious, Jr 

were they very high in the ranking for emotional stability, 

though many of them knew well enough how to get workers under 

them pull their weight, We nri:1 represent the Occupational 

psychograph for this Occupational 

Traits 

I. Intellig.ence: Verbal 

Non-verbal 
(spatial r?lations) 

II. Drawing ability and 
pattern completion 

III. Mechanical ability as in: 

(d) 

Manual dexterity 

Mechanical explanation 

Perceptual speed 
reaction 

stereotyped movements 

IV. Personality traits: 

(a) elC-confidence 

(b) Industry 

( c) Emotional stability 
(d) Leadership 

level thus: 

O i I 3 4 5 

Skilled Jobs Class II.- The jobs included in this 

occupational group are those of (l) Stock House and High. Line 

foremen and Traffic Foremen, Stockyard and Pitside foremen and 

the foremen of bottom making (Soaking Pits), general and shift 

foremen, stripper yard, coggers, manipulators and control 

drivers on the Oneratior side, and shift head rigger, 

fitters, welders, blacksmith, moulder, gas burner mistri, 

pyrometerman, engine drivers and transfer table operators on 

the I 
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tbe Irecbanical side (sep pageil7). All these jobs require 

manual dexterity rather than any theoretioal knowledge. The 

situetions in which this capacity is brought into operation 

eiffer from job to job, and we make these situations the basis 

Of our classification: 

(1) Jobs of rissers, fitters, welders, blacksmith, 

moulder, gas burner mistrie, engine drivers, transfer table 

operators, careers, manipulators and control drivers all 

require manual deyterit7, 1.e deftness with the hands in a 

very high measure. The head rimer (see page 41-3) is 

responsible for the work or those who do petty repairs by 

clinbirse giddy heights. 'Titters (see page 43 ) are engage 

in fittinp up parts, welders in joining pieces, moulders in 

makinr parts in moulds,eed 'hlacksmiths in shaping iron pieces. 

All these owe their proficiency to skill with their hands, 

Engine drivers, tran3fer table onerors (see pages 57S,e7), 

cogrcrs, manipulators and control drivers have to handle 

machines and operate them, and so besides manus3 dexterity they 

require mechanical ability as well, The same is true of the 

gas burners nistri. He must know the mechanism or the gas 

producer plant and the way to operate it, The pyrometerman 

should be able to fit up the pyrometer and take readings. 

(2) Stock House, High Line foremen, traffic foremen, 

(see page$ 37 ), the Stockyard and Pitside foremen in the 

Steel Making shops, the foremen, bottom making (Soakirw Pita), 

and the general and shift foremen or the stripper yard, all 

were engaged in work requiring manual dexterity before they 

were promoted to the posts they hold, The Stook House and 

High Line foremen (see page .37 ) had to empty rundas (open 

trucks) and drive the lorry in the earlier days of their 

service, The Stockyard foreman had to work at the furnaces 

to repair them and charge the ore into them. The 2itside 

foreman removed the slag himself at one time and is expected to 

know I 
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know the best method of' handling it and loading it. The 

bottom-making (soaking pits) foreman had the actual experience 

Of repairing and buildine, the bottons or the pits, and the 

stripoer yard :foreman had first-hand experienee of stripping 

the ingots and knows the best way of doing it. Thus all 

these jobs presupose some degree or other of manual dexteity 
but more than that the ability to organise labour. 

The following psychograph cives the qualities waich 

us 

our observation ledtto consider essential for this cl aso of 

workers'. A candidate when selected for this occupational 

level should be ailowed to try his ho,nd at a nunber of jobs in 

this oateotry as ai aporentioe and t)len allotted to such of 

them as occupy a aigh place i his preference, Besides 

aptitude, the liking is often influenced by congenial 

companionship and the desire to continue in the profession of 

Ce 114 father or farniry. - 

Traits O i 2 3 

I. Mechanical ability 

(a) Manual dexterity 

(b) Perceptual reaction 

(o) stereotyped movements 

Intellivence: 

ion-verbal 
(sp tial relations) 

Planning and foresiolit 

III. Personality traits: 

(a) Industry 

(b) Stability of erootions 

(c) Leadership (power of 
organisation) 

The pay for this class ranges from Rs,60 to R.250 

per month and the employee has the chance of being promoted to 

skilled jobs Class I if he can show goodwork and acquire some 

proficiency in theoretioak knowledge. 

Lastly / 
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Lastly we come to the jobs classed as u,isiised® 

By skill is meant, to use the words of Oakley, ease in 

execution and the clasp o people incluaed in this group are 

in the course of acquiring it, But_the expression Jease in 

execution" is a comparative one ieven a labourer who does no 

other work except collecting rags, acquires some ease, What 

we mean by ease is the facility e person would acquire through 

experience in relation to jobs wrich require some degree of 

technical traiaing. Hence we have classed keeper and his 

assistant and the cinder snapper, stove tender aud rueeerman 

(see paps$ 41 ) as unskilled. But as they have acquired 

ease in the pereormance of an ordinary sort of manual work we 

have placed them under unskilled jobs Class see page g7), 

:Tor the samr, reasons the jobs of the converter khalasi 

( see pe,ge43 ) foreman, recorder ( P 1)3 ) and transfer men 

in the Steel 1,51kine aeons have been nlaced under Class I. The 

shear recorder (see page 75), nuAoer taxer (see page 75), 

general labour foreman, gas cutter, crop thrower in the 

Blooming Mill and cobbler, stove cleaner, hammermaq and oiler 

on the mechanical side have a very limited scope for manual 

dexterity, We have mentioned their activities in discussing 

the human factor in the operation of the plant. The following 

is the occupationel psychograph for this class of workers:- 

Traits 

I. Mechanical ability 

(a) Perceptual reaction 

(b) Manual dexterity 

. Intelligence - 

Ron-verbal 
(epatial relations) 

III, Personality traits - 

(a) Industry 

(b) Stability of enetinro 

Class 

ID 1 2 3 4 5 

Ali the rest of lefbeer i cribed As Unskilled 



Class II, and this amounts to saying that they work under the 

direction of men who have had either practical training Or 

because or their e7perience and efficiency have been placed in 

jobs whic-h require ease Li the eyecution or work relatinrY to 

the mainenance or operation of the plant. As labour is 

required for head load and other work of tiais nature, it is 

very difficult to have a well marked occupational psychograoh 

for this class. The only condition for employment is that 

they should be phyoically it and be not too deficient in 

intellifence, The minima for both has to be determined 

empirically. 
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We were considerably assisted in our observation of 

the fundamental traits nteded for engineering jobs by a study 

o-r the testeosm¡loyed by J. Patricia Allen and Percival amith 

for the selection ofskilled apprentices for engineering 

trades ill pursuance of a research sponsored by the City of 

Birmingham Education Committee, The following is a list of 

the tests employed;- 

1, 1.1. Tracino: A pencil and paper group test of 

ability to draw a continuous line ae quickly as possible from 

one point to another through small gaps in certain 

obstructions without touchinc the edpe o 
» the obstruction, 

EJ_J.P. Variable 44justment: A pencil and paper 

grouptest of ability to extend as quickly as possible a 

series of lines o7 varying lengths by distances equal to their 

own lenoths, 

3, Cpxte Alechantoal :odels: A series Of 1? wooden 

models. Each model io so constructed that the oandid:ote can 

only see the first or last link in a chin of mechanical 

events which occur when a nodel is worked by hand, He is 

reg:Aired to show by a simole sketch (with the addition of a 

verbal explanation if he likes) how the observed movements 

are brought about, 

4, Cox's Mechanisam112114.21a: In this group test 

the candidate is presented with a paper containing five 

mechanical dia7rans each of which is accompanied by a written 

description. He is required to answer a set of questions 

about each diagram which involves explanation of the way 

various parts or the mechanism_ work, 

5, ZILIALt Porn Relations Test: This is a pencil and 

paper group test of ability to judge visually both shape and 

size The candidate has to select from among a series of 

numbered shapes those necessary to fill certain sootces. 

There are eirht sub-tests, and judgment of both piano and 

solid I 



solid slises is necessary. 

6. N.I./.P. AlTemor,i ror Deqpn Test.: This is a penoil 

and naper rroup test of immediate visual memory for eight 

desirrns. ERoh dei .. n i exhibitee for ten seconds and the 

candidate is immediately required to reproduce it to the best 

of his ability. 

7. Cox's rechcal. For this group test four 

latTe wall diaprams are employed cnJ P booklet or quetions is 

suvnlied to '?c1ì cnneidate. The first two diagrams renresent 

actual objects (a brake band and an automatic tipping scale), 

while tbe rinins. two represent various mscha±lically 

co3-ect-3 items soch as rods and wheels, which, although 

working torrether, constitute no existing object. :Tech item 

lettered and t1î. cRnt'lePte referring to the leters, 

answers ouestiofie as to how the mechanism works. 

These ei67ht tests were selected out of 15 used in 

the first experiment in 1931 because they were found to be 

most predictive. 

(Third Reocrt of Research - January 1.-1313), 



TOml: "3" 

accor:UnE to Wittenborn, is 

aap <roion for whatever ability tr abilities are required 

for ordita-ple uorl;.- with tools aryl machinery, i0e, mechanical 

"uork." (Educational and Psycholocical Measurement: V1 ii 

Autuun l45). A battery of 26 tests under VII heads 

was Employed, and the followinv si,r factors were foulle:- 

(i) Spatial visualisation; 

(ii) 5t7.reotyped movements; 

(iii) Scholastic ability; 

(iv) Uanual dezterity; 

(v) PerceptufF.1-spoed; 

(vi) Steadines, 

The following tetAs were incluOed in the '^cYtterÿ:® 

I, Standard Groap Intelligence Tests: 

( (i) Arliv Alpha, Fora 6 (Group Paper) 

VTests 
kk 
al 

il; Otis Self-Administering Tests of :ental Ability, 
Higher Examination, Form A. (Group kaper). 

II, Simple Kotor Tests: 

(i) Tapping Test A. (Group Paper) 

(ii) Tapping Test B. (Croup Paper) 

(iii) Tapping Test C, (Individual Apparatus). 

(iv) Steadiness of motor control (Individual Agnaratu.t,- 

(v) Aceo.racy of lovement or Tracing Board (Group Pape 

(vi) Accuracy of Movement or Tracing Board (Individual 
Apnaratus) 

(vii) Aiming (Individual Paper) 

(viii) Speed of Movement (Group Paper 

III. Balancing Tests: 

(i) Body Balancing (Individual Apparatus) 

(ii) Stick Balancing, (Individual Apparatus). 

IV. Complex Sye-liand Coordination Tests: 

Link's Machine Operators (Individual Apparatus) 

(i0 Card SortinF (Individual Apparatus) 

(iii) Card Assembly (Individual Apparatus) 

(iv) / 
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(iv) Racking Blocks (Individua), Apparatus). 

V. Atsembly lests involving manipulation and responses 

to Spatial helation.s: 

(i) StenquiSt Assembly (Group Apparatus 

(ii) Paper Form Board (Group Paper) 

(iii) Link's Spatial helations (Individual Apparatus) 

(iv) Cube Conet,cuction (Group apuratus) 

VI. Teste of Mechanical Kuowledge: 

kaenquist iiicture Tet I and II (rcuo Pap) 

VII. Miscellaneous Tests:' 

) Slow Movement or Motor Inhibition (Individual 
Paper) 

(ii) Digit Symbol Su'ostitution (Group Paper) 

(iii) Letter .Cancellation Group Paper) 

(iv) Number Cancellation (Group Paper) 

) Rhythm or Perception of Time (Group Apparatus) 

The testees were boys rather than men becauel 

it was felt that in boys individual differences would be 

°determined less by differences in the amount of mechanical 

"training and more by. stable abilities which accrue from 

°general sources." 
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CliAPTER IV. 

SAMPLING HUMAN TRAITS 

Aach job, whatever its nature, renuires to begin 

with the direction of mental effort. In course of time the 

Strain of mental effort decreases and one gets used to the work 

in hand, The feats of an acrobat may dazzle the spectators, 

yet they hav9 become a matter O'f" course to him. But mostly, 

if not universally, people engaged in a job are willing, not 

necessarily anxious, to enlarge their understanding of the 

work in. hand. Even the lethargic Indian peasant is interested 

in agricultural exhibitions and in getting an insight into the 

working of the latest agricultural machinery, And he would 

certainly use it if he had the resources to do so. These 

facts are intended to illustrate two things: (1) with mental 

efrort there comesproficiency in ones job and the mental 

effort decreases as one gains proficiency (of course within 

the limits of one's capacity); (2) proficiency itself is 

relative, and to excel in a line the sphere of the job has to 

be broadened so that one may know its bearings and inter - 

correlations. Thus the sphere of chemistry applied to the 

melting of iron had to be broadened with the help of the 

koowledge of physics to expedite the process of "reducing" in 

the Blast Furnace with the use of blast. And the standard of 

proficiency aloo goes up-. The men in charge of -olast 

ornaces and converters are now trained technical graduates, 

It is not eooWoh to acquire a working knowledge by experience, 

but the candidates selected should combine a sound theoretical 

knowledge with a capocity to benefit by experience, These 

P . re the persons who may be expected to make improvements in 

the proceso fo-r oleltinf, or refining, }OSt people when they 

opoly for a job profess interest in it, but appearances are 

sometimes deceptive, The attempt should therefore be to find 

out / 
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out the attitude of a candidate to the job or groups of jobs 

he professes interest in. Is it merely econoMic or social 

pressure that makes the applicant aspire to the job, or does 

he really have a real likiroo for the kind of work the job 

would entail? Heshe made this inclination of his purposive 

and effective by his studies? To diagnose this we have to 

determine his attitude towards the job or,to be more exact, 

towards the family of such job ell Attitude is an expression 

used to describe the approach of a person to a certain 

occupation or class of occupations. And psyohology seeks to 

find. out (1) "Given a certain situation or stimulus, how will 

the individual respond"?1' (2) what are the deeper trends 

whioh prompt his response?; and (3) ohat is the derree of 

valance in the external influences, such as economic and social 

incentives, that will sustain his resilonoe? 

Let .s now illustrate the corcet)t of Attitude as put 

forward here. Suppose we want to find out the suitability of 

a candidate X for the job of furnace foreman, We know from 

the lokographical data that he has taken a university degrse in 

Hetallurrty and has also studied. Elementary Engineering. But 

aro c-ocerned toOrind Out what Would be the moot probable 

rsponse of the candidate when working at a sweating 

temperature for eioht hours and facino: the practical problems 

Of melting. In other words, what would be his "tendency to 

action"3 in such a situotion, Here our invontory and testo 

should ,/ 
OW' Pin.1010. 

1. An Attitude is a isoosition to act woich is built up by the 
integration of numerous specific responses of a similar 
type; but which exists as a general neural "set", and when 
activated by a specific stimulus results in behaviour that 
is more' obviously .o fonctioo nf disonoition than of the 
activatiop stionuniEY`frPsycholoPi cal Review Publications: 
,7ceolooraph Vol.XLII, 110.5, p.5. 

2. Human Eature and the Social Orr: by 7.L. Thornaike. 
The'Macmillan Company, New York, 1942, p.3. 

3. Psycholopical ronograph: Edited by Herbert S. Lanpfeld - 

Psychological Review Publioations Vol.)(111, to .5. 
"eneral and Specific Attitudes" by Hadley Contril, p.3. 
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should serve as pointers, And we should be able to construct 

ao attitude scale for this whole class of workers, i.e. 

Technical Jobs, Class II, The place of a candidate on this 

scale would give us an ideo of what would be the nature of 

hi s probable response. He may be naturally disposed towards 

such jobs, and the ec000ric and social incentives would 

ensure its continuanos and prevent him from. drifting into 

avenues where his talents and his education might be wasted, 

In order to aSsure ourselves of the permanence of 

this dispooition, we would find out the deeper trends, 

exhibited in his hobbies, imagination, family and social . 

enviroament, and his econoTic outlook íi the matter of 

industrialization of his country and his social outlook 

towards dignity of manual labour. Lastly, we determine the 
value of external influences like social status and econoMic 

betterment. A person who takes up a job in order to ensure 

a high social status and economic prosperity, can never be 

so good and thorough in it as a person who is strongly 

motivated by his inner disposition towards that class of 

occupation. 

An Occupational Psychograph (see Chapter III) is a 

graphic way of describing analytically the attitude expected 

of an average worker, It ishypothetical to begin with, 

but becomes objective as the data accumulate (sen Chapter )1785) 

and enable us to quiNifY the traits, Corresponding to the 

Occupational Psychograph is the Individual Psychograph which 

gives quantitatively the assessment of an individual in 

relation to the traits in the Occupational Psychworapho 

Let us see how the psychologist goes about his job 

in preparino, an Occupational Psychograph. Le studies jobs 

to find out how they may be grouped, and as he advances in 

his investigations he traces out relationship or affinities 

amo the "families", e.g. jobs X Y 7, constitute one family 

as / 
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as they all require the same technical traininc arid human 

traits as, for instance, ability to use fingers cleverly, 

the capacity to perceive spatial relations and fit up a 

machine and acuteness of visual perception to distinruish 

various shades of colour. Each job may also reeuire certain 

.epecific abilities. 'out we want a first fitter and the men so 

selected may then be guided into different jobs according as 

tbey'eeoseess specific abilities for this or that group of 

jcbs, There may however, be men who,because of their 

superior talents, can do equally well in all these; and if 

they possess the makinps of a pond leader in them they should 

make good officers, These are men who could be well up in 

quite a few families of jobs; their number is very small, 

but they are the salt of the earth in their own linel 

The psychologist should have the capacity to devise 

with increasing suceese teets which provoke into activity the 

mental traits which constitute the structure of the 

Occupational Psychograph for a family of jobs. Thn usual 

practice is tc start with a battery of tests, quite 

comprehensive, and then to administer it to a random sample 

(say, selected according to the tables of 'Asher and Yates) 

of workers in that occupation. The choice of the tests may 

be well informed or *Ili informed, well planod or haphazard. 

We discuss a modus operandi for the choice of tests elsewhere 

in this tbesis. It is said that the teets should show a 

hì1 correlation with proficiency and low correlation among 

themselves. The scores in Proficiency are dencribed as the 

criterion. The hypothesis underlying this procedure is that 

there are independent abilities, unitary or complex in their 

organization, which are brought into activity in the 

performance / 
It 

4. The psychologist himself needs twc things: (a) eyperierce 
or very close intimacy rieb the jobs he studies; 
(Vh) a penetrating' Unirbt into the mind of workers. 
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performance of certain jobs or groups of jobs, and if each of 

them makes its effective contribution, the performance would 

would be successful. Each test ie correlated with the 

criterion and the tests themselves are intercorrelated. And 

thus the best weiebts arP obtained by the process of Pivotal 

Coreenestion for gultiple Correlation, i.e, the maximum 

correlostien of the tests ourulatively with the criterion. 

Sttistionily this hynotbesis is justified thus: Suppose 

there ore A, "9, C, D end E tests for P, R, S and T 

F4bnities, anti each of them is a pure test or one independent 

ability and of nor e other. The followinr, conclusions 

fol]or:- 

1. As tbese abilitie :ere needad cumulatively for 

Proficiency in a family of jobs, 17 e-oPct e ch to correlate 

hiphly with the criterion, 

9 The intercorrelations of the teste ehould be 

low as they aneese independent abilities, 

Va.i presupposes that proficiency cao be analysed 

into coomenente, and the componente are individually the 

contribution of one ability in particular. And, if so, the 

correlation between each test and proficiency is not between 

one test and the whole of proficiency, but between one 

ability measured by as pure a test as possible, and One 

component of proficiency. So the co-variance is not 

betwen proficiency 8,0 a whole and each test, but between 

the components of proriciency and each pure test. 

Symbolically there is nothing very strange or impossible 

about this hypothesis, The entire area within the circle 

of Proficiency ie Proficiency, and if the tests are 

represented by email circles, each one of them will have a 

segment or the big circle of Proficiency as the area of 

covariance. But there is no division into compartments in 

the working of the human mind in ralation to a job or family 

or / 
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of jobs. Proficiency is a dynamic conception and the 

abilities are only comparatively independent. For example, 

ability to unOerstand the human mind i one ability, and the 

ability to express oneenelf in felicitous language another, 

Some have one and soge the other. Thus these two abilities 

may appear comparatively independent, But the sage person 

may combine both!' In fact, Proficiency is not a mere 

summation of independent abilities. It is unique product. 

In applying statistical devices, we make human activity which 

is essentially dynamic static. The notion of a static 

treatment would have been justified if a cross-section of 

human mind in operation could give us a picture of human 

abilities functioning independently ie relation to a job. 

But this never happens. What we are writing on this page is 

not the mere resultant of our knowledge of English, conditions 

in an iron and steel factory, psychology and statistics; it 

is a complex whole which has become integrated through what 

Ails-7.a? calls "symbolisation", All that we may posit about 

this whole is that the aforesaid branches of knowledge have 

gone into the synthesis, and this synthesis would be richer 

as our understanding of these branches develops into an 

integrated whole. But we cannot isolate the various 

contributions completely as we do successfully in a chemical 

analysis. We are, therefore, driven to the conclusion that 

abilities, taken in isolation, cannot account for proficiency. 

There is a constant process of synthesis which makes the 

contribution of these one whole at each stage of experience 

or learning. Angyal very pertinently remarks "the dynamic 

"structure / 

5 Discussing Thurstonets analysis of Strang's data on 
professional interests, Chant says: "he (Thurstone) finds 
"the following independent interest factors: (1) interest 
in science; (2) interest in (3) interest in 

"people; (4) interest in business. Independent in this 
"instnlice certainly does not isean that they cannot express 
"themselves in the behaviour of the same individual, so to 
"this extent at least they are not psycholorically 
"independent - The Jour. of Educational Psychology, 1935, 
Vol.XXVI, pp.26b-66. 
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"structure of-the organism can be more a0equately described 

"as a system of attitudes than as a system of eri.Tes. The 

"process of actiliation of an attitude may be called Settinp. 

We may represent this holistic coicpt of attitude thus: 

its activation if) 

the factory setting:+-----Attitude of a successful foreman 

Attitude A. Attitude B Attitude C. 

Likinp for Practical 
mechanical ability. 
work. 

Confident 
approach to 
the work in 
hand. 

Objectively all there are presented as a 
whole and from the point of view of 
subject the attitudes in relation to each4 
constitute a eystem. 

There is something like a hierarchy alTqoet uncon- 

scious in the organization of the attitudeb. And it is the 

coripactneso Viis organization that accounts for individual 

differencns in thn approach to one' s occupation. A man with 

coolpact organi-atioh o.hows determination, understanding and 

perseverance in his occupe,tion, whereas one with loose 

organization tends to dissipate enorcy. It is in this sense 

that Angyal describes Attitudes as Activity Patterns. They 

"define only the pattern, but not the details o{' the 

correspondinr. activity.' 

We are tl-orefor- justified in concludIng that the 

abilities, taken ii, isolation, cannot account for Proficiency. 

This has an important baring oo the fomulation of tests for 

the sel--,ction of personnel in the factory, These should be 

framea with due regard to the activities which the jobs entail; 

ari(' nilities in relotion to jobs in factories tend to shade, 

into one another and we should confine ourselves to broad ones, 

A conglomerat4.on of tests is no Rood, whatever its utility in 

discovering / 
4.11ag tagaven.00 ..,M11411 .7.1.1454MA. 

6, Foundations for a Science of Personality: by Andras 
Angyal: Oxford University Press, New York. 19411 p,135, 

7, Ibid, p.142, 
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diocovering factors and getting a simple structure, That 

must await a second survey. Wa may sum uo our position thus: 

1. Proriciency cannot be split into static 

components, each or them being the contribution of one ability 

2, Abilities themselves do not function 

independently, They are organized into whole of more or 

less compactness through attitudes, The higher the mental 

level of a person the greater i his capacity to organise his 

abilities into one whole in relation to his jobs or family of 

jobs. The contribution in such caseT is on whole, though 

there is greater manifestation of one ability than another in 

most cases, 

3, The conception of independent abilities in 

factory workers is not a tenable one. One is equally Well 

justified in aOvanciroz the hypothesis of contributory 

abilities, By contributory abilities we mean abilities like 

drawing ability and verbal ability which, thou o.h seemingly 

independent, nay 'os iotograted io the same person, Each 

contributes towards an integration, Thus it is the verbal 

ability which enahled surrealists or cubit e to indicate the 

principles of their drawigs to ot'lers, 10 the case of 

factory workers, we propose to formulate torto which relate 

individually to some (in this first survey) of the abilities 

we expect ths workers in a particular orouo te yisoes;E (e,g, 

see the psycliograph at p,10:2.) ad zorrelate hio:o with 

technical proficiency, that is near about GO. And if they 

interoorrelate bi,woly, we need not throw them out for reasons 

stated in Chapter 1, pageltp, The Multiple Correlatiou of 

this Battery of Tests wit the proficiency or the select 

population to which we plan to administer our teste should 

then be found and the best weights obtained. 

4, If we accept the inevitability of a 

syotoesisino capacity of a limited nature, we would be 

justified / 

-Po 
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,oustified in talking in terns of group factors, No test can 

be completely pure; and hence to facilitate classification 

for the puroose of earmarkinp teste as predominantly assessing 

ctain traits in the Occupational psychocraph, we fall back 

upon this concept. By group factor we mean a hypothetical 

concept which covers some ability or abilities assessed by 

some tests, but not all, or to an insignificant degree. The 

expression to describe the e:Ktent to which a test possesses a 

certain i group factor is "saturation" or "loading". 

5, When we have taken out the general factor and 

the group factors, whatever of the connunalities remains is 

specific to the tests. 

6. The statistical device to achieve these results 

is Factorial Analysis, 

7. The loadings of factors may be either negative 

or positive or zero. Negative loadings are not very helpful 
above, 

for the purposes of classification (see 44),and hence to make 

the analysis meaningful, it ie best to rotate the ax ts and 

make the negative loadings positive. 

According to Tburstone, a nerative loading is 

meaningless because it "would have to be interpreted to mean 

"that the r,ossession of an ability has a detrimental effect on 

"the test perfomance."8 m We recomend rotati r on to pet 

positive loadinra Rnd eliminate native ling, not because 
we think they are meaningless, but because they are likely to 

occRsion confusion. A 7hypothetical concept like Factor is 

a symbol for the combinatien of n number of abilities, and it 

may be deletsrious to the functioning of sone other 

combination, e.g. Carlini was melancholic teiriperanentally, but 

he cultivated the skill of a joker as well, with the result 

that tids skill, instead of relievine his melancholy, as it 

aid ,.7 
a. Current Issues iii Factorial Analysis: by L.L.Thurstone, 

Psychological Bulletin, 1941, 
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did of th audience, deepened his own, This is a case of 

one trait havinr a deleterious effect an another49 But a 

multiplicity of negative loadings would only make for 

confUsion and hence it is a.7ood device to make all loadings 

either positive or nearly zero, According to Thurstone the 

faind"in structured into constellations" and Factorial 

Analysis should help us to divine it. This is more than is 

justified by the present advance in Factorial Analysis, All 1 

that wo are justified in sayin is that an aver ape human mind 

has a capacity to synthesise the data from its environment 

into certain constellations, well or ill knit, according to 
v.4., 

its innato capacitNsocial, economic and educational 

environment. These constellations are the neural countero. 

parts of attitudes and motivate the usual reaction of an 

average person in the group tested to the environment to 

which the tests relate. Thus a number of persons living and R 

working in the same environment may have similar 

consteIlations,1° This is in keeping with Hull's hypothesis 

regardin Generalize6 Stimuli and Generalized Response. 

"Some of this Istruoturet is", as Thomson says, "no doubt 

"innate, but nore of it nrobably due to environment and 

11 
'ieducation and life 

1 . Lastly, we hold that we should begin our 

. 1investi(7ation with the "null" hypothesis 'net in mer actively' 

0, Emerson descri es an amusing incident: "When Carlini was 
convulsil ìÑì 1:(e3 with laughter, a patient -waited or a 
-Physician in that city to obtain some remedy for 
exceseive rielancholy which vas rapidly consumine his life. 
The physician endeavoured to cheer nis spirits and 
advised hi ri to go to the tneatre and see CPrlini, He 
replied, "1 an Carlini".- "Letter e and Social AiMe by 
Ralph Waldo Emersch Routledge 16:)9, p.166. 

10 E.g, Culture of a group usually contains a small or large 
number of behaviour patterns, 

11 The Factorial Analysis of Human Ability: by G,H. Thomson. 
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engaged in a family of jobs several coLtributory abilities 

tend to develop a synthesis in soma measure or other, 

Working on this hypothesis we propose to frame an aptitude 

test for engineering jobs intended to assess ability for the 

perception of spatial relations, for drawinr and pattern 

completion and mechanical ability (mechanical models and 

explanations), and administer it to a peAieqt group of workers 

whose technical proficiency is easily ascertainable from the 

workers under them and toe above them (if possible). We 

shall take care to find cut that these are men who have a 

similarity of attitude to-wards their jobs, i,n, they have a 

real interest in engineering jobs of some forot ot other and 

have been trained or roained considerable experience in such 

work. We would supplement this by tests of Verbal and Non- 

Verbal Intellio:enoe aid attempt to discovor a comon core of 

ability with the help of the claseificatory device of 

Pac'6orial Analysis, The results of tùis survey would serve 

as a jumpinr board for a more comprehensive second survey. 

In vie, of the fact that the management of Tatays 

expressefl their inability to obtain tecionical prorsiciency of 

population,we wanted to test, we adopted the following 

plan to as,3ess technical proficiency to validate our proposed 

tests:- 

(i) The technical proficiency of the testees was 

discussed with their superior officers whenever possible and 

a score assignee, 

(ii) It was discussed with their subordinates or 

colleagues and the coosensus of opinion found. 

(iii) Li some cases it was discussed with both, and 

the twc scorns wore recorded separately, like 45/50, and the 

looer score was accepted, 

(iv) The folloliing plan was use6 in getting the 

ment made. The person assessing technical proficiency 

was / 
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-was asked to locate the man in one of the four quarters. 

EN 

80 

6 0 

40 

He was told to think in terms of fcir steps 

and to nay where the malti may bz said to stand. 

It was easy enotwh for a large number of persons to say where 

the testee stood. If it was 3 the score was 40, and if 1 

it was 80. But there were cases in which. the statement was 
m L iC ed. 

not cateorical and then the man was/to locate as well as he 

could the place in one of the reetangles, Thus, supposing 

he said X was not exactly on the third step, but he would not 

say he was on the fourth. Then could he be midway between 

P(t, P being the 4th step? Ti' answer most often was "possibll 

And so we the proficiency as = 25, i,e the 
7? 

average of two estimates, the lower and the higher, ThiS 

plan saved time and made it posible to get an estimate of 

the techisal.proficieLicy of the man concerned from those in 

close touch with him. Tue work nad to be on through 

confidential enquiries and private talks, As said before, 

th. management found it almost impossiblo to obtain the 

technical proficiency score of the people tested and we had 

to resort to thia device, Brief notes like step 4 or step 3 

were taken down on the spot and converted into scores at night, 

The maximum lifTiit was fixed at 60 because we thought it safer 

to err on the side of unerestimate particularly when the 

assessment was based on private talks and confidential 

enquiries. Allowance had tr be made for professional 

jealousy and interdepartmental bickerings, and in ail such 

cases so far as possible the opinion of the subordinates and. 

superiors were both obtained, Both the subordinates and the 

superior officers were unwilling to state their opinion 

publicly and. hence we avoided taking down their names. 
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CHAPTER V 
417M14. ',.4C1114 

TESTS: _THEIR PORNULATIO,N A4I!, TRY-OUT 

A. 70R:allATION 

We now proceed to make our selection of the tests, 

The field we have surveyed in Chapter III was very wide and 

consequently it was very dif-qcult to draw up tests for the 

whole factory in our first survey. The work could only be 

done piecemeal and we began by drawing up tests for engineering 

aptitude, treating different kinds of engineering, mechanical, 

electrical, etc, as variants of certain fundamental traits, We 

decided to administer the tests we chose te a group of the 

population engaged in technical jobs Class II and skilled jobs 

Class The traits revere attesting to assess were those 

indicated in the hypothetical occupational psychographs at pages 

10q and 107. These'limitations were neceseary for two reasons: 

(i) we wanted to begin with a s'eall number of traits which we 

thought might give us the broad essentials of the cognitive 

abilities most needed (and to be found) in those who go in for 

engineering jobs of the nature analysed in Chapter III. This is 

what we pleaded for in our Retionale, Chapter IV; (ii) The time 

at our disposal was limited and we could not arrange the testing 

programme as we would have liked. It had to be fitted into the 

daily routine of the grades of workers v,k-ha,t selected to test. 

:No man could be spared twice and not necessarily when he was -..(Yeria, 

The next problem before us was to have tests of 

intelligence, verbal and non-verbal, so that we might be able to 

find out the mean scores for there cleeeee of workers and later 

on administer them to skilled workers, Classes i and II separate. 

ly. We have used the expression 'g' (general intelligence) in a 

linited sense in Chapter I. But we expect men in the superior 

services and in skilled jobs to have a greater capacity for 

the synthesis of the environmental data than in the workers 

lower down in the scale of erployment. They must have the 

competence / 

4111.- 
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competence to understand the innediate environment as well as 

an average adlat of 16-1- does. This would enable them to bring 

their instructions and explanation to the level of the 

illiterate and semi-literate workers in India. In short, a 

good score 1n such tests raises the expectetion that they have 

sturdy comrionsense. Yen who are good at these tests (i.e. 

are above the average) are very likely to understand the 

technique of their jobs satisfactorily if they have the 

necessary mechanical aptitude, We agree with Alexander that 

is el: the average more important than any of the ot,,er 

factor en using tgl as en expression for the capacity to 
0(41, 

synthesise the environmental/ of increasing complexity and range 

We had thus to formulate three tests as the starting 

point of our survey, viz.- (1) a Verbal Group Test of 

Intelligence; (ii) a Uon-Verbal Group Test of Intelligence; 

and (iii) an Aptitude Test. 

Verbal_Croim Test f Intm lir7ence: We analyzed the 

tests of Terman and Merrill for 11+ and 14t and discovered that 

most of the items could be arrangedunder certain broad neads 

like Perception, Memory, Imagination and Reasoning. These are 

abstract expressions, but have gained currency in Psychology, 

general and experimental. We analysed the Moray House Test, 

Adult 2 by W.G. Emmett (in consultation with Professor O.H. 

Thomson) and found that the items in it could also be classified 

Under these heads.' 

I t 

We do not consider Igl ubiquitous in the sense of Spearman. 

ER=.110.tiOn 01§uatia1_Rglat tolls : 
Test Items - 62-72 (shading into those under Imagination). 
Iwination; 

36-39 Ti-ld-rdonstructive Imagination); 27; 28; 29-35; 
40-45, 
-Tv-, 73-81 (language); 90-92 (Memory) arith.; 95-100. 

Reaso.,tiYm: 

1-.io (asoning by Analogy); 53-66 (Reasoning by Analogy); 
26 (Arithmetical Reasoning); 82-89 (Arithmetical Reasoning); 
93-94 (Arithmetical Reasoning), 
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It was on this basis that we proceeded to draw up 

two parallel forms 
3 on the assumption that a high correlation 

between them was a good measure of tbe reliability of test 

items. Both of these may then be taker to provoke into 

activity much the same mental operations. These two forms 

were administered to candidates seeking admission to the Indian 

Air Training Centre, University of Allahabad, and we went on 

improving them with varying degrees of success till we had 

evolved Forms A, and e 

4 
These forms were administered to 

one hundred children, 60 boys and 40 girls, by Miss Re Pointal, 

a student of mine, in the Punjab. She also undertook to 

standardize the test, The main features of the administration 

were (a) selection of a suitable place for the administration 

of the forms with due regard to ventilation, lighting, 

comfortable seats and avoidance of distraction; (b) the time 

for the administering of the test was so arranged that the 

testees came to the test with fresh brains. Of course 

allowance had to be made for the convenience of the institutions 

concerned; (o) instructions were explained and where necessary 

demonstrations were given as how to do a thing or avoid doing 

it, A buffer test was worked out with the help of the testees. 

The time allowed for each of the two forms was 45 minutes. 

The first half of the try-out group was given Form A. first and 

the other half Form B. first, the interval between the 

administration of tee two forms being a week,or ter days if 

holidays supervened. The following results were obtained:- 

TrinOu.t.-Lhal.-16 +-1 

Form B. Frm A, 
-o Range 2.24- 50-6 

Mean .00 43,7 e.G 43.8 
SD, .0. 19.42 00G 19.20 
UT-1 *GO 1.943 000 1,92 

Correlation between Forms Ae and B.:- .8523 

Index of Reliability: .92 i.ee the correlation 

coefficient between the obtained scores and their correspondingly.. 

"theoretically" true scores, The correlation between the two 

fory 

3 & 4 See Appendix B. 
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forms is not satisfaOtery, seeing that the Yoray House tests 

correlate as high as ,95 for boys and .957 for girls, the 

number being 470 and time interval 48 days. However, this was 

only the beginning of a long process of refinement to attain 

the standard reached by the Moray House tests0 

Our next step was to have a final test paoer of 100 

item based on the analysis of the items in the two forms. 

The following table gives 100 test items 

which fall within the various step intervals:- 

asim_Intanola. Ittlanim 

900,99 

80-89 2B, 37A, 

70+79 10 10B, 

in Parer A. and B. 

sti-tjteAngat 

38A, 36B, 39A, 4011. 

7B, 8B, 9B, 11B, 26B, 1B, 
29A, 27A, 6, 

60-59 11 673, 68A, 30A, 313, 32B. 

33A, 35B, 34B, 49A, 50B, 17B. 

50-59 22 19A, 20A, 18B, 54B. 

56B, 58A, 60B, 57B, 593, 28A, 
21A, 22A, 23A, 24A, 253, 813, 
85B, 84B, 83B, 82B, 123, 703., 

40-49 92 77B, 78B, 79B, 803 , 913, 92B, 
93B, 94B, 95B, 52A, 51A, 53A, 
55B, 89B, 86B, 90B, 883, 87B, 
6I3, 623, 643, 653, 

30-39 11 633, 693, 713, 72B, 703, 733, 
74B, 753, 15A, 96B, 98B. 

20-29 9 100, 13A, 16B, 99A, 14B , 3A, 
4A, 5A, 6A0 

10+19 7 41A, 449, 42B, 43A, 47B, 45A, 
46A, 

0.9 2 48A, 973. 
100 

According to the procedure in vogue in Moray House,- 

all the item answered by more than .80% or less than 20% should 

have been thrown out as they are not much good for 

discrimination. If we had adopted-this procedure, we would 

have had to knack off 15 questions, 6 in .the step interval 

80-89, 7 in 10-19 and 2 in 0-9. However, we selected 100 

items, I 
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items, picking out the parallel question with higher facility 

value. The eothod adopted by us aimed at obtaining a curve 

as close to tae theoretical frequency ae posible 

Miss Paintal and oureelves coopeeated sc far, but 

each ene of us made an independent selection from the Try-Out 

scores (see Appendix a). Both of un made some deeartures 

from the principle of selecting test-its of higher facility 

value in preference to the lower. Miss Paintal selected 

three items with lower facility value in the interest of the 

uniforsity cf inetructiens for a group of test items or 

because they were one or the chain of Questions on a single 

problem, As we are concerned from this point onward with our 

test alone, we shal] Five reaeons for eur own departures. we. ' 

made a departure in the case of seven test items, viz. items 

43, 53, 6?, 63, 6L5, 94 and 95, Items 94 and 95 of Form Be 

were selectee in spite of their lower facility value because 

they formed part of a chain of qvnetions on a single problem, 

(See page 6 of the Verbal Group Test). Itemerm B) 43, 552g 

(Form A, 63 and 65, were eelected, in spite of theie lower 

facility value, because the test wae intendnd for the educated 

adult population of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, and we 

wanted 7 

According to the practice in vogue in Moray House, we should 
have taken about 200 questions and administered them in to 
parts to the Try-Out group. After the scripts had been 
marked they should have been divided into six groups in 
order of merite. We should have then tabulated the mark 
for each item under these six groups and found the total of 
the subjects answering each test item by adding the number 
under each group, 

s. 
zrEm I II III Iv V VI Total % E.13 

I 25 18 18 8 8 2 79 79 

To find out the efficiency value we use the formula E 
E,13: (81,11_2ALt.A215 SO where S1 is the top sixth and 

T3 
- 

S2 second top sixth, and S5 and 56 the bottom ones, Thus 
the El may be (25 + 18 ) - 8 + 2- 43-10 e Y6 .99. 

100/3 33.33 33.33 
Besides rejecting all questions above 80% facility value and 
below 20» facility value, we do not admit any question whess 
efficiency correlation is less than .5. The advantage of 
this procedure lies in increasing S.D. which ehould, en thews 
of a complete year group, be at least 25» of the number of 
test ite211/* 



wanted to introduce a few difficult qu.°stions. All theep 

rel:+.t. to 1.amma.g;e,We expected the educated employees in the 

Technical Jobs Cia,ssitA.,,dSxiva cci in the factory to have a 

better understc.ndirig of the English language than the 15t 

population :of achooln and c°liPgese The foll^-s;inc: table 

Pives the difference between the facility value the items 

included and thP>.r parallels which wers excluded, 
c, .-.3 .--"7 ..0.49.41Aft 
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Appendix C. gives to a tabular form the cuestion 

which are common to our draft and that of mss Paintal. `here 

are only eight items in which our tests differ, Colin 2111111 

MOM givesthe number of items in lies Painta1ls tests which 
corresponds to ours and columns 4 and S sham the form from 

which we áelected the item, and column 3 the facility value 

for the question selected. In 92 cases our choice is the 

same; in the other eight cases .aliss Paintal chose the parallel 

questions from a form different from ours. Altogether the two 

tests are almost t the same, We wanted Miss Paintal's test to 

be / 
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)1771oh. like ours (we followed the same principle in selecting 

test items) sc, that in she had standardised her test over 100 

16 subjects re mirl,A have Cre rear ard S.D. or mluit 

population in schools and colleges and compare them with ours. 

Cur erpectations were that the standard deviation in our 

teetirg would be larger than in the case of Mise Pairtal, She 

had only one age group (16+ ), whereas in our case ages ranged 

from about 22 to 50 years. is Paintaa arranged the item 

selected in the ascending order of dtffiu1tj but we retained 

the serial nurber of the parallel forms. 

Besides the verba7! Group Intelligence Test we also 

included in cur tertim% and RO 0i0 Niss Paintal, a 

modification of the Army Beta Test. Our object was to have 

a non-verbal test of intelligence, based mostly on the 

perception of snatial relations, and find out the correlation 

between the two, The Beta Test has been administered to a 

very large population in the U.S.A. and can safely be taken 

as a good yard measure for testinr the intelligence of adults. 

We introduced a few changes. 

The Beta Test as designed in the U.S.A. consists of 

(I) Maze Tlst (2) Cube Analysis; (3) X.0 Series; 

(4) Digit Symbol; (5) rumber Checking; (6) Pictorial 

Completion; (7) Geometrical Construction. The time allowed 

is 50 minutes, We made of it a thoroughpoing group test and 

prepared a manual of instructions (see Appendix D.), 

illustrating by sketches the principal features of each test. 

Each item. in the test was allowed one.nark, and these were cut 

down to 100. The maximum score in the original Beta Test 0 
118 and the method of scoring is 3B follows:. 

Rest Yrt1301Le .f..S coring, Maximum Score 

1 Half point for each half wo.ze 5 

2 B.0... Number Ifilakt 40 wo 16 

3 Number right 12 
4 One third of number right ee 30 

5 ..0,.0. Right minus wrong 25 
6 0., e444 rumbor right e, 0000 20 
7 .0.4.40 Number right ***** * .4.. 

We/ 
llS 
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WO give a tabular analysis of our modifications and 

indicate in column 4 the nature thereof:- 

No o.r Rriginal (g III" IV 
I Nature of rgaximum. 

Item pei.O2.1-146111.41: Eufflber 
difioation 1 Modification :Score 

' I Maze I One mark for i The answer ' 5 

each right answer is either 

Ii 

right or 
wrong 

4ingOel.,[01.o..."=0.9.4[0öVXD.1.4 VOWAPOCI-410i 1 

aube Analysii II No modification 

III X-0 

in scoring 
___ 

4 
_n__==oo._ _______________,- 

3.6 

III No nodification. d 12 
11117-ber Tight , 

XV Digit Symboli IV Each item , 

carries one 
nark if cor. 
rectly entered 

V Number 
Checkin 

VII 

o 
Picture 
Completion 

No pieceneal 
marking. In 
the original 

. there were 30 
marks for 90 
substitutes. 
¡We have only I 

6, 
er,.,mamomkrf.gAg. 

V Only 42 ite In the ori- 
retained, Nach gginal test 
¡correct checkingthe method of 
¡carries one /right minus 
mark, 'wrong was 

Iadopted. 

Geometrical I VI jOne mark for 
Construction each right 

answer, 

Omitted 

...I. no, 

.101 

o 

0304.0.0440,016. 

Lio mndific- 10 

1 i 

ation. 

....4--------...-4-.................- --.......... 
1 

1 

, 

Our addition 9 

1 

VII latrix 
100 

We We had to drop the picture cmpletion test because 

of the difficulty of getting blocs prpared, and in its place 

we introduced a matrix sub-test, As this modified Beta Test 

was to be used for the educated adults in tho technical jobs 

. of the factory, we thought it better not to make marking easy 

by adopting the procedure of the original test in the case of 

the /I 



the Maze sub-test and the Digit Symbol sub-test. In Eumber 

Checking right minus wrong would have btan a much better 

method of scoring. Nat we felt that as we had tightened up 

marking in Tests I. and II we Wallow latitude in this test, 

We further shortened the time to 22 minutes as a reeult of our 

experimentation with various groups06 Ries Paintal allowed 

30 minutes. Her non-verbal test contained a Picture 

Completion Test ane Old not omit it as did ours. The number 

checkine teet (rave breFetiug space to the otherwise hardworked 

testees. The shortening of the time limit made speed a vary 

important fector for thie test, (For tho test see Appendix oY, 

Finally we come to the Aptitude Test. The original 

draft was prepared in collaboration with Mr, 3,P. SIRWASTAvA 

It was intended for testing the candidates who aspired for 

engineering jobs, In pursuance of the Rationale set forth in 

Chapter IV, we began with the moet geneYal, cognitive traits 

included in the Occupational psychographs(see pageeA and had 

sub-teets on observation of similarities and following 

directione, perception of spatial relatione, drawing and 

pattern completion and mechanical ability, Manual dexterity, 

stereotyped movements and perceptual reaction could not be 

breneht iete a paper and pencil aptitude test and had to be 

left out, during our first survey, in testing the employee in 

technical I 
-.....nomoskotesArag. 

6 We started the experimente:tion about time with 30 minutes 
and gave the test to about 40 clerks of the Tata Iron and 
Steel Cempany. We found the mean score fer the group 
which was in the neighbourhood of b5. When the sane time 
wac allowed to tho Fraduate apprentices of the Technical 
Institute the mean score shot up, We then reduced the 
time linit to 20: it Taz found ratter toe short, We 
finally got good results with 22 minutes, the can verging 
on 50. 

7 A ecrutiny of the item. of this teat on the line of Moray 
House will result in throwing out not a few items but the 
rhole nf some syb-teste, the Maze test, the X-0 test, 
and possibly the Humber Checking test, We postpone 
deceleien 1112 we cone to a final anoraisement of nur test 
results. St*. Cko4Tce j ' 04.1 A 
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technical jobs Class II and skilled jobs Clem I. Few the Beta 

test as adapted by us is mostly a test of the ability to 

pert( vs spatin,i, re1.etiens, This scheme has been designed with 

a scat purpose -. the tests are allied and there is a link to 

connect up one test with the other., The Verbal Group Test of 

Intelligence has 25 questions out of 100 on the .perception of 

Spatial Relations, and the Beta Test relates 50 to 60 per cent. 

to these relations, and the Aptitude Test has 25 per cent 

questions which would be covered by this head of classification. 
cet23) 

We have put forward. in Chaster IV the view that the conception 

of independent abilities should give place to con.triiutoáy ones 

in relation. to industrial jobs, and the tests were designed in 

pursuance of this, "Life," says Stern, "is the unity of being 

Hand acting in a totality open to the environment. A living 

"being is of such character, t'nat its total nature, i s constantly 

"being actualized through its activity while likewise se remaining 

"Na whole in its incessant intercourse with the environment.°'g 

The draft pre axed. in collaboration with. Mr. Srivastava. 

consisted , of the following:. 

Sections 

8 

Psclol:icaï Tpst Items hature of Test 
5`s iu!i fi cance, . 

I kns. 1-3 
1da S tems 17 

r 

T I l Qns . 1-3 
Tite 19 

III k,ns. 1-2 

IV Les. ,1.4 

V (Ins, 1-5 
T,ite%i`ts 6 

VI (Ins, 1-2 
`1' , i t e,r,s 17 

VII T. items S 

Spatial relations Test of sustained 
attention and visual 
discrimination, 

Following directiam Reaction. 

GeomPtri:c,a,l drawing 
and completion of 
pattern, 

"vecha,nìcal models 
arid tools. 

Mechanical problems. 

Everyday science. 

Total l 1 ti: 
Mathematical pro 
blerns relating to 
physical laws. 

Constructive ïmaginatior+ 

M.chanic..?. ability. 

.'Interest in physical 
science, 

Interest in mathematical 
aspects of mechanical 
operations. 

General. Feyc'iology (from. the Personalistic Standpoint) by 
William Stern. Nacmillan 1935 - p.71. 
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The test was adalnistered to 45 students of the 

Engineering College, 3enares Hindu University, and the 

following Mean, and standard Deviation were obtained:. 

Mean: 8511 Standard Deviation 11.24 
1.698 

Next we proceeded to find out the inter-correlatione 

of the sub-testo or sections with a view to combining the 

highly correlated sections if each of them tested the same 

supposed ability or some ability which, on afterthought, 

might lead us to think to be unnecessary. 

Cortelationa1 Matrix 

Section I 

Sec.' Seca' Seo.III ee.V Se .VI va 

Section II .0481 

Section TIT .1511 .0751 

Section IV . ',.1580 .4953 .5719 

Section V . .3680 .1435 .3668 .4105 

Section VI 4947 .2468 .3978 .5291 - .0360 . 

Section VII .0528 .0844 .2616 .2322 .2400 .2903 

Section II (following of directions) did not relate 

to any ability particularly needed for engineering jobs and sO 

wo deleted it. 

Sections III, IV and V correlated high, e. above 

among thenselves and hence we treated them as 

comple7sentary. 

Section VT correlated. high with Sections II., III, 

IV And VII, and low with SeCtione I and V. As the section 

Contains ouito a few items which haJ no bearing as such on 

antitude for engneerng jobs., we decided to drop it in the 

first survey and incorporate it in the test which we propose 

to Administer in the second for specific ability for 

metallurgical jobs, 

Section VII correlated low with Section I, and its 

correlation 
/11/4407P19.1.42.4aftus-4142.1470wIts14.0741.4.4voirs 

III TV 
9. III . .5719 .3668 Y. 

IV .5719 . .4103 
V .3668 .4103 
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correlation with Sectiri 1X1, IV and V ranged, from 24 to 

028. It containsdathematical quertiors and we decided to 

retain it, 

Thus we decided to retain seetinns rnleting to 

Spatial Relations (S,?ctich I); OeomltricP1 Drawing and 

Coyipletion of Pa',:41,er,fis (Sction III); Mechanical Models and 

Tools and Mechanical Pro.)1c)Im (41,7ations IV and V); 

MatheInatical 2ro::,letts (S9ctioa VII), and del'Aed sections 

relating to the follovint/ of divictions (Section II) and 

3iveryday Science (Secticq VI), 

The next step was tl it which of the questions 

In the sections selected we:ce satisfr,otory to be retained. 

As the battery was intended to be adrinistored to the 

superior staff of the Tatas (Jmn in technical jobs Classes I 

and II) and to those in ailled jobs Cie ses I and II, who 
could not on an average be as competent an the students of 

the Enginering College, tge deciled upon having so far as 

possible a steep slope of th7, facility valves of the test 

item selected, This, we hoped, would ensure enough of 

easy questions fc,r the workers in skilled jobs, and yet would 

At 
contain a good percentage of difficult ones to rake the 

battery not too easy for men in the superior ranks, Cee H _ISToG.) RAfl 
APP. E 

Section 1, Taking each question se'oarately and 

arranging the parts according to the descending order of the 

facility value, we get the following slope:- 

Q.1 d VII 
b 40 
c (40j 
g (40) 
f 
a [33 
e (37 
h (36) 
i 30) 

Combining /I 

`ft 

91 
$9 
89 
80 
37 
84 
82 
80 
67 

Qs. 2 & 3 q3 o 

3a 
2b 
3b 
2L 
3 0 

3d 

(38 
5 3 
30 
27 
19 
12 
(6) 

84 
73 
67 
60 
40 
27 
13 
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Combining the facility value o.r all the item we 

get the fonowing:- 
% 

q.1 d (1.2 a 42 
1 bog 89 3 t 27 
,1 f 87 3d 13 

a 84 
$c 84 
le 82 
1 U 30 
3 a 73 
1 i 67 
2b 87 
3b 60 

The slope is not steep, the number of facility 

values above 50 is almost four times as large as those below 

50, WE however, retain the whole oectir%n as it correlates 

very low with all other sections. This elh-test contains 

items on simtial relations and if the correlation of these 

iters with the Seta Test is high in. o7Ar first survey, we may 4' 

drol? the Bota Test, 

Section III. - Taking each question separately¡ 

we get the following slores:- 
"ty 
A A 

qa s (38) 84 43 9 
b (30 ao 

q,2 a ( 6 

b 35 78 
f (31 73 e 35, 7a 
d (32, 71. k (34) 76 

(2g) 64 73 
e (29) 64 p 29 64 

Iii Í2. 
48 

n 21) 47 
o 44 
i '17) 38 
d 15) 33 
g (14) 31 
1 (13) 29 
j (7) 15 
e (1) P 

Corfloining the two oueStions we get the following 

Slope which shows that the items range from the emeiest to the 

most difficult, and the dispersion of the facility value i 

not uneven 

q.2 a/ 
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(4. 2 a 
la 

b 
2b 
2e 
2 k 
2 h 
1 f 
I d 
1 e 
1 e 

96 
84 
8(,) 

78 
76 
76 

73 
71 
64 
64 

2p 
2m 
2f 
2n 
2( 
2i 

2g 
2 1 
2j 
2e 

A 
64 
62 
48 
47 
44 
38. 

31 
29 
15 
2 

Section IV. Ming ea(;1... question scpuxatel' we 

get the folloving elope2:. 
a 
io 

go/ a f41 0 q. 2 
42. 93 

Q (4CT 2.00 

b ( 4.1 98 
2]» 47 h '41 91 
17 38 a (3q 80 

r (71 15 7 

1 (7) 15 o O ' 

(2. 5 

6 l', 

S Of 0 
d (0) 0 

q.3 11 (43 96 cl. 4 d (42) 93 
1 `, 

e f40 pn 
, 

f / "%1 
...:1: z % -:, ., i 

a 3,9 34 0 (di) 91 
d 34 16 a 331 73 

I 

k2 71 13 

e k27 60 

q.1.. Taere are two itcms of the fz),ollity value 

of 93A and so we deleted one of thani. Ws have not admitted 

more than one item. of the faoiIity value above 90 in any 

questions so far, This levee uk4 only oae '..etat item above 

the facility value 50, the rest are below it. Ve deleted 

Q1.c of the facility value of 38, and thus the-e are left 

th,-, following 93, 47, 7, 0; 93 is set off by 7 and 0. 

Q,2,- There are three items of the facility value 

above 90, OD.? of 80, two of 15, one of 5, and 2 of 0. We 

deletei the two to and the two bottom ones, as the two most 

easy and the two Aost difficult itzmz. This would have left 

ue only one question of ',E417; facility value. 3ut the 

draftonan mieundem000d cur oigne and deleted its h and f 

instead of deleting items, c and b of 100 and)8 fc,cility value . 

kad thus the question has two icer.eis which are extremely easy. 

we retained all the items. 

4,4 I 
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0.0411,.., We deleted two itereis or the facility valus 

of 91 and At0. 

We rrIt the fellowne° slone for the whole section:- 
fig 

(1.2. c lc° Q.3 d 76 
2b 93 3f 7 

3b 96 3 e 00 
1b 95 1 d 47 

40 91 2i 15 
3c 89 le 7 

3 a 84 f! g 5 

2a BO 2e 2 
4 a 78 1f O(i) 
4b 78 

(1) Aoccrdin to the rOray House standardo Q's Mc & b; 
QA/b; ;11/b; q4/10; Q3,/e ot facility 
villes 100, 98, 96, 93, 91, 39, 84: and ;24/i, 
We, 2,2/F, ql/e & f, et facility values 15, 7, 5, 

2 and 0 c.lould have been deleted, leaving only. 
7 items. 

ai fi7i cult 

However, Vie easiest items are offset by the most 

98 93 '7 

100 96 84 lo 

Section V.- 
.74 

0, 
lo 

Q5 96 (4.4 80 
Q202 89 q.4(b) 47 
q,40) 87 30 

10 deleted ;s5 of the fauility value of 96 .and retained the 

root. 10 

Section VII. - 

5, ai p 
q.4 91 (t.2 36 

C4.3 8? ;ea a 27 
q,9 a 80 b 24 

ft.1 64 q.5 a 22 
;.7 b 62 b 15 
Q.? a 53 

We deleted ;Is 4 ard. 3 with gl and 6 fJieility value and 

retaineel the rest. 

Having adrAtted, quite a few test items in Sections 

I, III. a,Tif1. IV with facility values R-10ir ,Ieleted all 

IucJI. Sections V anf3 VII. 

In Sectier, VII we c:Tr,s, fortunately and thrcugh 

iv According to the Moray house standard q.2 and q.4a with 
the facility value of 39 and 87 shol.ad have been 
deleted, 
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r11r coincidence, very nesr th e "orr:y 7ouse standard, There 

in olly Iuestion, 5b, f1ity v0111, of 15 -qhich 

ehoull have bnel dslef,1.11 

aTry.Out_ir t'l.otTA:tc- 

W? allrinistered ell the three teste - the Verbal 

Group intellimsnen Test, the Beta Test, and the Arititode Test 

(sen Arendix ! t- a ,opulation 214 men in the 

Technical Joivl, ni- Tívspatct3obsco.:. The maneoenent did its 

best to spare and pereur,- as nany in in the jobs as 

Possible to t.---to the tests. Our method of sa.mplinr was to 

tako thn list of the su.-pervis-ory staff of each denartment ad 

to pick out aboqt one third by drawing lots. But of these 

so selected, only two-fifths or so could be pnrelwded to take 

th,- tests. Though the number of subjects who took all the 

tests lno onl.4 214, the nu-ber oP oubjectr tested for each 

tost s,,--retoly was larrer, - 

0,roup Intelli7ence Test 223 
.podiried Beta Test 231 
Artitude Tort ... 264 

The / 

11 

11....1110Can., 11, 

we.give below a table lowing the itelm tivich. should have 
been deleted accordinq to the foray House standard. We 
reserve our final decitisn till we come to tae analysis 
of the faoiltty value for each tort item after the 
try..out ir the Tatas wl-;ere the test would bn administered, 
to workers in Technical jobs Olaf:oil- ii...SitiLL4d ;10.14 CL.I. [s4.4. N crrEi 

Section 1. (11 - a, b, c, d, e, r, g. 
- Q.3 o and d. 
Altogether 9 test iters nut of 17 are 
of doubtful value. 

Section (1.1 

. (1.2 a, el j. 

Section IV. Q.1 - a, b, e, f. 

(1.2 - the whelc questicn, 

Section V. 

q.3 b, c, a. 
(1,4 - co d, e, 

Q's 5, 2 and 4a, 

Section VII, Ws 3 and -lbs-b- 

Thue, out of 7t test items retained by us, we shoul 
In'o deleted 22; and this woUd have left us only +2 
tst items, (Bot Cow+o-T4. NOTE 14) 
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The tests were administered according to the 

instructions laid down for each, though we .could not ensure 

that the tlubjects mme fresh to the hall we held our tests 

HOIraver, a. very large percents:Fr! aid. The following are the 

icures for ti n Mean and Standard Deviation for each test: 
Yq?L11 S D S orkeow 

Group Intellif4ence Test 49.298 2:3.t /0 1,545 
Modified Beta Test 5?,379 26,t67 1,774 
Ap ti tude Test 35.746 12.870 0.7921 

Let us compare th ene fiptares with those obtained 

by Miss B. Petintal Thr the Group Intellience ana the 

Yodified Beta Test with a population of 16+. We have stated 

at tg? 133 that her tests rere somewhat different from ours, 

We give below the figures for the two: 

AVsg14 Verbal Intelligence Test 4o.v4 17,33 
Yon-Trbal " 49.50 17.69 

The ages of the population tentod by ue vary from 

22 to 50 years end consequently the standard deviation in 

bound to be InUch larger than in the case of Mies Paints'. 

But our mean is higher in both the tests and clmes very near 

50$ of the maximum score in each test. In tic ease or the 

Aptitude Test, we may corvare our figures ritil those obtained 

by Mr jP'. Svirantaya from the Beare s University Engineering 

College:. 

kr. Svivastavale 
Ours 

F37.0 7,5 
t5.746 12,87 

Th;, standard deviation in the cape of f r Svivastav/ 

iE r.Thr low, but in our cese it ie 5 points hip-her. The 

mean in our case is about Wet of the maximum score. 

Thus our means are quite satisfactory for tue clas 

of ne17-0e for whom the tests aro intended. But the sans 

c-,:noot 't,e said of the standard deviation. It should be 

one-fourth of the number of test items, i,e. if the maximur 

100, the etanderd deviation should be in the 

'rhond 
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iuteroorrelations is due to the fact that the subjects tested 

have ;:Totsr c!TTRcity for th..o trithsts tf ,.he dRta urdsr 

each toSt t11!7, c.s? with the stits of thp 
:2ncinesrint C1I t Benarss. This is w1t we meant when 

we said. iA Chaptr I, sth.n ey..prIssion fgi is used for the 

"synthesis of tertRin group factors , How nany of the 

"grc:up ftctorc can be corbl.ned, :tier (..witrAbuts towards the 

HarticulRtioo of a Whole! Will depond ivon vitation of 

I the 'bonds in7o1ved ane th de7ree of gravitrtio±will 

4 
tr.po ti; .;ntAl t.,:rP:nrth or the:neurones and the 

"onvirQnal '7trtkr" varied intertovneotione 

ible avO. 

Th- correlation or the testst particulnrly the 

t1;ery of Aptitudo test, with the ProfIcienrty scores is 

cvait:_, high_ We t'lereforo procseded to find out Regression 

Coefficients No-rE ß ) and obtnined the followinp:. 

V T T A t±iS ewlng. !Qit. Ab 
095 0399 7549 -.0751 .4P23 .0415 

The only significant weigUt is one for till 

Adtitud, test. AI laid at page 137 ti i uch in common 

)eiv.,Ts3 t41s 2eta it and the Spatial., it b-test, and 

hmen tlq :1tag; o for thP SpRtir2,1 vv-o-tc,zt is 

figative. We furthsr analyzed the oorrslatial matrix of 

the tests (see Xp-pendix:E) and obtain four fra's ar a 

result of the centraid anal7sis the rotRtto of axes, 

V.T. 

B.T. 

Apt.T 

Sp .Rol 

DrsvinF 

F.I F. F. 

6474 .4238 .0296 

.4427 0 .3292 .6233 

.2021 .5780 .2100 .7563 

.0933 .1598 .0595 .8702 

.0242 .5690 .4745 .5188 

.4849 .4339 0 .5272 

F4 has ,--rcs-ble ih each tet and Itze 

therefore designate it as tGt factor. F3 has appreciablE 

loadings / 
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loadings in the Verbal Test, Beta Test and Mechanical Ability 

sub-test, and has negligible loadings in other tests. We 

designate it as Verbal Factor. Its appreciable loading in the 

Beta Test is due tc the fact that the subject had to interpret 

the instructions and. illustrations for each section in the 

English language and a deficiency in it was a definite handicap. 

F.2 has appreciable loadings in the battery of the Aptitude 

Test, in the Drawing and Pattern Completion sub-test and in the 

Mechanical Ability sub-test; and. so we designate it as 

Mechanical Ability Facter. F.3 has appreciable loadings in 

the Verbal, the Beta and the Drawing and Completion Tests, and. 

we designate it Spatial Factor. A- scrutiny of the Verbal Test 

will sbow that it contains a section on spatial relations 

(i.e. the items relating to perception). Thus our tests assess 

the Mechanical Ability, the Ability for Drawing and 

Pattern'Completion and for Discovering Spatial Relations. But 

the Regression Coefficients (see page 146) show that the 

Aptitude Test alone is sufficient to assess ability for 

engineering jobs and may be supplemented by the Verbal 

Intelligence Test, We can safely drop the Beta Test. The 

multiple correlation obtained with the help of regression 

coefficients. is 8898 which is no improvement on the correlation 

between the battery of Aptitude Test and .. proficiency, i.e. .88. 

Altogether the Aptitude and the Verbal intelligence Test can be 

said to have been validated; the repression coefficients for 

these are significant at.0000and ,03 levels, respectively. 

2.2 The correlation obtained by the Straight Sum and the 
Pooling Square is .762 for the Verbal and. Non-Verbal 
Group Intelligence Tests and the Battery of Aptitude 
Tests; .696 for all the tests and the eub-tests, and 
.047 for the Verbal and the Eon-Verbal Intelligence 
Tests and. the three sub-tests of the Aptitude Test 
(see rote. 8). 
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NOTE A. 

Section 

Q. 1 (1) 

3 

) 

4) 
(5) 

(6) 

7) 
8) 
9) 
(10) 

Q.II. (a) 
(b) 

Q.III. (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

A. 

91 
87 
90 

FACILITY VALUE 

Section C. Section B. 
,-- 

a 

65 

65 

65 

a) 

30 

50 

42 
35 

34 
22 

21 
37 

26 
10 7 
35 

36 

44 

20 
22 
22 
14 
24 
21 

Q. IV. 

Q.V. 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

) 9) r 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 

0.0 
(16) 
(17) 

t18) 

3) 

5) 
6) 

Q,NI. (1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

5) (6) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Q.VIII. 
(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

Q.IX. 

g/ 
(3) 

5 

6) 

X. 

Q. xi. 

Q. XII. 

Q. XIII. 

Q. ay. 

xv. 

,r, 

70 

12 

77 
91 
53 
23 
74 

eo 

74 
36 

81 
70 
85 
58 
60 

56 

80 

81 
27 
60 
45 

45 

32 
53 
3 

43 
62 

60 

61 
70 
50 
47 
4/ 
47 

73 

72 

40 

.01 

24 

13 

Q. XVI. 

Q. XXI. 

Q. XVIII. 

Q. XIX. 

Q. 7DC. 

11 

55 

0 

1.9 

1. 4 

20 Itembc 
ra.itcht.ci 

SAG P141 FhlIf 

Correlation of the Items which should have been Rejected 
clífiarrg4tt" 

according to the Moray House Standards under, Sections with 

Proficiency Scores. 

Spatial Relations .6227 

Drawing and Pattern 
Completion .6280 

Mechanical Ability .5877 
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NO B. 

WEIGH28 AND MULTIPLE CORRELATIOW. 

The following Regression Coefficients for the sub-tests relating 
to Drawing and Pattern Completion, Mechanical Ability and Spatial 
Relations and the Verbal (Group) Intelligence, Modified Beta and the 
Aptitude Tests were obtained by Aitken's Method of Pivotal Condensation. 

lub-tcsts 

s ts 

rm 
2 

s 

= 
= 

rm = 

( Drawing and Pattern Completion .0223 
( Mechanical Ability .c,415 

( Spatial "elations .- ., 751 

( Verbal (Group) Intelligence .1095 
( Modified Beta .0299 

( Aptitude .7549 

.7382 x .0223 + .7179 x .0415 + .6819A - .0751 
+ .6825 x .1095 + .6358 x .0899 + .8800 x .7549 

.0165 + .0298 + -.0512 + .0747 .0572 + .6673 

.7913 / 1 

.88955 or .8896 app. 

Check 
The Itultiple Correlation was checked with the help of the 

Pooling Square: 

1 

.7913 
.7913 
.0165 + .0299 

- .0512 + .0748 
+ .0572 + .6645 

.7913 

.7913 .7917 

.7917 = .7917 = .88995 = 89 app. 

7:7913 

The following correlations with Proficiency scores were obtained 
by the Method of "The Straight Svhi and the Pooling Square". 

.7766 

Tests. Correlation. 

Verbal (Group) Intelligence, Ibaified Beta 
and Aptitude Tests and Sub-tests relating 
to Spatial Relations, Drawing and 'pattern 
Completion and Mechanical Ability. .696 

Verbal (Group) Intelligence and Modified Beta 
Tests and sub-tests relating to Spatial Relations, 
Drawing and Patterh Completion and Mechanical 
Ability (Aptitude Test left out) .647 

Verbal (Group) Intelligence Hodified Beta and 
Aptitude Tests (sub-tests left out). .762 
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CHAPTER V/. 

(A) 

A CRITICAL Es TI MATE OF DATA A,114:0 

CONSTRUCTIVE PLAti FOR SECOND SURVEY, 

We have presented a statistical analysis of our data 

in the preceding, chapter. It is to the credit of our tests 

that (1) they correlate highly asong themselves as planned 

(see Chapter I, p, / ) ; 
(2) they correlate highly with 

Proficiency; and (3) the Mechanical Aptitude Test has the 

largest weight, (see Chapter V,). 

But it would be wron s. to say that we have the most 
,s,s soeusst 

Potent tests for the selection of workers in the technical ^ 

jobs, In estimating proficiency, we took account of the 

general engineerinv ability of the persons tested, but left 

out (1) special abilities, and (2) personality traits, 

Now both of them are equally important in administrative jobs, 

It is not only necessary to possess mechanical aptitude as 

assessed by our tests, but also workers in the different 

departments must have special qualifications through training 

or private study, in the technical line concerned, e.g. 

metallurgy in the Blast Furnace, pattern making in the Foundry 

etc, However, these are matters to be deter-lined principally 

by trade tests. 7,ost people when selected would be able to 

make up their Nisd within a month or so of their preliminary 

training as to where their inclinations lay. Placement in 

specific jobs is not so much a matter of personnel selection 

as of vocational guidance within the factory. We are 

t1-iere"ore not disposed to frame Aptitude Tests for specific 

jobs, Our Aptitude Test should serve as an effective fitter 

and thereafter we depend on short term observation (say, a 

week) of the candidates for Technical Jobs, Class II, and 

Skilled Jobs, Class I, interviews, and psychiatric tests of 

merry 
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necessary, for all classes of jobs. When selected, provision 

should be made for suitable training, and the candidates may 

be allowed option in selecting jobs te the extent that the 

eyigeniciee of the factory permit. 

Ant4turlf Test and Select.ionof Pe.s.cnnel 

We :. taire validated our Battery of Aptitude Test and 

the Verbal Intelligence Test with reference to Technical Jobs, 

Clasp II ana Skilled. Jobs Class I. But it can be validated 

for Skilled Jobs, Classes I and IIlseparately. We should 

select 50 men from each of these classes, with supfsior 

technical abilities, and administer the test t, those in Class I 

in English, and to those in Class II in the vernacular, and find 

out the intercorrelation of these with the proficiency scores 

for technical abilities. If the multiple correlation of these 

with the criterion is nigh enough, say .70, we can use these 

tests for purposes of selection, It would be safe to lay 

doven the mean olltRined for each class as the minimum for the 

elie'ibility of r crendidate, 

We can get the best prediction of proficiency in 

theoretical ability by multiplying the standardized scores of 

the eligible candidates by the weights for the Verbal and 

Aptitude Tests as obtained by Pivotal Condensation (Aitken's 

Ue+.hod), e.P. A. scores 52 in the Aptitude Teet and 60 in the 

Verbal Test. We can predict his proficiency score thus:- 

Mean for the Verbal Test 4.298 
Standard Deviation ... 23.070 
Mean for Aptitude Test 35.746 
Standard Deviation 12.870 

Tdeipht-(V.T.) OL* .1095 
Weight (Apt.T.) .7549 

Predicted core of X in Proficiency: 
52 - 35 746 

.7549 

60 49.2g8 
x 410e5 

e; 1,263 x .7549 .464 x 1095 

=,9534 + .0508 = 1.0042 

Standardized Scorn ef X in Proficiency. 

Proficiency / 
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Proficiency Score of X: 1.0042 x 11.9 ( of Pro- 
ficiency Scores). 

+48.0 (Mean of Proficiency) 
11.94998 + 48.0 
60.0/100 approximately. 

But mere theoretical knowledge is not enough in a 

factory. We must have some measure of practical ability too 

(see the Occupational psychograph for different classes) or 

potentiality for practical ability. To this end we 

administered Pass Aiouv, Peg Board, Unscrewinr and Nuts and 

Bolts Tests to ahout 80 workers in the Unskilled class. But 

it was very difficult to get Proficiency scores for even 50 

to judge the effectiveness of the battery, and hence we could 

not determine the validity of these tests. Por was it 

poseible to administer them to the population to whom the 

Aptitude Test was adsdnistered. They could not be spared 

froTs their supervisory jobs a second time for individual 

testing. However, we held that tests of practical ability 

are indispensable for determining the suitability of new 

entrants in all grades and would include them in our Second 

Survey. 

As the plan for a Second Survey is mainly determined 

by our analysis of the Occupation and Test results in the 

First Survey, it would not be out of place to indicate it in 

brief: 

(1) A more advanced Group Aptitude Test as a supplementav 

to our Aptitude Test to those in Technical Jobs, Class II, 

and in Skilled Jobs, Classes I and II, in the manner 

suggested in (2) below. 

(2) Individual psychological tests to assess Manual 

Dexterity, Perceptual Speed or Reaction, and Stereotyped 

Movements ( see Occupational Psychographe pages98"7,1°9 

These will be administered to a random sarple obtained with 

the help of her and Yates Table, of 100 from the Unskilled, 

50/ 
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50 from the Skilled. and 50 from the Technical grades. These 

numbers will be picked out from 300 Unskilled, 150 Skilled 

and 75 Technical men, whom the management ranks 1 between 

60.80 on a percentile scale of proficiency, taking into 

consideration both their trade skill and desirable personality 

traits. We shall then find out if the scores of these three 

Froups are significantly different, and correlate eace of the 

tests with the other and with proficiency for each group 

separately. 

(3) Our Group Aptitude Test, Group Intelligence Test 

and Pass Alone Test to those in Technical and Skilled jobs, 

and Pass Along Test alone to the Unskilled. 

(4) Assessment of Personality Traits through biographical 

details, inventories, short term observation during group 

activities, psychiatric examination, if necessary, and 

interview. 

We have tentatively posited four qualities, Self - 

Confidence, Emotional Stability, Industry and. Leadership, for 

aseessment (see pages0,102.1'lq). The plan was adopted for the 

selection of these was to pick out the most successful workers 

in different grades and study them closely at the works, and 

then make inquiries from them. as to what qualities made them 

advance in their line, 

Our observations led us to form the following 

conclusions about these qualities of Personality 
2 in the 

superior staff of the Tatas: 

Self-confidence / 
appare.ssatapiaagilgar/I.1000, 

Now that the Directors of the Company have invited a team 
of psychologists from the Government of India to help 
them in the problem of selection, it should not be 
difficult to persuade the management to pet such a list 
made for us. 

o 
- The "entire system of relatively permanent tendencies, 

'both physical and pental, that are distinctive of a given 
"individual, and. determine his characteristic adjustments 
"to his material and social surroundings" - Burt. (The 
British Journal of TLducational Psychology, 1945, Vol.15, 
p.107), 
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Self-confidence is very much linked up with 

cognitive abilities, It is an abiding feeling in the people 

that they know their job an0 are up to any situation on the 

technical side. 3 

A supervisor who works hard sets an example to those 

under him. If he has the necessary technical skill and self- 

confidence, industry ie the one thing that will win him the 

respect of his subordinates. He is present to help the 

workers in cases of breakdown and toils to improve their lot 

by arranging technical traininp and providing recreational 

facilities, 

Most of those who possessed these two qualities had 

emotional stability as well, One of the important features 

of emotional stability is the avoidance of elation and 

depression. There are bound to arise ugly situations in 

one's life in a factory, particularly in a country like India 

which is torn with communal bickerings and provincialism. 

One has to keep one's temper unruffled; and though one Jsnows 

the mischief-monger, there should be no hasty admonition or 

drastic action prompted by annoyance. 

As for Leadership4, we found this closely associated 

with the above qualities and -2restige (dominance or influence) 

which the most successful supervisors had over their workers. 

Though it is not easy to distinguish between whlt is innate 

and what is acquired, part of it is in most cases due to the 

high level of abilities of an individual and his position. 

But it is arguable whether he could have acquired his 

position without some innate qualities which made his advance 

possible. 

We / 

3 "Persons of specially high abilities are probably by nature 
rather more adaptable than the average.- Human Nature 
and the Social Order: by E.L, Thorndike, Macmillan, 1942, 
p.91, 

4 See Chapter III, p.96. 

1 



We pay now sum up our contemplated programme for 

testing different grades of workers in the Second Survey in 

a tabular form: 

Technical Skilled Skilled Unskilled Unskilled 
Tests Jobs Jobs Jobs Jobs Jobs -___- 

Class II Claw Clas I Class II Class _I Class II 

V.I. (Eng.) 

V.I. (Ver,) 

Pass Along 

Aptitude: 
Group I 

Group II 

Indian Psy, 
A V v v v v 

B ./ v v v ,/ 

C V v v v V 

D V v v v v 

E V V v / v 

"Test to be administered. 

EmEmulLa_alL11. These should be assessed with 

the help of questionnaires or inventories; and the 

information so obtained should be supplemented by Service 

Records and, if necessary, by administering such personality 

tests as the psychologists may consider necessary. 

For purposes of selection from new candidates, 

short term observation, lasting for about a week, and the 

interview, are the best method of making an assessment of 

the qualities of personality, We give below a skeleton of 

the main features of the aids recommended, 

Service Reqqrd.- This will be maintained by the 

management and should contain entries under the following 

heads : - 

(a) Conduct (i) with reference to the subordinates; 
(ii) with reference to the superiors. 

In the case of adverse remarks, it is best to 

obtain the explanation of the person concerned and to file it 

along with the record, 

(b) Ambition and Initiative with special reference to 

the / 
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the use made of opportunities. The entries woall relate 

to the ocheeles the man miaht have suggested for improvement 

or the steps he might have taken to avert troubles either in 

the plant or to nip in the bud trouble amonn the workers, etc. 

(c) Persistence: (i) To improve one's qualification 

one may either take professional examinations or contribute 

papers to professional aseociations: 

(ii) To increase one's utility to the factory. This 

gay be done by working out some ieproved scheme with the 

sanction of the management, or improvement in the methods of 

operation. 

(d) Leadership experience. 

(An attempt should be made at the interview to 

obtain an explanation from the candidate about the difference 

between his own story and that contained in his record.) 

Short Term Observation 

Short term observation is directed towards making 

note or the qualities, needed in the jobs the candidates are 

likely to fill, as they manifest themselves in the course of 

group activities, These activities are so devised that they 

bring to the surface in the candidates engaged in them most, 

if not all, these traits which are bipolar. It requires 

experience and quick power of observation to watch the 

behaviour and interpret it with a view to assessing it, 

The chief points to be noted are:- 

Effective Intelligence.- It is very different from H 

intelligence as tested by the Verbal Group Intelligence Test 

and is used to describe the candidates' powers to handle 

practical situations carefully and. swiftly by the prompt 

application of theoretical principles; that is, it is an 

expression to describe effective intellectual powers. bat 

of the Science and Engineering graduates would score high on 

the nonularly called Intelligence Tests, and in the case of 

the ei 
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the graduate apprentices we tested ie the Technical Institute, 

Jamshedpur, they tended to bunch clonely round a certral 

firure, i.e. 65/100. But the same would not be true of the 

effective use of their theoretical knowledge of Engineering, 

According to Wilson, "the candidate's record of achievement 

"(both ite range and its quality) and his intellirence score, 

"are imeediate pointers to a zone witILin which his effective 

"intellieerce assessment may be expected to lie."5 

"The Technical Prowess" consists in the extent and 

colour of the candidate's achievement in relation to 

Engineering jobs he is likely to fill, and his relation to 

the technical field, particularly the latest developments. 

Persistence is the capacity to stick "at things 

doggedly and faithfully, wlien solutions are not easy" 

Erjetiga,e This is partly detereined by physical 

elues, like smartness, manner and bearing in group situations, 

and the degrees of urgency and o resonance waich characterize 

the voice. 

Influence or Dominance over tETIaaa.- Ability 

to order workers about the jobs the candidate is to get 

executed through winning the willing cooperation of a large 

majority and their goodwill, 

PersonaltAttituaE relate to the normal behaviour 

in different situations which may be marked by cooperativeness 

or by impatience or individualism and tendency to take 

offence on the slightest provocation_ Further it covers the 

tendency to be dependent or to stand. on one's feet and also 

the ability to mix with others of the same class and general 

acceptability in the group, 

From these notes the Board of Selection can draw 

certain legitimate inferences: 

(a) The probable attitude of the candidate to those 

11 

in I' 

5 Occupational Peychology, October 1945. 
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in subordinate positions. 

(b) Adaptability to varying situations in the 

clurse of group activities. 

(o) Understanding of the human and technical 

aspects of the job, 

(d) Extent of' the possession of qualities of self- 

confidence, industry, emotional stability and leadership. 

The Importance of Short Term ab ut a wletti Observation. 

An interview is likely to be of a short duration, 

ranging from 30 minutes to hours, and does not provide 

occasicn for obtainine a comprehensive profile of° a candidate 

who has not been in the service or the factory. But we 

want to know as nuch ac we can about a perece wheeiwe are 

Foine to entruet with administrative jobs. An observation 

lasting for about a week provides an opportunity for getting 

a comprehensive picture of the candidate. He is placed in 

a variety of situations likely to oceur in the factory and 

is observed by quite a few experts. The chances, therefore, 

are that the overall estimate at the end of the interview 

would c'o justice to the candidate and serve the higher 

interests of the factory itself, However, the observation 

should be as unobtrusive as possible. 

An interview, without a snort term observation on 

the lines sur,gested above, has one great handicap. Some 

candidates who may have gift of speeoh and a cripecity for the 

presentation of a well reasoned out case, may not be very 

effective in a practical setting. Mere interview does not 

help us to sort them out. Soue of the most promising 

graduates in Engineerine were not found much good at 

practical activities by the psychologists in the "Tisco"6, 

whereas some persons who put up a poor show at an interview 

are / 
A1L,444, 4.44 

6 Tisco. Tata Iron and Steel Company. 
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are most effective when handling men and when they are in 

situations requiring tact and proTrpt action, 

Grou-t activities during a period of about a week 

oive an indication of what has been described as Social 

Intelligence of a candidate. And social intelligence is an 

asset in 'Arbor Executives and Administrative Officers of the 

factory, Three-fourths of the labour trouble in the "Tisco" 

would not have arisen and provided a fertile soil to the 

Communists for sowing discord if an appreciable number of the 

higher eoacutives had treatod the low paid and ill clad 

rorkers with ordinary courtesy and had condescended to listen 

patiently and with syovathy to their tale of woe and 

unbearable poverty at homo, 

W( give below in skeleton an indication of the group 

tacks that would be best suited for the selection of the 

personnel for Technical Jobs, Class II, and Skilled Jobs 

Class I, 

1, Physical endurance tests, suited to the factory 

conditions, n,p., fitting up a complicated machine with the 

hei of the group; lifting heavy material from a slope, etc, 

1, Manag.ing breakdown situations, 

3. Attendimv to serious accidents without occasioning 

considerable upset among the workers, 

4, Organising a preveution of accident campaign with 

the help of lectures, placards and slogans, 

5. Initiatinu a group of uoakilled workers into the 

working of a complicated machinery with the help of the most 

commonplace language, diagrams and i.tprovised models, 

6, Organising. an indoor recreational activity for 

Unskilled workers, Class II. 

The Selection programme should invariably begin with 

an explanatory talk about the selection procedure, and this 

s loo ul / 
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should be followed by a question hour in which the questions 

put by the candidates should be answered by the psychologist. 

The candidates should then be asked to fill in the 

blogrephical details and the personality inventory. 

Thereafter the testing., and the croup activities 

programne should be taken, and the interview and the 

ertnination of a candidate by a psychiatrist wham necessary 

would conclude it. 

(B) 



15). 

ipviviEw 

The interview it the stage for the global assessment 

(see p.)22) of each candidate. It wouldralso provide clues 

for the modification and improvement of the technique used. 

Etynoloeically the expression means "meeting of persons 

especially for the purpose of discussion". But in Vocational 

Psychology the expression has a definite significance and is 

applied. to "the time-honoured method of ieizing-upl a person's 

characterietics." 1 The psychologist approaches the interview 

with a definite plan of attack and this is made possible by 

the psychograph relevant to the occupation, and when the 

interview is for some specific job or jobs within an occupation., 

(e.g. the job of steel blower in the group of Technical Jobs, 

Class II) by the job psychograph. It is thus hop e0 that the 

candidates so selected would be, at the worst, good risk, 

poseibly the best and the most suited. It is very difficult 

to validate the technique of interview. (1) The technique 

itself is not, and cannot be rigid2 . In fact interview is a 

device to minimdse the imperfections that may result from 

placing too much reliance on the objective tests which do not 

take account of the handicaps peculiar to an individual. 

They presuppose uniformity of conditions in which tests are 

administered / 

1 Talents and Temperaments: by I:lecrae, 1932, p,92, According 
to Franklin Fearing: "interviewing involves the social 
interaction in a face-to-face eLtuatire between two or 
more persons organized for the purpose of obtaining 
Kiformatiolt from, or making appraisals ef, or modifying 

the behaviour tf one of the number ." - Studies in 
Personality . McGraw Hill Book Cr_.., 1941. 

" the question that facce the interviewer is 

'What is the most profitable way in which I can use the 
tirrn nt MT :11P-00101' MISSeLT3RooK - "Occupational 
Psychology" April 1946, p.86. 



administered and this is an ideal by no woans within human 

reach at present, Statistically we may succeed in getc,ing 

much the same average and standard deviation on two occasions 

or the same or parallel forme of tests, but a score to score 

corres-pondence ha s been beyond tho reach of testers so far,. 

The intorview takes into account the individual in his 

biosphere, that is, in his peculiar environment, It attempts 

to discover the personolity of an individual as the 

"fuactioning whole or unity of habits, dispositions and 

"sentiments that mar off any one member of a group as being 

"different from any other member of the same group." 3 The 

next step is to find out how far, having due regard to the 

requirements of the job or occupation, allowance could be 

made for t11 peculiarities or idiosyncrasies of the individual. 

The interviewer is guided. by clues in the course of interview 

and hence he cannot tie himself down to any rigid procedure. 

(2) He depends upon the follow-up and that is the 

only method of validating his improvised technique. In fact 

the follow-up enables him to modify and improve his technique. 

But there is a snag here. He cannot maintain that the 

argument between his results and the follow-up, even in a 

large percentage of cases, is a complete proof of validity, 

The most cogent method of proof is that of Agreement and 

Difference. And he is not in a position to establish that 

all those he rejects would have failed. on the job or in the 

occupation.4 

Hence we are justified in maintaining that a rigid 

validation / 
walNak....1,t, ant. ospolt.W.It...S1,arntl,qq. 4.4-nay.a.,..inAna 4araaaalOke da Mempiltacalaryll 

3 "Personality: A Psychological Interpretation" by Gordon W. 
Ailport - Henry Holt & Company - 1931 - p.45, (Schoen 
quoted. by Allport). 

4 A better plan would be not to make the final .choice at the 
interview. The interview should aim at consolidating 
the data regarding a candidate and preparing his probable 
individual psychograph. He should then be observed at 
his job or as a trainee for a certain period and then a 
final selection. made, However, it is a time-consuming 
plan for a factory like the Tatas and is not likely to 
find acceptance. And hence we omit it in our discussion, 



validation of the technique of interview is a fond hope, 

riot realised eo far. And in the abeence of anything better, 

the Method of Agreement iv the only way of finding 

justificaticn for the tec:aiique employed. Whether this 

satisfiee the rigid scientific criterion or no, it ie what 

should, and does, suit the management. 

There are three important aspects of Interview as 

understood by us:- (a) the interviewer; (b) the subject; 

(c) the purpose which determines the relationship between 

the interviewer and the interviewed. 

(a) The interviewer is the nest important of the 

three, the more co as he has to evolve his own technique, 

Aliport suggeets the following qualifications of a good 

judge . (i) Experience, with a minimum age of 30 years. He 

must have a rich store of experience of human nature in its 

varied and mere intricate rorms. We may enlarge upon this 

by adding a few practical propositions. To the theoretical 

and synthetic study of psychology (i.e. a study which has 

enabled the reader to evolve his own approach to 111,1TilaIl 

problems by discoverina a sort of centroid factor from amongst 

the medley of conflicting schools of thought in psychology), 

he must acid a wide study of human nature in the environment 

one is to work in as depicted in the recognised masterpieces 

of novelists, playwriahte and biographers. And all this 

must be sifted by actual contacts with human nature at 

different stages of growth and in. different situations in the 

industry concerned (see pel(2 Experience as Welfare Officer). 

There is one fact that a psychologist would do well to bear 

in mind: "Recent evidence and recent trends in theorising 

"have drawn attention away from the remote control of instinc 

"early conditioning and habit formation; and have pointed to 

"the decisive role that the present ego-structure (personality 

"would be a better expression) plays in directing human 
"conduct,"5 

5 "Personality" A Syrposium by Gordon W. Allaort a The 
British Journal of iducational Psychology, June 1946, p.59 



"conduct." It is well nirh ispossible to lay down more than 

the barest skeleton for the guieaece of an interviewer. 3ut 

WP can surpnet a line of tneineng when the psycholorist has 

acquaintee hinself with the past details and the present egoe 

structure of a candidate. He should (or rather would) recall 

casos from_ his experience or reading where he could discover 

zome precedent how men and women of a sinilar type had acted 

in split situations, economic, eooial or seetial. Thiel would 

enable him to evolve a hypothesis about the future action of 

the candidate and to verify it by such testo or conversation 

or questionnaire as he may think suitable; or, in the words 

of Dreyer, clues should be tactfully followed up. 

1Z0 person can be considered to be a safe interviewer 

unless he knows thorouTely the jobs for which he interviews 

the cendidates.6 The jobs or the feenily of jobs are best 

etudie6 by frequent tdpits to the plant and 'by studying the 

princirier or its working, The men in these are best studied 

by working early in one's career as psychologist in the 

capacity of welfare officer (see page 161 - studying human 
same 

nature in the industry concerned) and thus dining in the sell 

hall with workers, eay, twice a week, arranging recreations 

for Clem, and participatine in their feasts anO festivities 

in such a manner that one gets insieht into their lives 

without making oneself cheap. Talking of Indian lanour, in 

particular, we would suggest a close study of the workers who 

resort to inc shops to drown their worries due to domestic 

npsets or to get over the fatigue or boredom of duty hours 

seelle et their jobs. The knowledge ee obtained will be of 

great help both to the welfare officer ad to the interviewer 

in discovering how far a better pay or relief from monotony 

(say in the case of crane drivers, by providing music and 

oth'.sr 
*109.11.1. 

6 "One of the foundation-stones of a personnel selection 
officer' o clain to be considered a specialist is his or 
her knowledge of jobs in civilian life and in the Service." 
Mr. MISS EL Roo "Occupational Psychology", April 1946. 



other recreations and means of relaxation during" the 

alternatiag hcour of rest) wnuld redeero a worker from his 

addiction to drink. Thus if drinking is a substitute to a 

lower grade worker for cooktailS and club life, it should not 

be coneidered a disqualification for enploymeat or promotion. 

The forms of social recreation differ from individual to 

individual and social and religious taboos should riot be 

given undue weight. In a country like India which in passing 

through religious and social turmoil, it is absolutely 

necessary for the interviewer to be on his guard against 

personal or social or religious prejudices, Further, there 

should always be associated with the psychologiet the 

"representatives of the practical interests involved, the 

"interest of both of the management (which is now invariably 

"the case in the Tiscc) and of the workers,"7 Thus the 

candidate i ensured assessment from three supplementary 

points of view, working in close cooperation, Truly does 

Klages remark, 'understanding is possible only by virtue of 

"tome similarity between the perceiving self and the perceived 

'object; and as dissimilarity grows, understanding gives way 

to a failure to understand.° The plan suggested hero 

ensures this. The psyohologist has familiarised himself 

with the social and economic background of the class to which 

the worker belongs, the representative of the management is 

an expert in the technical knowledge which. the candidate 

should possess,and be competent in.,to make practical use of, 

and the representative of the workers ensures a corrective to 

the diagnosis of the psychologist and the expert by pointing 

out where they expect more than the actualities of the 

environment o/ 

Tata Iron & Steel CO, 

7 "Vi.,? Psychology of Industry" by Dreyer, 1921, p.40. 

8 quoted in "Personality: a Psychological Interpretation" by 
G.W. Aliport, pe512, 



environment ir the í'aets+ry 'would iuetify and in acme casee 

mey pitcM, the ste.n.cTard expected of the workers higher t',han 

the peycholoFist or the expert because of hic anxiety to keep 

the reiautatic,n of his class of workers high. The 

coopera.tion of these three Pr;.surery ei.mi1<xriv of background 

between the interviewers and the interviewed. 

The other qualities nt' ccmpet:ent interviewers may 

tae e1amned up thus: ( i) superior effe0tive intelligence; 

(ii) i.ns.#.ght, i.e. the realisation of the interviewer's own 
anti..-aec#.a.1 tendencies, hypocrisies and inconsistencies and 

complex motives; (iii) complexity, i.e. many-sic?er'_ness and 

c?epth of understanding which enable a person to comprehend 

complex and subtle persons; (iv) detachment, i.e. certain 

asocsial trends ir the m.a.::e-up of the interviewer which enables 

him to appreciate the social setup of the candidate, but, not 

te íeentify himself with. it. He may be quite fond of a 
certain class of people because they pursue the same hobby 

(n.. play chess) but he never allows himself to be ccmpletely 

identified with all that is in the atmosphere of the Chees 

Club. In fact his close a.pe oca.-.txc7xÿ is with. the few well 

tried m,am.bern, rather than with the whole lot; (el forensic 

skill - the capacity to clevelo;., a conversation which pute the 

candidate on his mettle without getting lost in it himself. 

It ir not, the capacity for cross examination but of leading on 

the conversation by giving it turns which unconsciously force 

the candidate to state facts in spite of himself. 

( b) The ir, tervi.tweZ.. We cannot lay down any 

standard for candidates, except the minimum qualifications for 

eligibility. The biographical data? the record of academic 

attainment, the intelligence, the aptitude, and the 

psychological tests would give an overall picture of the 

mental / 
,.-... .. ... .......... o . .,_.. _.. ..... . .har.e...M....w a_....,,...y_saaw...Ma.earee_.....=0.0...,.._.,._... 

9 The euestionnaire would differ fror^ one group to anot'rier. 

Ite contents; are tc be decided by the peycholo,rists 
engaged in the work of selection. 



mental level of the candiate and the expert and the 

Tepreeentative of the feetkere oan supplerrent the reeulte by 

personal inquiriee. But it is the qualities of personality 

that will often baffle the intervimers. (We have already 

ougeeeted in Chapter VI(A) how to exESSS2 these qualitiee). 

The aesessment is tentative, however, and re may have to 

elieit a lot of information regarding the situations which 

might have tended to mar the development of certain qualities 

and. Low far they can be cultivated now What effect the 

econeleic motieLtion would have on the caneidate if eryleyed? 

We can have something of the specific personality deficiencies 

of the candidate if we could link up the euccess or failure 

with some specific intellectual or personality traits, "Thus, 

"if a subject demonetrates that he possessee excellent 

Avocabulary and information, but is very poor on compethention, 

"we muet ooncluee that he is. not able to utilize to a full 

"extent in life-eituations his verbal facility and general 

"knowledge, and re will be justified In coneidering that wt 

"deal with a case of impaired judgment."1° We are inclined 

to think that "iLatifie1" is too strong an expression to use 

till we have had a first hand contact with the eubject in the 

interview. It would be better to eay "we have reason to 

suspect". As Rapaport himeelf point out, endowment, degree 

of maturation, educational environment, schooling and cultural 

predilection have to be asseosed in the final appraisement of 

intelligence and we would add of personality. We would 

recommend that the test results of the candidate should be 

studied by the interviewers in advance, and query marks placed 

by each of them independently, and then they should be pooled 

together and discussed, The common ones would not occasion 

any difficulty, but those where there is a oonflict should be 

raised / 
0.1swelIat.....11.1111.1111.,111ww 

10. "Diagnostic Psycholoeical Testing" by David Rapaport - 

The Year Book, 1945, p,70. 
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raised by the interviewer or interviewers concerned, and the 

dissenting interviewer or interviewers should also attempt a 

substantiation of their views, 

(c) The pegre2psall of the interview will be the 

main factor in deters the procedure. Thus if the 

candidate; to be selected are for recruitment, the results of 

Intelligence, Aptitude and Psychological tests will be as 

material ae the assessment of Personality, And the interview 

is bound to be a long one, with a maximum limit of not more 

than hours, But if the object is placement in the 

different jobs in the same Occupational group, the procedure 

would be a short one consisting of an inquiry into personal 

like and dislikes, possession of specific qualities 

particularly needed for that job (e,g, training in driving 

for crane drivers) and the capacity for adjustment to the 

social environment of the specific job. A man may be able t 

control a seall group but riot a large one, or may be good for 

beinr second in command only, In the cases of promotion the 

test results to be considered would be very few if the higher 

grade presupposes the abilities in the lower grade for which 

the man has already been tested, It is mostly the previous 

record with reference to the duties in general and those 

traits which would be most in demand in the higher job that 

would be material, 

However, there are certain points of technique that 

may safely be recommended for all kinds of interviews:- 

(i) rotivation.- The extent to which the candidate is 

actuated either by the economic incentive or the urge to find 

a field for his technical abilities, or both,should be 

determined as fully as possible, A Science graduate may like 

to/ 
11 Mr Misselbrook suggests that "the candidates should be 

"prepared for the interview and see it in the content of 
"the things they had been asked to do." He recommends 
an introductory and. explanatory talk and an information 
chart which could. be studied by the candidate at leisure.- 
Occupational Psychology, April 1946, p,S6. o LadERCEA, 

Ste. ono MA NAG EH EN T ANO flit WO R K y rft 
DIcItSom Aso HA RaL0 H AR vARD UNIV. 

(CilArteg. la) 
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to work in the chemical laboratory of the factory rather than 

work as First Hand in the Steel .akin g Shop, though the 

latter may bring him. production bonus over and above his 

salary, 

(ii) The interviewer should inspire the subject with a 

oese of trust in his fairness and willingness to take the 

most generous view. 12 This is where the superior intelligerre 

and the complexity of the interviewer are most needed, He 

must be able to conjure up the fullest possible content for 

the statements of the candidate. This would enable him to 

discover something positive in the response and he should 

Five the candidate credit for it. But this process also 

opens out the relevant fielde13 for investigation - and the 

causes of deficiency or inaccuracy often lie there, e.g. in 

an interview arran7ed to explore personality the interviewed 

was requested to Five hi uppermost impression of a person 

he had. lenown fairly closely for quite a few months. The 

response was:- "He in etrugslinF with himself and others." 

The next steD was to accept the statement at its face value 

and to find out if the feeling was personal or one which was 

shared by others, It turned out that the feeling was 

personal. Asked to explain "struggle", the subject was not 

in a ponition to rake 14 bis mind as to what he meant. The 

fact of the matter was that the man under diecussion had 

created a prejudice in the mind of the subject by his long- 

winded talk on quite a few social problems and the 

disparagement of certain personalities, In his generosity 

the subject refrained from expressing dissent oe such 

occasions / 

12 "It is essential that a man cooing to the interview 
should be put at ease, so that he could talk freely and 
display adequately his basic attitudes." - Mr.Misselbrook 
Occupational Ppichology - April 1942 - p.89. 

13 "It was often useful to adopt a policy of indirect 
approach by the use of oblique questions. A frontal 
attack did not always produce the required information: 
often indeed it induced an antagonistic attitude. 
Both of these difficulties could be overcome by approach- 
inF the topic from, as it were, an "angle".- Ibid.p,89. 
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occasions, but harboured a f ee.lin.^ of resentment. It was 

in this content that the many small differences that would. 

be treated lightly' otherwise were magnified. X, the 

subject of discussion, was indiscreet in his talks, the 

subject of the interview unnecessarily resentful The 

expressions "struggling" therefore implied readiness; to 

animadversion, and not getting into the way of others, a 

the opinion of the subject would suggest. The conclusion 

justified by this content is that both these persons were 

unusually sensitive, each for a different reason. So far as 

this interview is relevant to our discuesi.on regarding 

technique, the iriplieation ie thet the interviewer should be 

tactful to work up to the root cause;;. 

We agree with Murray when he pleads that pore 

time and thought be given to "training psychologists in 

sensitivity and accuracy, and less time, if need be, to the 

perfecting of mechanical iestruments;. "14 It is the 

s,exieitiv:ity of the psychologist that can help him to probe 

in different directions as the interview proceeds and get at 

helpful pointers to the make -up of personality.15 To ensure 

an uninterrupted seseion, it would be preferable, we would 

rather spay imperative, to have a stenographer concealed from 

view. This enables the interviewers not to lose sight of 

the mares they have started and at the end of the interview 

they have a full account of the conversation. 

(iii) Terminology. But this is not enough. We have to 

reduce these explorations into an accurate language. By 

"accurate" we mean the summing up of different responses 

under heir a.- propriate heads. For example, the responses 

set forth at page 1.67 may be arx,a,;wed thus: 

The / 

14 ET21.0rationsu in Personality: Henry A. Murray, Oxford 
University Press, 1938, p.249. 

15 Sep the above illustration. 
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The subject's upper =Yost global impression of his friend X, 

Struallints with himself and others 

Analysis of 'strugrling' 

gpeflict_ Teit.l lJ?. eisnsel4 and in conflict with other 
Emit 

Traits: (i) Endo cathecation (the cathecation of 

thought or emotion for i t i own sake .. a preoc pupation with 

inner activiti' e: feelings, fantasies, generalisations, 

theoretical reflections, artistic conceptions, religious ideas - 

wi thdrawal from practical life, 

(ii) Supra Ag,. ressivc (attacking or i -rope .ching the 

authority of others) . 

Inference r.,ra.rc?_r.,- these based on personal feeling 

only. Hence supra aterresei rene s relates to one person only. 

And endocathecation refers to :2rscccupetie e . of X with his 

social conventions an3. leaders, 

Similar traits in the e u?3j pct of the interview but 

repressed out of politeness or consideration for the feelings 

of an acquaintance, 

Results - X ir:lpuisìve d the suj ect of the interview 

deliberative in social dealings. The ratio between the two 

progressive - as X grew more impulsive; the subject of the 

interview grew more deliberative, 

This analysis in more or legs technical terminology 

is more helpful in understanding human behaviour than everyday 

and hackneyed language. The attempts of H.A. Murray ie this 

d i re cts on17 ere comnende.rle , The only difficulty about his 

terminology is its labyrinth, aris:int from the specification of 

all shades of differences' a.n( its coinage. The expressions 

are neither Latin as in Itäedicine and Biology nor English. 

i .owever, a practising psychologist can pick and choose and 

thus build up his own terminology and get it accepted for the 

purposes I 

16 The expression describespredorflin;a,nce and not the complete 
absence of the opposite trait. 

17 Explorations in Personality. 
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purposes of 119e at the i.nter-Vie; by his coned u=;s .18 

(iv) Test Aids 19 The interviewers should be able to 

decide U.poo tes tir1( a c7 when in doubt about their progress 

duriop the course of interview, A note may be grade of the 

doubtful points and the tests may be ad.rr.n.i citer Jd after a 

sufficient respite to the subject or subjects, and the results 

may be used for final decision, These devices may consist 

of eensori -motor les.rnii ; thematic apperception test 

(Morgan and. Hurray -- to be adapted to Indian conditions) , 

With i.ocrearinp experience many oth..lrs may be added to the 

lisst. 

When the interviewers have arrived at their findings 

there will often be points which require a reference to the 

p:rych.iatrist. In order to facilitate the work of the 

psychiatrist, there shnul.d be a medical examination of the 

candidates cnnsi.dered eligible by the board of interviewers; 

and the noaes,^ar^y entries should bp made on the folder 

containing br o(rr9ohi cai details from the standard application 

letters of the candidates. Besides the usual examination 

of the chest, internal orrfa;zs, ta:.r i,-ie, eyesight, hearing, etc, 

the following t.nfsarmat;inn e rioul.d also be obtained:- 

( i) FaTi.iy history if there is %ii,y suspected mental 

or physi.col defect w''itr! may be partly hereditary. 

(ii) Pere3onal history, with special reference to past 

i.Ì.lrlosf't°^' arid 1l!,!'C'e!eveynnr:to rar:d seY.ual adjustment, 

(iii) History of the x resse'rst i.11rlesr, if any. 

The casos intended for reference to the psychiatrist 

will then be sent up for another interview by him. Besides 

such other information as he may elicit from the candidate, 

the f^llev*irrp should invariably be obtained and recorded. 

1, General intelligence, knowledge and judgment as 

ec;,esnäd i 
18 3ote on page 179 

19 The use of trade -tests iii interview - Mr Missel_brook, 
O ctu,ational Psychology, page 91. 
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assessed by the first board of interviewers, 

2. General attitude towards social and cultural 

environment. 

Attitude towards life, with special reference to 

emotional reaction in relation to the occupation he is to 

enter in the factory; prevalence of any specific mood, and 

tbe likelihood of developing any pathological symptoms 

(occupational syndytroWies) under the strain of fatigue, 

monotony or work in trying temperatures at the furnaces, 

When ail the neceszar data have been collected the 

last step is the ranking of the selected candidates, The 

candidates have been quantitatively assessed for the 

different tests. administered and the interviewers have these 

before them at the time of interview. It is best to raak 

candidates in the various tests used, Since all taese 

candidates have come up to the minia,um found empirically 

necessary for Lood r ' in a particular occupation, we have 

to find out trie correlation of the standardized scores in 

different tests with proficiehcy, using the wieJaahts obtained 

with the help of PiVOTAL CONDENSATI9N The candiJates may now 

be arranged in the descending order of their standardized 

scores in proficiency, sag. 

1. Rankinp according to Il, Ranking accordinp to 
Totals- standardized scores in 

Proficiency, - 

A 
"P¡ 

0 A ' 

TÏ E 

A situatian like this is quite conceivnble, for 

though hiph scores in tests for which regression coefficients 

are not high may increase the total, they do not necessarily 

imply a high standardized score in proficiency. Statistically 

a Hipher rank in II i.mplies greeter suitability for employment; 

and these men are likely to prove more acceptable to the 

management than those lower down. 

RarAng / 
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Ranking II iv again l p;r :.^e3e:. in the licht of the 

as-essmt?nt of the intereiewer.s. The Important point is how 

to reduce the qualitative aseesement of different interviewers 

into aquar?ti f.ntire urie. Since thP proceedings of each 

interview have been taken down by the stenographer, i z7.e 

at~sE?i3k'rï?ePìt comer at the end or interviews. Tiha i:vor t8.rtt 

heads under which the it.tervie:w iv conducted have already 

been d.eicitied tarion by the board. The proceedings of each 

interview are into the t:L'chC.i:.'.F3.l l''yhig ucoj}'e3 we have 

sutef°ee-tea at page 169 and the material thus obtained is 

allocated to .ti.1e di f`"erehit heads, the information elicited 

by each interviewer is indicateci by bis name in the rtargin. 

Ula.c" of the interviewers makes a brief memorandum of his own 

to rcycord his personal iniprt''s?, 1.oh1£, ro facial appearance, 

<!rese, rait, mannerism, si:yle or speech ahid..sur.h other details 

as strike him atr s;ienifieant, He then proceeds to make his 

?;iCbiï a s:.eC;",-1emc nt » that io, ':' his quantitative estimate 

of the candidate as a wlïolF' in relation to the occupation he 

srr,lks mm:l.o,ymnt in or the job or jobs in which he is to be 

placed or to wïhich he io to be promote=e., Say his 

quantitative aseeskzixter.it: is 7:i/100. He then proceeds to 

distribute these 75 ,i<3 rk rs over different head, thus: 

If th{,., man were as ls.i.t;h under each iiea.a as he is in 

the f-) t o t a1, '<12 should b e g (.'. L L i ng ' 7 J7.z marks under C'.a c'tl . 

üupposihic there are five neads.a Then he should be credited 

with 75%c marks under each But the interviewer thinks that 

the dispersion of marks cannot be so uniform, and so he 

proceeds to make the necessary adjustments w;.tFZcut altering 

the total. He scx°uti:eizet the proceedings and his own notes 

ú.7üd makes the necessary adjustments as s11oiRT.l"e i.e the table 

below:- / 
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ro 
I 15 80 

II 75 60 
III 75 00 
IV 75 80 

75 

Total 375 375 
1Y56 

i.e. 75 per cent. 

The quantitative esti»nates of the different interviewers 

under each head should be poole(1 together and the average 

obtained. 

Candidate tr. 

Interviewers: 
A 

I 30 60 70 210 or 0 
60 70 50 180 or 60 

III 80 60 70 210 or 70 
IV 80 70 80 230 or 77 
V 75 70 T-R.; or 75 

315 330 

66% 

.80 

350 

70%, 

1055 

15 

352 

%7 r 

= 211 0/70.0 7ó 7*Op. 70.07 0 04p. 

These tot3J. ì rcentajes are added to the predicted 

proficiency scores of each candidate and the grand total thus 

obtained becoiAes the basis of a third ranking:- 

RankiDg III 

prof §9..ores. Intery Assess. Grand Total Ra0c. 

75/100) 75 150 2,,,,, 
P T 

60/100) 70 130 
55/100) 60 115 
55/100) 50 105 S R 5,1- 

55/100) 65 120 '15 f, -v- 0 

If there are marked discrepancies in the estimates 

Of' the interviewers, there are three ways of dealing with 

these:- 

(a) The personal equation of the interviewer who under_ 

estimates or overestirates a candidate (under-estimate/ 

over-estimate relative to the majority) may be responsible 

for the discrepancy. In that case the President of the 
up 

Board of Interviewers shc,uld lookLthe Personality As:7essment 

of / 
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of thn snd fin,3 out if it is the :,:rpert 

knowled7e or some twist or peculiarity in his nake-up that is 

responsible for discrepancy. And most often than not an 

explanation will be found in this personal equation. In 

such circurastances the president shou1 d. decide for hiraself 

the quantitative increase or reduction thst is justified so 

far as that interviewer ir concerned and he should make it, 

This raises an 17)ortant Shwad the 

interviewers theYnselves be subjected to the explagation of 

their personality. We think it ie absolutely necessary 

that an aprraisement of their personalities be made over a 

year or every alternate year. ko man is perfect, and it is 

a roilinc of human nature to be nor charitable to, and in 

orae cass (rcerrively corldernatory,of ore' s own faults and 

wen.hnesnes than thore of others. One nay well point out to 

us (psycholocits), physician heal thyself,. And since we 

are i[rvesticatini7 facts about hnnan nature wo should have a 

factual statement of our ovm personality from well meaning 

ouarters and compare it with our own estimate of ourselves, 

We do not lay down any procedure, but plead for the 

recofr.lition of the principle advocated here, 

(b) If the diocropancy arisen from the susricion of 

son psychotic or neurotic sympto7 in the. cardidate, the 

proident should invite the 0-pinion of the psychiatrist on 

that definite iEwue and correct or accept the assessnent of 

the interviewer.on the basis thereof. If the assessment of 

the interviewer is correct, the assessment of other 

interviewers should be revired, 

(0) The candidate may be called, in for the elucidation 

of differences amolw thn interviewers, and the necessary 

information obtained either in ti-y' ccu.rse of a fresh session 

or by administerinv some accepted test. 

This completes the main steps in the technique of 

selection / 
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selection at the ini;srvi-;',:: ar ,e. cases that are 

high rankinr, but there -re marked siP.ns of emotional 

disturbence,s or anxiety r.eurosis, tl,ey should, as surrested 

aookre, be Ecceptee only if ar,proved by th e psychiatrist as 

rood risk; and even thon should be emplc,yed kubject to taking 

a cour!,e of psychiLt:-ic trsaLblent md final certificon by 

the psychiatrist ae practically cun,d, So far as fac-Lory 

work ip c,r.cer the criterion ()J-' cciir)1ttR fitness would be 

"1 si,al.e of olytl:num functional efricienc*" which means that 

the orcaAsm i entally and physically fitted to stand 

hazards incidental to f'o.ctory work; e.g. continued strain of 

overwork on occasions, or deloterious effect of certain 

poiso-As and. irritants or bacterial infection. Part of the 

puseeptibilit of a vorher to disar,b i elue to physical 

Ihraes:7, Lut it is being incracingly recognized that it is 

often nostly du to psyclorical darmge. Thus Ninerst 

nystagmus is largely, if not entirely, of psycholoploal 

oriin, Duodenal ulcer my b the result of n anxiety state; 

The prooeOure s'7A forth here is intended for the 

candidates to Skillod jobs and Technical jobs (see Chapter III) 

It cannot be extended in its fullness to Unskilled. Workers 

Clas,r7es I and. II. The irwmnity of nuJber would make such an 

attenpt dif7lcult if not We ',Gu1r.3 propose that 

all VIcse 117 Fatify the requIrmeiTtB ce;th.e tests intended 

for this grate, of workers (see Charter be employed on a 

temporry basis. The first arpoiatment in this rrade in the 

Trvtas is usually teporary, It would be bet to arrange 

croups of 10 or 15 to be i:aterviewed and medically examined 

cry day. The iiiterview the case of the osople would 

be 53.)rt, The interviewers woulq take down brief notes and 

ndYrinister such teFits as they may consider necessary to gain 

cetainty / 

20 An AmTpaph to Social Medicine: by john D. Kershaw, - 

Bailliere, Tindall & Cox., London, 1946. - p.206, 
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certainty about doubtful traits of personality, But in 

their case the Selection Board should send its recornendatioss 

regardinp rankinP to the Psychiatrist to whom the medical 

officer sends up his report too, In view of the fact that 

most of the employees in Unskilled Class II and quite a few 

in Unskilled Class I live in slums ard frequent rine shops 

and houses of ill resute or contact promiscuous relations, 

the need for as clean a record of physical an mental fitness 

as is nossible to obtain in the environment is imperative. 

And hence the final ranking sheuld be left to the psychiatrist, 

The insistence on this will serve as a deterrent to many men 

and women seekirg employment in the factery. 

The most insidious of the diseases, peculiar to the 

slums, are incipient tuberculosis which occosions anxiety 

states, spernatorrheea among young men and leucorrhoea among H. 

women, gonorrhoea and syphilis among both, Both 

spermatorrhoes and leucorrhoes occasion depression and 

nervous debility, and tend to make the sufferer extremely 

changeable in mind, The power of concentration diminishes, 

and. as malnutrition is rather the rule than exception in 

slums, men and women sufferinF from these cannot pull their 

weight in the factory; an0 the management would be well 

advised not to employ them if tic resort of the medical 

officer and psychiatrist ie ROverse, Gonorrhoea and syphilis 

most often result from promiscuous relations and their effect 

on mind and body is to occasion neurotic conditions. Sex 

has been shrouded with taboo in India and the wastage in 

production through the erployment of such. men and women in 

the factory is very preat. In fact it would be a commendable 

step to find out the incidence of such. dieesses in workers in 

Unskilled Jobs, Classes I and TI in the Tatas through medical 

examination, and then to get them examined for their mental 

condition by the psychiatrist, We could thus grade such 

people / 
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people and find out the extent to which men and women 

sufferinr from these diseases could be taken into employment 

without appreciable depreciation in their output, And these 

data nay enable tie to work out some sort of norms for new 

entrants. Thanks to quack doctors in the factory area, it 

is only the worst cases thet come to the notice of the 

medical officers. 

Some Practical Hints 

We may new eurtest some methods for the technical 

experts and even psychologists to improve their capacity for 

interviewing and for aseeseing the relevant traits with a 

fair measure of correctness. 

I. Aids.to.the develoment of cape-leek:tie:2y interview, - 

Those aspiring to train themselves for interview should 

contact the best ten men in each important grade of jobs, e.g. 

Technical, Skilled and Unskilled, every year, and discuss 

with them informally the qualities they consider as essential 

for a successful worker, This will make their theoretical 

approach to the problem of selection realistic. There is 

always a danger that one may talk learnedly ahout human 

nature and yet know so little of the actualities about it. 

We would recommend an aperenticeship of two years with 

experienced. interviewers before one takes up the job 

independently, 

it. The preparation and study of what eore describes 

as Termination Record Blank should be of immense help to the 

interviewers in a factory. Exit interviews are absolutely 

neceseary in a country like India where public opinion being 

weak, nepotism and favouritism tend to demoralise services, 

From what we have seen of the Tata Iron and. Steel Companye 

we feel cenfident in recommending exit interviews by the 

management for the preparation of the Termination Record. 

Termination / 
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TERYINATION RECORD BI.AAK 

OOOOOO 0000000" OOOOOOOOOOO neo3scoqat00o0s0,00.....0 

Department: 0000000.000"60 eg eeene C0014.0 e e e e eP000 

Section: LbeeneeenneeNeeneeeeeeemndo.e445 e50,0* 

Date of Employment: Or eree woo ee aeon eA neaa cane, e nrle 

Date of Leaving: 

Jobs employed in: 

0000060..48.1000. .5,,0r0414500.c5 

Period Reaso for Transfer 

Cause or Causes for leaving: (Strike out the redundant.) 

Voluntary. At forenan's request, Because of lack 

or work. Old age. Ill healtli. Removal from 

locrlity. Better job elsewhere. Foreman's attitude, 

Dislike For fellow workers, Disagreement with 

Corpany's policy. Too great a strain on some part of 

his body. From physical working conditions. 

Rates of pay, Other urievances (to be specified). 

Was h- reported unsatisfactory for any of the foliowinp: 

reasons: irresponsible; unreliable; uncooperative; 

a complainer; an agitator ......... OOO O .......,... 

(Strike out the irrelevant, and add when necessary.) 

What was his statement of his reason for leaving? 

What is his attitude towards the Company? 

(i) Would he want to work again in the same department? 

(ii) Has he any suggestions for improving working conditions, 

irrevularities, rates of pay, supervision, training, 

e etc.? Yes ( ); No ( ). 

If so, what? 

What does he plan to do? (New job) .......... .........,... 

(Nb plans) 

Would the factory re-employ him? Yes ( 
) ; 

o ( 
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NOTE Ta 

We commend the f'ollowinr for peneral use: - 

(a) SA. (the stimulus situation) - the tendency or 'potency' 
in the environment. 

Press (Lewin's Valence ) 

(b) Need_. - e. hypothetical force or drive or propensity in 
the individual. 

(c) Actone - description of a. bodily mov-ement per se, 
abstracted from its effect, 

(d) Thema. - Press - peed combination, 

(e) Re nnt Processes - the mutually d pendent processes that 
constitute dominant configurations in the brain - 
Conscious /Unconscious. 

(f) Mental Set or determining tendency, 

(e:) Need -Perseverate .. a state of high incncibiiity, 

(h) Cathected oti ect - an object that works, a need is said 
to "have cathexie" . 

(i) Empathy - we feel something, Pro ectivea - we imagine 
that the other person feels the same, 

(j) Emot onal.i t Ple.cidi . 

(k) Endurance, 

(1) Exocat becatio Endoca.theca.tion 

(m) Intraq tive/Extraceptive. 

(n) Impulsion /Deliberation 

(o) rotone /Verboase 

(p) ácea atric Sociocentric 

(q) Infravertive Suprq,v_Prtive 

(r) Infrafiliatßon Supra°resaion 

(s) Blamavoidance (super. ego), Infra Deference - integration 
Kra-conflict, 

(t) Infra a.voidanct - dependence, counter action, 

(u) Harmavoidance - anxiety, fearful attitude, 

(v) Exhibition - self -displaying attitude, 
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CHApTER VII. 

TRAINING 

Training may be broadly divided into (1) Training 

for Industry, and (2) Training within Industry. The Tata 

Iron and Steel Company has had a scheme for Training for 

Industry since 1921, but has attempted little under (2) so far. 

A reference to the Occupational Psychopraphs (Chapter III) 

would show that we considered the possession of certain 

abilities and personality qualities as essential for employment 

in the jobs within the purview of different occupations. We 

also expressed the hope that when a fuller survey had been 

made we might be in a position to get group factors as a 

result of the Factor Analysis of the data which might make 

our psychographs exact. Some of the traits symbolised by 

the groups factors may be innate and others acquired, but 

unless allowed to develop in a congenial environment they may 

not produce the desired result. Once secure in the Job a 

person may grow lethargic and fail to keep the promise of 

early days or, failing guidance, may grow easily self-satisfied, 

The importance we attached to the Curulative Record for 

promotion will be an urge to be active and painstaking to most, 

and the proprarme of traininp within industry will enable each 

entrant to make the best of his abilities. Training within 

Industry takes many forms according to the class of workers 

for whom it is intended, 

At the lower end, it is Introduction Training for 

the benefit of the new entrants. When it is intended for 

those in position of authority, like Foremen and Assistant 

Foremen in the Skilled Jobs, Class I, it is training for 

Foremanship. And at the higher level, viz. for General 

Poremen, Assistant Superintendent and Superintendent, it is 

training for the Higher Executives. It is in this sense that 

we / 
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we shall use these expressions in the sequel, We adopt the 

following classification for our programme of training within 

industry:- 

New 1.1nskilled Jobs, C1,I1 

Entrants 
(Unskilled. Jobs, Cla 

(Skilled Jobs, 01,11 

(Skilled Jobs, 01,1 

Technical Jobs, 01.11 

Introduction Trainiaa 

-.Nature pf TraiLim 

Introduction Training, 

Training in Foremanship 

Training for Hirher 
Executives, 

When the candidates have 

been selected for Unskilled Jobs, Classes I and. II, and served 

their period of apprenticeship (they would be on a two years' 

period of probation), Most of these in Class II are and 

would for some time continue to be illiterate, The percentage 

of literacy in India is only 17% and it would take a generation 

to spread mass education. But it is in the interest of 

industry that a laro-e percentage of its workers in Unskilled 

Jobs Class II be literate, Hence the factory should make 

provision for adult education for beginners in the evening 

classes and enlist, if possible, the cooperation of the Trade 

Union, The Tatas run an Education department, and it should 

not be a difficult task to organise adult education. An 

attempt in this direction was made before the last War, but 

failed for lack of enthusias m on the part of illiterate workers. 

We think the best plan would be to organise propaganda for 

education through the Trade Union and after an illiterate 

worker has passed a certain preliminary examination, corres- 

ponding to Standard I of the primary schools, he should be 

allowed two afternoons free each wsek to attend adult school 

classes in the precincts of the factory itself. This, along 

With the incentive that promotion to jobs in Class I is 

conditional on the attainment of a certain standard of literacy 

and performance in the Selection tests and a clean cuTrulative 

record 
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record would eour a large percentage to exert themselves, The 

factory cannot shirk the responsibility for mass education, 

particularly as it employs thousands of illiterate workers from 

different provinces, The residence of n worker ti Jamshedpur 

from outside the Bihar Provinces does not count towards the 

period of doedcile necessary for acquiring the rights of 

citizenship in Bihar; and though the factory in situated in 

this province its government is not legally or morally bound 

to include the workers of the factory from outside Bihar in its 

programme for mass literacy. 

However, the most important part of training relates 

to immediate duties and it would consist of - 

(a) Explanatory talks relating to the hierarchy of prades 

of esployment in the factory with special reference to Classes 

I and II in the occupational level - Unskilled Jobs; the 

facilities for adult education; the leave and conditions of 

advancement; provision for recreational activities; 

educational facilities for their children; social end health 

services; rates of pay; Provident Fund and Bonus and the 

apprenticeship scheme. 

(b) Apprenticeship Scheme. - The new entrants to Class II 

work for a monthl under proper supervision. During the first 

week they are given practical training in the stereotyped 

movements? reouired for the job or jobs they are to fill and 

the / 

1 The management cannot afford to allow long periods for 
training within industry for this class of workers, both 
because of the cost and the need for a large intake of men 
in Unskilled Jobs C1,II each day, 

2 The instruction process - a) show him how to do it; 

ps) explain key points; c) let him watch you do it again; 

U) let him do the simple parts of the job; (e) help him 
do the whole job; (f) let him do the whole job, but watch 
him; (g) put him on his own, - The Training within Industry 
Report, 1940-45, (War Manpower Commission Bureau of Training 
Training within Industry Service Washington, D,C,,Sept,1945 
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the broad principles underlyinr the operations they are to 

perform are explained to them, For the next three weeks they 

work at regular jobs undor the guidance of supervisors, there 

being one supervisor for 30 workers in Unskilled Jobe, Class II. 

Thereafter they are on probation till the end of the second 

year of their service, 

(c) When the aspiring workers have attained a certain 

minimum of general education, they are offered facilities for 

elementary technical education, say,f4"iitters, turners, 

electricians, pattorn makers, machinists, finishers, millwrights, 

painters, etc, The duration of this course should ordinarily 

be three years and those found eligible for it should be 

allowed two afternoons off to attend the classes ou the 

precincts. Thus it may be possible to attain balance between 

Capacities, Interests, and Opportunitiesi5 

The scheme of training for new recruits to Unskilled 

Jobs, Class I, would consist of explanatory talk, and the 

apprenticeship scheme. There shall be one supervisor for 

every 15 workers, After a month's training they will be 

placed on probation for two years.. As they are bound to be 

experienced / 
Mopall1011110 .....ISERS8/1000 

3.Personnel Management"by Walter Dill Scott, Robert C. Clothier 
and Stanley B. Mathewson: Second Edition. McGraw-Hill 
Publishing Co.Ltd Aldwyoh House, London, W.C.2. 1931, 

P.19, 
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experienced or trained hands no scheme of technical education 

is needed for them, 

The introduction training consists of (a) and (b), 

but we feel that in the present conditions of India provision 

for general and technical education should be part and parcel 

of trainine within induetry! In the cape of Unskilled Workers 

Clasp, II, Training within Industry ceeles first, but for its 

continued effectiveness provision for education, general and 

technical, is absolutely necessary,- This is the only way to 

stabilise the gains of a month of training under the 

Apprenticeship scheme and make the best use of incentives 

sugrested in the explanatory talks. 

Skilled Jobs, Class II. The entrants to these jobs 

are men who have received a measure of technical education 

which would enable them to obtain insight into the operations 

of the machinery in their charge in a short time, As in the 

case of Unskilled Jobs, Classes I and II, so here Traininp 

within Industry would include explanatory talks, but the 

programme of practical traininse will be more extensive for 

Skilled Jobs, Class II. The selected candidates have satisfied 

the conditions of the psychographe for their occupational level, 

but have to receive training in the special skill that the job 

or jobs they have to fill would require. Hence they should 

serve a period of apprenticesklip for six months during which. 

the Technical Institute should arrange a course for training in 

special skills of the jobs in Class II . The traini would 

consist of actual work in the departments, to which they are 

attached, under a supervipor for four hours a day, say, from 

0800 / 
.....01111=0111.10104 .01011.110111017.011.' 

TW.I. has found it helpful to consider the following 
definitions: 
Education is for the rounding-out of the individual and the 
good of society' it is general, provides background, 
increases understanding, 

Training is for the good of plant production - it is a way 
to solve production problems through people; it is specific 
and helps people to acquire skill through use of what they 
have learned. 
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0300-1200; and three honro, say from 1400-170O, would be 

devoted to theoretical work, The entrants will offer their 

choice of the jobs ie the Occupational level they have been 

selected for after three months of tielining. The final choice 

will be made by the management after consulting the record of 

the apprentice and his preference and with due regard to the 

exigencies of the factory, For the rest of the period the 

apprentices will receive intensive training in the job or jobs 

allotted to them and will work ie s,ifte. They will, however, 

be spared two days a week for lectures on: 

i. How to reduce waste of material thrcugh spoilare; 

ii. How to promote reliable and competent performance; 

iii. How to minimise the time necessary to attain proficiency, 

iv. How to make the beet poseihle use of men, materials, 
machine and factory space; 

V. How to organise work by plannine ahead, controlling 
flow of work, measuring 9utput, simplifying processes, 
and maintaining quality. 

vi. Professional etiquette, ethics and cultivation of 
healthy social relation inside the department and 
inter-departmental dealings, 

vii. Habit formation, with special reference to industry 
and emotional stability. 

°/ 

The entrants to Class I will occupy supervisory jobs, 

and the programme of their training would be of three months' 

duration if they have been promoted from Class II, If they 

have come in by direct recruitment, they will go through the 

programme intended for Class II in about a monthts time, and 

then enter upon the training intended for Class I. 

The apprentices in Clasel I will be given intensive 

traininq in supervision, The object of this would be: 

(i) How to select workers for aosignment to different duties; 

(ii) How to train operatives in improved methods; 

(iii) How to ;1ve orders, secure discipline, settle grievances; 

(iv) / 

1 "The New Foremanship" by F.J. Burns Forton - Cheeerlan - 

Second Edition - 1946 - p.34. 
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(iv) How to delegate responsibility, provide incentives, 
build team work; 

(v) How to reduce labour turnover, improve working 
conditions, prevent accidents; 

(vi) How to build up a high professional character by 
maintaining self-improvement, developing insight into 
the factors affecting smooth working or the causes of 
breakdown, apd how to help the operatives with 
suggestions,'" 

They will be attached as assistants to the foremen 

of the section in woich they are to work and would work in the 

day shift on four days a reek, The other two days would be 

devoted to supervisory training, The actual contact would 

make the training realistic and they would have a chance to 

discuss day to day problems with the technical experts and 

psychologists in the tutorial classes. The lectures will be 

delivered by experts in the Technical Institute, Assistant 

Superintendents and Superintendents and the Industrial 

Psychologist, All of them are in toucn with the actualities 

in the factories and are therefore beet fitted to discuss the 

problems in a realistic manner, 

The entrants to jobs in Class I and II will be 

placed on two years' probation after serving their period of 

apprenticeship. 

Technical Jobs Class II.- hew entrants to these 

jobs would receive the training for Higher Executives, As 

with the foregoing two forms of training . Introduction and 

Poreman - there will be explanatory talks to begin with. The 

training provided by the Technical Institute to the graduate 

apprentices now is part of training within industry. 

After selection the graduate apprentices attend 

during the first year the Technical Institute, Jamshedpur, 

and the works, in alternate weeks for their theoretical and 

practical training. The practical work in the laboratory is 

OH pyrÓnetry, metallurgy, testing of steel, fuels, and 

chemical analysis of iron and steel, and on mechanical and 

electrical / 
I. Aid __.- P67. 
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electrical engineering. 

The second year is mainly spent in the works, but 

the apprentices attend evening classes in metallurgical 

processes, works zrnaintnance, cost accounting and industrial 

economy three times a week. These claeFee are conducted by 

the experienced officer e of the Company and the lectures are 

devoted to the methods in the Tatas. Ali the apprentices 

are fisen a general trainie in all the departments of the 

works during the first six months, the last six months are 

devoted to epecialized training in one particular department. 

The trainlne during these two years is mainly is (a) job 

instructions - how to perform different jobs in their 

occupational 1eve1 (b) job methods2 - how to eliminate 

waste by economizing time and energy in the operations, 

But there is no provision for training in job 

relations and personnel management. And this is what is 

imperatively needed. The objects of such training are:- 

(i) Control through accurate records so that they may be 

available for inleediate use and are cufficiently adequate and 

complete to permit definite action by the management both in 

respect of the upkeep and operation of the plant and the 

staff employed under the foremen. 

(ii) Cultivation of emotional stability as an attitude of 

the mind which would urge the officer to investigate facts 

before action and "to accept the fundamental facts open- 

mindedly 

See 11,ALF.1A.Z. 

2 The four steps of Job Methods are: 
Step ï. Break down the job - that is, have details 

about material handling, machine work, and, hand work, 
Sp ii, Question every detail regardin7 materials, 

machines, equipment, tools, product design, layout, 
workplace, safety, housekeeping. 

Step iii. Develop the new method - 

1. Eliminate the unaecessary details. 
2. Combine details when practical. 
3. Rearrange for better sequence. 
4. Simplify all necessary details. 

Step iv. Apply the new methed, 
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"open.mindedly without prejudice and to reject the trivial and 

"superficial." 

(iii) Inculcation of the qualities of leadership, e,g, 

training to organize routine work by delegating authority with 

discretion and to improvise in energency, to eliminate 

favouritism and ensure an impartial deal to all, to be 

persuasive and explanatory in giving orders, and yet be firm. 

Morton suns up (ii) and (iii) thus: 

(a) A sound indication of thorough supervisory attributes, 

i.e. steady consistence; 

(b) Firm control of temper; 

(o) Consideration for subordinates; 

(d) Fairness and impartiality of treatment 

(e) Capacity for accepting personal responsibility; 

(r) The assertion of authority by implication rather 

than by forceful imposition; 

(g) The use, instead. of abuse, of authority.1 

As in the case of the foremen, so here it is men 

like superintendents and assistant superintendents wht can be 

most / 

/bid, p.79. (THE NEW FORE/WINSHIP) 

The Training Within Industry Report suggests the 

following steps for Job Relations:- 
1. Get the Facts. 

Review the Record. 
Find out what rules and plant customs apply. 
Talk with individuals concerned. 
Get opinions and feelings. 
Be/sure you have the whole story. 

2, Weigh and Decide. 
Fit the facts toether. 
Consider their bearing on each other. 
What possible actions are there? 
Check practices and policies. 
Consider objective and effect on individual, group, 

and production. 
Do not jumpat conclusions. 

3. Take Action. 
Are you going to handle this yourself? 
Do you need help in handlinr? 
Should you refer tW.ol to your Supervisor? 
Mach the timing of your aotion. 
Do not"pass the buck". 

4, Check Results. 
How soon will you follow up? 
How often will you need to check? 
Watch for channes in output, attitudes and relationships. 

Did your action help production? 
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most 'helpful in Fivinf, lectures on these subjects and they 

should be assisted by the psychologist and the psychiatrist. 

The psycholorist and the psychiatrist s's.ould be able to 

discover the stronr and vsak i,oizst of the cadiertes both 

frwl the records filed and the observations sods at ths time 

of selection and by reason of their day to day contact with 

the apprentices, They on help them in the most formstive 

years or their earner to buila up desirable patterns of 

behaviour. 

It is usual now to provide courses for would-be 

adrdnistrators in the trairio- within industry - both in the 

U.S.A. and Great Britain. But it will be some time before the 

Tatas select men for sdministrstive sosts direct. At present 

the 1)ots of nssistant superintendent, superintendent, general 

superintendent and works manarer are filled by promotion from 

the higher executive, 4snd by the time men reach the posts 

they have acquired sufficient practical experience. Hence we 

think it unnecessary to press for it. 

Bilt if trPininr within industry is to succeed, we 

must have a well trained staff for coachinf, the new entrsnts. 

Teachinrr i rt art end particularly when it is the qualities 

of personality that are to be developed in thP candidates 

selected a highly trained staff is a positive necessity. The 

following are the qualitiss we would wish a member of the 

teachinr staff to possess. 

(1) The person who instructs must be respected, experienced, 

and competent. 

(1) He should have recsived traininr as teacher In 

training college in methods of teaching, 

(3) He rust be an expert in his own line, Enrineerinr or 

ketallurgy. 

(4) He must have enough knowledge of psychology to 

a,onreete the grcup factors under which the personality traits 

of / 
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of the supervisory staff might be grouped and to develop the 

qualities which a psychological interpretation of the factors 

msy he said to symbolise. 

There is unfortunately no training college for 

training technical and personnel instructors in India, But 

the need for suco an institution is imperative. However, 

the psycholocist in the service of the foctory may be of great 

assistance to the stiff of instructors in guiding them to 

study the literature on Pedagogy and by sivinr them talks on 

some of its broad fatures. What is needed is an earnest 

effort on the part of the management. 

Perhaps the best method would be the Project Method 

and discussion with the apprentices individually and in 

conference, The practical and theoretical work should be 

done in the form of assignmes,ts and the trainees should keep 

a diary indicating their difricultie- in the practical work 

and the administrative problems they may be faced with in the 

factory. These problems are discussed individually, and the 

psychologist and the instructors help the trainees to solve 

them, The common features are discussed in a conference. 

In short, the training of the supervisory staff will 

fell under two beads: 

(p1) Technical - Theoretical and Practical, 

(b) Personnel Vanagement, The subjects for lectures 

under this head may be divided into the following groups:- 

L. General Principles of Foremanship and Supervision, 
2, Principles of Production and Planning, 
3, Elements of Labour Managenent, 
4, Costing and Resuneration, 

The Tatas have not been obliviouS of the importance 

cf training, but it suffered from two handicaps: (i) it was 

not eoually efficient for all occupationsl levels; (ii) the 

aspect relating to personnel management was ignored, We 

shall discuss briefly the provision for training for industry 

which / 
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which which the Tatas have developed and contemplate to 

releodel and offer our own sug(eations about certain 

ieprovements which the schemns on the anvil call for. 

Tho Technical Ieistitute, Jaemnedpur, was established 

in 1921 "with the object of tratnine suitable Indians for 

responsible positions in the operating departments of the 

works";1 and in 1927 the factory ha0 two classes of training 

for apprentice: (1) for superior posts; and (2) for skilled 

workann. There were two grades of superior post s tAl and 

t3, Apprentices in both the grades were trained with the 

ultimate object e? filling superior posts such as 

superintendents, assistant superintendents and foremen. The 

distinction between 'A' and IBI wee rather thin; and there 

was a further dircrimineticn witein A - lAt2 and lAtl. The 

minimum qualifications required for aanio,7ion to lAt2, 'Al' 

and 173/ classes were: 

Class SLILJ.qUeMIIIMI Adelission_aualifications 

,Al2 class An Honours or First Class degree or 
diploma in _Mechanical or Electrical 
Engineering or 5etallurgy of a 
recognized Indian or foreign 
university, technical institute, or 
college, accompanied by six months 
continuous practical experience 
after graduation in an Iron and Steel 
works abroad . 

lAll class 

IB/ class 

An Honours or First Class degree or 
diploma in Nechanical or Electrical 
Engineering or Netallurgy of a 
recognized Indian or foreign 
university, technical institute or 
college, preferably accompanied. by 
works eeperience abroad. 

A degree or diploma in Mechanical or 
Electrical Ingineering or Pétallurgy 
of a recognized Indian or foreign 
university, teceenical institute or 
college. 

Note . The age limit was 27 for graduates of foreign 

universities and 24 years for graduates of India universities. 

This classification into lAt2, 'All and 'Be grades 

has / 
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has now been bolished and so also the distinction between 

the graduates of foreign-universities or institutes and home 

ones. The age linit i now 24 years. All the graduate 
appren.tices ncy,if draw a stipend of Its.75 (Z5-10) a month as 

against Rs. 20C/- to 'A'2, Rs.75 to 'AI, and Rs,5C)/ to 'B' a 

month previously 

We have already discussed the present-day scheme of 

training at pages/8(007. 

Besides this, the Tatas had two other schemes of 

training for industry. 

(1) tCt Class Apprentice-Recruitment to this class was by 

selection, but preference was riven to youths whose parents 

or guardians were employees of the Steel Company. CandidatE.4s 

were required to pass an entrance exa.mination, a mical 
e.w.ltion, and an Inteiiirence test, Usually 75 admissions 

were mad.e each year. The minimum admission qualification 
was success at the Middle Enolish examination. The age limit 
ranged from 15-10 years. 

Training: A combined theoretical and practical 
training, extending over five years, was given. During the 

first four years they attenr1ed the apprentice school for two- 

days a week for theoretical training and the works for the 

remaining four days.for practical training. The school 

Course comprised general education, elementary science and 

technology as required in the works. 

The programme of works training Wal3 o planned as to 

rive apprentices a general training in the various shops and 

the eledtrical department of the Company. In the final year 

they specialized in one particular department where they 

worked full time, 

The following stipends were allowed: 

let year Rs. 0.8-0 a day, i.e. ScL 
2nd " 0-3.0-0 " " :11a 
3rd. " " 0-12-0 
4th 4 " 

5th. " " 1-0-0 ?I 1/4d 

Drastic / 
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Drastic changea have been made in this course and 

the period of training has been cut down to two years, The 

conditions of attnission now are: Indian nationality; minimum 

so;ucational quaLification; Enplish Micd1e, i,e, passing 

Standard VIII or its equi/alent; age nst less than 1 and not 

mOre than 16, 

They are trained for the jobs of turner, machiniet, 

fitter (general), blacksmith, welder, transportation and 

traffic control, 

The selected candidates are given a combined 

theoretical and practical course of two years at the Technical 

Institute and the works of the Cospany. Durinp the first two 

months of the cure all apprentices, irrespective of the 

trades to which the would be Pialy assigned, are given a 

common basic training, At the end of this, a specific trade 

is assipned to each apprentice, and durins; the remaining period 

of aoprenticeship the special training is confined to that 

particular trade only, The allotment of a specific trade 

depends upon the progress or a candidate during his basic 

training and upon the requirennnts of the works in the 

different trades, 

The following naintenance allowance is allowed:- 

1st year Rs, 0- 3.0 3d per day, 
2nd " Rs, 0.10-0 10d 

The jobs for which this class of apprentices are 

trained are covered by skilled jobs, Class II. We have made 

provision for the training of entrants ir. Unskilled jobs, 

Class II for these job if they are anxious to advance 

themselves. As the number of technical schools is growing in 

India of todsy and Mr, Kutar has e. scheme of vocational 

education in Janshedpur, we stwFest that this scheme of 

trainin be dropped and its place taken by training within 

industry for Skilled Workers Class 

(2) / 
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(2) The Jamshedpur Technical Night School. - It i on a 

fee-paying basis aria is supported by the Company and the Bihar 

Government. There are trade courses of one year duration 

and include subjects like foundry practico, armature winding, 

electrical wiremen course, drawing, workshop practice, general 

science, locomotive, etc. The school hours are 1815-2015, 

and lectures are delivered once Ft week. 

The utility Of this scheme is unOcubted. But it will be 

merged in the classes we have recommended at page 185. 

As said earlier in this thesis a large percentage of 

workers in the Unskilled jobs C1aee I ana II are illiterate, 

This is an. extrerely unsatisfactory state of affairs. But the 

percentage of literacy in India is only 17¡-: and hence the 

preponderance of illiterate workers is inevitable. We have 

suggested adult schools at page 133 for the benefit of the 

aspiring men in Unskilled jobs Class II. But with the 

expansion of education we can look forward to literate young 

men for Unskilled jobs, Cias I As for Skilled Jobs, Class 

II, the acceptance of the proposal of Mt. P.H. Kutar, General 

Superintendent, TISCO, submittr,d to the management in 

September, 1945, will go a long way to promote technical 

education in schools for this class of employees. The broad 

features of his proposals are:- 

1. Introduction of vocationalism in the nigh schools 

run by the factory. 

2. The discovery of the aptitude of children in 

secondary schools at 11+ and its confirmation at 13-F. 

The institution of a polytechnic will serve a real 

need and would be of great help both to the factory and its 

employees. Rightly does Mt, Kuter remark: "The case for 

the recruitment of a major portion of prospective employees 

"from the local institutions, mainly maintained by the Tatas, 

is indispensable. Both for considerations of easy 

accessibility I 
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"accessnility and the suitable environmental make-up of the 

"younper generation 'bred up in JTmehedpur, tt will be in our 

"interest to draw Licreaeingly on the local material for our 

"future requirement tP workers," The technicel education of 

youne men in their pliant years in the settnge of an 

industrial town, combie:ed with viaits to the factory, will 

impert an industrial lonso to them, Mr. Kutar observes: 

"Our own exl)erience with our 'CI class apprentices has 

"confirmed that when a bey has attained 12 years of age, 

°factory cenditions do floe change his mentality. The hard 

"core of hie mental 'flake-up, whether right or wrong, remains, 

The r.sult is that we have a large number of employees who, 

lbeing misfits, are nleays diecontented, are prone to acts of 

4indiscipline and are ready to foment trouble in the lower 

'rank 

Mt, Kutar has also suggested the founding of an 

engineering and metallurgical institution in or in the close 

vicinity of Jamshedpur so that the factory might arrange 

courses of Study of the university standard and draw 

candidates from. it for its graduate apprenticeship, This 

proposal is in keeping with the practice in the U.S.A. to 

have engineering and metallurgical institutions near the 

large centres of such. industries. His recommendations are: 

(i) Six years, course a4ter matriculation. 

(ii) Teaching and examination on the American lines. 

(iii) Watch over the students by the factory, 

(iv) Jamshedpur should be nade the centre of attraction 

to scienceeminded matriculates all over the country so that 

the factory may have the opportunity to attract the best 

brains in India and utilize them for the improvement of 

industry, 

(v) There should be courses in Mechanical and Electrical 

Engineering and Metallurgy. 

(vi) 
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(vi) Idmiesion different courses should be by previous 

recorde and administration of Intellixence and Antitude terits. 

The Polytechnic we sl.ested uii. naturally be a 

feeder to tbis institute an the biort.rapIlical records of the 

students wor..14 be a fairy correct index of their personality 

traits, T11PFie records would extend from the primary stage to 

the time of their graduation, :Lie. from the age of about 9 to 

21 or 22. The students who are not found satisfactory for 

advanced studies will have certificate courses in different 

trades of the factory and would on obtaining the certificate 

be eligible to recruitment to Skilled jobs, Class II, 

This institution will also serve as the Research 

Department of the factory. The factory iE already running 

one and it might be amalgamated with the proposed institute 

for the benefit of both the post-graduate students and the 

factory itself. 

One of the drawbacks of the existing technical 

irstitutirns and colleges in India is that the professors and 

lecturers in them are not in the front rank of industries and 

industries do not look up to them for consultation, Thus 

both the theoretical and practical work at these places is 

more or less out of touch with the realities in factories. 

The closeness of the institution proposed by Yr. Kutar to the 

factory and its control by the management will remedy this 

great defect. Above all the contacts with the executives of 

the factory will foster a healthy industrial outlook. 

Attached to this institution should be a department 

Of research in industrial psychology and it should work cut 
worKarS 

patterns for training the Unskilled Classes II and I in their 

d.elml OYCLNO....7..ft,I*0.4T`.{.4A*P.O.WenFnY 

i aiiA stops to evolve such patterns would consist of - 
(a) Analysis of the difficulties encountered in training. 
(t) .1.T - organizing, thinkin through, weighing and 

deciding what to do, seers a logical next step. 
(c) Trials. 
(d) Evaluation of the plan througb follow-up, 
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jobs and solutions cf tl,.? preblees of persnzinel. management. 

We said iL Chapter 1. that placement in any cccu.patic,naá. level 

.:.s :nï,'s.'e a l;roblaia of vou:tition>''sl guic".ance rather than selection 

arid this d a:~ liar tAen t, will draw ur. Ec c:,.e .e , for guidance of 

selected candidates cx:.riCl:."tó:tts tc, d.;.f':ere:,. jobs tct:Ere.:$,i1tr to their 

++.'.:(..11,4.r`[d.L abilities and personality traitsr eav ti7.n qualities 

of leadership wil..l differ from one family of jobs to another 

(leadership in the pit is different in so many ways from 

1.lsadS.reh.l.p in the cast house) and Methode have to be devised 

eo discover men who are capable of developing into outstanding 

leaders in different sections, and. then to help them in the 
l process of development. Another fruitful line of 

inver3t? feation would be pupil pexsorinel, work2 which would 

enable the authorities of the Polytechnic And the Technical 

Institute to develop the most suitable environymnt for 

in.:l.uetrial training, aeris:.-, of duty and cultivation of the 

qualities of leadership. 

We have atteirr,ted in the pages of this thesis to 

one tl:lid.ate the data calleetec? during our first survey arid 

have discussed the lines on which a second survey mhould 

proceed to have a comprehensive picture of the workers .in the 

different occupational levels from the technical and 

peyc iolceicc.l points of view, We have also indicated in 

this chapter a plan for the fostering of desirable qualities 

through the influenoe of the environment at the Polytechnic- 

and the Technical Institute. Indir:: is embarking on a great 

industrial programme and we trust the plan suggested here may 

be a step towards the expansion. of the Iron and Steel factory 

on lines up to date technically- and psyc.°hol.omira.lï.y. 

1. PRINCa PIES AND TECHNIQUES OF VOCATIONAL GUIDA b 
GEORGE E. MyERS, FIRST EDMOru- rtcGRAw-HILL 60o Co., INC_, o+EwyoaK 

QfLONDON_ 1941_ I'32. 

2- (bid- P4-7. 
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APPENDIX A. 

IleTELLICENC1 TEST FOR ll+ 

MRCEPTIO.N. 

A. 1P-atta 

Q 1. Material: A card, with fimires and numbers. (See below). 

Say;- "There is a circle, a triangle, and a rectangle and 
certain numbers on this card, now listen and answer the 
questions I ask you." 

Ask these questions:- 

(1) Tell me the number which 
but riot in the square. 

is in the circle 

(2) Tell me the number which 
and not in the trianrle. 

is in the circle 

(3) Tell me the number which 
and square, 

is in the circle, 

and triangle 

and square 

triangle 

Q. 2. Say;- "I shall read you a sentence and then ask questions 
on it. Listen carefully." 

Read:- C is west of B: B is west of A. 

Ask this question:- Is A to the horth, South, East or West 
of C? 

Time allowed: 

3, Time 

(), 3. Material: A card with a letter written to be read by the 
subject. (See below). 

November 2, 1944. 

My dear Rama, 

Thanks for your letter which I received on 
Saturday, that is, the day before yesterday. We will 
be glad to come to your place but will not be able to 
reach there till 8 p.m., exactly one hour late for the 
party. I hope you will not mind. 

Yours sincerely, 

Time / 
Q 1. Capt. S. Lall's Test for 11+ (unpublished) 
q 2. Burt's Ream Ailing Test, 



Time ellowed: i minute. 

Procedure : When the subject has read the given card 
then ask the following questicno. Give instructions 
before giving the card, 

Say:- "Read this ear l. very- carefully a I hall ask 
questions on it." 

Ask the following questions :® 

(1) On that day did Kunti re-oly to Rama's letter? 

(2) On what date did Kunti receive Rama' letter? 

(3) At what time will the party at Rama's place begin? 

arits 

Q, 4. Say;- "Listen and say- these numbers after me." 
9 6 8 4 7 5 1 

Time allowed: minute. 

B. Sentenoe and qyllables 

Q 5, Procedure: 

Say; "Row listen and be sure to exactly what I say." 

( a ) "At the summer camp the children get up early in the 
morning to go swimming." 

(b) Yesterday w went for a ride in our car along the 
road that crosses the bridge." 

e. i'talla_fatJltglzu 

Q. 6. Material: Card with design. (See below). 

lime I 

Qs 4 Burt pp.60 
q 5. Terman and 7erra1m.109 



Time allowed: i minute. 

Procedure: Say,- "A card with a design in three colours 
will be exposed to you for 15 seconds, Then you will 
be asked to reproduce the design." 

1'.ti1Gáti 

A, Fillinr in the blanks 

Q 7, Ma.terial: Card with sentences in which blanks are to be 
filled in, e.g. 

Q, 

(a) Honest girls do not tell s m E e e s e e 

(b) Food is in the Litchen 

Say,- "Read these sentences and tell me what word should 
be written in each blank space." 

Time allowed: 

8. Giving the next1series 

(i) eterial: Card with incomplete series of numbers, e.g. 

(a) 2, 3, 5, 7, eae e 

( b) 2, 6, 3, 9, e e 

(o) 11, 22, 33, A.?. 
O e 

(d) 515, 424, 333, 242, ... 

Procedure: Say to the subject,- "Look at these number 
series in each line. They are incomplete. You are 
to tell me the appropriate number for each blank space 

Time allowed: 

(ii) Material: 

(a) 

Card with incomplete series of designs, e.g. 

I o ix 
i© lo to ix. 

I ÍI l I 

0 X Q IX o o 

(C) X X Io ls. X i 0 i X X I o IX X o 

Procedure: Say. to the subject,- "Study the designs given 
on this card which you will find incomplete, and complete 
them.." 

Q 9. fixed Letters. Complete the design appropriately in each 
series. 

Ua.terial: Card with r:_ixec? letters, e.g. 

(a) d b r a e 
( b ) t e a f 
(c eta 
(d d o f o 

Say I 





Say,- "You will find some letters on this card which have 
been jumbled up. They make a word. Give the word," 

REASOhIl4G 

A. Mathematical 

Q, 10, Material: Card with a problem, e.g. 

In a school a third of the school olay football and 
a third play cricket. 

Procedure: Give the card to the subject, and say, "Read 
it carefully because I shall ask you questions on it." 

Time allowed: 

Ask these questions when the subject has finished reading 
the card:- 

(P) Ar,' there any who play neither football nor cricket? 

(b) Are there any who play both? 

3. L9gieSleanIMILaa 

11.1-Verbal absurdities 3. Time: 

Procedure: Read each statement and after each one ask,- 
°What is foolish about that?" "eihy is it foolish?" 

) A judge said to the prisoner,- "You are to be hanged 
and I hope it will be a warning to you," 

(b) A well known railway had its last accident five years 
ago and since that time only one person has been 
killed on it in an accident. 

(c) When there is an accident the last carriage of the 
train is usually damaged most so they have decided 
that it will be best if the last carriage is always 
taken off before the train starts. 

e 1-',.2Picture absurdities 2. 

Telterial: Two pictures - "The Cat": "Rat on the Table" 

Procedure: Show the picture to the subject and ask,- 
"What is foolish about these pictures?" 

Ballard:, Mental Tests pp.99 
Q, 11. 1Terman and Meilll Measuring int2ILLemap.108 
Q_ 12- 2 Army Beta Test. 



C. Peç'i,gree tree 

q Material: Card with a pedigree tree, e.g. 

Berli Prasad 

74va Kailash Rihta 

R ohan Malti 
1( 

Chandra S' Aj ay Vijraya 
I 

Kunti 

Procedure: Give the card to the subject and say,- "Study 
it carefully and answer my questions." 

Time allowed: 

Ask these questions:- 

(1) How many gran-Idaurhters has Beni Prasad? 

(2) What is Reva to Ajay? 

(3) WInnt relation is Rikta to Reva? 

D. Definel, and generalization 

Q. 14. Time allowed: 

Procedure: Rend the following words out one by one to the 
subject and say, - "What is meant by ... ..... ?' 

a) Connection. 
h) Compare 
e) Conquer 

e 

1Obedience 
Revenge. 



INTELLIGEDCE TEST FOR 14+ 

PFMCPRTINA 

A, EsALL...al 

Q, 1, Material: Card with figure, e.g. 

Time: 

Say this after showing the figure to the subject,- 
"Point out a spot which may be inside the triangle and 
outside the circle and outside the square." 

B Orientation 

2, Procedure: Read the following directions distinctly 
emphaeising the critical words:- 

(a) "What direction would you have to face so that your 
left hand would be towards the Bast?" 

(b) 4Suppose you are goine: West, then turn to your right, 
what direction are you going?" 

(c) "SuT)pose you are poing North, then turn to your left, 
then turn what direction are you poing novv?4 

(d) "SuDoose you are going South, then turn left, then 
turn =ht., then left again, what direction are 
7oing now?" 

(e) "Suopose you are poing aorth, then turn left, then 
left again, then =pht again, what direction are 
you poing now?" 

C. Time 

3, Material: Card with a problem, e.g, 

I saw an aeroplane take of ten minutes before the 
school closed. When I met the headmaster at 12 noon 
he told me that his watch stopped 20 minutes after 
the taxing off of the plane. It showed 10.50. 

Time allowed: 

Procedure: Give these instructions before giving the card.' 

Say,- "Read this card carefully because I will ask you 
a question on it." When the subject has finished 
reading the card then ask this question:- "When did the 
school close?" 

rsrmy 
,,ecesmelsanrencrear-,se*a. 

Q, 1. Spearman The Abilities of Man Dp.177, 
2. Terman and Merrill yeallairasaIII.L.21111mslpo.175. 
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MOW 
WINIIMIAMIMMIZONIFetau 

A. Dif4ts 

Q 4, Say, "Listen and say these numbers after me." 

96, 34, 51, 98, 21, 79 

Time allowed: 

B. Eyllables or sentences 

Q, 5, Procedure: Say,- "Now listen and be sure to say 
exactly what I say." Then read the following:- 
"The other morning I aw in the street a tiny yellow dog, 
"Little Maurice has spoilt his new apron." 

C, ankry_far desirns 

'1. 5, Laterial: Card with a design, e.g. 

Time allowed: 

Procedure: Say,- "A card. with a design in three colours 
will be exposed to you for 15 seconds, then you will be 

ased to reproduce the .design." 

12,7A0IhATIU 

Q, 7. Fillinr in the blanks 

Material: Card with sentences in which blanks are to be 
filled in, e,g, 

(a) The soldiers took shelter in the trenches because they 
ex-oected an .; , C 0669.8.06 

(le) If we work hard we are sure to 
ih the examination. 

Say / 
eePe00000* 
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Say,- Meaq these sentences and tell me what word should 
be written in each blank space,4 

Time allowed: 
65 Me- 

B. Giving; the nextxserie 

S,(i)Katerial: Card with incomplete series of numbers, e,g, 

3, 11, 11, 15, 16, .... 0 0 

231, 342, 453, 554, 0 0 

5i, 6, 6, .... 0 0 

2, 9, 16, 23, .... 0 0 0 

Procedure: Say to the subject,- ."Look at these number 
series iil each line, They are incomplete, You are to 
tell me the appropriate number for each blank space.* 

Time allowed: 

aterial: Card with incomplete series of designs, (See 
below). 

X X o olx ix I I I I o 

x!oIxÇ klolx I o ix 1 1 I 

ix 10 X X ol x o X xlo xl xlxl'ol 1 I I 

Procedure: Say to the subject,- 4Study the design given 
on this card , You will find that it is incomplete. 
Complete the designs appropriately in each series." 

Time allowed: 

.C. Mixed. words 

Q 9. Material: Card. with mixed words, e.g. 

(a) So school late I ran for the I was 

(b) Indira very hard stood first because she worked 

Procedure: Say to the subject, "You will find some 
words on this card which he been mixed up. You are to 
give the sentences in the correct form," 

Time allowed: 

REASOLIIIG 

A, Mathematical 

Q 10. Procedure: The problem is givep orally and leay be repeated 
if necessary. - 

(a) A mother sent her son to the river to bring back 
exactly 2 pi)Ats of water. She gave him a 5-pint can 
and a 3-pint can, Show me how the boy can measure 
out / 

Q, S. (ii) Army Beta Test. 
.q 10 . Terman and Merrill 7,eaSurinfT Intelligence pp.175-176 
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out exactly 2 pints of water usieg nothing but these 
two care and not guessing at the amoent. You 
should begin by filling the 5 -pint can and you must 
bring back exactly 2 pints of water. 

Using the same formulae for (b) and (c) 

(b) 8 -pint can 
by filling 

(c) 4 -pint can 
by filling 

and 5 -pint 
the 8 -pint 

and 9 -pint 
the 4 -pint 

can to get 11 pints . Begin 
can e 

can to get 3 pints. Begin 
can. 

Time allowed: 3 minutes for each. 

Be 14.91i01 Reasoairs.Y 

g 11_ (1) Verbal Absurdities - 

(a) When men are pure, laws are useless: when men are 
corrupt, laws are broken. Therefore we should 
have no laws, 

If a man is single, he is unhappy because he has no 
one to take care of, aed if he is married he is 
u happy beca.ese he bas to take care of a wire 

(c) A man said to his friend,- "If I should ever grow 
desperate I will commit suicide, but I will never 
choose a Friday to do so because Friday is a bad day 

Q Picture Absurdities 20 

L-aterial: Two pictures. (See below) 
4 ßi!ied Direction" 

Procedure: Show the picture to the subject and ask, - 
"What is foolish ab, -ut these pictures, " 

The r; cale" 

Z 34f 51 
67'!E Selo tt'1 

1 

i.. 

11 

EJ 131 

Q 12. Army Beta Test, 



/® 

C. PtiLLEqe Tree 

Q, 13. Material: Card with a oedigree tree - see belcr. 

Lal 

rnkut Behari Shanti Rcian Chandrika 
Prasad 

i 

Hakim Mohan Phul Radha Prema Baia Shriman Tej Malti 
Chand Chane Chand 1 1 arain arain 

. g Z hl 11 (Mx 
-i _ 

C'najra Shiva Bi/oloc 

Bala Dulari 

M stands for marriage. 

Procedure: Give the card to the subject. Let hin study 
it and then ask the following questions:- 

(a) How many preat-Frandchileren has Lai Mohan? 

(b) How many cousins has Tej Earain? 

((;) How many nieces has Mukut BehariY 

(d) What relation is Malti to Radha? 

(o) Who is Shiv Dulari to Tej Earain? 

( f) Whom did Radha marry? 

Q, 14. Ilelka4.tion and Generalization 

Time allowed: 

Procedure: Read the following words one by one and say,- 
What is meant by - 

(a) Kindness 
(b) Justice 
(o) Charity 
(d) Generosity 
(e) Independence 
(f) Authority. 

Q, 13., Dr, B, Dhar's Test (unpublished). 
Burt: Mental and_ Scholastic Tests p.64 

TI 



APPEiDIX ;5_, 

Dimly TEST 

1. Writr the number of the correct answer,- 
1. vegetable. 2, ship. 3, bird. 

Horse is a 
4, animal. 

2. Which direction arp you facing when you are observing the 
setting sun? 

3. Write the lettersover the -i-ures which bear the same 
relation as - 

r b o d e f 
is to V ap 3, 4, 9, is to 27, 15, 34 

4, Eohan is Sohants. uncle; Prabhu is Mohants grandfather; 
what is Prabhu to Sohan? Write the bare relationship. 

5. Write th-, next number - 3 7 11 15 .,. 

6, Write the number of the extra - 1, motor car; 
2. steam boat; 3. tramway; 4. motor cycle; 5. camel, 

7. Write the numbers of the words that make the best sense of 
the following:- If the Army is to fight under modern 

(elephants 1 

conditions, then(boats 2 must support it in its 
(aeroplanes 3 

(equipment 4, 
movements 5. 
messing 6. 

1. animal 

2. West 

3. c, d. 

4, great grandfather 

5_ 19 

6, 

7, 3 5 

i 

ANSWER SET 



MANUAL OF ILISTRUCTICeS 

1. Do not begin the test till you are asked to. 

2. All answere must be written on the Answer Sheet. The 
answer will be indicated by a number or a letter or a 
symbol or a word which must be written in the space 
provided for it against the question in the Answer Sheets. 

3, The test is a time limit one and credit will be given for 
answering the largest number cf questions within the time 
allotted, 

4, Do not linger over questions which you find too difficult. 

5. Do not erase answers; if they are wrong cut them out and 
write the correct answer beside it. 

6, No explanatory questions will be entertained. 

ITEMS 

I. 222:-7,7XYAUELU. 

A. Enviropmenta1 

1, Look up the dirits of your fingers and say how many digits 
has your index firer,. 

2. Write the digit which does not occur more than once in the 
following: - 

(a) 3.1,7,5.3$7,1. (b) 4,2,3,3,1,2,4. 

3. Write the number of the correct answer. - 
When you enter my house you will find a window in the 

wall on your right. When the sun sets it shines straight 
through this window on the wall opposite. What direction 
are you facing when you stand in the doorway and look across 
the street? (..jorth, south, east, west). 

4. I saw an aeroplane take off ten minutes before the school 
closed. When I met the headmaster at 12 noon he told me 
that hie watch had. stopped 20 minutes after the taxing off 
of the plane. It showed 10.50. When did the school 
close? 

5. Write the number of the group which contains four multiples 
of 2 (two). - 

(1) 765438; (2) 897321; (3) 547619; ! 816037 
(5) 571932: (6) 413792; (7) 6_21 , 276418, 

6. Write the number of the usual correlation of the following 
from among the words given at the end - 

(a) Distillery 
(b) Perfumery 
c) Totalitarianism 
d) Carnival 
e) Blitz, 

il) Mangoes. (2) Army. (3) Drugs. (4) Wine, (5) Chemicali 
6) Scents. (7) Fun. (8) Amusement, (9) Tea, (10) Tyranny 

(11) Flying. (12) Bombing. (13) Shooting, (14) Attacking. 

7. / 
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A. Eloviroemeekeele - contd, 

7. Write the numbers of the peculiarities of India in the 
following regions from among the word 'iven below . 

(a) South India 
(b) Assam 
c Frontier ProvinceS 
d Sind 
e Madras Coast. 

(1) 
(5) 
(9) 

(13) 

Water melons. (2) Cigars. (3) Dravidian, 
Chinese. (6) Test Gardens. (7) Crocodiles. 
Pearl Fishery. (10) Gorkhas. (11) BhutadS. 
Apples. (14) Grapes. (15) Passes. 

(4) Bhils, 
(3) Crabe, 
(12) Hurls. 

8, Draw a line (in the Answer Sheet) from the corner marked A. 
passing across the first square, between the second and the 
sixth squares, between the sixth and the seventh squares, 
under the seventh square, between. the 11th and the 12th 
squares, and across the 16th square to the corner marked B. 

A 
i 3 4 
b 6 7 8 

lo 11 12 
13 14 15 16 

9. Read these words and think what their Ileanine would be if 
they were in the rieht oreer. - 

(1) people. (2) church. (3) dance. (4) go. (5) to. (6) to. 
If the statement is untrue, give the number of the word 
Which maces it wrone, but if the statement is true put a 
cross, 

10. (a) Look at the following fieure. - If ab is greater than 
bc, write nothing; if not put down a arose, 

a.> )c 

(b) Look at Pee If they are in a straight line put down a 
cross; i not leave the blank unmarked. 

F 

9 
il Give the number of the extra word in the following:- 

(a) 1 Charity. (2) Kindness. (3) Benevolence. (4) Revenep 
5 Love, 

(b) 1 Coal. (2) Bread. (3) Cake. (4) Paper. 

12, Write the words you would insert in the following blank 
spaces. 
Gram is a measure of cubic centimetre is a 
measure of ...... 

13. Write the number of the correct answer. 
Anatomy deals with - (1) circulation of blood. (2) nursing, 
(3) gland action, (4) bony structure. 

14. Match the expressions under A. with appropriate symptoms 
under B,, and write the number of the correct symptom 
acadnet / 



A. Environmental - contd. 

as,ainst each, - 

1. 4Y_..i te cor nas 1Jles y 

2. Ptrbisis . 

3, Asphyxiating gas. 

4, .Li elA_ra.lgi G pain, 
5. Hieh blood pres"ere. 
6, Myopia. 
7, .M:e li'i?¢?i z i e , 

8, Cholera. 

1. Suffocation. 
2. Inability to see distant 

things. 
3, Inflammation of the membrag 

of the brain, 
4. Slow fever. 
5. Weakened nerves, 
6. Purgation. 
7. Elimin.ati on of disease 

bacilli. 
8, Giddiness, 

15. Write the number of tee correct answer. - 
What organ rids the body of its poison? 

(1) kidneys. (2) lungs. (3) heart. (4) brain. (5) liver. 

16. Write the number of the country where the midnight sun is 

visible. - 

(1) South Africa. ( 2) New Zealand, (3) Tierra del Fuego. 
(4) .iv o r ray , 

17. Give the number of the correct answer . - The _-nigher we 
go the colder it is because 
1 we are nearer the sun. (2) the mother earth is not hot. 
3) of higher altitude, (4) rarefied atmosphere. 

18. Suppose you are going west, then turn your right; 
what direction are you going now? 

19. Suppose you are going south, then turn left, then turn right, 
and then turn left again; what direction are you going now? 

20. Write the number of the correct answer. - Mohan is to the 
left of Sohan, and I am to the left of Mohan. Who is in 
the middle? (1) Mohan. (2 ) Sohan . ( 3 ) T , 

21. Write the number of the dissimilar in the group. - 
1, Hen. 2, Partridge, 3. Cuckoo. 4, sparrow. 5, Bat, 
6, Peacock. 7, Duck, 

22. Match the effects with the causes, and write the number of 
the correct answero. against each. - 

1, T1_° heat of the siuì1 1.iì the 
equatorial regions. 

2, Rarefied atmosphere. 

3. Deflection of light. 

4. The trees rive-out oxygen. 

5. Subsoil water is pure. 

6. The earth rotates from 
the west to the east, 

7. Water has upthrust. 
8. Heated air rises. 

1, Movement of the hot water 
on the sea surface in the 
cold regions, 

2, Lower reading of the 
barometer, 

3. Stick appears bent in a 
vessel full of water, 

4, Good to walk in a shady 
grove.of pine trees in the 
morning. 

5. Tube wells are good in 
malarial regions. 

6. London time is behind 
Bombay time. 

7. We swim in the river, 
8. Good to have ventilators. 
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B. 21.291ar 3ifailarity_14nd 

23, Write the number of the word you wolad inert in the blank 
space, - 

Milk is (1. solid, 2. liquid, 3. gas), 

24. Write the word you would insert in the blank space. - 
Alps are to ............. what the Himalayas are to 
Asia. 

25. Write the word you would insert in the blank space. - 
Piston is to the what the heart is to the 
body. 

26. Write the letter ?. over the figures win no lame relation as: 
4 is to 16 as 321:- Cq 63 is to 188 1321 154: 

27. Write the word you Would insert in the blank space. - 

(a) Health is invigorating, sioness is ..........,_ 
b) Cradle is to baby, as stable is to .............. 
c) Debt is a liability; income is an ,..,..... 

28, Write the number of the word. that is dissimilar. 
1. Soldier. 2, Rating. 3, Pilot. .4, Surveyor, 

29. Write the number of the correct opposite from among the 
words riven in the brackets. - 
The way is long, but the time is (1. over. 

2. short. 3, up), 

30. Write the number of the word which is dissimilar. - 
1. Loud, 2. Low. 3. Whisper, 4, Tick. 

C. Relatignp 

31. Vs (1. sister; 2. mother; 3. uncle) is his (4, aunt's; 
5. brother's; 6. grandmother's 7. wife's) (8. sister; 
9, cousin; 10. daughter). 

32. Lai Mohan 

Shan-t4 Raman Mukut Behari 

Hark- im Mohan Phul Radha Prema Bala 
Chand Chand Ghand kX Y Z 

1 1 

os.vvC.4.01,t- ChandraChivi, Bibba 
Kala Dulari 

Chandrika PC. 

Shriman Tej Malti 
;a.rain herein 

From the above diagram write the answers (in one word or 
figure only) of the followinn questions:- 

1) How many preat grandchildren had Lai Mohan? 
2 How many cousins has Tej Narain? 
3 Who is E`)hivD Dulari to Tej Rarain? 
4 How mny nieces has Mukut Behari? 
5) What relation is Malti to Radha? 
(6) Whom did Radha marry? 

II. Number 

33, Write the number you would put within the brackets. - 

8-5-1 20-(..)-1. 

34. Write the next number in the following:- 1,2,6,24, . 

35. / 



35, rite the nex+, number in the 
1,3,5,9; 7,9,11,27; 

36. Write the next number in the 
3, 7, 15, 31, 

37. Write the number which comes next in the following:- 
) , 3, 7, 6, 7, 8, 

38, Write the number which canea next in the following:- 
3, 5, 5, 

following:- 
13,15,17, 

following:- 

, . . e . 

39. rile the number wi:zic'' is 
7, 26, 31, 13, 17 

40. Write the number which in 
8, 2, 16, 32, 64. 

41. If 'tee pencils colt 5d, i-lCtt4. 

(10, 15, 20, 30, 35). 

extra in the following : - 

extra in the following : - 

42. Write two numbers whose sun 

43. Write the number which when 
pnr dnnct 14 7 are added gives 

III. Mer.nt ̂ ñX.,, 
y I,: TMIaln alt o r.1 

p 3nci l e can you buy for 54d ß 

ie 19 and whose difference is 

multiplied by 9 and to whose 
70. 

44. If February comes after January make two oroeees 
make one. 

E at 

In your mind. without writing them down you have to arrange 
the words of each line below in the proper order, and than 
give Via number of the middle word of t.1ie order: - 

(a) 1. cotton. 2, fabric. 3. coat.. 4. yarn. 5. warp and 
woof. 

(b) 1. pupil. 2, professor, 3, monitor. 4. lecturer. 
5. reader, 

(c) 1. Big Ben. 2. sundial. 3. watch. 44, clock. 
5. time piece. 

46. Give one word for : - 
- 1. Mind and science, 

2. analysis and substance, 
3, Body and science, 
4. Science and life, 

Verbal. 

47. Write the number of the word from amongst the words given 
within the brackets which you would insert in the blank 
space : - Nuts are good too if they are well 
(1. nourished.. 2. broken. 3, grounde 4, chewed) . 

. Write the number of the word from amongst the words given 
in the brackets which will so complete the second sentence 
as to bring out the meaning of the first sentence: - 

The master changed his mind. 
The piaster (l. formed, 2. altered, 

3. fixed) his mind, 

49. 

e 
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49, Here are four sentences which have been cut into parts, 
Write the number of the right part against each: 

1. A red rose 
2. A judge with hi 
3, A window 
4, A stormy sea 

1. makes the room brighter, 
,s wig 2, is often a cause of shipwreck. 

3, site in the court of law, 
4, is ver7 good for children. 

50. Write the number of the correct answer:- 
An analogy is (1) an exaggeration: (2) a short statement 
of a general truth: (3) a parallel, 

51. Write the number of the words or phrases that Make the best 
sense of the following sentence:- 

. A man writing on 
r3) died 

2) was born 03 

3) was married 
(7) twentyfive 
(8) thirty-three 
(g) thirty-four 

let January 1922 said my sister who 
(4 1898 

:] the 13th November (5 1353 will be 
(6 1900 

(10) year, 
years old next (11) November, 

(12) month, 

V. EAr.;a4. Aptitude 

52. Write the number of the correct answer:- 
If you see broken glasses in the street - 

(1: Pick them up, 
(2 Do nothing about them. 
(3 Tell the policeman about it, 
(4) Try to find out the man who did it, 

Extras 

1, That colour is half-way between black and white? 
2 1That coior io half-way between red and blue? 
3. If we mix blue and yellow paiuts, what aelour do we get? 
4. What colour do we get by mixing red with yellow? 
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MAL-UAL OF ISTRUCTIMS 

1. Do not begin the test till you are asked to. 

2. All answers must be written on the Answer Sheet. The 
answer will be indicated by a number or a letter or a 
symbol or a word which must be written in the space 
provided for it against the question in the Answer Sheet, 

3, The test is a time limit one and credit will be given for 
answering the largest number of questions within the 
time allotted, 

4. Do riot linger over questions which you find too difficult. 

5. Do not erase answers: if they are wrong cut them out and 
write the correct answer beside it, 

6. So explanatory questions will be entertained. 

IT73LS 

I Observation 

A, Environmental 

1, Look up pages 1, 3, 4, and write the number or the page 
you are at, 

2. Write the digit which occurs more than once in the follow- 
ing:- 4,7,1,9,5,2. 4,8,3,6,0,4. 

3, I started from the school and walked 100 yards; I turned 
to the right and walked. 50 yards; I turned to the ri(ht 
again and walked 100 yards, How many yards was I from the 
school? 

4. I heard the school cloc, strike yesterday 10 minutes before 
the gun was fired. I did not count the strokes, but I am 
sure that it struck an odd number. I did not come to the 
school in the morning and the school clock stopped at 
5 minutes to 5 in the afternoon, When do you think the 
gun was fired? 

5. Write the number of the group of the digits in which there 
iwboth 1 and 7 and the total is an even number:- 
(1) 954178; (2) 168379; (3) 814576; (4) 864712; 
(5) 359471; (6) 762491; (7) 937415. 

6, Write after each word the name of the object of which it is 
a part as in the first two examples:- (1) Page - book; 
(2) Blade - knife. 

Leaf, finger, spokes, inch, letter. 

7. Write the figures with even number of digits on the right 
hand side and with odd number on the left - 2, 17, 89, 647, 
5894, 

8, A, Write the number which lies 
in the space both in the triangle 
and the square. 

B. Write the number which is 
inside the square but outside 
both the circle and the triangle. 

9 



9. In the followinrP words find one letter which is contained 
in only three or the words, and the:t write the number over 
the remaining word, wnich does not contain that letter. 

1 2 3 4 
Heap, April, Drake, Lark. 

10, In the picture Fiven you are 
looking at the reflection of a 
clock and some words in a mirror: 
(a) What do the words say? 
(b) What would be the actual 

time if you could turn round 
and look at the clock itself, 

11, Look at the riven circles. If a 
machine gun can shoot more 
bullets per minute than a rifle, 
then write the number of the 
second circle; if not put a croee, 

12. Write the words you would insert in the blank spaces:- 
1 2 

expands bodies: 

2510u9li 

contracts them, 

13. Write the number of the correct answer: 
1 2 3 

Geology deals with - (frogs, mines, stratification). 

14. Match the substance with its properties anfl write the 
number of correct property against each: 

Substances El2p.prties 
1. Chalk gas 1, Helps substances to burn_ 

(carbonic acid gas) 
2. Utrogen 2. May readily be turned into solid, 

liquid or gaseous forms. 
3. When introduced into colourless 

lime water, it turns it milky, 
4. Gives off oxygen in the presence 

of Sun's light. 
5. Phosphorous 5. Even though it is liquid a solid 

iron ball does not sink in it. 
6. Vegetation 6. Bad conductor of heat, 
7, vercury 7. In its presence ice does not 

melt at the usual temperature. 
8, Water 8. Burns when it comes in contact 

with air. 

3. Oxygen 

1. Saw dust 

15. Write the number of the correct answer:- It is necessary 
to clean the finger nails before taking meals because 

1. They may be dirty. 
2. There is a sort of poison in the nails. 
3. There is a sort of liquid produced in the nails. 
4. It is a good custom, 

16. Write the number of that which is most important on a 
passport: 

1. The colour of your eyes. 
2, The town of your destination. 
3. The names of your parents. 
4, Your finger prints. ' 

17. Write the number of the correct answer: A planet differs 
from the stars in that 

1, / 
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1. It is larger, 
2. It moves in an orbit. 
3. It twinkles a bit more. 
4, Has wings round it. 

18. Which direction would you have to face so that your left 
hand could be towards the east? 

19. Suppose you are going north, then turn to your ft tnen 
turn right: what direction are you going now? 

20. Write the number of the correct answer: Rama is to my 
right, Lakshman is to Rama's right. Who is in the middle? 

(1) Rama, (2) Lakshman, (3) I. 

21. Write the number of the incorrect crop in the following 
classification: 
RABI wheat. (2) gram. (3) tobacco. (4) rice. 

5) barley, 

22. Match the effects with the causes, and write the number of 
the correct answers against each: 

Causes 
1. Bending of the sun's rays I. 

by the rain drops. 
2, Earth's turning upon its 2. 

axis in its revolution 
about the sun, 

3. Sun's rays shining hot 3, 
and the air being dry. 

4. The passing of the Noon 4, 
between the earth and the 
Sun. 

5. 2xcess of the water vapour 5, 
in the atmosphere. 

6. Change of the position of 6, 
the moon with relation to 
the Sun and the earth. 

7. Earth's revolving on its 7, 
axis at an angle of 23* 
degrees. 

8, Substances being lighter 8, 
than the weight of an 
equal volume of water. 

Effects 
MIT7),3e. 

Evaporation of water. 

Floating of substance, 

Appearance o the rainbow. 

Succession of day and. night 

Appearance of the phases 
of the moon. 

Rain, snow, hail. 

Succession of Seasons. 

B. P.1221.arSij± riy» d Dissimilarity" 
23, Writ the number of tho Wore you would insert in the blank 

space: Ink is (1. solid: 2. liquid; 3. gas), 

24, Write the word you would insert in the blank space: 
Yankteekiang is to what the Ganges is to India, 

25, Write the word which you/insert in the blank space: 
Blood is to the body what sap is to the 

26. Write the letters over the ficures which bear the same 
relation as: 

a b o x y z 

3 is to 2 as 27, 30, 43, is to 60, 75, 81. 

27 . I 
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27. Write the word you would insert in the blank space: 
(a) A rabbit is timid, a lion is 
(b) A philosopher is contemplative, a soldier is 
,(c) Library is to books as greenhouse is to 

28. Write the number of the word that is diseieilar: 
(1) Tobacco. (2) Cigar. (3) Cigarette. (4) Opium. 

29. Write the number of the correct opposites from amongst the 
words givee in the brackets which you would insert ir the 
blank space: The end of the book ought to be as good as 
the ...,....., .... (1) middle (2) beginning (3) cover, 

30. Write the number of the word which is dissimilar: 
i. Red. 2. Violet 3. Brieht 4, Blue 5, Green. 

C. Relations 

31. Write the numbers of the appropriate relations:- 
Z's (1. father 2. uncle 3. brother) is his (4. mother's 
5. sister's 6. grandmother's), (7. daughter 8. brother 
9. son). 

32.Nr & Mrs Sharme Lr ,e re Dube Mr & Mrs Shukll 
I 

1 1 r-_---1___ ___r_----7 
1 

eidyaVatiRamesh Gopal ePtishkpa.Shush- Krish- Nohan =Kaystek Prahhe- 
I 

) ila na ILatta vati 
[ 1 

I 

Harish Shakientala Suresh 

From the above diagram write the answers (in one word or 
figure only) of the following questions:- 

1. What is Suresh's surname? 
2. What relation is Shakiintala to Krishna? 
3. What relation is Shakbntala to Suresh? 
4. What relation is Shakeintala to old Mr Dube? 
5. How many aunts has Suresh? 
6, How many uncles- has Harish? 

II, Number 

33. Write the number you would eut within the brackets: 
9-6-2 10-(......)-2® 

34. Write the next number ie the following series: 1,4,16, 

35. Write the next number in the following series: 
123,6, 456,15, 789 

36. Write the next number in the following series: 
5,7,11,17, ...... 

37. Write the number w*ich comes next le the following series: 
1,3,9,27,81,243, ..,...... 

38. Write the number which cones next i the foliowine series: 
17, 15, 13, 11, 9 7 

39. Write the number which is extra ie the following series: 
7, 31, 28, 35, 14, 27....... 

4,, Write the number which is extra ie the following series: 
18, 30, 6, 24, 22, 12, ...... 

41. / 
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41. If a boy's wage is 20 shillings a week and he spends 14 
shillings a week, how many weeks will it take him to save 
300 shillings. 

42. Write the number which when divided by 7 gives 6 as 
quotients and 5 as remainder. 

43. What is the greatest number that will divide 64 and 76 and 
leave a remainder 4 in each case, 

III. TirP174017.2-PIld Imaciaatkul 

44. If you had your breakfast today, write y for yes, if not 
write n for no. 

45. Ix your mind without writing them down you have to arrange 
the sTords of each line below in the proper order and then 
give the number of the middle word of this order. 
(a) 1. paragraph; 2. volume; 3, chapter; 4, sentence; 

5. letter. 
(b) 1. house; 2, street; 3. room; 4, town; 5, country, 
(c) 1. general;. 2. sergeant; 3. captain; 4. private; 

5. corporal. 

46. Write the number of the extra: 1. cunning; 2, sharpwitted; 
3. tender; 4. charitable; 5. nefarious. 

IV. Verbal 

47, Write the number of the word from amongst the words given 
within the brackets, which you would insert in the blank 
space: Std Ripe is excellent as food. 
(1. narmalade; 2. mutton; 3. fruit). 

48, Write the number of the word from amongst the words given 
in the brackets which will complete the second sentence 
so as to bring out the meaning of the first sentence: 
The jewels are quite safe 
The jewels are quite (1. ram 2. hidden; 
3. secure). 

49. Here are four sentences 
Write the number of the 
1, Ripe fruit 
2, Wrinkled face 2 

3, A scratchy pen 3 

4, A heavy trunk 4 

which have been cut into two parts, 
right part against each: 

, makes blots 6n the paper. 
. is put in the van, 
. has a sweet smell. 
. is generally a sign of old age. 

50. Write the number of the correct answer: A paradox is a 
1. statement that seems to contradict itself. 
.2, a particular kind of metaphor, 
3. earthly story with a heavenly meaning. 
4. a kind of bird, 

51. Write the numbers of the words or phrases that make the 
best sense of the following sentence: 

1. Friday 4, before 
If today was 2. Saturday then the day 5, after tomorrow 

3. Sunday, 6, preceding 
7. Thursday. 

would be 8, Tuesday. 
9. Wednesday. 

v. / 
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52. Write the number of the correct answer: "People who live 
in glass houses must not throw stones" means - 

1. Do not put Rll your eggs in one basket. 
2. Those who have faults should not criticise others. 
3. An hour my destroy what it has taken years to do. 
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FORMA, 

GROUP INTELLIGRNCE TEST Verbal 
Time - 45 minutes. 

MANUAL OF IeSTRUCTIOS 

1. Credit will be given if answers are completed before the 
given time, 

2. Read each page of the test. 

3. Do not waste your time over the questions which you find 
difricult. Pass on to the next, 

4, Write the answers only oe the Answer Sheet and in the spaces 
inteneed for them. Write nothinc on the question paper. 

5. Write neatly. Do not rub off answers or over-write them, 
If your answer is wrong, cut it out and write the correct 
one above it. 

6. ìo calculation or scribbling is permitted. 

7. Complete the entries on the ton of the Answer Sheet. 

8, Follow closely the method of answerine the Buffer Test, 

BUTRFeeT33T 

1. My house is to the east of yours and yours to the south of 
Karim, To which side of Karim does my house lie? 

2. Mohan is elder to Sohan by 3 years and Jagan is younger to 
Mohan by 2 years. Jagan was born in 1921. What is the 
age of Sohan now? 

3. Write the appropriate word in the Answer Sheet to complete 
the pattern:- 

- .Kavy Ship; Air Force 

4, Give the number of the best reason: Holidays are a relief 
to the workers because - 
(a) They are observed all over the province 
(b) They come every year 
(0) They break the monotony of work, 

5. Write the next two digits:- 25, 30, 37, 46, 
MINSIN-Waseesawolas 

6, Write the word which does not belong to the group:- 
nail, kite, thumb, hand, foot. 

7. Give the number or the figure which completes the pattern 
on the left. 

1 2 3 4 

+.- + . - 
. + 

, - - 

Question 
1. 

3. 
4 

BUFFEB Al_SWER gHlr7T 

Answer 
South-east 
23 
Aeroplane 
(c) - 

- X 

neestion 
5. 
6, 

7. 

An 
57 70 
Kite 
2 
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g011, A - GROUP TEST OF INT7I,LIGECT, 

1. Suppose you are going north, then turn to your left, ad then 
to your right. What direction are you going now? 

2. Mohan is to the left of Bohan and I am to the left of Mohan. 
Who is in the midele? 

There is a circus in the quadrangle; in the centre of the , 

quadrangle there is a poIe. At about 100 yards north-east 
Of the pole is the cage of a lion. The arena for perform- 
ance is in the north-west of the pole. To the south of the 
pole are eeate for the audience in a snmi-circle. Ram is 
seated richt to the south of the pole, Behari and Daijit 
are seated north-west and north-east of the quadrangle 
respectively. - 

3, en which side of Ram is Behari seated? 

4. Which direction is Behari facine when watching the 
performance? 

5. On which side of Daljit is the cage of the lion? 

6, If the lion/s cage is moved towards south-west, on which 
directien of the arena in it? 

7. Write the number r'ticle lies in the square, triangle, circle, 
and the semi-circle, 

8. Write the number which lies in the circle and the semi-circl 

9. Write the number which lies ie the semi-circle and triangle. 

10. Write the number w ich lies in the triaerle, circle and 
semi-circle. 

11. Write the number which lies in the circle and the triangle, 

12e Mohan was born in June 1910. His father is 30 years 
younger to the grandfather of Mohan. The grandfather of 
Mohan was born in 1860. When was nphan's father born? 

13. I heard the school clock strike yesterday 10 minutes before 
the pun. fired, I did not count the strokes; but I am sure 
it struck an odd number. I did not come to the school in 
the morning and the school cloc k etopped at five minutes to 
five in the afternoon. When do you think the gun was fired 

14, / 
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14. Kartik, the eighth month of the Hindu calendar, corresponds 
to October of the Christian calendar. Kartik ended on the 
20th of October this year. The lunar month of Hindu 
calendar consists of 30 days. When did Chait begin accord- 
ing to the Christian calendar? (Hindu months,: Kartik, 
Aghan, Pus, Magh, Phagun, Chait). 

15. Two trains left Allahabad station at 7 p.m. and were running , 

in opposite directions. One was mail, the other passenger, 
their respective speeds being 50 and 30 miles. The guards 
of both will have rest after 150 miles. How many hours 
after the relief of the guard of the mail train would the 
guard of the passenger have his? Half an hour is taken by 
stoppages in the case of both trains. 

16. Two persons start for a race of half a mile at the sane time. 
Both take 10 minutes to reach the end,but one of these X 
had a bad fall and spent half of the time in getting 
restarted. How many minutes did 7f take in actual running? 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20, 

Write ''et in the Answer Sheet if the lines between 
ab and cd are of the same length i the following figures. 
Otherwise put a cross. 

3- b e d 

a. b 
C 
c 

Which of the four figures on the right best completes the 
Pattern on the left? 

%?1. A V 
22. 

24e 4D :: Low 

25. ao 
FRoNT 

2. 3 4- 

H-- 4- -- - -1- --I- 

L 3 

Rico WAR 
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26. If March comes after April make two crosses, if not make one 

27. If Sunday comes after Saturday and before eonay make one 
cross, if not two, 

28, If sumoer comes before autumn make two CTOS91S, if not one, 

29. If afternoon comes before evening make one cross, if not two 

30. It infancy come, earlier towl old age make two crosses, if 
not one, 

Which is tne first in the ascending order? 

31. day, hour, minute, secend. 

32. grandfather, grandson, father, great grand aunt, 

33, inch, furlonr, mile, yard, foot. 

Write the number w doh occurs more than once:- 

34, 21, 25, 28, 32, 25, 31, 

35, 211, 607, 819, 769, 607, 925, 663. 

Write the letter which occurs more than once in each 
of the wo rds : - 

36. Behaviour, 

37, Pansophic, 

Honour, 

Write the word which occurs more then once:- 
39, My face is clean but my hands are dirty, 

40. The farther WP go the hi'her is the summit. 

Give one word for the following:- 

41. The place a river rises from, 

42, The place beyond which a railway line does not go. 

43. The capacity to remember what le taue:ht. 

44, A pl-ixn '1'),r- money is co fried, 

45. The form o government in which representatives of the 
people have a voice in the matter Of the State. 

46, The song which voices the national sentiment of the people. 

47. The representative body which has the power to frame laws 
in the State. 

48, The agreement which temooraril suspends fighting in a war. 

Write the next two letters in the following patterns:- 

490 abed. 
50. acdf.. 

Give / 
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Give the number of the word which does not belong to 
the same class as the others:- 

51. I wheel; 2 spoke; 3 handle; 4 tie; 5 mudguard. 

52 , 1 nympathy; 2 piety; 3 truthfulnese; 4 ignorance; 5 tall, 

53. 1 give; 2 lend; 3 lose; 4 keep. 

Give the number of the correct alternative:- 

54. Branch is a part of - I book; 2 house; 3 tree; 4 table. 

55. Name the class to the following belong:- 
mouth, arm, legs, hand, head. 

Write (in the Answer Sheet) the appropriate word to 
fill in the blank:- 

56. Wheat is ground into b: the mills. 

57. When the corn is ripe, it is cut with ..... ...... 

58. We have noses to smell and eyes to 

59. These breads are not fresh, they are 

60. We eat and drink to our bodies. 

Arrange the following into a 2 ntencs and say if the 
eteteme,t is true or false:- 

61. Lions etrong are African 

62. Making is bread valuable wheat for 

63. Envy and malice traits are good and comaendable 

64. Live dangerous is near a volcano to it not 

65. The colder you nearer to is to poles the are it 

Write (ie the Answer Sht) the apprzypriste word to 
fill i the blanhs:- 

66. T4e shorter the day the longer the 

61. .. .,... is the last month of the Christian year. 

68, A train has an engine and carriages. 

Write the word which gives the correct relationship: 
9'204 or opposite:- 

69, Tat cry 

70, summit to 

71, former letter 

72 lax etrict 

73, accept reject 

74. dissent differ 

75. accumulate dissipate 

Look / 



Look up each row of the nu bers below and write the 
two di rits that should come next:- 

3 4 5 6 7 W 

5 9 13 17 21 25 

8 9 12 13 16 17 

2 3 5 8 12 17 . . 

81 27 9 3 1 1/3rd e 

Below are given some questions. Three answers are 
given for each question. You are to look at the answers 
carefully and give the number of the best answer. - 

81. Cots are useful animals because 

(a) they catch mice 
(b) they are gentle 
(c) they are afraid of dogs 

82. Leather is used for shoes for 

(a) it is rrodticed in all countries 
p) ß. t wears well 
) it is an animal product. 

83. Streets are sprinkled in summer 

(a) to make the air cooler 
(b) to keep the t r.ere.ture down 
c) to keep dust down. 

84. A kite flies because 

(a) it has a tail 
(h) it is made of 1irynt material 
( c ) it has bri7ht colours. 

85, High mountains are covered wit1.1 snow because 

a they are nearer the clouds 
b the sun seldom slsinee on them 
c the air is cold there. 

Name the fourth word or number in the following: - 

86. Prince : princess king 

87. Gun : shoots '.: knife 

88. Water drink .: bread 

89, Quarrel : enemy:: agreement : 

90. 7 : 35 -..9 

Sohan has a sister Leela, a brother Mohan and a cousin 
Rama. Answer the following questions: - 

91. Who is Mohan ' s sister? 

92. Who is Rama's female cousin? 

93. Who is Mohan' s brother? 

94. / 
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94. How many brothers has Leela? 

95. How many cousins has Rama? 

96. Mohan is taller than Rahim and Rahim is much taller than 
Krishna. Who is 

' the smallest of the three? 

97. Writ the number of appropriate relations 

Zora's (1 father; 2 grandfather; 3 uncle) is her 
(4 mother's; 5 sister's.; 6 grandmother's) (7 daughter; 
8 son; 9 sister) . 

98. A cyclist rode a mile on an old fashioned bicycle which had 
a "kip wheel in front and a small wheel behind. Which wheel 
went round the larger nuy ber of times? 

99. If you buy two dozens of oranges at 14 annas each dozen and 
one seer of almond (3adarn) at 28 annas a seer, how much 
change s 'ould you get from a five -rupee note? 

100. A man takes 20 minutes to walk from his house to the railway 
station. His son also takes 20 minutes. How loir, would 
they taxe if bot.ti of them walked together? 
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FORM B. 

GROUP INTELLIGMCE TEST_LatbALL 
Time 45 minutes 

MA:0)AL OF INSTRUCTIO. 

1. Credit will be Riven if answers are completed before the 
given time. 

2, Read each page of the test. 

3, Do not waste your time over the questions which you find 
difol(.ult, Pass on to the next. 

4. Write the answers only on the Answer Sheet and in the spaces 
intended for then. Write nothing on the question paper. 

5. Write neatly. Do not rub off answers or over-write them. 
If your answer is wrong, out it out and write the correct 
one above it. 

6. No calculation or scribbling is permitted. 

7. Complete the entries on the top of the Answer Sheet. 

8. Follow closely the method of answerinp the Buffer Teste 

TillmTni TEST 

1. Nry house is to the east of yours and yours to the south of 
Karim, To which side of Karim does my house lie? 

2. Mohan is elder to Sohan by 3 years and Jagan is younger to 
Mohan by 2 years . Jagari was born in 1921. What is the 
age of Sohan now? 

3. Write the appropriate word in the Answer Sheet to complete 
the nattern:- 

Navy : Ship 1: Air Force : 

4, Give the number of the best reason: Holidays are a relief 
to the workers because - 

a) They are obseried all over the province 
h) They come every year 

(0) They break the monotony o oorO.. 

5, Writethe next two digits:- 25 3o 37 46 o e 

6, Write the word which does not belong to the group:- 
bail kite thumb hand foot. 

7, Give the number of the figure which completes the pattern 
on the left. 

71.5- .400.11111,4,...0% 

2 3 4 

- 
x 

Bij A1711 SHEET 

2221.11aa .kiosyer 

1 South-east 
2 23 
3 Aeroplane 
4' (c) 

Itjestion Answer 
5 57 70 
6 Kite 
7 
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FORM B GROVE0J7ST,017.,I4LLIGEhCE 

1, Suppose you are roina south, then turn to your right and 
there to your left. What direction aro you going now? 

2, Ram is to ay right, Sena io to Ram' s right. Who is in 
the ,Jamle? 

Bohan goes to Calcutta arid has to stay in Darbar Hotel 
500 yards from Howrah station. He ha s received the 
following instructiens to reach the place:- 

The train will stop at platform No.1, the engine 
facing past. As you get down from the train you will see 
an exit to the south. At the outer end of the exit you 
will be facina west.. Go 100 yards south of the exit and 
you will face Morris Hotel, thon turn left and walk straight 
ar e you will reach Darbar Hotel, 

3. On which direction or th e exit i íorri s Hotel? 

4. On which side of you is the train you came by when you reach 
the end of the exit? 

8. On which direction is Darbar Hotel if you stand facing the 
entrance of the Morris Hotel? 

6. In which direction is the railway exit from the entrance 
Of Vie Darbar Hotel? 

7. Write the number which lier in both the squares, circle and 
triangle, 

8, Write the number weich lies in both the squares, the circle 
and semi-circle? 

9. Write the number which lies in the triangle, one of the 
squares an the circle. 

10. Write the number which lies in the circle and one of the 
squares, 

11. Write the number which lies in the circle, one of the 
squares and semi-circle. 

12. Zakir was married in December 1916, exactly at the age of 
36, his wife was 5 years older to him and would celebrate 
her next birthday in December next. When was she born? 

13. I heard the school clock strike 16 minutes before the 
teacher came to my class in the third period, I was doing 
Geography I 
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Geography in this period with this teacher. The period 
ended at l poi. When did the school begin? Every period 
is of 40 minutes. 

14. Muharram coincided with the month of December this year. 
Each lunar month consists of 29 days.. MUharram ended on 
the 29th December, On which date did the new year day of 
the Arabic month fall? (Muharram is the last month of the 
Arabic calendar). 

15. Two motor cyclists A and B started in opposite directions 
at 9 a.m., one to the north and the other to the south. 
The first was travelling at a speed of 50 miles an hour,, 
the second at 40 miles. They would have rest after a run 
Of 200 mileea Beth would have rest for half an hour in 
these runs,. How many heurs after the rest of A would B 
rest? 

16e. Two hounds started a chase at the same hour. One overtook 
its quarry in 20 minutes and the other in 25 minutes, the 
first having stopped for half of the time because of an 
accident on the way. How much time did the second hound 
taeo in actual running? 

Write 'e' in the Answer Sheet if the lines between 
ab and cd are of the same length in the following figures. 
Otherwise put down lu! 

17. ae 

18. 

19, 1 
3. 

20. 

> 

b 

Give the number of the fieures on the right which best 
completes the pattern on tha left. 

21. (MN 

22. . . 

23. -F + - 
" 

. 

> HICE 

26. / 

AN 

3 

4- 

BELOW ABOVE 

II- 

4- 

3 
Low 



26. If Aurust comes before September make two crosses, if not 
one 

27. If 4 p.m, comes after 3 am. on the 30th of December make 
one cross, if not make two. 

28. If 500 A.D. comes after 500 3.C. make one cross, if not two. 

29. If leap year comes after every two years make two crosses, 
otherwise one, 

30. If birth COMAS before death ',lake one cross, otherwise two, 

Which is first in ascending order? - 

31. seer maund chhatak tola 

32, plant seed flower blossom fruit 

33. chapter paragraph sentence letter word. 

Write the number whiel occurs more than once - 

34. 12 25 30 41 52 41 6 

35. 534 896 927 532 534 672 679. 

Write the letter which occurs more than once - 

36. Patriot 

37. pragmatic 

38. colour. 

Write the word w ich occurs more than once - 

39. Boys and girls like sunshine but do not like rain in winter. 

40. The sooner we leave a plague-stricen area the safer it is. 

(live one word for the following - 

41. the olace coal comes from: 

42 . the place where electricity is generated: 

43, the capacity to find out the how an why of things: 

14 . the place where two rirPrs meet: 

45. the head of a republicaa form of Government: 

46. the rir-ht of the eldest soo to succeed to the property or 
land of his father: 

47. the person who represents a government in another place: 

43, administration of a State durin the minority of their ruler. 

Write the next two letters in the rollowior series - 

49, P 4 R S 

50. L O P R 

Give / 
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Give the number of the word which does not belong to 
the same class as the others - 

51. 1,motor car; tonga; 3.cycle; &aeroplane; 5.cart; 
6, tram. 

52. 1, England; 2. Bombay; 3. America; 4. China; 5, Indial 
6, Japan, 

53. 1. flourish; 2, prosper; 3. thrive; 4. abound; 
5. multiply; 6, diminish. 

54. name the rignt word from among the alternatives - 

Flower is a part of (plant, school, river, home). 

55. Name the class to whic the following belong - 
Father, child, wife, sister, husband. 

Write the appropriate word (in the Answer Sheet) to 
complete the sentence:- 

56. Books are printed in the 

57. When the rain has fallen the field is tilled with a 

58. We have legs to walk and stomach to food. 

59. These fruits are not ripe, they are 

60. We work hard at our books to our examinations. 

Arrange the following words, mentally into a sentence, 
and say whether the sentence is true or false. - 

61. Months coldest are summer 

62. Takinc.. is fruits rood health for 

63. Plague terrible cholera scourges are 

64. Stand is dangerous it orosnin railway to near 

65. The warmer yo nearer to is to equator the are it the not. 

Write the appropriate word in the Answer Sheet to corn- 

plete the followin sentences. - 

66. The longer the night the shorter the se, 

67. is the first month of the Christian calendar. 

68. An has two wings, propeller and rudder. 

Write same or tppositewhich gives the correct 
relationship - same or opposite. - 

69, cold hot 

70. assembly gathering 

71. before after 

72. collect dictribute 

73. debase degrade 

74. / 



74. Specific General 

75. AF,ravate Irritate 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

Look up each row of the nuyr3ber below and write the two 
diuits that should come next - 

a 7 6 5 

27 27 3 

19 16 14 

29 28 26 

3 6 16 

4 3 e 

19 19 19 e 

11 - 9 6 e 

23 19 14 

18 36 e 

Below are given some questions. Three answers are give'al 

to each question. You are to look at the answers carefully, 
then put down the number of the best answer. - 

81. Pencils are carried more often than fountain pens because - 

(a) they are brightly coloured 
(b they are cheaper 
Cc they are not so heavy. 

82. Pacer is used for writing because - 

(a) it is cheap 
po) it can be preserved 
c) it can be burnt at. will. 

83. Clocks are common enough in offices because - 

a) we like to hear them strike 
b) they have hands 
(c) they tell us time. 

84. Freezing water bursts pipes because - 

(a) cold makes the pipe weak 
(b) water expands on freezing 
kc) ice stops the flow of water. 

85. If thrs earth were nearer the sun - 

a) the stars would disappear 
i')) our months would be lonrrer 
(c) the earth would be warmer. 

Insert the fourth term in the following. - 

86, January : February:: i is to 

87. Shoe : foot:: hat 

86. Eire ice 

89. Granary : wheat:: library 

90. 5 : 25:: 8 

Zehid 
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Zahid had an aunt Raziya, an uncle Khalid and a sister 
Zuhra. Answer the following questions:- 

91. Who is Khalid' s wife? 

92. Who is Zuhra's aunt? 

93. Who is Khalidts nephew? 

94. How many male relations has Zuhra? 

95, How many 1fmale relations has Raziya? 

96. Lachhman is smaller than Zubaida and Zubaida is smaller 
than Krishna, who is the tallest of the three? 

97. Write the number of appropriate relations:- 

Lachman's (1. mother; 2. grandmother; 3, aunt) is his 
(4. father's; 5, sister's; 6. mother's) (7. son: 
8, daughter; 9. sister).. 

98. An engine has four smell wheels and four big vheels and has 
run a distance of 5C miles:which of the two types of wheels 
rent round the largest number of times (big or small). 

99. If you buy three dozens of eggs at two anhas per 4e9g and 
one pau of ghee at one seer a rupee, how much more would 
you require if you are given only three rupees to make 
purchases with? 

100. A fort has provision to last her army of 400 men for three 
months . There are only ZOO men in the garrison during the 
first fortnirrht and when they leave the same number of 
soldiers arrive, How lonr will the provision last? 



Key, 

Bane: 

2,9 

FORIVE B 

ANSOR SHEET 

6006000eeotoeeeeeeeeeeeeeemetooeC000eCoomeeeeeecee.oe 

Father's or Guardian's :Name: .C.,,06,00,000C900000oeoec,COCcoetcGOIRee 

Occupation of Father or Guardian: 

Date or Birth: ..... Place of 

eeee-GeOCIOC.OtemeetctooeSSeet 

Oec- . .. 

Name of School or College: ....,...... eSe600e040006,ee0C04,00 

Standard studying in or standard paw3ed: 

Jobs you aspire in descending order - 

e e oecoeoesectoeCe 

1. 

2,2. .11112.11 

1, south 

2, ram 

3. south 

4. right 

2, 000e c.o..... 3 a; 

2011. Answer. 24. &Inn 
26. XX 51. 4 

27. X 51, 2 

29. Y 53, 6 

29. X 54 plant 

umf,e06000 

212.. &ant 
76. 2, 1 

77. 15, 15 

78. 4, 1 

79. 8, 1 

5, east 0, X 55. family BO. 38, 76 

6. Y.W, 31. Tola 56, press 81. (3) 

7, 5 32, seed 57. plough 82. (1,) 

8, 6 330 letter 58. digest 83, (C) 

9. A. 34. 41 59. raw 84. (3) 

10, 3 35. 534 60. pass 85. (0) 

11. 9 36. P 61. False 86. 2 

12, 1875 37. A 61. true 87. head 

13. 11 a.m.. 38. 0 63. true 88. water 

14. 30th Dec. 39 like 64, true 89. books 

15 1 hour 40. the 65. false 90. 64 

16. 15 Al. mine 66. day 91. Razia 

17. e 2. power house 67. Jan,. 92. Razia 

19. u 43. rec!,soning 68. aeroplane 93. Zahid 

19, u 44, confluence 69. opposite 94. two 

20. u 45. President 70. same 

c 

95. one 

21, 3 46. Promigenaturi71. opposite 96. hrisjma 

22. 2 47. ambassador 72. opposite 97. 31 6/ 
4, 5, 9 

23, 2 48. Regency 73. same :)$ . small 

3 49, T.I1, 74. opposite 99. 1/12/- 

25. 4 50. 8.11 75. same 100. 2 months 



Ay,PEEDIX C, --- - 

FACILITY VALUF OP TEST ITEMS 07 FORM A FORM B. 
ADMINISTERED T060 BOYS AND 40 CIRLS 

Serial No, Porn girls Tota2 (,-0) 

I A 18 47 65 
B 26 41 67 

2 A .32 45 77 
B 35 47 81 

3 A 12 19 31 
12 8 20 

4 A 16 
3 5 11 

5 A 11 13 
B 2 4 6 

6 A 2 6 

1 3 

A 21 44 65 

21 46 69 

8 A 20 42 62 

19 46 65 

9 A 17 46 53 

19 46 65 

10 A 21 44 65 
B 23 47 70 

11 A 19 40 59 
B 21 44 65 

1 ?, A 25 22 48 

B 22 28 50 

13 A 12 18 30 
16 13 29 

14 4 9 15 24 
9 5 14 

A 14 22 36 
13 22 35 

16 A 11 a 19 
12 14 26 

17 22 25 47 
3 19 38 57 

18 A 13 37 
B 15 25 40 

19 A 22 33 55 
3 17 34 51 

A 22 26 48 

B 13 30 43 

/ 



Seri;-Q 

2,1 

22 

24 

15 

26 

2.7 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

"zr 

36 

37 

38 

3T 

40 

41 

42 

43 / 

A 

A 

A 
:3 

A 

ft 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
3 

A 

41,t 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Girls 

14 

18 
13 

13 

19 

11 
11 

24 

,4 

26 

24 
15 

23 
25 

24 
28 

18 
20 

8 
19 

15 
fet 

19 
16 

20 
16 

12 
21 

24 
22 

25 
21 

24 
20 

24 
21 

10 
10 

6 
9 

Boys. 

28 
30 

33 
34 

21 
24 

1.3 

30 

17 
26 

" 

37 

34 
26 

43 
37 

35 
31 

33 
42 

38 
37 

32 
33 

40 
41 

41 
44 

47 
49 

52 
52 

50 
52 

5C 
54 

50 
48 

33 
24 

16 
14 

LQt (%) 

44 

51 
47 

38 
37 

38 
37 

28 
37 

58 
65 

61 
63 

58 
51 

66 
53 

5C 
59 

56 
62 

46 
56 

47 
44 

ro 

57 

61 
60 

59 
'70 

76 
74 

75 
73 

74 
74 

74 
69 

43 
34 

22 
23 
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7p, rTA CA r1 ci Bt 

5 

T t4,21 

14 A 
2 a 10 

44 A 9 9 18 
23 24 

A 5 7 
4 

46 A 3 3 . 

3 3 

A 5 
3 7 ir 

48 A 1 4 
4 

49 A. 23 42 65 
20 44 64 

5r: A 12 21 33 
23 23 34 

51 15 23 43 
1 24 37 

52 A 1 29 4.7 

16 30 46 

13 18 1 
11 14 25 

54 16 36 52 
17 38 55 

55 A 15 26 41 
12 31 43 

56 A 12 32 44 
13 38 51 

F 3 16 (-1 

7 17 24 

58 22 30 52 
8 40 48 

A 6 8 14 
4 20 24 

A 3 11 24 
11 15 26 

61 Â 9 29 38 
12 33 ,15 

A 15 27 42 
1.2 11 29 40 

18 25 
19 31 

11 31 
13 21 34 

65 A 11 15 26 
3 7 25 32 

66 / 

( 



pQ_ rrne Girls 15' (Lys. T 

66 A 13 38 51 
B 20 44 64 

67 15 35 43 
16 39 55 

66 A 13 36 
11 3.6 29 

69 A 11 13 29 
3 17 21 33 

A 
47:h 10 12 22 

13 16 .1 0, 

71 A 10 16 25 
3 17 18 

72 A 10 14 24 
16 14 30 

73 A 10 16 26 
10 13 25 

74 6 14 
12 `77.1 

A 7 
12 17 

A 1)5 37 r; 

15 44, 57 

77 A 16 27 43 
49 

7 27 40 
B IC 35 45 

79 A 
30 

34 
40 

86 A 9 J.. 1 26 
9 34 

61 A 17 
20 

53 
55 

82 15 21 36 
10 31 41 

83 A iS 
21 29 

43 
49 

o A 13 24 37 
36 49 

85 A 1() 32 42 
20 32 52 

86 A 18 21 39 
1 32 42 

A 1C; 24 ',"4 A 

14 24 33 

88/ 
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Se111 i. Zgyz., 2À To t al (%) 

68 A 16 17 33 
10 29 39 

89 A 7 19 26 
F, 28 43 

A 24 I 

13 29 42 

91 A 16 23 39 
16 32 48 

92 A 7 23 '30 
14 32 46 

17 25 42 
12 32 44 

94 A 17 25 42 
14 22 36 

95 A 12 19 31 
14 10 24 

96 A 1C) 23 33 
3 7 2,7 34 

97 A 3 6 
3 5 7 12 

A 4 16 
26 33 

99 A 13 14 27 
18 27 

100 A 12 11 23 
3 23 33 
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012LECTIC'i OF I T:LMS. 1111 OM FORS A & B, 

lio, of 
Test Item 

Paintalts 
Test Item 

Facility 
Value 

A 

Form A. 
Item No. 

Form Be 
Item No. 

1 13 67 i 

2 82 
3 88 31 3 
4 89 16 7 

5 90 13 5 

6 91 3 6 
7 8 69 7 
8 9 65 8 
9 10 65 9 

10 7 70 10 

11 11 65 11 
12 48 50 12 
13 84 29 13 
14 87 :14 14 
15 80 36 15 

16 85 26 16 
17 27 57 17 
18 30 40 18 
19 28 55 19 
20 29 48 20 

21 38 50 21 
22 39 51 22 
23 40 38 23 
24 44 38 24 
25 42 37 25 

26 12 68 26 
27 63 27 
28 37 58 28 
29 14 56 2,9 

30 19 50 30 

31 20 62 31 
32 21 56 32 
33 22 47 33 
34 59 34 
35 61 35 

36 4 70 36 
37 2 76 37 
38 3 75 33 
39 5 74 39 
4.0 6 74 40 

41 02 43 41. 

42 94 23 42 
43 95 10 43 
44 93 24 44 
45 97 7 45 

46 98 6 46 
4'7 96 10 47 
48 99 5 48 
49 25 65 49 
50 26 7i 4 50 

51 



OOT ee 22 OOT 

6C LE 99 66 
86 e. E8 96 
46 gi 001 46 
96 -T,2 T9 96 

Q6 Vg 89 g6 
t6 92 4 g ,',6 
26 tt 99 26 
as 917 99 e6 
16 9V Vg 16 

06 gt g9 06 
62 et, 29 69 
89 se 99 99 
LE? RC 49 ¿9 
99 gt, V9 99 

99 gg V17 98 
1V9 64. gf/ V8 
28 6t 9fr 28 
ES It a, ES 
18 gg 21? T8 

08 V2 29 ve 
64 Or g9 64 
86 gt 19 84 

6V Og Lk 
94 kg et 

94 kt 
V4 Tg 81, 174 

24 9g 21., 

g4 02 g4 gk 
TL g2 

04 6g 94 04 
69 22 -', 4 69 

89 92 ST 89 
49 gg LT 49 
99 179 91 99 

99 9g 
t9 172. 

29 gg 
g9 017 69 
19 gt 99 

99 
179 

29 

19 

09 9g 1,2 09 
69 tg 92 69 

89 gg 22 8g 
49 tE g2 ¿g 
9g tg g2 9g 

gg 217 'e 9 gg 
'rig 99 T2 Vg 
29 9z-; 29 

-, (.:, Lil 69 gg 
TQ 2fir 09 Tg 

a 
.Tfare-4.-±" °,13737.Wff ...........de_.. 

entail 1401.1 4sett MITTfréa. 
E ul.xod ov, waos. LI.TITossi Sstelurrect ;.-0 o;,.:,r. 
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"IffENGix 

The Tata Iron & Steel Company. Limited. 

Intelligenc e Test 1:2yisidnar, 

Department Desigiation 
pay Age 

' Date of. first employment 

Department of first employment 

Des ignation on first employment 

T.ro. 

Date of birth 

Educational alìficatìons:- 
(a) ) General 3 - 

(b) Technic el 

Practical ibrpeDienc e - 

(a) Before joining Tatas - 

(b ) Exper ionc e in Tatas 
works : 

( To be fi Lied by the Dep rtment al Head ) 

Prof ic iencScor e 

I. enc e 

1. Intelligence (verbal) :- 
2. Intellic:ence (practical) : 

3. Memory:- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

4. Imagination - constructiv,-, 

5. Reasoning - 
(drawing of infer mc 3 s from 
the given data) 

6. Power of obs ervction:- 

kotitud e :- 
1. Manual Dexterity. : 

2. Foresight :- 
3. Planning 8r: 

Persever.ane e :- 



TA aTtmco LTD° JAMSBEDRUR. 
- - 

Greuop-Test of "rni-ea1icren- 
Dr,,YP.am3idhar 

INSTRUCTIONS'6 

1. Credit will be given for completing the paper before the 
scheduled time. 

2. Carefully read every question before attempting to 
answer it. 

3. If you find a question difficult, do not waste time 
over it. Leave it, at the first attempt and come 
back to it if you have time left. 

4. Do not write anything on the question paper. Neither 
written calculatiods nor any scribblAng is permissible 
anywhere. The answers axe to be worked out mentally 
without any written aid, 

5. For the answers, a cepara te. answer sn,,et is provided. 
Eagh: question: is numbered and the ssm numbers are 
reproduced in he answer sheet and suffici,nt blank 
space is provided opposite each number for the answer. 
Put the answer in is correct place, 

6. Write neatly, Do not rub off answers or over-write 
them. If you think that ycstIr answer is wrong, cut it 
out and write the correct one by the side cf it. 

7. Follow closely the method of answ ering the buffer test. 

, 



L. My house 
Karim Is. 

2. Mohan is 
Mohan by 
of Sohan 

-U F PI; R .TEST 
is to the east of yonrs ,and yours to the south of 
-To-which side of Kdrimls does my hous e. lie? 

elder to Sohdn by 3 years andJagan is younger 
2 years, Jagan was born in 1921. What is the 
now? 

to 
age 

3. Write the appropriate word in the answar sheet to complete, 
the pattern-l- 

Navy ; Ship :.P.17-Forcy 

:4. Give the number of the best reason, 

Holidays are a relief to the workers because 

They 
They 
They 

are cbserved all over the provincé. 
come every year. 
break the mmotony,pf work. ' T. 

5. Write the next two digits t- 

25, 30, 379 4-69 - 141. 0.4 

6. Write the word Whl.ch dc.eF not belo.g.::tc the grOup g, 

Nail, K4te7 Thum4I,Rad FQ4 

7. (Ave the nufiaber'nf-the figure, which'.00pletesfthe pattern 
on 

,, 

i a -. 
7 ik. 

the left. I 

1 

..4 -. ---- ' 
; 

,.-. 

- e 5 4' )( 
.....2...- 

.. 4., .1 e / ,s. t 
4 

_ 

+II. 

Oa 

7, 

BUFFTR, &N SR STI7791 

Answer 

South-East. 

Aeroplane 

(c) 

70 

Kite 



THE TATA IRON & STEEL CO. LTD., J_AMS} DPUR. 

1. Suppose 
then to 

Group Tests of Intelli en-:e 
(Dr.Bhansidhar) 

you are going south, then turn to your right and 
your left'. That direction are-you going now? 

Y 

2. Ram is to my _right , Sena is to Ram r s right. Who is in the 
middle? w, 

3. There is a circus in the quadrangle.; in the centre of ,the 
quadrangle there is a pole. At about loo yards north -east 
of the pole is thé cage of a lion. The arena for performance 
is in the north-west of the pole. To the south of the pole 
are seats for the audience in a semi- circle. Ram is seated 
direct to the south of the pole. Behari and Daljit are seated 
south-west and south-east of the _quadrangle respectively. 

3. On which side of Ram is Behari seated? 

4. Which direction is Behari facing when watching the 
performac e? 

5. On which sise of-i Dal j it is the cage of the lion? 

6. If the lions s cage is moved towards south- Wegtr on which side 
of the arena is it? 

7. Write the number which lies 
triangle. 

8. Write the number which lies 
and semi -circle? 

9. Write the number which lies in the triangle, one of the 
square and the circle. 

in both the 

in both the 

Squares, 

squares, 

circle and 

the circle 

lö. Write the number which .lies in the circle and one of the 

squares. 

11. Write the number which lies in the circle, one of the squares 
and the semi -circle. 

12. Zakir was married in December 1916, exactly at the age of 36, 

his wife was five years older to him and would celebrate her next 

birthday in December next. When was she born? 

13. I heard the school clock strike yesterday ten minutes before 
the gun fired. I did not count the strokes,. but I am sure it 

struck an odd number. I, d.id not come to the school in the 

morning and the, school clòck stopped at five minutes to five 

in the afternoon. When do you think the gun was fired? 



-22'1- 
14. Kartik, the seventh month .f the Hindu 6-a Pncler, corresponde 

to October.. Kartik ended on the 20th of -October this year; 
The lunar month of Hindu calendar consists of 30 days. WI.en 
would dhait begin according to tha Christian 'c ,1 ..ndar? 

( Hindu months : Kartik, Aghan Pus 9 Magh , Phagun,._ Cha it ). 

15.. Two trains left:Allahábe.3 station at 7-0C p.m. and were 
running in opposite dir act lens: fine was mail} the the.r wa 
pass ériger,- their resp3c rive sp^ eds lteing 50 end :30 miles,. 
The guards Df both will have rest after 150 miles.. HOw tn,any . 
hours after the re lief .;f the guard of the mail would the ., 

guard` df the - -;passenger have his? Helf ̀ Ian heur is taken itry: 
stoppages.. in `the casa of both trains....' 

16. TwD hounds started e..chase at the same hour. One )vartDok 
its quarry in 20 minutes and the other In 25 Minútes p the ' 

second hcving stolpe,d. for 115 of the time bec,,use of n : 

accident on the way ;' How much. time d ic'. the Sac And hound 
take in actual running? 

Write r 7r in the answer sheet if the lines ltastween. 
ab 'and cd rare..áf the serre length in the following .figures.' 
Otherwise put ..d~Dwñ u 

21. 

22. 

Which of the four figures on the right best completes the 
pättern on the left? Give its number. .. 

, 

. , 



23. 

24. 

25. 

Y ..w. wr 
. . 

-t 3 t-' 
). 2. 3. 4 
.. 
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26. If August comes before September make t wo crosses, if not, make one. 

27. If 4 p.rn. comes after 3 p.m. on the 30th of December, 
mike one cress, if .not , make two. 

28. If summer cores before autumn make two. crosses 
not ont . 

29. If afternoon comes before evening make one cross, 
if not two. 

30. If infancy comes earlier than old e make two crosses, 
if 'not one. 

31. Whinh is first in the ascending order? 

Seer, mound, chhatak, tala. 
32. Plant, seed, flower, blossom, fruit. 
33. Inch 9 furlong; male , yard , foot . 

Write the number which occurs more than once t 

34. 21, 25, 28, 32, 25, 31. 

35, 211, 60'?, 819, 769, 607, 925,,863. 

Write the letter which occurs more than once in 
each of the words:- 

36. Patriot. 
37. Pans ophic 

38. Honour. 

Write the word which occurs more than one e s -r 

my . 

39. My face is clean but/ hands are dirty. 
4-0. The farther we go the higher is the .$urimit. 



Give one word or express ion for : 

41. The 'place a river rises from. 

42. The place where electricity is generated. 

43. The c apac ity to remember what is t aught. 

44. The place where two rivers meet. 

45. The fòrm of government " in.' which representatives 
rf the people have the last word. 

46. The song whiehvoices/the national sentiment of the people. 

47. The person who represents a government in another state. 
48. The agreement wh eh tempor ari ly sus pends fighting in ,a war. 

Write the next two letters in the following series :- 
49. a b c d . 

5U. L 0 P R . 

Give the number of the word which does not belong to the same 
class as the others 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
51, Wheel, Spoke, Handle, Tie., Mudguard, Tram. 

1. 2. 3, 4.. 5. 6. 
52. tag Sympathy, Piety., Truthfulness , Ignorance , Tall , Japan. 

1. 2. 3, 4. 5. ' 6. 
53. VIcarnialo Prosper , Thrive, Abound , 7ultiply, Diminish. 

Name the right word from among the alternatives s-» 

54. Flower is a part of (plant, school, r fiver, home). 

Name the class to which the ft fall ow ling belong; - 
55. Father, Child, Wife, Sister, Husband. 

Write the appropriate word (in the answer sheet) to complete 
the sentence:- 

56. Books are printed in the - - 

57. 7 :hen the rain has fallen the field is tilled with a - -- - - --- 

58. We have noses to smell and eyes to ---- - - - --- 
59. These fruits are not ripe they are - -- 
60. We work hard at our books to --- - -- our examinations. 

Arrange the following words , mentally into a sentence and 
say whe ther the statement is true or false : - 
61. Months coldest are summer 

62. Taking is fruits good health for 
Ps.T'0' 



63. Envy aril malice traits are good and commendable. 

64. Stand is dangerous it crossing railway to near. 
65. The colder you nearer to is to poles the are it. 

Writ e the appropriate word in the answer sheet to complete- 
the following sentences 

66. The longer the night tle shorter the goo. 

67. isth-,. first month of the Chris flan c al ender. 

68. A -- has an engine and carriages. 

Writ e the word which gives the correct relationship - same 
or opposite :- 

69. Cold hot 

70. Assembly gathering 

71. Before After 

72. Collect distribute 
72. Ac cept reject 
74. Spec ific General 

75, Aggravate Irritate. 

Look up each row of the number s below aryl write the two 
digits that should come next :- 

76. 8 7 6 5 4 3 

77, 27 27 23 23 19 19 

78. 19 16 14 11 9 6 

79. 29 28 26 23 19 14 

80, 3 6 8 16 18 36 

Below are given some questions. 2 hree answers are given to 
each question. Lou are to look at the answers care fully then 
put down the number of the best answer. 

81. Pencils are carried more often than fountain pens because I - 

( a) t1y are brightly coloured 
(b) they are cheaper 
(c ) they are not so heavy. 

82. Paper is used for writing because 

(a) it is cheap 
(b) it can be preserved 
(c ) it can be burnt at will.. 
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83. Clocks are common enough in offices because :- 
(a) we like to hear them strike 
(b) they have hands 
(e) they tell us time. 

84. Freezing water burstspipes because :- 
(a) cold makes the, pipe weak. 
(b) water expands on freezing 
(c) ice stops the flow of water. 

85. If the earth were ne arer the Sun 

(a) the stPrs would disappe ar 
(b) our no iï as would be longer 
( c ) eat. G:1 would be warmer. 

Insert the fourth term in the following :-- 

86. January : February 1 is to 

87. Shoe : foot :: hat : 

88. Fire : heat :: well : 

89. Granary : whe at :: library 
90. 5 : 25 :: 8 : 

Zahid had an aunt Raziya, an uncle I alid and a sister 
Zuhra, Answer the following questions :- 

91. Who is Khalid t s wife? 

92. Who is Zuhra' s aunt? 

93. Who is ï a li d r s nephew? 

94. how many male relations has Zuhra? 

95. How many female relations- has Raziya? 

96. Lachman is smaller than Zubaid a and Zubaid a is smaller 
than Krishna, who is the tallest of the three? 

Write the number of appropriate relations :- 

1. 2 3 4 5 
97. Lakebman's (mother, grardmother, aunt) is his (father, sister's, 

6 7 8 9 
mother r s) (s ón, daughter, s is ter) . 

98. ' An engine bas fair small wheels and four big wheels and has 
run a distance of 50 miles which of the two types of wheels 
(big or small) went round the larger number of times? 

99. If you buy two dozens of n at 14 annas each dozen and 

, one seer of almond (badani, at 58annas a seer, how much 
change should you get from a Five -rupee note? 

l00. A fort has provision to last its army of 400 men for a month. 
There are only 200 men in the garrison during the first 
fortnight and when they leave the same number of solo i Prs 
arrive. How long will the provis ion last? 
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Group Test of Intelligence 
( Dr .Bhansidni) * 

/MICR SHEETS 

WRITE IN BIOC K. . LETTERS. 

Name 

Department T No 

Designation 

Date of birth Provinc e 

Educ ational qualifications 
Name of the last school attended 

Name of the last College attended 

Father! s Name 

Father s Occupation ....,.. 
Post you aspire in the order of choice 

1 ' 

Proficiency 

2 

S.No. of 
questi on 

1.xxx 

, 4. xxxx 

Answer 
g.No. on 

ue stion 
1S.No. of 

answer ues tior wer 

10. xxxx 

NORTH 
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s. 

13. xxxx 
3 -/a 

16. xxxx 

12 XX3CX 

22.. xxxx 

25. mom 

28. xxxx 

31. xxxx 

34. xxxx 
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5. xxxx! 
gio-Hr 

3. xxxx 

6. xxxx 
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11. xxxx 

14. xxxx 

17. xxxx 

20. xxxx 

23. xxxx 

26 . xxxx 

29. xxxx 

32. xxxx 

35. xxxx 

38. xxxx 

xxxx 
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: 12. xxxx 

15. xxxx 

18. xxxx 
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27 . XXXX 

30. xxxx 
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! 36. xxxx 

9. xxxx ' 3 
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f. 

XX 
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.$ô7 
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of (I 

ue st ions 

43 . xxxx 

46. xxxx 

49. max , 

52. =or 
55. xxxx 

58. xr,..rx I 

61. xxyx r -" 
64. loom , 

I 

76. xxxx 

79. xxXX 
r- 

82. xxxx 

85. ocxx i 

TRAIN 
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50. xxxx 

53. xxxx 

56.1cxxx; 

59. xxxx 

62. xxxx 

, 65. )cxxx 

68. XXXX 

71. xxxx 
. 
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74. xxxx! 

r / 

77. xxxx, 

80. xxxx! 

i 83. xxxx 

86. xxxx 
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GROUP INTELLIGENCE TEST (Verbal) 
Time - 45 minutes. 

MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS. 

o: 

1. Credit will be given if answers are completed before the given 
time. 

2. Real each page of the test. 

3. Dry not waste your time over the questions which you find difficult 
Pass on to the next. 

4, Write the answers only on the answer -sheet and in the spaces 
intended for them. Write nothing on the question paper. 

5. Write neatly. Do not rub of answers or over -write them. If your 
answer is wrong, cut it out and write the correct one above it. 

6. No calcuation or scribbling is permitted. 

7. Complete the entries on the top of the answer -sheet. 

8, Follow closely the method of answering the Buffer Test. 

BUFFER TEST. 

1. My house is to the east of yours and yours to the south of 
Karin. To which side of Karim does my house lie? 

2. Mohan is elder to Sohan by 3 years and Jagan is younger to 
Mohan by 2 years. Jagan was born in 1921. What is the age of 
Sohan now? 

3. Write the appropriate word in the answer sheet to complete the 
pattern:- 

Navy : Ship Airforce : 

4. Give the number of the best reason. 
Holidays are a relief to the workers because - 

(a) They are observed all over the province 
(b) They come every year 
(c) They break the monotony of work 

5. Write the next two digits: - 
2 5. 30. 37, 46, 

6. Write the word which does not belong to the group:- - 
Nail, Kite, Thumb, Hand, Foot. 

7. Give the number of the figure, which completes the patter on 
the left. 

1 2 3 4 
-- .. + X - 

' -f- .. x + - x 

BUFFER ANSWER- SHEET. 

Question Answer Question Answer 
1 South -East b 57 70 
2 23 6 Kite 
3 Aeroplane 7 2 
4 (e) 



1. Ram is to my right, Sena is to Rain's right. Who is in the middle? 

Write the letter which occurs more than once in each of the 
words: 

2. Pansophiç. 

3. Honout. 

4. Patriot. 

Write the word which occurs more than once. 

5. My face is clean but my hands are dirty. 

'6. The farther we go the higher is the summit. 

7. Write the number which lies in the circle and one of the squares. 

8. Write the number which lies in both the squares, 'circle and 
triangle. 

9. Write the number which lies in both the squares, the circle and 
semi- circle? 

10. Write the number which lies in the triangle, one of the squares 
and the circle. 

11. Write the number which lies in the circle, one of the squares and 
senti circle, 

12 If August comes before September make two crosses if not one 

13. Suppose you are going south, then turn to your right and then 
to your left. What direction are you going no 

14. If afternoon conies before evening wake one cross, if not two. 

15. If Sunday comes after Saturday and before Monday make one 
cross if not two. 

Write the appropriate word in the answer sheet to complete the 
following sentences: - 

16. The longer the night the shorter the 

17. is the first month of the Christian calender. 

18. A -train has an engine and carriages. 

19. If infancy comes earlier than old age make two crosses if not one 
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Name the right word from among the alternatives: - 
31. Flower is a part of (plant, school, river, home). 

Write the appropriate word (in the answer sheet) to complete 
the sentence: - 

32. Books are printed in the -- 
33. We have noses to smell and eyes to- 
34. We work hard at our books to our examinations, 

35. When the rain has fallen the field is tilled with a 

i36. These fruits are not ripe they are- -- 

d e d ae 
9 h ae lnt n te floig fgrs tews u iwu `1. 

> 

Name the right word from among the alternatives: - 
31. Flower is a part of (plant, school, river, home). 

Write the appropriate word (in the answer sheet) to complete 
the sentence: - 

32. Books are printed in the -- 
33. We have noses to smell and eyes to- 
34. We work hard at our books to our examinations, 

35. When the rain has fallen the field is tilled with a 

i36. These fruits are not ripe they are- -- 
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87. If summer comes before autumn make two crosses if not one. 

Which of the four figures on the right best completes the pattern on the left? 
3 

r 

.. -.., 

,'' I 

1 

axzms.R:.. 

.. 

y.,Á, F =i r 4 

Below are given some questions Three answers are given to each question. Ynu are to look at the answers carefully, then put down the number of the best answer 

43. Pencils are carried more often than fountain pens because:- - 

(a) they are brightly coloured 
(b) they are cheaper 
(c) they are not so heavy. 

44. If the earth were nearer the Sun 

(a) the stars would disappear 
(b) our months would be longer 
(c) the earth would be warmer. 

45. Freezing water bursts pipes because: - 
(a) cold makes the pipe weak 
(b) water expands on freezing 
(c) ice stops the flow of water. 

46. Clocks are common enough in offices because: - 
(a) we like to hear them strike 
(b) they have hands 
(c) they tell us time. 

47. Paper is used for writing because : -- 
(a) it is cheap 
(b) it can be preserved 

Ä 

d 



(c) it can be burnt at will. 

48. Zakir was married. in December 1916, exactly at the age of 36, 
his wife was five years older to him and would celebrate her next 
birthday in December next. When was she born? 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

.53. 

o: 

Look up each row of the numbers below and write the two digits 
that should corne next:- 

8 7 6 

27 27 23 

19 16 14 

29 28 26 

3 6 8 

' 

Zahid had an aunt I:laziya, an uncle Klialid and a sister Zuhra, 

Answer the following questions: - 
54. Who is Khalid's wife? 

55. Who is Zuhra's aunt? 

56. Who is Khalid's nephew? 

57.. How many male relations has Zuhra? 

58. How many female relations has liaziya? 

Give the number of the word which does not belong to the same 
class as tI e others:- 

1 2 3 4 5 
59. sympathy, piety truthfulness, ignorance, tall. 

1 2 '3 4 5 
60. wheel, spoke, handle, tie, mudguard. 

1 2 3 4 
61. give, lend, lose, keep, 

Name the class to which the following belong:- 

5 4 3 ... - ..< 

23 19 19 

11 9 6 

23 19 14 .... 
16 18 .26 ...... 

62. Father, child, wife, sister, husband. 

Insert the fourth term in the following:- 

63. Granary : wheat : : library .... _.. , 

64. January : February : : 1 is to ... 

65. 5 : 25 : : 8 : ........... _.... 

66. Fire : heat: : ice : _........ 

67. Shoe : foot : : hat : _..... 

Arrange the followidg words, mentally into a sentence and say 
whether the statement is true or false : -- 

68. Months coldest are summer 



69. Taking is fruits good health for 

70. Stand is dangerous it crossing railway to near 

71. The warmer you nearer to is to equator the are it the not. 

72. Plague terrible cholera scourges are 

Write same or opposite which gives the correct relation ship. 

',73. Cold - hot 

74. Before - After 

75. Collect - Distribute 

76. Assembly - gathering 

77. Debase - Degrade 

78. Specific General 

79. Aggravate - Irritate. 

80. Two trains left Allahabad station at 7 p. m. and were running in 
opposite directions. One was mail, the other passenger, their 
respective speeds being 50 and 30 miles. The guards of both will 
have rest after 150 miles. How many hours afrer the relief of the 
guard of the mail train would the guard of the passenger have 
his? Half an hour iÚ taken by stoppages in the case of both 
t rains. 

81. Lachhwan is smaller than Zubaida and Zubaida is smaller than 
Krishna, who is the tallest of the three? 

82. An engine has four small wheels and four big wheels and has run 
a distance of 50 miles which of the two types of wheels (big or 
small) went round the largest number of times. 

83. A fort has provision to last ber army of 400 men for 3 months. 
There are only 200 men in the garrison during the first fortnight 
and when they leave the sanie number of soldiers arrive. How 
long will the provision last? 

I heard the school clock strike yesterday ten minutes before the 
gun fired. I did not count the strokes, but I am sure it struck 
an odd. number. I did not come to tire- school in the morning 
and the school clock stopped at five minutes to five in. the after- 
noon. When do you think the gun was fired? 

84. 

85. Two hounds started a chase at the same hour. One overtook its 
quarry in 20 minutes and the other in 25 minutes, the first having 
stopped for 1 hours of the time because of an accident on the way 
How much time did the second take in actual running? 

86 If you buy two dozens of »ranges ¿t 14 arenas each dozen and one 
seer of almond (badam) at 38 asnas a seer, how much change 
should you get from 5 rupee note? 

87. Kartik the Áth month of the Hindu calender, corresponds to October 
of the Christian calendar. lïartik ended on the 26th, of October 
this year. The lunar mouth of 'Hindu calendar consists of 30 days. 
When did Cliait begin according to the Chris;iair calendar? 
(Hindu 'months : Kartik, ?1laghar Poli Mag, Pliagun, Chait). 

VP, There is ai circus in the quadrangle; in the centre of the Quadran- 



gle there is a pole At about 100 yards north -east of the pole 
is the cage of a lion. The arena for performance is in the 
north -west of the pole. To the south of the pole' are seats for 
the audience in a semi- circle Ram is seated right to the south 
of the pole. Behari and Dalji.t are seated 1444h-west and ueit- 
east of the quadrangle respectively. -54" S+» 

88. On which side of Ram is Behari seated? 

89. Which direction is Behari facing when watching the performance? 

90. On which side of Daljit is the cage of the lion? 

G . If the lion's cage is moved towards south -west, on which direction 
of the arena is it? 

Give one word for the following: - 
92. The place a river rises from 

93. The place where two rivers meet 

94. The place where electricity is generated 

95. The capacity to remember what is taught 

96. The person who represents a government in another state. 

97, The form of government in which representatives of the people 
have a voice in the matter of the state. 

98. The song which voices the national sentiment of the people. 

99. The agreement which temporarily suspends fighting in a war. 

Write the number of appropriate relations:- 

100. 1 2 3 4 5 
Lakshman's (mother, grandmother, aunt) is his (father,' sister's, 

6 7 8 9 
mother's)(son, daughter, sister), 

r, 
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TATA. mor & STEM CO. 

. group_Tests - of Int ellig,enc e - ___?jeLr_f__-_grirlan_g_e:___Terszt?_.:..: 

rTs THIC':TO.N3. 0 

1. In this group of tests, you c,re required to perfonn certa-j_n 
operations accord to the instructions given. Carefully 
study the ,illustre23ions before attem..ting he tests prorper. 

2. Work steadily -through without any hurry. If, however, you finish before the total tirn- allotte'c'i for the whole group, 
you will get .crecit for 

. 

Now stufy the following illustrations. 
3. Test. No, 1 -.Me.ze' Test. 

In this test you will fin. number of mazes. 
The entrance to the maze is marked by an arrow. You are to 
enter the maze at that place 5nd corne out of it by _pasbing 
throwh the open channels at the exit shown by another arrow. 
Show the path you follow by 'a continuous p ¡no il lino . See 
illustratika below ;- 

QVIESTIoN. 

4. Tes-t Na.2. 

o vs,e EG, 

nthiést yOti will be given drawings of patterns 
made up of a number of cubs. You are required to, corunt the 
number of cubes in each pattern. For exemple the pattern -hown. 
bal6w is made of:..two cUbes, so, the answer is 2. 

DO NM .RIT .CTHING OT IsE-$ ',ZINSTION PAPILR. 
T&PARATE .SI13 W3R SH'M IS PROVID FOR 'IT] PljaP03.11. 

Write the answer to adL question against the proper 
serial; number. in 'the answer eh 

Q TioN. 

. 

-. 

1°) 

t.:::...J 

. 

%NM') 

. 

. - 

. . 

. 

! 

/.... 
. 

10,1 E S H E E'T 
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5. Test No.3. 

In this .te st you will be given a series of rectangles 
filled with different patterns.. At the end a f e* rectangle are left lr lank. You are required to c,:,raplete the pattern by patting, 
in. the appropriate á y mb o is in the blankrpattera. See the 
illustration. 

.7( 

x #0. 0 . -Nr. . 0 x 4.- 

!`. 

Question 

-6.nswer. 

6. Test No.4. 

This is a test, of ubstitutin,P,.. a symbol for a digit 
You will fina the key at the. top of the test. Below the key you 
will get y.,A;s..- of digits with hisrik epaceo below for entering the 
c rresp ondiAg symbol. 

r 

7.. Test A.To. 5 

NC 4 1111111111110U 
IIIIIINIIIMCGOICIEI 

4 3 E . 

Que.. s 

r4u.rti on 
complote with 
answer. 

This is a test of c ompa,ring nurnber. Yo u will find two 
rows of pairs of nurr_bere.. 3,Dich pair has a s'rial numbe r 4:tiren. to 
it, Compare the numbers, in 1he pair :nd fi.n:: out whether -they 
are the same -5r d ifferent 

YOU ART3 ;IITH A 3 riiÁT AN SH -.,,VHCH 

3.1-7.21A1, N1.111Wirt,-.:3 OF TE-3.1, PAIR".3 1-11-,T-:, aT R-LP1-102JGC.41) ..'JII:a A BtANK 
A.0 

If the numbers in .a pair ere the sam -pUa. t 42.c k. in the 
blank sp-ace. If, ori the Oth.e.r -nand, the number different, 
put a rXr. 

ANSWER 
L E 
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6. Test No,, G 

In this test you will find asquare cut int pieces 
in different ways. In each case th- ..square is drawn on the ri ̂ ht 
and the pieces into which it has been cut, off the left. By 'draw - 
ing' lines Within the. square you are required to show how the pieces can be fitted together to form the square. 

g.. T e st N J r! 

I 

Tiorv. SvvE R. 

In this test you will find a number of patterns. From 
each pattern a piece from the ri : -;ht hsxx; bottom corner has been 
CUT, off. By the sip e of the cut ps.t tern. you w ill find five 
pieces which will fit exactly in the portion cut off from the 
pattern, but , the re is only one which :ill cornplete the pattarn. 
You are required to find out that paw tic ular piece. 

DO NOT T'GRIT :p, .-:Ir I "TG ON TH7, r`(J :3STION P.A,P 3R. St+,`P 
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L. 650 

2. 2579 

3. 55190 

4, 658049 

5, 63015991 

6. 69931087 

7. 299056013 

. 
. r 

. . 

a. 3910068482 ... 

9. 8510273301 . . . 

19. 451152903 ... 

11. 3259016275 ... 
12. 582039144 . . . 

13. 61558529 

14. 211915883 

15. 670413822 

16. 17198591 

17. 36482991 

.. 

. 
18. 10243586 ... 

19. 659012534 ... 

2p. 388172902 

21. 631027594 . 

650 

2579 

55102 

650849 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

63019991 ; 26. 

69931087 27. 

299 056013 128. 28. 

391006482 ;29 

8510273301 
. 

3Q 

451152903 31. 

3295016725 i32. 

582039144 ; 
33. 

61588529 ;34. 

2199 15883 35. 

670143822 36. 

17198591 ;37. 

36482991 ,38. 

10 243586 39 

659021354 40. 
1 

381872902 41. 

631027594 42. 

2499901354 

2261059310 

2911038227 

313377752 

1012938567 

7166220988 

3177628449 

46f? 672663 

9104529003 

3484657120 

8588172556 

3120166671 

7611348879 

26557239164 

8819002341 

6571018034 

38779762514 

39008126557 

75658100398 

41181900726 

6543920817 
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468672663 
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3120165671 

76111345879 

26557239164 

8819002341 

6571018034 

38779765214 

39008126657 

75558100398 

41181900726 

654392 087:L. 
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J 

1)9._ 

Manual of Instructions 

1 -You are provided with a booklet which contains 8 pages. Before answering the 
questions you sh -uld fill the particulars given below. 

2 -The question paper contains a large number of questions arranged in 5 sections. Try to 
solve as many questions as you can. 

3 -Some questions are easy; others are difficult. The answers of these would some times be 

a word or a number. Some times you will be required to make certain drawing In 
the last section there are some mathematical sums which are to be solved on the blank 
papers supplied. Write your name on the top of these papers. While solving the 
questions their number should be entered clearly in the margin and the calculations should 
be neatly done. 

4-- Illustrations of the solutions have been given in a number of cases. You should note 

these carefully before attempeting the questions, 

5- Ever/ question ( and each part of a question, if in parts ) carries equal marks. 

6 -When you are asked to answer the questions, read all the questions on each page. 

Answer the easy ones first. Don't waste time over the questions which you find too 

difficult. Pa-s on to the next. Write nothing except the answer on the question -paper. 

7 -Write neatly. Do not rub off answers or over -write them. If the answer is wrong, cut 

it out and writ: the c )rrect one beside it. 

Fill in the following p irticulars 

Name. 

Caste Age in years & months 

Place of permanent residence : District Province. 
or State 

Hobby 

Name of the Institution Class 

Exam.ina.tio_is paled wits the year of passing and the Divisions secured in each. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4, 

Year Division 



Section I Time-2 Hours 

Q. 1 the following are patterns with certaindesigns, a portion of which is missing in each. 

Give the number from amongst the fragnentary patterns given against each that will 

complete the design. Write the number of the answers against each in the Answer- 

column. The answers of the first three patterns are given to serve as illustrations. 

5 

trtj'f6-"' 
itJ+! 

- I ti 

-71 ti 

2 

IL! 
tíi 

4 

1-7L 

10 

3 

IzT1 

J 
3 

F-4 

'ti 1 

6 

IO 

(,) 

.* - 17-1 

rtri 
¡A a 

H 

Q. 2 (a) E.-3 
A B 

D 

/P 
(b) 

5 

o 1K-T 
; 

ti 

3 ./4 

1.-* 
kin 1 T 
L_i ;- 

+-7 p0 
h c' 

A 

s 

(a) If A B is qua' to C D, write 

yes otherwie write no in the 

answer-coluan, 

(b) If P Q anc R S form part of 

the same staight line, write yes 

otherwise vite no in the answer- 

column. 

(a) 

Answeis 



Q 3. Look at the followine figures and find tht way in which the first three figures on the same 

line are alike. 7 he n 1( ck at the other fier figures on the same line and give the number of 

the one that is most like the first three. 

a 3 

4 
ol 

, 
4 

Q. 

Section II 

3 4 5 

Indicate by letters the piece or pieces ( from amongst those given ), which are required to 

fill in each space on each of the, lines. Write the letter piece to to used in the 

small dotted circle given to indicate the number cf pieces requ,. ?d for each space. In 

the first line the first two space.; are filled to illustrate. 

: R'sss s Pjeci 

' ' 
. 

i firsts u '. ; ,:? . r" .. 
2 pat44 e4sei ln e:124, 2 Pitaeto eiiaal 1ó aanle ' ` ..f 

-. 
; . . 

'' 
2 Irisen. ELRt.i+ PjE:e.s4 e/ibpL a, ;:,` l.wv. ' ,' 

. . . ' 
. . 

30ce c;a eswoa feor+-d 3 R:uw ncL To Pirtal 

i ' ' 
... ... 

Pieces 



( 3 ) 
Q. 2. Below are various geometrical forms. Divide each form in two by means of a single line in such a way that when the two pieces are 'joined they will form a square. In the column for answers write the two numbers which are at the ends of the line used to divide the form in two parts, 

r 
s, 

14 , : ,i u ry 
....... 

me-7 
-- M1 _. 

Ali; 

i 
'4 

y 

-------- 
2 ?. 

3 4s 

Answers 

(a) 5 and 11 

(b) 5 and S 

s 
Ps 

13 

i ` t i 
z i ay=' 
l s_ 'i! it !! 

L ̂ , _ ¡ - /t'`t 
('/ 

2- 

3 

4 

Answers 

5- - 

6 



( 4 ) 

Write the names of the most essential missing part in each of the following models. 

Answers 

1, 

wF . /1'J 

Q 3. (a) In which direction will the 

pointer move ( towards A or B ) when 

the crank is turned in the direction 

indicated by the arrow in the adjoin- 

ing figure ? In the answercolumn 

write either A or B, whichéver is 

the correct answer. 

(a) 

ltii'!l`,rTllPf. ' 

,a s 

(b) The small cart is to be moved 

in the diretion Indicated by the arrow. 

Shou'd the crank be moved in the 

direction indicated by the arrow C or 

in that indtcated by the arrow D ? In 

the answercolumn write either C or D, 

whichever is ahe correct answer. 

(b) 

w 

1 

3 

4 

Answers 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) In which direction should the 

crank be turned ( towards E or H ),in 

order to lift the weight which is hang. 

ing ? In the answercolumn writ} 
A 

either E or H, whichever is the 

correct answer. 

( c) 



( 5 ) 

Q 3 Below are reproduced pictures of machenical arrangements formed by jointed 'livers. Each 
machenical set -up includes several fixed aF s represented by black squares. When the 
handle marked G is pulled downwards the extremity X is displaced in a certain direction, 

For example in the 

illustration given at the top 

when the handle G is pulled 

downwards the externity X 

moves upwards and towards 

the right as indicated by the 

arrow. 

Indicate by an arrow on 

each of the figures how the 

extremity X moves when G 

is pulled downwards. 

Section IV 

Q. L. While cycling down the Stanley Road Shyatnnanarayan finds that all of a sudden paddling 

cea ,ses to function and the cycle 2radually comes to a stop. On examining he finds that 

the chain is in proper place, both on the chain -wheel and the free -wheel and there is no 

defect in the brakes. What can be the possible defect in the cycle I Give the number of the 

correct answer from amongst the following. 

i 

Answer. 

(I) The tube of the front -wheel is punctured. 

(a) One of the pikes is broben. 

(3) The wire of the free - wheel. is cut. 

(4) The cycla requires oiling. 

Q. 2, A certain cyleuder in a motorcar- engine was n)t firing. The ignition leads ace properly 

connected and they are in g.)od order. What could be the cause of misfiring in that 

cylender alone when the engine is in god condition ? Give the number of the correct 

answer from amongst the following. 
Answer 

(I) Battery is not fitted. 

(2) Magnets are not working. 

(3) The water radiator is hot. 

(4) Sparking plug in that cylender is out of order. 

Q 3 In a motor car- engine the petrol supply to the carburator from gravity fed tank is found to 

be restricted After a few hours running Theré is enough petrol in the tank and the p essages 

fioau the tank to the carburator are clear and there is no leakage anywhere on the pipe' 

counections. What could be the cause of this restricted flow of the perol ? Give the 

number of the correct answer from amongst the following. 
Answe r 

(I) The float in the carburator is punctured. 

(2) The passage for the air to the tank is blocked . 

(3) Petrol pump is not working. 

(4) The tank is left open. 



( 6 ) 

Q. 4, A- cif erra he use has caught fire. The fire brigade arrives. 

(a) What would they look for first ? Gi e the number of the correct answer from amongst 

the following. 
Answer 

.s, 

(1) L adder, (2) Hydrard, (3) Rope 

(b) What apparatus is used to make the water reach the upper storey ? Give the number 

of the correct answer from amongst the following. 
Answer 

(1) Syphon, (2) Vaccum Pump (') Hose 

Section V 

The following sums are to be solved on the blank papers supplied. The steps of the 

working are to be clearly shown. Rough calculaticns may be done in the marginal space 

which is to be left out. 

Q. 1., The specific gravity of a piece of brass was found by use of a Nicholson's Hydrometer 

and the fo llowtng` observations were recorded. 

(1) Weight required to sink tie Hydro meter to the standard mark =4.48 gms. 

(2) Weight required to sink the Hydrometer to the standard nark with the brass piece 

on the upper pan =2.28 gms 

(3) Weight required to sink the Hydrometer to the standard mark with the brass piece, 

in the lower pan =2.48 gms. Calculate the specific gravity of brass. 

Q. 2 A hollow conical vessel has an internal diameter of 6" on the top and is 9" deep 

inside. Calculate the weight cf water which it contains. ( water weighs 0.036 Lbs 

per cubic inch. ) 

Q. 3. A wheel A having 20 teeth drives ai other wheel B having 54 teeth. 

If A runs at 110 revolutions per minute find the speed of revolution of B. 

Q. 4. A 10 horse -power electric motor is getting up speed from rest from a resisting couple 

whose moment is 320 poundal feet. Find (a) the maximum angular velocity of the 

rotating parr, and (b) the time taken to attain it if the acceleration is constant and 

equal to 40 radians per sec. per sec. 

Q. 5. Two bodies A and B weigh 10 Lbs. and 40 Lbs. respectively, Each is acted upon 
by a force equal to the weight of 5 Lbs, Compare the times the force must act to 
poduce in each of the bodies. 

(a) the same momentum, 

(b) the same Kinetic Energy. 

Q. 6. The jib of a drick crane measured 19 ft. The tie is 17¡ ft. and the post is 9 ft long. 
A load of 2.5 tons weight is attached to a chain which passes over a single pulley at 
the top of the jib and then along the tie. Find the push in the jib and the pull in 
the tie. ( Neglect friction and the weight of the part of the crane. ) 

Sign your full rame here 
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co 0 © (0) 
. ß. C . t . E . 

3. LOOK AT THE FIGURES GIVEN ABOVE AND FIND THE. PROPERTY WHICH IS COMMON TO ALL THETHREE 
FIGuRE.S ON THE. LEFT. THEN LOOK AT THE. OTHER FN E, F1Gu RE.S ON THE. SAME LINE ON THE. RIGHT AND FIND OUT THE Fit:Ju . W1.41C4 POSSESSES THE SAME COMMON PROPE-IZTY OF THE THRE.T. FIGURES NTHE 
LEFT. LVIDENTLI' T.M. FIGURE MARKED" E. "IS THE. ONL`f ONE WHICH SATISFIES THAT CONDITION. SOTHE 
ANSWER IS" E.'. DO TINE. SAME WITH THE OTHER GROUPS OF FIGURES GNVE.N BE.LOW.PuT DOWN THE ANSWE.R 
IN THE ANSWER COLUMN PROVIDED IN THE. ANSWER SHEI =T.DO NOT WRITE.411' THING ONTHE AIUE.STIONPAPER. 

n 
R 4111 

C. 

armA rai/A'vk_ 
o 

c3c3 

E. 

D. 

C. D. 

E. 

E 

E, 

E. 
IN THIS QUESTION You'AR>:.GIVF.N FOUR PATTERNS.IN EACH OF THESE. THERE ARE. GAPS.THE. NUM % - 

OF OOTTE_D CIRCLE -SIN EACH GAP INDICATESTNENUMBER OF PIECE OR p1ECESRE.QuIRED TO FILL(HE GAP. 
EACH boTTED CIRCLE IS NUMBE.RED.IN THE ANSWER SHEET GNE. THE. LE.TTE..R INDICATI NG THE PtE.CE 
RI*®UIREDAGAINST CORRLSPOND1Nß CIRCLE. NUMDER.INTHE. CASE OF PATTERN "h" FORME CIRCLE. N0.1, AND - 

NO,2.THE ANSWERWILLBE.4'.51' '4 :1 PUT DOWN 'THE ANSWE.RINTHE ANSWER COLUMN PROVIDED ONTHE 
ANSWER SHE.E.T DO DIO7 WRITE. As-' THING Ott Tn. ;WE.STION PAPER 

PATTE.RNS. 

1-1(e--2-1 -- 

' 6 /-7:11 , 4 , , 

à, ,'9; ';1Ùi ;1l; '12; ' 

1'13; 
`14 l51 :16; ;1_7; 118) 

PIECES. 



ANSVVE. S. 

0 5 AND 

a 5 ANO 8 

SEVERAL GEOMETRICAL FORMS ARE. EVEN BELOW.E.AVA OF THEM IS i'O BE. U\V10E.0 \N%) "TW 

PARTS 8`f MEANS OF A SINGLE LANE IN SUCH A WAY THAT WHEN ZHt Two PANTS ARE JOINED 
THEY NINILL FnRM A SAuARE..LOOK Al THE. ABOVE TWO FORMS ®ANB ®.In TAE CASE® THE LINE 
JOINING S AND it AND IN THE CASE. ®THE. LINE. JOINING 5 AN0 S M1tLLDOVVHATISWANTED. 

a0 ÎME SAME FOR 7n. FORMS GIVEN BELOW .FOR AN SWER'W RITE.; ON ZHE ANSWER SHEET? THE 
TWO NUMBERS AT THE. ENDS OF .11E. LINE USED TO DIVIDE. THE: FORM AGAINST CORRESPONDING FOR M 

NUMBER. 50 NOT CRAW ANY LINE. THROUGH THE CORMS ON 1IAE. @,UEST\ON PAPER 2_ 

1.. 

----- 
2 . 

5 6 
4 1 

. 
25 

24 

1- 
2 
4 

:Kti:;i1 
. 3 B. 1 2 6. 

1 21G 
7 

117 

495 

19 

48 

17 

3 

4 

6 12 

4 5 6 

10 
11 13 

12 

ß7 1T 1110 
10 

13 

.LL THE FICAIRE.S WHICH ARE. GIVEN %E.L041 ¡NOICATL SOME. TOOLS.INRITE THE NAME. OF EACH AGAINST 175 

CORRESPt4NOING NUMgLR ON THE ANSWER SHLETOD,O NOT WRITE ANY THING ONTHL QUESTION PAPER 

:::....---- .. ........ ........'.;;" :: .0411) 



IN ÌH15 %\.) ESPION FOUR MODELS ARE SHOWN BELOW, IN EACFICASE. ' u *ILL FIND t/NE. PART OR MORLTO Bt: 
M1551NG BUT FIND OUT ONLY THE. MOST ESSENTIAL MISSING PART ANDWR\1E. \IS NAML AGINNSS THE 
CORRESPONDING NIOD:.LNUMSERIN THE. ANSWER COLUMN PROVIDED IN THE. ANSWER SHEET, Do NOT 
WRITE. Awl' THING CN Tat 6uEST1oti PApe.R. 

67,- 
11 

D IN THIS MECHANICAL OE.VICE. THE DIRECTION IN WHICH 

!AL CRANK TURNS 15 SHOWN BY THE ARROW. FIND art' THE 
OIRECTION IN WHICH THE. POINT ER" P t LL MOVE. FOR ANSWER 

WRITE EITHER "A" OR 6 WHICHEVER `fou THINK COFI o-T. 

PUT DOWN THE ANSWICR IN THE ANSWER COLUMN PROVIDED 

F4R IT ON THE ANSWI:.R cJHEuT. 

F\ND OuT THE. DIRECTION IN WHICH THE CRANX 15 

TO BE TURNED SO THAT THE SIKALL.CAR1'P "WILL MOVE 
IN THE_ ZmtCZ ION StON B1' THE. ARROW . FOR ANSWER 
WRITE. EITHER '"C" QR "D" WHICH LVERYOu THINK TO 6E 
CORRE.cT 

FIND OUT TKE. DIRECTION IN WHICH THE. CRANK IS 

TO BE TURNED IN ORDER TO LIFT TkE.INE.IGHT FOR AN5- 

'WERWRITE EITHE.AYE" OR. \NHICHE'(- 1'Ou THINK To 

6E CORRccT 



BELOW ARE. REPRODUCED PICTURES OF MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT BY JOINTED \ANERS.E.ACH MECHANICAL. 

SET -UP INCLUDES SEVERAL F AXES REPRESENTED 9`r BLACK SQUARES.WHEN THE. HANDLE. MARKED 

G I5 PULLED "00WNWAROS THE EXTREMITT XIS DISPLACED IN A CERTAIN DIRECTION. 

FOR EXAMPLE IN THE 

wLSTRATION GIVEN AT 

1HE TO WHt.er MALHAN- 

DLL G is PULLED DOWN° 

WARDS TlHE.EXTREMI'Vf 

MOVES UPW4R05 AND 

COWARDS Tti+e. RIGHT A5 

NDICATED BY THE ARR- 

OW, L.e, CLOCK-WISE 

INo1CATE BY AN ARROW 

E DIRECTION OF MOVE - 

M1E.NT OFXFOR EACH 

1CURE. WHEN G IS PULLED 

OWNWARDS.PUT THE A' - 
o- E.Ac FI R A 

INST ITS CORRESPONDINCr 

UMBER ON THE IktdSWER 

HEE. . 

ANSE.R . 

WHILE CYCLING, DOWN THE STANLL`t Rat SITYAMNARK -r AN FINDSTHAT ALLQF A SUDDEN PEDALLING 

CEASES 7° FUNCTION ANOTI Z. CYCLE GRAOUALL`C COMES TO I S-voP.ON EXAMINING NE. FINDS THAT THE 
CHAIN IS IN PRopER PLACE., BOTH ON THE CHAIN-WHEEL AND THE. FREE. -WHEEL ANt THERE IS N4 DEFECT 
IN THE. BRAKES.WHAT. CAN SE_ THE_ POSSIBLE DEFECT IN TAE. C`f C LE. E. THE: LETTER INDICATING 

THE - CORRECT ANSWER F RAM AMONGST THE. FOLLOWING, ON THE. ANSWE -R SHEET. 

C THE TUBE OF THE. FRONT-WH EEL IS PUNCTURED. 

1 ONE. OF THESPOKES IS BROKEN. 

'D THE WIRE OF THE FREE- WHE.E.L IS CUT. 
DC THE C`CCLE. REQUIRES 01L1N1G. 

1A CERTAIN C1LINOER \tr AMOTORCARENWEWAS NOT FIRING -THE- IGNITION LEADS ARE.PRORERLY CONNECTED 

AND THEY Aar. IN GOOD ORDER .WHAT COULD SE THE CAUSE OF MISFIRING IN TH AT CYt-I W IER ALONE, WHEN 

THLENGINE- IS IN GooD CONDITION p GNE. THE LETTER INDICATING THE. CORRECT EW E-R FROM AwIO- 

NGST THE FOLLOWING, ON THE. ANSvNc.R SHE:E.T 

BATTEP,Y IS NOT FITTED. 

D MAGNETS ARE NOT WORKING. 

TNEWATERIN RADIATOR tSHoT. 

® SPARKING PLUG IN THAT CYt..I NOtRIS OUT OF ORDER. 

IN A MOTOR CAR ENGINE. TH E. PET ROL SUPPL.r TO THE. CARBURETTOR FROM GRAVITY FE.D TANK IS FOUND 

TO BE RE- STR1CTLD AFTER AFEW HOURS RUNNING:TKERE. IS ENOUGH PETROL IN THE. TANK AND THE PAS - 

-SAGES FROM THE TANK TO THE. CARBURETTOR ARE CLEAR AND 7I-1ERE.IS NO LEAKAGE AN`IWHERL ON-NE, 

PIPE CONNE- CTIONS.WHAT COULD ßE THE. CAUSE OF TWIS RESTRICTED PLOW OF THE PETROL? CI NE. 

THE LE.TTER INDICATING THE. CORRECT ANSWER FROM AMONGST THE FOLLOVCN4,ONT AL AtvSwER 

SHEET . 

THE. FLOAT IN THE CARBURETTOR IS PUNCTURE.O. 

V THE. PASSAGE. FOR THE AIR TO THE TANK IS ßLOCKLD. 

r0 PETROL _PUMP IS NOT WORKING. 

'NETANK IS LEFT OPEN. 



lt3n A CINE.MAKOUSE. KAS CAUGHT FIRt. :NE. FIRE.SRi AIM ARR1vE.5. 

WMAT WOULD THEY LOOK FOR F1FtSTP WRITE. ON THE. ANSWER SHEET ONE. OF THE 

LETTE.U®)® AND ©WHICHE:VER INDICATES CORRECT ANSWER. 

L ADDER @ K°f DRANT © ROPE 

MAI' WHAT APPARATUS IS USED 70 MPKE. THE *WI RLACH THE ZIPPER ST6RE -'f ? WR1TC ON 7HE 

ANSWER SHLIET ONLY ONE OF THE LETTERS@,© AND ©WHICHE.VE.R INDICATES COR- 

-RECT ANSWER, 

S`rPHON (VACUUM PUMP U HOSE 

THE.Fou_omio SUMS ARt1 BE.SOLVLD ON BLANK PAP EMS SUPPLIED .T>iE.STEPS OF 

THt VioRKma ARE. To 96. CL.F.ARLY SHOwN.Roll4H CP.LCU1..AT10N9 MAY 8E. DONE IN NE. MARGINAL 

SPACEWHICH IS TO BE. LEFT C. 
è.4/5 THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF A PIECE OF BRASS WAS FOUND BY USE. OF A CHOLSON'S HYDROME- 

TER AND THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS WLRE RECORDED. 

%, WEIGHT REQUIRED To SINK THE NYDROMILTE.R To THE. STANDARD MARK =4.4B GMs, 

Z, WEIGHT REQUIRED 70 SINK TH+t hYDROMETERTO THE, STANDARD MARK WITH TH E BRASS 

PIECE_ ON NE UPPER PAN 2.2.8 GMs. 

3, WEIGHT RtQUIRED TO SIts1 THE NYDROME:TGRTOTHE. STANDARD MARK WITH THE. BRASS 

PIECE N T11E LOWER PART = 2'48 GMS CALCULATE 7SE. SPECIFIC GRINITY OF BRASS. 

1AG. A ñOLLOW CONICALVEß5LLHP4S AN INTGRNAL DIAME VIR OF 6" ON THE TOP AND IS 9 OE.ZP 

INSIDE. CALCULATE THE WEIGHT OF WATER WHICH IT CONTAINS (WATER WEIGHS 06 036 

LDS.?E.R Cut\c 

O,L7. AWHEELt1A "HmING 20 TEETH DRIVES.ANOTHE.R WHE.E.L15HAVING S4 TEETH. 

ÏFA0RUNS AT 110 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE. FINDTHE. SPELT) OF REVOLUTION OFT. 

Q41.8. A to NOP,SE-POWER ELECTRICMOTOFZIS GETTING UP SPEED FROM REST AGAINETARESISTt 

-NG COUPLE WHOSE MOMENT IS 120 POUNDA:. FEET. FIND ® THE MAY.IUM ANGULAR VELD - 
CITY OF THE:, ROTATING PART, AND® THE. ÌtME.TAKEN % ATTAIN IT 1F THE ACCELERATION 

IS CONSTANT AND EQUAL TO 40 RADIANS PER SEC, PER SEC. 

Q.49. Two 9octLs A AND B WEIGH SO Lßs.ANO 40 Liss, RESPECTIVELy ,EACH IS ACTED UPON Bir 

A FORCEEaUAt -Tß THE WEIGHT OF' 5 Lss. COMPARE THE.INE.STHE. FORCE, MUST ACT TO 

PRODUCEIN EACH OF THE. BODIES, 

® THE SAME. MOMENTUM . 

® THE. SAME KINETIC ENERGY, 

Q6,21 THE. úl® OF A DERRICK CRANE. MLASURE.o 19 FT, 714E. TIE IS 172 FT, ANDTHEPOST IS 9 FT. 

LONG. A Loa.o Or TONS WEIGHT IS ATTAC}1E -D TO A CHAIN WHICH PASSES OVER A 

SINGLEE, PULLEY AT THE. TOP OF THE J I® AND THEN ALONG THE -TIE- . FIND THE -PUSH IN 

THE. JIB Amp TKS. PULL IN THE. TIE. (NE.4LE_cT FRIcTIoN ANOTHE:WE 0$.¡T OF THE PART 

OF THE CRANE, 
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r s 

i'trcight to sink the hycirorNSt'w t o the mark = 4.48 gram es 
St P4 44 44 44 in the Brass 

to tk.c mark = 2.28 mra:r res 

= 2.2a grames 
. Weight of Brass in air 

': eight to sink the hyi:trometeww th Brass in 
Lower Pan = 2.s. grammes 

eight of the 'grass in water - (4.48 - 2.144) = I.94 grammes 

So loss of weight in water = (2.2 - 1.94) grammes = 26rra:nmes 

air = 2.2 
. . Sp. Gravity .... Loss of :.',eight in water .26 = 9.46 

Q. 16. Volume of a Cone = II . r2 h 

6'' 

Q. 17. 2+' ìe6tk 

e .. Volume o' the given Cone = 
2 

TI. 3 °. 9 . cn.in. 

= I:;.. x3x9cn. 
= fî". x 27 cu. inch 

v eight of water per on. inch = .03Cib. 

. Weight of water the cone will Contain = II . x 27 x 
.0M lbs . 

= 3..)50 lbs. 

TA a NB 

ï'B NA 

or 20 NB 20 x 110 
á i 4 i i . . ' . NB = 54 

_ 4c le 
2.7 



Q. 18 iorque = 320 PAdal ,eet 
= 320 lb. feet 

32 lbs. 

H.P. * 2 II. 1.2. = 

3,3000 

10 = 2 II N.10 
3 3000 

. N = 10 x 3 3000 

= 10. lb. 

3 3000 = 

10 x 2 x 3.14 -6.28 5254 L.D.M. 

211 N. 

Maxm. angular velocity = b0 = 2 x 22 x 5254 
7 x 60 radians 

= 550.4 radians per sec. 

13w the acceleration = 40 radiansfsec.2 

° 

. . 40x t = 

or t 

550.4 

= 550.4 = 13.76 seconds 
40 

Q. 19. A = 10 lbs. 

B = 40 lbs. 

Yorce = 5 x 32 = 160 Andals acting on both 

if 2 
.e. acceleration of A is 10.f = 160 or Í= 16 sec. 

A A 

and acceleration of B is 40 fs = 160 or fs = 4 
11sec. 2 

let VA and VB be velocitiesof A & B respectively and TA & TB 

1114.m time taken to acquire these. 

VA= f, 1 &V =f T 
A A b 

To have same kinetic energy the relz3Aon will be 

10 x 16 x TA = 40 27 4 x 

TA 40 x 4 

72W = 10 x 16 = 1 



Q. 19 (Contd.) 

2 

KE of A = ~Ls- MA VA 

of B = M 
B 

Let T A and 2 be the time/taken by the two 

bodies to have same kinetic eneru 

10 x (16 
2 

= -15- 40 x (4 TB) 2 

or TA2 

Q. 2'3 

= 40 X 16 = 40 = 1 

'i 2 B 10 x 16 x 16 160 17 

TA = 

TB 

Iwo As are similar 

force diagram 

19X ab = 19 x 2.5 
be = 19' or bc = 9 = 5.2 

ab ton 

Again ac = 17.5 or ac = 17.5 x ab = 17.5 x 2.5 
ab 9= 4.8 

tow 



APPENDIX E.1. 

DIS2RIBUTION OF SCORES 

V: Verbal 
B: Beta 

AP: Aptitude. 

Frequency 
Score Interval Test V. Test 'B. Eicore 

.requency 
Interval Test AP. 

90- 99 C 'V 70 76 O 

80 8:1, 2 2e 65 69 0 

70 79 29 93 36 G2 9 

a) 69 33 23 49 55 34 

50 59 33 25 42 48 48 

40 49 23 27 35 41 70 

a) 39 33 31 28 ''.1 
0"... 00 

,f. 

20 29 23 4,) 22 21 27 32 

10 19 21 15 14 20 18 

0 9 3 15 7 13 11 

0 6 6 

5-elAX 49.298 52.372 35.746 

23.07 26.967 12.270 

ST. EPROR 1.54.5" 77it .792. 

OF 
MEAN 

NOTE:- The means and standard deviations were 
checked by shifting the origin one step 
and. recalculating the means and standard 
deviations. 



2S 

26 

/3- 

el / GI r/ A G. 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE SCORES OF 223 WoiXER 
/N THE TISCo. ON THE cRevp //vTELLIGENEE TEST FOR 16 +, 
Co,-PARED WITH BEST i' /Tr /FVC H /STOCRAr/ (RED) FOR 
SAnE DATA. 

.9 19 2-9 39 45 53 65 7 5 .99 99 



3S 

30 

15 

/S 

FRE Q UEîvc y OIS TR/ 6UT /oN OF THE SCORES OF 231 WORKERS 
/N THE T /SCa, ON THE MOD /F /ED BETA TEST, CO/9PARED WITH &EST 
F/TT/NÇ H /STOCgar7 (RED) FoR SANE DATA 

19 38 49 S9 63 79 89 99 



FREQUE/YCy DIST/IIßUT/ON OF THE SCORES OF 264 wOR/fERS 
THE T/SCo. ON THE /9PTiTCUDG_ iEST, Coll PA/IFD wiTH OCSr F/TT/zYÇ 
HISTOs/?9/Y(ñED.) Fa/( SA/YE DATA. 

1 

6 13 2e 27 3f- 4/ 4g ss 62- 6 



APPENDIX E2 

FACTORIAL 1-1ETET."-)D) 

V.T. B.T. APT.T. 00,.. Drg 

.5144 

ileoh.. 

.5438 (.7023) .7023 .6927 .6243 

B.T . .7023 (.7023) .6395 .6062 .4723 .5165 

Apt.T. .6927 .6395 (. 8428) .7951 .8428 .7920 

Sp. 1. .6243 .6062 .7951 (.7951) .5545 .5246 

Drg. .5144 .4723 .8428 .5545 (.8423) .5499 

Mec h. .5438 .5165 .7920 .5246 .5499 (.7920) 

3.7798 3.6391 4.6049 3.8998 3.7767 3.7188 

= 23.4191 
/72774151 4.8393 

01641vRec49R .20664 

actOr mATRIx -I. - iqultip13r1ng the total of each eolumn by R 

ist-1.04,4;n s .7811 .7520 .9516 .8059 .7804 .7685 

.7811 .6101 .5874 .7433 .6295 .6096 .6003 

.7520 .5874 .5655 .7156 .6060 .5869 .5779 

.9516 .7433 .7156 .9055 .7669 .7426 .7313 

.8059 .6295 .6060 .7669 .6495 .6289 .6193 

.7804 .6096 .5869 .7426 .6289 .6090 .5997 

.7685 .6003 .5779 .7313 .6193 .5997 .5906 



RESIDUAL MATRIX 

(.0922) .1149 (-) .0506 (-) .0052 (-).0952 (-).0565 

.1149 (.1368) (-) .0761 .0002 (-).1146 (-).0614 

.0506 (-) .0761 (-) .0627 .0282 .1002 .0607 

.0052 .0002 .0282 (.1456) ( -).0744 (-).0947 

.0952 (-) .1146 .1002 (-) .()744 (.2338) (-).0498 

.0565 (-) .0614 .0607 (-) .0947 (-).0498 (.2014) 

(.1149) .1149 (- ).0506 (- ).0052 (- ).0952 (- ).o565 

.1149 (.1149) (- ).o761 .0002 (- ).1146 (- ).o614 

.0506 ( -) .0761 (.1002) .0282 .1002 .0607 

.0052 .0002 .0282 (.0947) (- ).0744 (- ).o947 

.0952 ( -) .1146 .1002 (- ).0744 (.1146) (- ).0498 

.0565 (-Y) .0614 .0607 (- ).0947 (- ).o498 (.0947) 

CBANGING THE SIGNS OF TESTS 1, 2 & 4. 



(.1149) .1149 .0506 

.1149 (.1149) .0761 

.0506 .0761 (.1002) 

(-.).0052 . .0002 (-) .0282 

.0952 .1146 .1002 

.0565 .0614 .0607 

.4269 .4321 .3596 

2"4-Loo.,A,,,, 

.2336 

.3202 

.2389 

.1532 

.2934 

.2114 

Factor Mat-r ix - II. 

.2836 .3202 

.0804 .0908 

.0908 .1025 

.0678 .0765 

.0434 .0491 

.0846 .0955 

.0600 .0677 

Residual Matrix. 

(.0345) .0241 (-) .0712 

.0241 (.0124) (-) .0004 

(-) .0172 (-).0004 (.0436) 

(-) .0486 (-).0489 (-) .0648 

.0106 .0191 .0289 

.0102 .0035 (-).1063 

1(-) .0001 .0000 .0003 

(-.-).0052 

0°02 

.0952 

.1146 

.0565 

.0614 

(-').0282 .1002 .0607 

(.0947) .0744 .0947 

.0744 (.1143) (-.).0498 

.0947 (-) .0493 (.0907) 

.2306 .4492 .3182 

= 2.2636 

/2.2666 = 1.50552 

R. .6643 

.2389 .1532 .2984 .2114 

.0678 .0434 .0846 .0600 

.0765 .0491 .0955 .0677 

.0566 .0366 .0713 .0505 

.0366 .0235 .0757 .0324 

.0713 .0457 .0890 .0631 

.0505 .034 .0631 .0447 

(-) .0486 .0106 (-) .0035 

(-) .0489 .0191 (-) .0063 

(-) .0648 .0289 .0102 

(.0712) .0287 .0623 

.0287 (.0256) (-) .1129 

.9623 (-).1129 .0500 

(-) .0001 .0000 .0002 



( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

(.0486) 

.0241 

.0172 

.0486 

.0106 

.0035 

(-) 

(..) ) 

(.-) ) 

.1241 

(.0489) 

.0004 

.1439 

.0191 

.0063 

(-).0172 

(-).0004 

(.0648) 

(-).0648 

.0239 

.0102 

(-).0486 

(-).0489 

(-).0648 

(.0648) 

.0287 

.0623 

.0106 

.0191 

.0289 

.287 

(.1129) 

(-).1129 

(-) .0035 

(-) .0063 

.0102 

.0623 

(-). 1129 

(.1129) 

Changing the Signs of Tests 4 (9rz 6. 

- + + + 

- + + 

+ + + - 

+ + - + 

+ - 

- + 

+ 

+ 

(.0486) .0241 (-).0172 .0486 .0106 .0035 

.0241 .0489 (-).0004 .0489 .0191 .0065 

( ) .0172 (-).0004 (.0648) .0648 .0289 (-).0102 

.0486 .0439 .0648 (.0648) (-) .0287 .0623 

.0106 .0191 .0289. H .0287 ( .1129) .1129 

.0035 .0063 (-) .0102 .0623 .1129 (.1129) 

.1182 .1469 .1307 .2607 ,2557 .2877 

= 1.1999 

/7.1999 

= 1.0954 

R:.9129 



:E1'AC'10R M AT i? i X- III. - S IU'Tii'IYLYITJG i'HE 'i'0':PAL OF EACH COLUMN BY R. 

3 Lou, 

.1079 

.1341 

.1193 

.2380 

.2334 

.2628 

.1079 .1341 .1193 .2380 .2334 .2626 

.0116 .0145 .0129 .0257 .0252 .0283 

.0145 .0180 .0160 .0319 .0313 .0352 

.0129 .0160 .0142 .0284 .0278 .0313 

.0257 .0319 .0284 .0566 .0555 .0625 

.0252 .0313 .0278 .0555 .0545 .0613 

.0283 .0352 .0313 .0625 .0613 .0690 

luSIDUAL MATRIX. 

(.0370 .0096 ( -) .0301 .0229 ( -) .0146 (-).0248 

.0096 (.0309) (-) .0164 .0170 (-) .0122 (-).0289 

(-) .0301 (-) .0164 (.0506) .0364 .0011 (-).0415 

.0229 .0170 .0364 (.0082) (.-) .0842 (-).0002 

(-) .0146 (-) .0122 .0011 (-).o842 (.0584) .0516 

(-) .0248 (-) .0289 (-).0415 (-).0002 .0516 (. 0439) 

.0000 .0000 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 

(.0301) .0096 (-).0301 .0229 (-).o146 (-) .0248 

.0096 (.0289) (-).o164 .0170 (-).0122 (-) .0289 

( -) .0301 ( -) .0164 (.0415) . 0364 .0011 ( -) .0415 

.0229 .0170 .0364 (.0842) (-).0842 (-) .0002 

(-) .0146 (,-) .0122 .0011 (-).0842 (.0842) .0516 

(-) .0248 (-) .0289 (-).0415 (-).0002 .0516 (. 0516) 



C HANGI 'AG TM SIGNS OF TESTS 5 & 

+ - + + + 

+ - + + + 

- + + - + 

(.0301) 

.0096 

.0301 

.0229 

.0146 

0248 

.0719 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

- + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

(4.0248 

.0289 

.Q415 

.0002 

.0516 

(.0516) 

.1986 . 

.0096 

(.0289) 

(-) .0164 

.0170 

.0122 

.0289 

.0802 

(-).0301 

(-).0164 

(.0415) 

.0364 

(-).0011 

.0415 

.0718 

.0229 

.0170 

.0364 

(.0342) 

.0842 

.0002 

.2449 

( -). 0146 

. 0122 

().0O11 

.0842 

( .0342) 

_ .0516 

.2457 = .9131 

OTO.R NAT 121x- IV. 

4 10 c,30 

.0753 

.0839 

.0751 

. 2563 

. 2571 

2078 

Multiplying the total of each column by R. 

.0753 .0839 

.0057 .0063 

.0063 .0070 

.0057 .0063 

.0193 .0215 

.0194 .0216 

.0156 .0174 

t . I-TM = . 9556 

R: 1.0465 

.0751 .2563 .2571 .2078 

.0057 .0195 .0194 .0156 

.0063 .0215 .0216 .0174 

.0056 .0192 .0193 .0156 

.0192 .0657 .0659 .0533 

.0193 .0659 .0661 .0534 

.0156 .0533 .0534 .0452 



RESIDUAL MATRIX. 

(.0244) .0036 (-).0048 .0092 .0033 (-).0358 

.0033 (.0219) (,-).0227 (-) .0045 (-).0094 .0115 

(-).0358 (-)".0227 (.0359) .0172 (-).0204 .0259 

.0036 (-) .0045 .0172 (.0185) .0133 (-).0531 

(-.).0048 (-) .0094 (-).0204 .0183 (.0131) (-).0018 

.0092 .0115 .0259 (-) .0531 (-).00la (.0084) 

.. 0001 .0001 .0001 0000 0000 - .0001 

F.I. F2 23 F4 

1. V.T. .7811 (...) .2836 ().1079 (-).0753 

II. B.T. .7520 (-) .3202 (-).1341 (-).0839 

III. Apt.T. .9516 .2389 .1193 .0751 

IV. Sp.R. .8059 (-) .1552 .2380 
, 

.2563 

V. T-Jrg. .7804 .29e4 .2334 (-).2571 

VI. Mec.a.AL..7685 .2114 (-).2626 .2078 

.7437 .5907 .5392 

- .7570 - .5046 - .4163 

>0097 .0861 1229 

1 2 4 

22: signs of 2ests V.T., B.T. SP.R. revrsed 
4 6 

115 signs of Tess Sp.R. & ¡Tech. Akreversed. 

t 

F.4: signs of Jests IlrgcRe Mech. A.D. reversed. 

- 



ROTATION OF AXES 

Erl. EI. E.II. E.III 

1. V.T. .7811 (-).2336 (-).1079 (-).0753 

2. 3.2. .7520 (-).3202 (-).1341 (-).0839 

3. Ap.T. .9516 .2389 .1193 .0751 

4. Sp.R. .8059 (-).1532 .2380 (-).2563 

5. Drg. .7804 .2984 .2334 (-).2571 

( 'Teo, .:15. .7685 .2114 (-j .2626 .2078 
- .7570 :'ö 

+ .7487 .5907 + .5392 

o 
PI 

.7811 
'-) 

.2836 
.7520 -) ..3202 
.9516 .2389 
.8059 (-) .1532 
.7804 .2984 
.7685 .2:114 

1. .8305 .0296 
2. .3172 0 
3. .7928 .5780 
4. .8046 .1598 
5. .6118 .5690 
6. .6334 .4839 

.8305 .1079 
.,172 .1341 
.7982 .:195 
.8046 .2380 
.6118 .2334 
.6334 (-) .2626 

F.10 

.0104 .2111 

.9079 .1313 
693't .4096 

.6569 .5221 

.4798 .4456 

.6857 .0062 

o 
R.otating F.I. P.II.o by 22o in the positive 31:1-ection. 

Cos. .9272 
Sin. t .3746 
F.Ix m: Cos. Q V sin 

F.II y: 2c Sin. 9 + Y cos. 

See A. (CRA PH) 

Rotating F. & F.111.° by 22° 
in the positive direction. 

00s. .9272 
sin. .3746 see, ß (CRAPH) 



0 F i Rotating F.1. 

.8104 .2111 

.9079 181.8 

.6254 .4096 
.65C9 .5221 
.4798 .44.56 
.6857 O 

CD 
Jo I. 

Goa: 
sin: 

0 by 45 
t) in the 

posiUve direction. 
.7071 
.7071 

.4238 

.4427 

.2021 

.09E3 

.0M.2 

.7223 
.6998 
.78t3 
.8331 
.6544 

.4849 .4849 3ee C. (GRANO 

IV? !:Zol; ating is' *IV P bY 24° in the 
positive direction. 

.7223 (-) . /53 los: .9136 
06990 f-) .1539 Sin: .4r767 
.73,3 01751 
.a.7 .2563 
.6544 
.4849 

(-) .2571 
.2078 S.o.t. D. (CRAPO 

....0 
-- 2,./II.0 F. IV.!(1) Rotating 

V .... 

.690.5.- .2250 Scs: 

.6735 .2080 Sin: 
.6933 
.6574 .5732 
.70.24 .0313 
.3585 .3871 

by 45° in the 
poziLive direction. 

.7071 
.711 

eo E (CRRPH) 

.3292. .3174 

.3292 .6253 
.2100 .7563 
.0595 
.4745- .5188 
.2202 .5272 See E. 

0 F.I. 

.4238 

. 4427 

.2021) 

. 0953 

.c)242. 

.4849 

.71.6) F.TIT. (60 P. iirS-D 

. 0296 .3291 .6474 
0 .5292 .6253 

. 57E30 .2100 .7563 

.1598 .0595 .8702. 

.5090 . 4', 45- .5188 
.4859 0 .5272v 



A 

Fg° 





C 

F 





Li 
G 


